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FOREWORD 

l. The work of Ludwig Boltzmann (1844-1906) consists of two kinds of 
writings: in the first part of his active life he devoted himself entirely to 
problems of physics, while in the second part he tried to find a philosoph
ical background for his activities in and around the natural sciences.1 Most 
scientists are much more aware of his creative work in physics than of his 
digressions on the meaning and structure of science. I think in the present 
case the reason is not so much that most scientists are usually almost 
entirely occupied with their trade, because Boltzmann's philosophical 
work is also concerned with the (natural) sciences. I rather believe that 
the quality and consistency of Boltzmann's purely scientific work is of a 
more appealing nature than his less structured considerations on human 
activity in science and in life in general. 

2. I think that it may be appropriate for the readers of this anthology to 
say a few words on the main findings of Boltzmann in physics, since in the 
end their 'philosophical' inlpact has been larger than the effect of his later 
writings. Moreover some knowledge of his scientific achievements can be 
helpful for the understanding and appreciation of the essays printed in 
this book, which almost all stem from Boltzmann's philosophical period. 

Boltzmann was one of the main protagonists - at least in continental 
Europe - of atomistics for explaining the phenomena of physics. Hisfame, 
until this day, is mostly based on two theories. The first is his interpreta
tion of the notion of 'entropy' as a mathematically well-defined measure 
for what one might call the 'disorder' or 'probability' of a collection of 
atoms. His ideas on this topic gradually evolved from tentative ones of a 
purely mechanical character to the final concept of a statistical property. 
In physical processes the systems moved from states to which he assigned 
a certain probability to states of ever greater probability. This property, 
according to which, in physical processes taking place in isolated systems, 
the entropy never decreases, is the celebrated 'H-theorem' of Boltzmann. 
It explains the irreversibility of the phenomena concerned as an essentially 
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statistical property of a set of many atoms. In this way he solved one of 
the main problems of physics: how could systems of which the individual 
particles obeyed mechanical laws that were invariant under a change of 
the direction of time, show a behaviour with a definite preference for a 
development in time in one particular direction? The rebuttals, which did 
not fail to be raised, were answered by Boltzmann in sometimes rather 
violent discussions. It is true that Boltzmann, when refining his arguments, 
sometimes changed his views without stating so explicitly. Another fea
ture of Boltzmann's style which rebuffed scientists belonging to different 
traditions was the often excessive length of his argumentations. James 
Clerk Maxwell, whom Boltzmann greatly admired, especially for the 
mechanical models which the famous Scot used in his theories, and who 
shared Boltzmann's atomistic views, once wrote to a friend and fellow
physicist: "By the study of Boltzmann I have been unable to understand 
him. He could not understand me on account of my shortness, and his 
length was and is an equal stumbling block for me. Hence I am very much 
inclined to join the glorious company of the supplanters and to put the 
whole business in about six lines." In fact Maxwell's writings are often 
succinct although his 'A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism' proved 
to be difficult reading for not a few physicists for rather the opposite 
reason .... 

The second principal claim to lasting fame is the celebrated 'transport 
equation', which Boltzmann wrote down in 1872. It is frequently called 
the 'Boltzmann equation' and it provides a means to treat a number of 
properties of a gas, i.e., an example of a system consisting of a great 
number of particles. The model described by the Boltzmann equation 
represents a simplified description of a gas which on the one hand remains 
sufficiently near to a complete description to yield physically relevant 
results and which on the other hand permits a mathematical treatment 
that leads to predictions of physical properties. The equation contains 
'distribution functions' which give the statistical probability of finding 
the atoms at certain positions in space-time and animated by certain veloc
ities. It also contains a function which describes the collisions of the atoms 
and which is therefore characteristic for the particular system studied. 
Thus Boltzmann's equation involves both his main notions of physical 
theory: atomism and statistics. The equation allows the calculation of the 
so-called 'transport properties' of gases, such as their heat conductivities, 
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viscosities and the like. It remains, after a century, an essential tool of 
physics. Its applications have been numerous and many new ones are 
added every year. 

3. Boltzmann's academic careerB. 4, 6 reflects his preoccupations with 
physics, both theoretical and experimental, mathematics, and philosophy. 
In 1869. at the age of twenty-five, he became professor of mathematical 
physics in the university of Graz. In 1873 he moved back to his native 
Vienna to teach mathematics. In 1876 he went again to Graz, this time as 
a professor of experimental physics. In 1890 he accepted a professorship 
of theoretical physics in Munich. He returned again to Vienna in 1894, to 
leave for Leipzig in 1900, until finally in 1902 he settled definitely in 
Vienna. He succeeded Ernst Mach, who taught in Vienna from 1895 to 
1901, and who had been his fierce opponent by attacking atomistics. The 
alternation between Austrian and German universities gave him some 
difliculties. Thus for instance the Austrian authorities reproached him for 
his absence from their country and made him feel this by a tardy renomina
tion as a member of the Imperial Academy and by budgetary measures 
which caused practical difliculties and delays in scientific plans. 

4. The second half of Boltzmann's active life was centred on philosophy, 
rather than on physics, albeit that the foundations of physical theory, in 
particular the doctrine of atomism, played an outstanding role in his 
papers, courses and conferences. Roughly speaking one can say that his 
work on physics lasted until about 1898, while his philosophical interest 
started to be important from 1886 on. The present book contains mainly 
writings of the philosophical period. For Boltzmann a theory was an 
analogy or a metaphor for reality. The mechanical models which he used 
did not need to be taken as 'reality'; he did not assert that a gas consisted 
'really' of atoms and that the atoms 'really' interact. I agree in this view 
with the historian Martin J. Klein4,7. I surmise that the editors of this 
collection are of the same opinion, since otherwise it would be hard to in
clude Boltzmann in the Vienna Circle. However, other authors, especially 
Boltzmann's biographer, E. Broda, consider Boltzmann as a realist or a 
materialist who believed in the objective existence of an external worlds,e. 
Broda puts Boltzmann in contrast to Mach, for whom theories were 
merely orderings of sensations. Perhaps the difference between the two 
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points of view just mentioned is smaller than it seems from the tags em
ployed, because, as Broda also stressed, Boltzmann claimed that the main 
merit of the theory of atomism was its capacity of explaining many 
phenomena, and of predicting numerous details which escaped the 
theories of the 'energeticists', who refused to employ the notion of atom. 
The brain, Boltzmann said, makes pictures of the world, which are useful 
representations of experiences. Theory is pre-eminently a practical matter : 
it possesses precision and allows us to check the validity of models and 
reasonings by numerical comparison with the experimental facts. Boltz
mann was a strong adversary of the German idealists. He combated the 
views of Hegel, Schopenhauer and Kant. He said he found more phi
losophy in the concepts of the physicists than in those of the idealists. 

Boltzmann had a tremendous admiration for Darwin and he wished to 
extend Darwinism from biological to cultural evolution. In fact he con
sidered biological and cultural evolution as one and the same thing. The 
evolution of theories and ideas took place in successive jumps, just as 
biological evolution did. The pictures which evolved in the brain tended 
to perfection in the course of the centuries according to the same rules as 
laid down in Darwin's theory. Thus they developed slowly as representa
tions of experiences. In short, cultural evolution was a physical process 
taking place in the brain. Boltzmann included ethics in the ideas which 
developed in this fashion and he considered his political views, those of a 
radical democrat and a republican, as outcomes of his ethical ideas. 

5. At the end of Boltzmann's life the attacks on atomistics, at least in 
central Europe, grew powerful. It was only a decade or two later that 
atomic theory became preponderant. Today the relevance of Boltzmann's 
ideas in physics is clearer than ever and his fame is established for good. 
The same cannot be said of his influence in philosophical circles, either 
during his life, or thereafter. 

Institute of Theoretical Physics, 
University of Amsterdam, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

S. R. DE GROOT 
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EDITOR'S NOTE 

The first aim of the following selection is to include all of Boltzmann's 
Popu[iire Sehri/ten (his Writings addressed to the Publie) that will convey 
to the modem reader his individual conception of the nature of science 
in general and theoretical physics in particular. This was the aspect of his 
thought which, alongside his own contributions to theoretical physics, at
tracted the attention of members of the Vienna Circle and of related 
thinkers such as Wittgenstein, and thus won for Boltzmann, as one of the 
least of his posthumous guerdons, a place in this series. 

Accordingly it has been seen fit to omit all pieces expounding the ideas 
or the merits of others. Under this head fall: (2) 'On Maxwell's Theory of 
Electricity' (1873), (4) 'Gustav Robert Kirchhoff' (1887), (7) 'Josef 
Stefan' (1895)' (13) 'Rontgen's New Rays' (1896), (IS) 'In Memory of 
Josef Loschmidt' (1895), and (21) 'Review of W. Vaubel's Textbook of 
Theoretical Chemistry' (1903). Many of these might have been included 
had not that economy in printer's ink which Frege once derided become 
a necessity. It may perhaps be mentioned that (IS) contains Boltzmann's 
endorsement of Loschmidt's ironical suggestion of a negative scientific 
journal which would record only unsuccessful experiments. Loschmidt, 
he says, had ideas which, with slightly better experimental means, would 
have anticipated important discoveries, but the suggestion has wider 
applications. One polemical piece has been omitted because its technical 
character and its close involvement with contemporary publications 
make it chiefly valuable to specialists in the controversy. This is the 33-
page essay, (8) 'A Word from Mathematics to Energetics' (I 896}. The last 
two lectures of (16) have likewise been omitted because of their technical 
character. 

The remaining two omissions are (6) 'On Airship Flight' (I 894}, and (23) 
'A German Professor's Journey to Eldorado' (I 90S}. The former correct
ly predicts the superiority of the aeroplane over the airship. The latter 
records Boltzmann's visit to the Berkeley of staider days. It contains many 
flights of his sense of humour, but the attentive reader of the present 
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selection will not feel cheated in that regard. The tone of Boltzmann's 
writings, it may be remarked, is strikingly at variance with his tragic end. 

The remainder of the present selection is made up of two articles not in
cluded in Populare Schriften, which nevertheless give Boltzmann's views 
on general issues in a succinct form, and of a selection with, it is hoped, 
similar properties from his Vorlesungen iiber die Principe der Mechanik 
(Lectures on the Principles of Mechanics). 

The two articles last mentioned were first published in English. All 
other translation in this volume is the work of Dr Paul Foulkes, except 
for that of the dedication and preface to Populare Schriften, which is the 
present writer's. In some cases a correct German text had to be restored: 
wherever there was the slightest room for doubt, the nature of the correc
tion has been indicated in a footnote. Dr Foulkes has made explicit in his 
translation some literary allusions which the original readers were ex
pected to recognize without cues. 

B.McGUINNESS 



PART I 

From Populare Schriften 

WRITINGS ADDRESSED 

TO THE PUBLIC 

Dedicated 
a century after 

his entry into immortality 
to the shade of Schiller 

unsurpassed master of depiction faithful to nature 
and of true enthusiasm arising from the depths of the heart 



FOREWORD 

[In an opening paragraph Boltzmann explains that, unable at his age to learn the 
spelling introduced by a recent reform, he has adopted for the foreword an entirely 
phonetic orthography. "aidb. let db. dog keep itz tei! aw kAt db. houl thing awf aet 
WAIl gou!" In translation the tail has been left alone.] 

In the present volume I have, at the publisher's invitation, assembled my 
writings addressed to the public. They are of very various content - partly 
addresses, partly public lectures on science, articles of a more philosophi
cal character, book-reviews, and so on. 

My views have, of course, undergone modifications in the course of 
time and today I should perhaps no longer express myself in the same way 
on all matters. Nevertheless 1 have left everything unchanged, because each 
piece clearly can and should give nothing but a picture of my views at 
that time. 

The dedication above is not a piece of phrase-making. My thanks for 
the loftiest spiritual elevation must go to the works of Goethe (his Faust is 
perhaps the greatest of all the products of art and from it I took the mottoes 
of my first books); likewise to the works of Shakespeare, and so on. But 
with Schiller the case is otherwise. It is through Schiller that I have come 
into being. Without him there might have been a man with a beard and 
nose of the same shape, but I should not have existed. 

If anyone else has had on me an influence of the same order of magni
tude, it is surely Beethoven. But is it not significant that he, in his greatest 
work, leaves the last word to Schiller, - and not to the mature Schiller but 
to Schiller brimming over with the enthusiasm of youth? 

Vienna, 8 June 1905 LUDWIG BOLTZMANN 



ON THE METHODS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS· 

When the editors of the catalogue of models (published in 1892 for the 
Association of German Mathematicians) asked me to write on this topic, 
I soon saw that little remains to be said that is new; so much solid com
ment on it has appeared just recently. Indeed, our period is marked by an 
almost excessive critique of the methods of scientific research; one is 
tempted to cal1 it a critique of pure reason raised to a higher power, if the 
phrase were not perhaps rather too immodest. Nor can it be my aim fur
ther to criticize this critique; I merely wish to make a few clarifying re
marks for those who stand remote from these questions but nevertheless 
are interested in them. 

In mathematics and geometry the return from purely analytic to con
structive methods and illustration by means of models was at first occa
sioned by a need for economy of effort. Although this need seems to be 
purely practical and obvious, it is just here that we are in an area where a 
whole new kind of methodological speculations has grown up which were 
given most precise and ingenious expression by Mach, who states straight 
out that the aim of all science is only economy of effort. 

With almost equal justice one might declare that since in business the 
greatest economy is desirable, the latter is simply the aim of shops and 
money, which in a sense would be true. However, when the distances, 
motions, size and physico-chemical properties of the fixed stars are in
vestigated, or when microscopes are invented and with their help the 
causes of diseases are discovered, we should hardly wish to call this mere 
economy. 

Still, in the end it is a matter of definition what we regard as task and 
what as means for accomplishing it. Indeed, it depends on the definition 
of existence whether bodies, or their kinetic energy or even their qualities 
exist, so that one day we might well simply define away our own existence. 

However, enough of this; there is a need for making the utmost use of 

• PopullJ" Schri/ten, Essay 1. First published in Kata/oK TTIIlthematischer und TTIIlth
ematisch-physikalischer Modelle, etc., Munich, 1892. 
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what powers of perception we possess, and since the eye allows us to take 
in the greatest store offacts at once (significantly enough we say 'survey'), 
this gives rise to the need to represent the results of calculations and that 
not only for the imagination but visibly for the eye and palpably for the 
hand, with cardboard and plaster. 

How little used to be done about this in my student days! Mathematical 
instruments were almost unknown and physical experiments were often 
carried out in such a way that no one but the lecturer could see any of it. 
Since on top of it I was shortsighted and so could not see the writing and 
diagrams on the blackboard, my powers of imagination were kept con
stantly on the alert. I was almost going to say fortunately; that, however, 
would run counter to the purpose of this catalogue review, which must 
surely be to praise the infinite arsenal of models in mathematics today; 
besides, the remark would be inaccurate. For although my imaginative gifts 
did profit, this was only at the expense of the scope of knowledge ac
quired. At that time the theory of surfaces of the second degree was still 
the summit of geometrical knowledge and to illustrate it an egg, a napkin
ring and a saddle were enough. What abundance of figures, singularities 
and shapes evolving from each other the geometer of today must impress 
on his mind, and what valuable help he receives in this from plaster casts, 
models with fixed and movable strings, rails and joints of all kinds. 

Alongside this, other machines are steadily gaining ground, not for the 
purpose of representation but in order to take man's place as regards the 
labour of actually carrying out numerical operations, from the four basic 
ones to the most complicated integrations. 

It goes without saying that both types of apparatus are widely used by 
physicists who are in any case accustomed to handling instruments. All 
mechanical models, optical wave surfaces, thermodynamic surfaces in 
plaster, all kinds of wave machines, devices for representing the refraction 
of light and other laws of nature are examples of models of the first type. 
As to constructing apparatus of the second type, we have gone so far as 
to try to determine the solutions of differential equations that equally 
hold for an inaccessible phenomenon like friction in gases and an easily 
measurable one like the distribution of electric current in a conductor 
of suitably chosen shape, by simply observing the latter and using the 
values thus read off to calculate the frictional constant for the former. We 
may likewise recall Lord Kelvin's evaluation by graphical means of the 
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series and integrals that occur in the theory of tides, electrodynamics and 
so on. Indeed, in his lectures on molecular dynamics he put forward the 
idea of a mathematical institute for such calculations. 

In theoretical physics there are however models that I should like to 
classify under a third and special head, since they owe their origin to a 
special method that is being used more and more in precisely that branch 
of knowledge. I think this is due to practical needs rather than epistemo
logical speculations, but nevertheless the method often carries a highly 
philosophic imprint so that we must step anew into the field of epistemol
ogy. 

On the foundation created by Galileo and Newton it was above all the 
great Parisian mathematicians who, about the time of the French revolu
tion and later, had worked out a sharply defined method of theoretical 
physics. Certain mechanical assumptions were made from which by means 
of the principles of mechanics, now arrived at a kind of geometrical self
evidence, a group of natural phenomena were explained. One was indeed 
aware that the assumptions could not be called correct with apodeictic 
certainty, but it seemed up to a point likely that they corresponded exact
ly with reality; they were therefore called hypotheses. Thus matter, the 
luminous aether required for the explanation of the phenomena of light, 
and the two electric fluids were all thought of as sums of mathematical 
points. Between any two such points a force was considered to be acting, 
whose direction lay in the line joining them while its intensity was an as 
yet undetermined function of the distance (Boscovich). A spirit who knew 
all the initial positions and velocities of all these particles as well as all the 
forces, being able besides to solve all the resulting differential equations, 
could calculate in advance the whole course of the universe, just as an 
astronomer can an eclipse (Laplace). One had no qnalms in treating these 
forces, which were taken as originally given and not explicable further, 
as the cause of phenomena, and their calculation from the differential 
equations as the explanation of the phenomena. 

Later, there was added the hypothesis that, even in bodies at rest, these 
particles are in motion, which produces thermal phenomena. Particularly 
for gases, the nature of these motions was very precisely defined (Clausius), 
and their theory led to surprising mathematical predictions, such as that 
the frictional constant is independent of pressure, certain relations be
tween friction, diffusion and thermal conduction and so on (Maxwell). 
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The totality of these methods was so successful that the task of science 
was taken to be precisely the explanation of natural phenomena. Likewise, 
the sciences formerly called descriptive began to triumph when Dar
win's hypothesis allowed them not only to describe but also to explain 
biological forms and phenomena. Almost at the same time physics oddly 
enough took a turn in the opposite direction. 

It was above all Kirchhoff who doubted whether the privileged position 
given to forces viewed as causes of phenomena was justified: whether, 
with Kepler, we specify the shape of a planetary orbit, indicating the 
velocity at every point, or, with Newton, we give the force at any point, 
both are really no more than different ways of describing the facts; New
ton's merit is merely the discovery that the description of the motion of 
celestial bodies becomes especially simple, if we specify the second dif
ferential coefficient of their co-ordinates with respect to time (acceleration, 
force). In half a page, forces had been defined away and banished from 
nature and physics made into a descriptive science properly speaking. The 
edifice of mechanics was too solid for this external change to occasion any 
essential influence on its inner character. Theories of elasticity that did 
without the idea of molecules were likewise older (Stokes, Lame, Clebsch). 
However, in the development of other branches of physics (electrody
namics, theory of pyro- and piezo-electricity and so on), much influence 
was gained by the view that it could not be the task of theory to see 
through the mechanism of nature, but only to set up the simplest possible 
differential equations starting from the simplest possible assumptions 
(that certain quantities are linear or other simple functions and so on), 
such that from them we can calculate the phenomena of nature as ac
curately as possible; as Hertz puts it rather characteristically, the task is 
merely to represent directly observed phenomena in bare equations, with
out the colourful wrappings of hypotheses that our imagination lends 
them. Meanwhile several scientists had already attacked the old system of 
force-centres and forces at a distance from another even more sensitive 
direction; one could say from the opposite direction, because they were 
especially fond of the colourful wrappings of mechanical representation, 
or from a neighbouring direction because they too renounced recognition 
of a mechanism at the basis of phenomena, seeing in their own excogitated 
mechanisms not those of nature but merely pictures or analogies.1 Several 
scientists, amongst whom Faraday is foremost, had fashioned for them-
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selves a quite different representation of nature. Whereas the old system 
regarded force centres as the only reality while treating forces as mathe
matical concepts, Faraday saw these latter as clearly operative from point 
to point of the intervening space; the potential function, previously a 
mere formula facilitating calculation, he regarded as the reaJly existing 
link in space and cause of the action of forces. Faraday's ideas were much 
less clear than the earlier hypotheses that had mathematical precision, and 
many a mathematician of the old school placed little value on Famday's 
theories, without however reaching equaJIy great discoveries by means of 
his own clearer notions. 

Soon people tried, especially in England, to attain as illustrative and 
tangible representations as possible for concepts and notions that till 
then had played a role only in mathematical analysis. From these endeav
ours arose the graphic representation of the basic concepts of mechanics 
in Maxwell's Matter and Motion, the geometrical representation of two 
superimposed sine motions, and all the illustrations occasioned by quater
nion theory, such as the geometric interpretation of the operatorS 

d 2 d2 d2 
.d=dx2+ dy2 + dz2· 

A further circumstance was involved. Most surprising and far-reaching 
analogies revealed themselves between apparently quite disparate natural 
processes. It seemed that nature had built the most various things on 
exactly the same pattern; or, in the dry words of the analyst, the same dif
ferential equations hold for the most various phenomena. Thus thermal 
conduction, diffusion and the distribution of charge in electric conductors 
folJow the same laws. The same equations may be regarded as the solu
tion of a problem in hydrodynamics and in potential theory. The theory 
of fluid vortices and that of friction in gases show the most surprising 
analogy with electrodynamics and so on. (See also MaxweIJ, Scientific 
Papers, Vol. I, p. 156.) 

Such influences, too, from the outset pushed MaxwelJ into a different 
path when he undertook the mathematical elaboration of Faraday's rep
resentations. Already J. J. Thomson (Mathematical and Physical Papers, 
Vol. n had stressed a series of analogies between problems in the theory 
of elasticity and in electro-magnetism. In his very first paper on the theory 
of electricity ('On Faraday's lines offorce', see SCientific Papers, Vol. I, p. 
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157), Maxwell declares that he does not intend to propose a theory of 
electricity; that is, he does not himself believe in the reality of the incom
pressible fluids and resistances that he is assuming, but merely wishes to 
give a mechanical example that shows much analogy with electric phe
nomena, which he wants to present in a form that makes them most 
readily understandable. In his second paper ('On physical lines of force', 
Scientific Papers, Vol. I, p. 451) he goes much further still, constructing 
from fluid vortices and friction rollers moving inside cells with elastic 
waIls an admirable mechanism that serves as mechanical model for elec
tromagnetism. Naturally, this mechanism was derided by those who like 
ZolIner regarded it as a hypothesis in the old sense and thought that Max
welI ascribed reality to it (which in fact he resolutely rejects, and merely 
expresses the modest hope that by means of such mechanical fictions 
further research in the theory of electricity wilI be more helped than 
hindered). And they were indeed helped, for through his model Maxwell 
reached those equations whose peculiar and almost inconceivably fan
tastic powers were described so vividly by the man best qualified to do so, 
namely Heinrich Hertz (in his lecture on the relation between light and 
electricity, published in Bonn, 1890). To this I wish to add only that 
MaxwelI's formulae were merely consequences of his mechanical models, 
so that Hertz's enthusiastic praise is due in the first place not to Maxwell's 
analysis but to his ingenuity in discovering mechanical analogies. 

Only in Maxwell's third important paper ('A dynamical theory of the 
electromagnetic field', Scientific Papers, Vol. I, p. 526) and in his Treatise 
on Electricity and Magnetism (Oxford, 1881) do the formulae become 
more detached from the models, a process that was subsequently com
pleted by Heavyside, Poynting, Rowland, Hertz and Cohn. Maxwell still 
uses mechanical analogies, or, to use his term, dynamic illustrations. 
However, he no longer specifies them in detail but rather looks for the 
most general mechanical assumptions that are apt to lead to phenomena 
analogous to those of electromagnetism. Thus Thomson, by extending 
his earlier mentioned ideas, was led to the quasi-elastic and quasi-uustable 
aether and its illustration by means of a gyrostatic-dynamic model. 

Naturally Maxwell transferred the same mode of treatment to other 
branches of theoretical physics as well. For example, his gas molecules 
repelling each other with forces proportional to the inverse fifth power 
are to be taken as a mechanical analogy, and there has been no lack of 
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recent critics who misunderstood him and declared his hypothesis to be as 
unlikely as absurd. 

Gradually, however, the new ideas gained admission in all fields. From 
thermodynamics I here mention only Helmholtz's famous dissertations 
on the mechanical analogies of the second law. Indeed, it turned out that 
they were more in tune with the spirit of science than the old hypotheses, 
besides being more convenient for the scientist himself. For the old 
hypotheses could be upheld only so long as everything went well; but now 
the occasional lack of agreement was no longer harmful, for one cannot 
reproach a mere analogy for being lame in some respects. Hence the old 
theories, such as the elastic theory of light, gas theory, the chemist's 
benzene rings and so on, were soon taken as no more than mechanical 
analogies. 

In the end, philosophy generalised Maxwell's ideas to the point of 
maintaining that knowledge itself is nothing else than the finding of anal
ogies. This once again meant that the old scientific method had been de
fined away and science spoke merely in similes. 

At first, of course, all these mechanical models existed only in thought, 
they were dynamic illustrations in imagination, nor could they be carried 
out in practice at this general level. Yet their great importance stimulated 
people to construct at least their basic types. 

In Part 2 of this catalogue there is a report on such an attempt under
taken by Maxwell himself and another by the present writer. Fitzgerald's 
model, too, is currently at the Numberg exhibition as well as Bjerknes's 
model, which we owe to similar tendencies. Furtlier models that belong 
here are those constructed by Oliver Lodge, Lord Rayleigh and others. 

They all show how the new approach compensates the abandonment of 
complete congruence with nature by the correspondingly more striking 
appearance of the points of similarity. No doubt the future belongs to 
this new method; but just as it was wrong earlier to regard the old method 
alone as correct, so it would be one-sided now to take it as quite worn 
out in spite of all it has done, and not to cultivate it alongside the new 
one. 

NOTES 

1 Compare the almost ethereally structured and crystal clear though colourless theory 
of elasticity in Kirchhoff's lectures with the crudely realistic account in Vol. 3 of 
Thomson'. Mathematical and Physical Papers which concerns not ideally elastic bodies 
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but steel, rubber, glue; or with the often childlike naivete of MaxweU's language, who 
in the midst of fonnulae mentions a resUy effective method for removing fat stains. 
S MaxweU, Treatise on Electricity and Ml1IJnetlsm 1873, Vol. I, Sec. 29: Nature of 
the operator V and V'. This was later noticed by others too: Mach, Wien. Sitzungsber. 
86 (1882) 8. a also Wied. Beihl. 7, 10; Comptes Rendus lie. de Paris 95, 479. [Editor's 
note: Consistency with moderu practice (and with Boltzmann's own in his Vorlesungen 
Uber die Principe der Mechanik) would demand '8' for 'd' throughout. For 'A' it is now 
more common to use Maxwell's won ·V2.] 



THE SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS· 

When it came to be my tum to speak on a solemn occasion to this gather
ing, attended by so many to whom lowe my scientific education, I was well 
aware how difficult was the honourable duty I had undertaken and only 
reluctantly began to shoulder it. Forgive me, therefore, if I feel I must 
devote some words of apology to the very choice of my subject. This 
choice is no doubt easier for the philosopher and historian who remain in 
constant touch with the general public. In natural science it used often to 
be the custom to discuss more general topics of so-called philosophic or 
metaphysical interest. If today I depart from this custom, I certainly do 
not wish to provoke the suspicion that these more general questions seem 
to me insignificant or unimportant as against the countless special prob
lems raised by contemporary science. It is only the manner in which they 
have been treated to date, in some cases one almost feels tempted to say 
the fact that they are treated at all at this time, that seems to me mistaken. 
Hence the peculiar phenomenon that, while in special fields effort is often 
amply repaid, as regards general questions the most strenuous attempts 
are often unattended by any success: in the former case, for all the con
troversy as to detail there is in the main agreement, while in the latter the 
most contradictory views find their supporters and those who worked 
together in harmony on special questions no longer understand each 
other. 

Nowhere less than in natural science does the proposition that the 
straight path is the shortest tum out to be true. If a general intends to 
conquer a hostile city, he will not consult his map for the shortest road 
leading there; rather he will be forced to make the most various detours, 
every hamlet, even if quite off the path, will become a valuable point of 
leverage for him, if only he can take it; impregnable places he will isolate. 
Likewise, the scientist asks not what are the currently most important 
questions, but "which are at present solvable?" or sometimes merely "in 

• Populiire Schri/len, Essay 3. Address to a fotmal meeting of the Imperial Academy 
of Science, 29 May 1886. 
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which can we make some small but genuine advance?". As long as the 
alchemists merely sought the philosopher's stone and aimed at finding the 
art of making gold, all their endeavours were fruitless; it was only when 
people restricted themselves to seemingly less valuable questions that they 
created chemistry. Thus natural science appears completely to lose from 
sight the large and general questions; but all the more splendid is the 
success when, groping in the thicket of special questions, we suddenly 
find a small opening that allows a hitherto undreamt of outlook on the 
whole. 

Gali1eo's inclined plane, Stevin's chain have become mighty points of 
support from which mechanics penetrates not only into the external rela
tions between bodies but also into the nature of matter and energy. The 
remarkable facts that chemists daily discover are as many new proofs of 
atomism. Joule's experiments have definitively decided the old controver
sies about the nature of work, impulse and vis viva. The great query: 
whence do we come, whither will we go, has been discussed for thousands 
of years by the greatest of men of genius and turned this way and that with 
immense ingenuity; whether with any measure of success I do not know, 
but certainly without any essential and undeniable progress: that was not 
attained until the present century, thanks to most careful studies and 
comparative experiments on the breeding of pigeons and other domestic 
animals, on the colouring of flying and swimming animals, by means of 
researches into the striking similarity of harmless to poisonous animals, 
through arduous comparisons of the shape of flowers with that of the in
sects that fertilize them. All these are indeed fields of apparently sub
ordinate importance, but in them genuine success could be attained which 
precisely became the solid operational basis for a campaign into the realm 
of metaphysics attended by success that is unique in the history of science. 

Schiller remarked on the inquirers of his time: "to capture truth they 
sally forth with nets and staves, but with the steps of a master-spirit she 
sweeps through their midst". How much more, seeing today's weapons 
of physics and chemistry, would he have doubted whether with such a 
chaos of apparatus truth could be captured, and the same picture meets 
us in the present day work-places of mineralogists, botanists, zoologists, 
physiologists and so on. In such pieces of apparatus not only do I see de
vices for harnessing the forces of nature in new ways, but indeed I view them 
with much greater reverence, and venture to say that I regard them as the 
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true means for unveiling the nature of things. In this, of course, many 
problems are like the question once put to a painter, what picture he was 
hiding behind the curtain, to which he replied "the curtain is the picture". 
For when requested to deceive experts by his art, he had painted a picture 
representing a curtain. Is not perhaps the veil that conceals the nature of 
things from us just like that painted curtain? 

If we regard the apparatus of experimental natural science as tools for 
obtaining practical gain, we can certainly not deny it success. Unimagined 
results have been achieved, things that the fancy of our forebears dreamt 
in their fairy tales, outdone by the marvels that science in concert with 
technology has realised before our astonished eyes. By facilitating the 
traffic of men, things and ideas, it helped to raise and spread civilisation 
in a way that in earlier centuries is parallelled most nearly by the inven
tion of the art of printing. And who is to set a term to the forward stride 
of the human spirit! The invention of a dirigible airship is hardly more 
than a question of time. Nevertheless I think that it is not these achieve
ments that will put their stamp on our century: if you ask me for my in
nermost conviction whether it will one day be called the century of iron. 
or steam, or electricity, I answer without qualms that it will be named the 
century of the mechanical view of nature, of Darwin. 

After this confession you will take it with more tolerance if! am so bold 
as to claim your attention for a quite trifling and narrowly circumscribed 
question, nor will you accuse me of disregarding large and general ques
tions ifl tum to things that are as yet unrelated to them. In any case, treat
ing a narrowly circumscribed specialist topic before a wider public should 
not be entirely without interest. Indeed, the time is long past when a 
mortal could encompass all or even a fair number of branches of science; 
today we must limit ourselves not just to one definite branch but to a smal
lish part of one. At the same time, however, the various branches inter
penetrate more and more, so that in spite of extreme division of labour no 
individual must ever lost sight of other fields which, unfortunately, is not 
possible without occasional at least hurried glances at their detail. 

One used to divide the totality of natural sciences into two main groups: 
one was called that of descriptive sciences; the other, which includes 
physics, chemistry, astronomy, physiology and, insofar as they were 
counted as sciences, mathematics, geometry and mechanics, would then 
have to be called the group of explanatory sciences. We must not be sur-
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prised that the disciplines of natural history have long since protested 
against the title 'descriptive' that so greatly limits their task. Since the 
mighty upswing of geology, physiology and so on, but above all since the 
general acceptance of the ideas of Darwin, these sciences boldly undertake 
to explain the forms of minerals and of organic life. However, it is strange 
to see that on the other side the opposite tum is being taken almost at the 
same time. In this comprehensive work on mechanics, Kirchhoff very 
clearly sets himself as a task merely to describe natural phenomena as 
simply and perspicuously as possible, renouncing all explanation, and 
since then what in physics used to be called explanation has repeatedly 
been called a mere description of the facts; this because one wishes to 
avoid a vagueness in the concept of explanation. If one seeks to explain 
motions from forces and these from the essence of things, that is phe
nomena from things in themselves, one always seems to start from the 
view that explanation requires reducing the explicandum to some quite 
new principle external to it. This view is alien to natural science, which 
merely resolves complex things into components that are simpler but the 
same in kind, or reduces complicated laws to more fundamental ones. If 
now this process is often successful it becomes so much a habit that we 
have no wish to stop even at its natural end. Usually one even regards it 
as a limitation of our intellect that, assuming we had succeeded in finding 
the simplest basic laws, we could then not explain or ground them further, 
that is resolve them into simpler ones; that as regards the existence of the 
most elementary constituents we are in any case unable to comprehend 
them, that is reduce them to simpler ones still. Are we not here once more 
placed in front of that painted curtain mentioned earlier? Are we going to 
regard it as a limitation of our sense of sight that nobody can tell what 
picture is concealed behind the curtain? We shall be able to retain the 
word 'explain' if from the outset all such reservations are kept at a dis
tance. 

We infer the existence of things only from the impressions they make 
on our senses. It is thus one of the fairest triumphs of science if we succeed 
in inferring the existence of a large group of things that mostly escape our 
sense perception; thus astronomers, from often slight traces of light, were 
able with near certainty to infer the existence of many celestial bodies 
many of them a thousand and even a million times bigger than the earth 
and at distances that make the mind reel merely to think of them. If there-
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fore amongst the intruments to which metaphysics owes gratitude I failed 
to mention those ofastronomical observations, from the simplest dioptric 
devices of the ancient Egyptians to the telescopes of Galileo and Kepler 
and the giant instruments of Clark, this merely proves how incomplete 
was my list. What astronomy has succeeded in doing for phenomena on 
the largest scale has similarly been achieved for the smallest dimensions. 
All observation points to things so small that only millions together can 
excite our senses. We call these things atoms and molecules. Conditions 
in the investigation of atoms are in many ways much less favourable still 
than in astronomy. We can always think of celestial bodies as being simi
lar to our earth; even if as regards size, state of aggregation, temperature, 
and so on, there are bound to be the most varied differences, we can still 
think of a mass of molten metal or large glowing spheres of gas, for which 
spectral analysis offers further clues. About the constitution of atoms, 
however, we know as yet nothing and will continue to do so until we 
succeed in formulating a hypothesis from the facts observable by the 
senses. Strangely enough the first success is here again to be expected from 
the art that had proved so powerful in the investigation of celestial bodies 
too, namely spectral analysis. That there are such tiny individual things 
whose joint effect first forms bodies perceivable by the senses is of course 
only a hypothesis; just as it is only a hypothesis that what we see in the sky 
is caused by celestial bodies of such size and distance, as indeed it is basi
cally only a hypothesis that besides myself there are other human beings 
that feel pleasure and pain, that there further exist animals, plants and 
mineral bodies. Perhaps one day a hypothesis that the stars are mere 
sparks of light will explain celestial phenomena better than our current 
astronomy, but it is unlikely. Perhaps the atomistic hypothesis will one 
day be displaced by some other but it is unlikely. 

This is not the place for naming all the reasons that might be advanced 
for this. There will be no need to recall the ingenious inferences of Thom
son who used the most varied methods to work out with quite satis
factory agreement how many of these individual things make up a cubic 
millimetre of water. I need not mention that, besides many facts of chem
istry, it was by means of the atomistic hypothesis that science succeeded 
in calculating in advance the temperature dependence of the frictional 
constant for gases, the absolute and relative constants of diffusion and 
thermal conduction, which can surely be put alongside Leverrier's calcula-
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tion establishing the existence of the planet Neptune or Hamilton's predic
tion of conical refraction. A detailed discussion of these two problems 
will here be the less required as each is for ever linked with the name of a 
member of this academy. Let me merely make a brief comment on the 
first calculation of the frictional constant by Maxwell. 

From his theory he derives the result that for a whole class of phe
nomena the resistance to a body moving in a gas does not depend on the 
density of the gas. These phenomena are marked by the fact that for them 
the mass of gas plays no part in comparison with that of the moving 
bodies. All previous observations pointed against it, resistance had always 
been found to be much greater in dense air than in thin. Besides the result 
seemed to be a priori unlikely, for if resistance were independent of density, 
it would have to remain the same at zero density, when there would be no 
gas at all. All this could not have escaped Maxwell and when he first pub
lished his result he confessed that he almost preferred to believe that his 
calculations were faulty than that such absurd results were correct. Since 
then many cases belonging to this class of phenomena were carefully 
examined and the only thing exposed as false was Maxwell's lack of trust 
in the power of his own weapons. There remains no doubt that in these 
cases resistance is really independent of density within a wide range. If 
density becomes too small, resistance finally drops and vanishes where no 
gas remains, but here too theory was able to predict, with numerical 
precision, within what limits Maxwell's law was valid. 

Closely connected with atomism is the hypothesis that those elements 
of bodies are not at rest, forming matter by lying rigidly alongside each 
other, like bricks in a wall, but that they are in vigorous motion. This 
hypothesis, called the mechanical theory of heat, is likewise a view solidly 
based on facts. Its numerical formulation derives from the principle of 
energy first clearly enunciated by Robert Mayer. Energy may take three 
forms, the visible motion of bodies, thermal motion, that is the motion of 
the smallest particles, and finally work, that is the separation of mutually 
attracting bodies or the approach of repelling ones. This last form seems 
less comprehensible; a hint is given by the circumstances of work as re
gards magnets and electric currents: these depend so much on configura
tion that we spontaneously form the notion of other motions intervening 
that are not only invisible like thermal vibrations of molecules but even so 
far undefined by any hypothesis, for example motions of an as yet un-
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known medium of the luminiferous aether. When repelling bodies ap
proach or attracting ones separate, the motions in this medium ought to 
increase; small wonder therefore that in return the sum of visible and 
thermal motions becomes smaller, since part of it goes over into the hypo
thetical medium. The reverse would hold for the opposite case. Thus we 
could easily deduce all phenomena from a general principle. Heat, 
visible kinetic energy and work could be produced from or transformed 
into each other while their quantity remains always the same. 

However, alongside this general principle the mechanical theory of heat 
has placed a second one that limits the first in a rather unsatisfying way, 
the so-called second law of thermodynamics, expressed roughly as foll
lows: work and visible kinetic energy can be transformed into each other 
and into heat unconditionally, but conversely the reversion of heat into 
work or visible kinetic energy can occur either not at all or at best only in 
part. If in this form the principle looks already like an uncomfortable ap
pendix to the first one, it becomes much more inconvenient still by its 
consequences. The energy form we need is always that of work or visible 
motion. Purely thermal vibrations slip through our hands and escape 
our senses and are for us synonymous with rest; hence the thermal form 
of energy used often to be called dissipated or degraded energy, so that 
the second law proclaims a steady degradation of energy until all tensions 
that might still perform work and all visible motions in the universe would 
have to cease. 

All attempts at saving the universe from this thermal death have been 
unsuccessful, and to avoid raising hopes I cannot fulfi1, let me say at once 
that I too shall here refrain from making such attempts. 

Rather my intention is merely to examine the second law a little more 
closely from another angle. Molecnlar thermal motions are most prob
ably such that a given state of motion is not shared by a large group of 
neighbouring molecules, but that in spite of constant mutual influence 
each molecnle pursues its own independent path, appearing as it were as 
an autonomously acting individual. One might therefore think that this 
autonomy of the parts would at once have to show itself in the external 
properties of bodies; for example, that in a horizontal metal bar now the 
right and now the left end must become spontaneously hotter according as 
the molecules happen to vibrate more intensely at one or the other place, 
or that if in a gas a large number of molecules happen to be moving to-
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wards the same point at the same time, a sudden increase in density must 
occur there. However, we observe none of this, and the reason why this is 
so is nothing other than the so-called law of large numbers. 

As is well known, Buckle has shown by statistics that if only we take a 
large enough number of people, then so long as external circumstances 
do not change significantly, there is complete constancy not only in the 
processes determined by nature, such as number of deaths, diseases and 
so on, but also of the relative number of so-called voluntary actions such 
as marriage at a certain age, crime, suicide and the like. Likewise with 
molecules: the pressure on a piston arises from various molecules imping
ing, now more now less strongly, now head on now at an angle, but be
cause of the large number of colliding molecules not only does the total 
pressure remain constant but also the same average intensity of collisions 
falls on any visible or observable part however small. If we notice that the 
pressure is bigger at any point, we shall at once look for an external cause 
that moves the molecules to flow preferentially to that point. If now in a 
given system of bodies there is a given amount of energy, the latter will 
not arbitrarily transform itself now in one now in another manner, but 
it will always go from a less to a more probable form; if the initial distribu
tion amongst the bodies did not correspond to the laws of probability, it 
will tend increasingly to become so. Precisely those forms of energy that 
we wish to realise in practice are however always improbable. For exam
ple, we desire that the body move as a whole; this requires all its molecules 
to have the same speed in the same direction. If we view molecules as 
independent individuals, this is however the most improbable case con
ceivable. It is well known how difficult it is to bring even a moderately 
large number of independent individuals to do exactly the same in exactly 
the same manner. Yet only if all motions thus agree can we attain the 
highest aim of unconditional transformation. Every deviation from agree
ment amounts to degradation of energy. Equally improbable is the energy 
form of pure mechanical work, whereas in chemical work a mixture of 
atoms can occur that corresponds at least in part to the laws of probability. 

Therefore, what previously we called degraded energy forms will be 
none but the most probable forms; or, better, it will be energy that is 
distributed amongst the molecules in the most probable way. Imagine a 
number of white balls into which a different number of black but other
wise identical balls is introduced. At the start let one place be occupied 
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only by white, another only by black balls. If however we mix them by 
hand or expose them to some other influence that constantly alters their 
relative position, then after some time we will find them variously mixed 
together. Just so it is with a hot body that is hotter than its surroundings: 
indeed, there we have a fairly large group of rapidly moving molecnles 
amongst groups that move more slowly. If we bring the hot body into 
direct contact with its colder surroundings, there develops a velocity 
distribution that corresponds to the laws of probability. The temperature 
becomes equalised. If however we adopt detours, we can use the existing 
improbabilities of energy distribution to produce other improbable energy 
forms that would not develop spontaneously. When heat goes from a 
hotter to a colder body we can transform part of the transmitted heat into 
visible motion or work, as happens for instance in steam engines and any 
other heat engines. 

The same thing will be possible whenever the initial energy distribution 
does not correspond to the laws of probability, for example when a body is 
colder than its surroundings, or when at one point of a gas the molecules 
are more crowded and at another less, ~d so on. Suppose in the lower 
half of a container we had pure nitrogen and in the upper pure hydrogen, 
both at the same pressure and temperature, this distribition would not 
correspond to the law of probability, which reqnires that all molecules be 
uniformly mixed, like the white and black balls above. If the gases mix 
directly, this is analogous to the case that between two unequally hot 
bodies the temperature adjusts itself directly, which likewise occasions 
no transformation of heat into work. It is however conceivable that the 
mixing occurs via detours and that part of the heat contained in the two 
gases is changed into visible motion or work. And indeed, as Lord Ray
leigh was the first to show, this can in fact be realized. 

In a single gas not all molecules will have the same speed, but some 
rather greater and others less than average, and it was Maxwell who first 
proved that the various speeds have the same distribution as the errors of 
observation that always creep in when the same quantity is repeat
edly determined by measurement under the same conditions. That these 
two laws agree cannot, of course, be taken as accidental, since both are 
determined by the same laws of probability. If one could produce a gas in 
which all molecnles had exactly the same speed, this too would be an 
energy distribution greatly deviant from the most probable one. If there-
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fore this form of energy could so far never be produced in practice, we 
could in any case maintain a priori that its transition into ordinary heat 
would likewise occasion the production of improbable energy forms, no 
differently from the transition of heat from a hotter to a colder body. 

Now we are able not only to declare qualitatively that one energy 
distribution is quite improbable and another probable, but the calculus of 
probability as in all other cases that fall under it enables one to set up the 
precise measure of probability of any energy distribution, provided of 
course that the mechanical conditions of the system are known. (For the 
logical foundations of the calculus, see the treatise on the calculus of 
probability by Kries) 1. To every energy distribution therefore corresponds 
a quantitatively determinable probability. Since in the most important 
cases for practical purposes this is identical with the quantity that Claus
ius calls entropy, we too shall use this name. All changes in which entropy 
increases will occur spontaneously, as Clausius puts it. On the other hand, 
entropy can diminish only if in return some other system gains the same 
or a greater amount of it. If initially we have two bodies of different 
temperatures, which then equalise, the probability of the initial state with 
different temperatures and of the final one which is the more probable 
can be calculated exactly so that we can determine how much of the heat 
transferred can be turned into work; only if the initial temperatures were 
markedly different, as that of burning coal or oxy-hydrogen gas relatively 
to our ordinary surroundings, can the transferred heat be almost com
pletely transformed into work. In mathematics one usually puts it thus: 
if the temperature drops from infinite to finite, almost all heat transferred 
can be transformed into work; the infinitely higher temperature is, as it 
were, infinitely improbable. Similarly, the case of all atoms moving at the 
same speed in the same direction, that is a body undergoing visible loco
motion, corresponds to an infinitely improbable configuration of energy: 
visible motion behaves like heat of infinitely high temperature, it can be 
completely transformed into work. 

A machine is a device using available power to overcome a load. One 
always works out the case where the applied effort just balances the load, 
though this is as yet of no practical use; as long as equilibrium prevails, 
the load cannot be moved a hair's breadth, that would require a small 
increment to the effort. Just so we proceed in thermodynamics: one always 
considers such energy transformations as leave the probability of energy 
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distribution always constant; these we call reversible changes of state, for 
since the probability remains always the same, the change might just as 
well run in the opposite sense. Strictly speaking, of course, they can run 
in neither, just as little as the effort at equilibrium can move the load, 
since energy transformation can actually occur only if this makes the 
state of the system more probable. However, if the difference in proba
bility is taken as very small, one can come arbitrarily close to reversible 
changes. In this sense the thermodynamicist thinks of heat as travelling 
from one body to another at exactly the same temperature, or of a piston 
as moving when pressure and counter pressure are exactly equal; in 
practice, the second body will always have to be a little colder and the 
counter pressure a little smaller. Reversible changes have been imagined 
with the most various bodies in the most various ways. They always led 
to remarkable relations between properties, whose connections would 
not otherwise have been suspected. Insofar as these relations have been 
tested by experiment, they have regularly proved correct. Thus were dis
covered the relation between the specific heats, the moduli of compression 
and thermal expansion, the change of specific volume at solidification and 
the change with pressure of the freezing point, the supersaturation of va
pours by expansion and their other properties, the solubility of salts, their 
specific weights and the vapour pressures of their solutions, between 
magnetic and thermal properties of bodies, between heats of formation, 
electromotive force and its dependence on temperature. 

The sun has been extolled as the energy source not only of animal and 
plant life and meteorological processes, but of all terrestrial work proces
ses, except the sea mills of Agrostoli. 

Helmholtz has shown that the heat originating from anthracite is only 
stored solar heat, but I do not know whether it has been pointed out 
clearly enough why just this source of energy is of such great use; in the 
bodies on the earth's surface that are immediately accessible to us, an 
amount of energy is stored of whose size we have not the least concep
tion. If the heat produced by the Niagara falls is already enough to drive 
a considerable proportion of all our machines, what inexhaustible supplies 
of energy would be at our disposal if we could transform all the heat con
tained in the bodies of our surroundings into work. Yet this cannot be 
done, because the energy they contain, except insofar as the sun might 
produce differences in temperature, is already almost in the most probable 
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distribution, so that any attempt at distributing it in ways more suitable 
to our ends will fail. Between sun and earth, however, there is a colossal 
temperature difference; between these two bodies energy is thus not at all 
distributed according to the laws of probability. The equalisation of tem
perature, based on the tendency towards greater probability, takes mil
lions of years, because the two bodies are so large and far apart. The inter
mediate forms assumed by solar energy, until it falls to terrestrial tem
peratures, can be fairly improbable, so that we can easily use the transi
tion of heat from sun to earth for the performance of work, like the transi
tion of water from the boiler to the cooling installation. The general 
struggle for existence of animate beings is therefore not a struggle for raw 
materials - these, for organisms, are air, water and soil, all abundantly 
available - nor for energy which exists in plenty in any body in the form 
of heat (albeit unfortunately not transformable), but a struggle for en
tropy, which becomes available through the transition of energy from the 
hot sun to the cold earth. In order to exploit this transition as much as 
possible, plants spread their immense surface ofleaves and force the sun's 
energy, before it falls to the earth's temperature, to perform in ways as yet 
unexplored certain chemical syntheses of which no one in our laboratories 
has so far the least idea. The products of this chemical kitchen constitute 
the object of struggle of the animal world. 

Lest I become involved too much in details that can interest only the 
expert, I must here refrain from undertaking the task, however attractive 
it might be, of citing further special cases in order to clarify in what way 
the energy distribution in a system of bodies assumes ever more probable 
forms, or of giving examples in order to illustrate what kind of detours 
enable us to produce fairly improbable distributions by starting from 
ones that are even less so but still given in nature and artificially guiding 
them into the desired paths. Let me however touch on just one area of 
somewhat general importance; you may have noticed that on various 
occasions I spoke not of bodies in general but only of gases. The reason 
for this lies in the fact that the molecules of gases are so far apart that 
they no longer exert significant forces on one another; since the external 
forces acting on gases can usually be neglected, their molecules are in
deed precisely in the state of the black and white balls mentioned earlier. 
Their mixture according to the laws of probability is not disturbed by 
alien influences. Every point within the vessel, every direction of motion is 
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for them equally probable. Not so for the various values of the magnitude 
of velocity. Let the total energy of the gas be given. The greater the speed 
of a molecule, the more restricted therefore the choice of speed of the 
remaining ones: hence large speeds for a single molecule are always im
probable up to the most extreme and improbable case of a single molecule 
possessing the whole kinetic energy contained in the gas, all others having 
none. Every gas molecule is flying about with the speed of a shell from 
a gnn and within one second collides many million times with other 
molecules. Who then could conceive even approximately what confused 
turmoil agitates the elements of these bodies! However, the average 
results can be found by combinatorial analysis as simply as in the case of 
a game of lotto. 

In liquid flnids and solid bodies there is in addition the effect of mo
lecular forces. Indeed, a considerable amount of energy is reqnired to 
separate a given mass of fluid water into molecules of vapour. One im
agines that between water molecules there are attractive forces which of 
course increase the probability of coalescence. 

As indicated above, one might alternatively ascribe these forces to a 
medium. Separation of two water molecules would have to increase the 
medium's energy. The relevant mechanism is of course quite unknown 
to us; however the energy of an ordinary liquid is altered by relative 
change of position of eddies or solid rings within them. The energy arising 
in the medium would then be lost for thermal motion. The separation of 
two water molecules would then be more improbable not because of an 
attractive force but for the same reason as greater speeds of molecules 
above. For this separation would lower the thermal energy of the mass of 
water, thus diminishing the number of possible energy distributions 
amongst the remainder of molecules. 

I can here sketch the final result only in a few strokes. Consider a 
liquid in a large sealed vessel which it does not fill completely. If the 
liquid contains very little energy, it can happen that there is not enough 
to separate even a single molecule: all of them would have to cleave 
together; even if this situation is never actually realized, is is enough if 
the whole energy is consumed in separating relatively few molecules for 
only vanishingly small amounts of vapour to form over the liquid. As 
the temperature rises this vapour will become progressively denser and 
the liquid less cohesive. Take now the other extreme case: let the 
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total energy be very large, so that in comparison the small amounts 
absorbed from or transferred to the medium when two molecules are 
merged or separated are negligibly small (the work done by the mole
cular forces will vanish), then the whole mass must behave like a gas 
both at arbitrarily low or high density. The boundary of the two states 
is what we call the 'critical temperature': just below it there remain 
both liquid and vapour, but they differ little, the work of molecular 
forces no longer counts for much; while above it everything is uniform, 
one cannot say whether liquid or gaseous, since the two branches run into 
each other. 

If two different fluids are mixed, heat is produced if mutual attraction 
predominates, but absorbed in the opposite case. It would be incorrect to 
think that in the former case the fluids mix spontaneously and in the latter 
not, for a uniform mixture is much more probable than complete separa
tion, as with the often mentioned white and black balls. That is why in 
gases too a mixture will always occur, although unaccompanied by any 
noticeable production of heat. If the mixture of liquids produces heat, 
they will mix the more readily of therr selves, but if cooling arises, the 
greater probability of the mixed state may still be decisive. Only when 
cohesive forces are significantly preponderant will the tendency towards 
mixture be overcome. 

Much the same occurs in the operation of so-called chemical affinities. 
It is a fact that when two like or unlike atoms combine in certain ways, 
very considerable amounts of energy are set free. The so-called valency 
of atoms alone shows that here it is not only mutual approach to a certain 
small central distance that is decisive, as we previously imagined it for 
water molecules, but that this release of energy occurs only when the 
constituents assume a certain relative position. Take first monovalent 
atoms, where the effect occurs only when two atoms join, while a third 
one supervening releases hardly any further energy, e.g. as in gaseous 
chlorine. At low temperatures the separation of each pair of atoms is 
highly unlikely, as in the earlier case of the vapour molecule separating 
from the liquid mass. As the temperature increases more and more pairs 
of atoms will separate (dissociate), until they are all dissociated. Qualita
tively, this hypothesis has long been established amongst chemists, but the 
calculus of probabilities allows a quantitative determination. The total 
energy contained in the gas can be determined, so that for the ratio of 
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undissociated to dissociated molecules we obtain a formula with only two 
unknown constants to be determined from observation: one is the energy 
released when two chlorine atoms combine into a molecule, the other 
determines the space within which one atom must be relatively to a second 
in order that they should appear as chemically joined, what I want to call 
the binding range. Insofar as we have observations, the formula men
tioned agrees with experience. 

Accordingly, we must view the dependence of degree of dissociation on 
pressure as follows: given the number N1 of dissociated atoms, then 
whenever a new atom lies within the binding range of one of them a 
molecule is formed, whenever it lies in the remaining space it is free. If 
therefore that space is doubled without changing N 10 which in view of the 
vanishing smallness of the binding ranges amounts to doubling the total 
volume of the gas, the probability that two atoms are combined drops 
by half; the bigger we make the volume containing the mass of the gas, 
the higher becomes the degree of dissociation at constant temperature, 
given the number N1 of dissociated atoms, the number N2 of molecules 
will be inversely proportional to the volume. Similarly we determine the 
temperature dependence of the degree of dissociation. I have tried to 
work out from Victor Meyer's observations on iodine vapour the energy 
released on the combination of two iodine atoms into a molecule and the 
binding range. The former comes out at t of the heat of combustion of 
hydrogen, the latter is as yet affected by considerable uncertainty, al
though it is certainly very small compared with a sphere whose diameter 
equals the mean distance of two solid iodine atoms. I will not call this the 
size of an iodine atom to avoid the suspicion that I want to ascribe to 
atoms any similarity with solid spheres or other tiny solid bodies. For 
multivalent atoms the task of combinatorial analysis is of course much 
harder but not insoluble. 

To the question when liquids mix of their own accord corresponds in 
chemistry the principle of Berthelot. That chemical compound which 
produces most heat is always attended by the greatest probability and will 
always occur by preference; if the excess of heat is large, it will occur on its 
own: this last is Berthelot's principle. If however the excess is small, other 
compounds may always occur as well in small amounts; these are the 
exceptions to the principle. Consider two kinds of monovalent atoms A 
and B present in equal numbers, and assume that the heat of combination 
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(A 2) of two atoms A into a molecule A2 is exactly equal to the heats of 
combination (B2) and (AB), the last one for the formation of a molecule 
AB from one atom each of A and B. Let the three heats of combination 
be so large that rather few molecules are dissociated, and that everything 
is in the gaseous state; then according to the calculus of probability half 
the molecules will be AB and a quarter each A2 and B2, that is the partial 
pressure of the gas AB is twice that of the gases A2 and B2• Just as the 
probability of drawing two white or two black balls is t, and one white 
and one black! if two are drawn from a bag containing half of each. If 
the heat of formation (AB) is less than t«A2) + (B2)), that is the trans
formation of A2 and B2 into two AB has a negative heat of formation, 
then less of AB will be formed if the two bodies A2 and B2 are mixed; 
nevertheless, in spite of the negative heat of formation a measurable 
amount of the compound AB may well form itself. Not until the heat of 
formation becomes sufficiently negative will the quantity of AB formed 
become undetectable, but so long as the heat of formation is negative the 
total mass can never completely turn into AB. I must here omit any furth
er discussion of combinations of more than two atoms or applications to 
real cases, as for example a comparison with the investigations of Rathke 
(Nat. Ges. Halle, Vol. 15, 1881). 

How, one might ask, is it that not all the compounds corresponding to 
the possible combinations of atoms are always formed, since each has a 
greater or smaller probability in favour of it? About this, too, the calcula
tion informs us, for the quantities formed are given by exponential 
magnitudes whose gigantic growth or fall has often been illustrated, for 
example by the vast present value of one penny invested at compound 
interest at the birth of Christ, or by the tale of the man who invented 
chess. From the above-mentioned formula one finds that iodine vapour 
at 30 'C must indeed contain some dissociated atoms, but in 1000 kg of it 
their weight would be only one part in a hundred million of a milligram 
(10- 11 g). (The fact that iodine is not very volatile at this temperature is 
here unimportant. No doubt we should find an even more favourable 
result for chlorine or bromine.) For the same reason, oxy-hydrogen gas 
at ordinary temperature does not give rise to much water however long 
the period, even though water is by far the most probable compound, 
since for one water molecule to form at least one oxygen or hydrogen 
atom must be dissociated, which certainly occurs incredibly less often 
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than with iodine, by what factor we do not know, since we lack all data 
concerning oxygen and hydrogen. 

Radiant heat inside a perfectly black container at constant temperature 
corresponds to the laws of probability, but the vibrations of light at the 
conditions of temperature of the earth's surface are motions of greater 
regularity and thus constitute a rather improbable energy form, a transi
tional stage when energy goes from a very hot to a cold body; hence its 
considerable dissociating effect without much heating. 

First I considered a clear case of physical mixture and later a clear case 
of a chemical compound; however different the characteristic marks of 
these two extremes, we can imagine a continuous path between them by 
means of various intermediate steps. By quite different methods, Helm
holtz found that water can never be freed from the last trace of dissociated 
hydrogen and oxygen; only if at the start all atoms were combined into 
H20, would there be just one atom of 0 for every two of H. Since the 
former was never so, neither is the latter and the numerical proportions 
between the dissociated atoms may be quite different; hence no chemical 
compound will contain with absolute precision the proportion of atoms 
corresponding to its formula, even if the deviations are millions of times 
smaller than the quantity of dissociated iodine atoms calculated above. 
However, we may conceive of transitional bodies where one or the other 
ingredient might be in considerable excess. Such compounds would not 
show properties totally different from those of its components; special 
properties arising from the mixture will merely reach a maximum at some 
definite proportion of the components and certain groups of atoms will 
form preferentially though not exclusively, as indeed is strictly speaking 
not the case in any chemical compound. The more marked this maximum, 
the more evident the character of the chemical compound; the flatter the 
maximum, the more evident the character of the physical mixture. Exam
ples are offered by the hydrates of many acids, for instance sulphuric acid, 
by salts that contain crystallised water, by many metals whose alloys 
resemble chemical compounds. If such bodies are distilled, or allowed to 
crystallize, at a certain pressure, one often obtains products of fixed 
composition which however varies if pressure or other external circum
stances vary. Here too nature knows no jumps. How striking is the dif
ference between animal and plant, yet the simplest forms continuously 
merge into each other, so that some are just on the border and represent 
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animals as readily as plants. In natural history the various species are 
mostly sharply separate, but here and there contiuuous transitions occur. 
No doubt no one would want to abolish the concepts of animal, plant and 
species on that account, but the question whether a certain form is or is 
not a new species will occasionally admit of no answer, because of the 
impossibility offormulatiug the concept of species with absolute precision. 
Just as little will anybody ever wish to abolish the concept of chemical 
compound or even need essentially to alter its use, yet in individual cases 
the question whether we are dealing with a chemical compound or a mix
ture will be void because a sharp definition of the concept is impossible. 
Indeed, if these principles proved themselves as correct, they would ex
clude from the outset many assumptions made by chemists, for example 
that of Riidorff (see Lothar Meyer, Moderne Theorien der Chemie, p. 236) 
declaring that sodium chloride is free of water above _9°C but contains 
two chemically bound water molecules below that temperature. Such a 
sudden change in composition at a given temperature would be impos
sible in a simple separation of a molecule into two smaller ones. At least 
there would have to be a finite temperature interval of gradual dissocia
tion in between. Nor, as Bineau thought, could sulphur molecules sud
denly change from six to two atoms. 

Since a given system can never of its own accord go over into another 
equally probable state but only into a more probable one, it is likewise 
impossible to construct a system of bodies that after traversing various 
states returns periodically to its original state, that is a perpetual motion 
machine. And so we have arrived where one usually begins when con
sidering the second law. One sets up the axiom that it is impossible to 
construct a perpetuum mobile from a finite number of bodies. The axiom 
is formulated in equations that are called the fundamental equations of 
the second law, and then one is amazed that, on the assumption that the 
world is a large system with a finite number of bodies, it follows from 
these equations that not even the world as a whole can be a perpetuum 
mobile, which was really contained already in the assumption. However 
enticing such vistas of the universe and however suggestive they doubtless 
often prove, I still think that here we just extend empirical propositions 
far beyond their natural boundaries. 

Since atoms have given such faithful service in all branches of physics 
and chemistry, the question arises whether it is likely or even possible 
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that we can by their means explain the phenomena of animal life as well, 
that is thought and sensation. I do not know whom immediate conscious
ness tells beyond doubt today as once it did Herbart that the 'ego' is a 
simple entity; but sensations, the elements of our whole thinking, surely 
those are something simple? I think about this too our consciousness 
cannot tell us anything, for it leaves sensation completely undefined, tel
ling us only that one of red is different from one of blue but not whether 
both are simple elements or complicated dislocations of countless atoms 
perhaps comparable to a wave motion. We can sense red, but what a sen
sation might be we cannot sense. 

Perhaps it goes against the grain to regard what was presented to us 
even before we could think as the composite, and the laboriously inves
tigated as the simple. However, in scientific questions I want to deprive 
such feelings of authority: the contemporaries of Copernicus were equally 
directly conscious and felt that the earth did not revolve. Still, the most 
direct path would be to start from our immediate sensations and to show 
how by means of them we attained knowledge of the universe. However, 
since this does not seem to lead to our goal, let us follow the inverse path 
of natural science. We frame the hypothesis that complexes of atoms had 
developed that were able to multiply by forming similar ones round them. 
Of the larger masses so arising the most viable were those that could 
multiply by division, and those that had a tendency to move towards 
places where favourable conditions for life prevailed. 

This was greatly furthered by the receptivity for external impressions, 
chemical constitution and the motion of the circumambient medium, light 
and shade and so on. Sensitivity led to the development of sensory nerves, 
mobility to motor nerves; sensations that through inheritance led to 
constant strong compelling messages to the central agency to escape from 
them we call pain. Quite rough signs for external objects were left behind 
in the individual, they developed into complicated signs for complex situa
tions and, if required, even to quite rough genuine internal imitations of 
the external, just as the algebrist can use arbitrary letters for magnitudes 
but usually prefers to choose the first letters of the corresponding words. 
If there is such a developed memory sign for the individual himself, we 
define it as consciousness. In this there is a continuous path from the 
closely connected clear conscious ideas to those stored in memory and to 
unconscious reflex movements. Does not our feeling tell us once more that 
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consciousness is something quite different? However, I have silenced 
feeling: if the hypothesis explains all the phenomena concerned, feeling 
will have to give way as in the question of the earth's rotation. It will be 
a much later question, but one that can be solved only in this way, how 
from our sensations which are the simplest elements of our thinking we 
were able to reach hypotheses. However, I must end, lest I become false 
to my resolution to leave metaphysics aside. Much of what I have said 
may be mistaken, but all of it reflects my conviction. Only if each con
tinues to work where and how he is able, can we come nearer to truth; on
ly, as Schiller says, by "busyness that never flags, that slowly forms but 
never destroys, that to the building of eternities brings grains of sand, yet 
from the heavy debt of time wipes minutes, days and years". 

Thus I too shall be satisfied if my present lecture has contributed a 
grain of sand to the spread of the knowledge of nature. 

NOTE 

1 J. von Kries, Die Prinzipien der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung, Freiburg i.B., 1886. 



ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THEORIES· 

When some days ago I learnt of the plan for today's ceremony, it was at 
first my firm intention to ask you to refrain. For how, I asked myself, can 
an individual deserve being honoured in this way? Surely, aU of us are 
just coUaborators in a great enterprise, and everyone who does his duty 
in his post deserves equal praise. If therefore an individual is singled out 
from the community this can in my view never be aimed at him as a 
person but only at the idea that he represents; only by completely giving 
himself over to an idea can the individual gain enhanced importance. 

Therefore I decided not to insist on my request only when I related all 
honours not to my own modest self but to the idea that fiUs my thought 
and action: the development of theory, for whose glory no sacrifice is too 
great for me; since theory is the whole content of my life, let it likewise 
be the content of my present words of thanks. 

I should not be a genuine theoretician if I were not first to ask: what is 
theory? The layman observes in the first place that theory is difficult to 
understand and surrounded with a tangle of formulae that to the unini
tiated speak no language at all. However they are not its essence, the true 
theoretician uses them as sparingly as he can; what can be said in words 
he expresses in words, while it is precisely in books by practical men that 
formulae figure aU too often as mere ornament. 

A friend of mine has defined the practical man as one who understands 
nothing of theory and the theoretician as an enthusiast who understands 
nothing at aU. The rather pointed view contained in this we will likewise 
oppose. 

I am of the opinion that the task of theory consists in constructing a 
picture of the external world that exists purely internaUy and must be our 
guiding star in all thOUght and experiment; that is in completing, as it 
were, the thinking process and carrying out globally what on a small scale 
occurs within us whenever we form an idea • 

• Popa/llre Schriften, Essay 5. In reply at a farewell ceremony, 16 July 1890, at Graz, 
when the author had been called to a professorship at Munich. 
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It is a peculiar drive of the human spirit to make itself such a picture 
and increasingly to adapt it to the external world. If therefore we may 
often have to use intricate formulae to represent a part of the picture that 
has become complicated, they nevertheless always remain inessential if 
most serviceable forms of expression, and in our sense Columbus, Robert 
Mayer and Faraday are genuine theoreticians. For their guiding star was 
not practical gain but the picture of nature within their intellect. 

The immediate elaboration and constant perfection of this picture is 
then the chief task of theory. Imagination is always its cradle, and obser
vant understanding its tutor. How childlike were the first theories of the 
universe, from Pythagoras and Plato until Hegel and Schelling. The 
imagination at that time was over-productive, the test by experiment was 
lacking. No wonder that these theories became the laughing stock of 
empiricists and practical men, and yet they already contained the seeds 
of all the great theories of later times: those of Copernicus, atomism, the 
mechanical theory of weightless media, Darwinism and so on. 

In spite of all mockery the drive to form a theoretical view of external 
things remained unconquerable in the human breast and it constantly 
gave rise to new flowers. As Columbus set course always towards the 
west, so this drive always unswervingly directed us towards this great goal. 

When in the end sober experimental understanding and the dexterity 
needed for handling the many invented devices and machines came in
creasingly into their own, the old and variegated imaginative structures 
were sifted and refined and, with amazing speed, gained in truth to nature 
and in importance. Today one can aver that theory has conquered the world. 

Who can see without admiration how the eternal stars slavishly obey 
the laws that the human spirit has not indeed given to but learnt from 
them. And the more abstract the theoretical investigation, the more power
ful it becomes. If, still somewhat mistrusting the path on which, being led 
by formulae rather than leading them, we have reached a theorem of 
arithmetic, we test it on numerical examples, we are even more strongly 
haunted by the feeling that numbers without exception must inevitably 
bow to our formulae. 

But even those who value theory only as a milch cow, can no longer 
doubt its power. Are practical disciplines all of them by now not penetrat
ed by theory and do they not all follow their reliable guiding star? The 
forms of Kepler and Laplace not only show the stars their celestial courses, 
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but along with Gauss's and Thomson's calculations on the ealth's mag
netism they show ships their way on the high seas. The gigantic structures 
of the Brooklyn Bridge that stretches beyond sight and the Eiffel tower 
that SOaiS without end rest not only on the solid framework of wrought 
iron, but on the solider one of elasticity theory. Theoretical chemists have 
become rich through practical application of their syntheses, not to men
tion the electrical engineer! Does he not pay constant homage to theory 
by the fact that next to pound and penny the names that ale most familiar 
to him ale Ohm, Ampere and so on, all of them great theoreticians, none 
of whom, alas, were blessed by the lucky fate of the chemists just men
tioned; for their formulae did not become fruitful in practice until after 
they had died. Indeed, it may well not be long before these great electric 
theorists will be glorified in every domestic bill and in the next century 
every cook may know with how many 'Volt-Amperes' one fries meat and 
how many 'OIuns' her lamp has got. 

It is precisely the practical technician who as a rule treats the com
plicated formulae of electric theory with a surer hand than many a tiro 
scientist, because he has to pay for his errors not only by way of reproof 
from his teacher but in haId cash. Indeed, almost any carpenter or metal 
worker knows today how much a grasp of descriptive geometry, the 
theory of machines and so on make him more competitive. I must men
tion also the splendid field of medical sciences, where theory gradually 
seems to gain a footing too. 

One is almost tempted to assert that quite apart from its intellectual 
mission, theory is the most practical thing conceivable, the quintessence 
of practice as it were, since the precision of its conclusions cannot be 
reached by any routine of estimating or trial and error; although given the 
hidden ways of theory, this will hold only for those who walk them with 
complete confidence. A single mistake in a drawing can multiply a result 
a thousandfold, whilst an empirical worker never errs so far; for that 
reason there will no doubt always remain some cases where the thinker 
who is immersed in his ideas and always bent on what is general will be 
outdone by the clever and self-interested practical man; witness Archi
medes who fell victim to the attacking Roman, or another Greek philos
opher who, while looking at the stars, stumbled over a stone. Let silence 
overtake the question "what is the use of it?" which is customarily thrown 
at any more abstract endeavours. One would like to ask the counter-ques-
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tion: "what is the use of furthering life by gaining mere practical ad
vantages at the expense of that which alone makes life worth living, name
ly the tendance of the ideal?" 

However, theory keeps well away from overrating itself; its very defects 
are grounded in its own nature and it is theory itself that uncovers its own 
errors; indeed, already Socrates placed the main emphasis on the recogni
tion of the gaps in his own knowledge. All our ideas are purely subjective. 
That this is so even as regards our views on being and not-being is shown 
by Buddhism which reveres nothingness as the really existing. I called 
theory a purely mental inner picture, and we saw to what a high degree 
of perfection this may be brought. How then, as we become more and 
more immersed in theory, could we fail to take the picture for what really 
exists? It is in this sense that Hegel is said to have regretted that nature was 
unable to realize his philosophic system in its full perfection. 

Thus it may happen to the mathematician, who is constantly occupied 
with his formulae and blinded by their inner perfection, that he takes their 
mutual relations as the really existing and turns away from the real world. 
What the poet laments then holds of the mathematician, that his works 
are written with the blood of his heart and highest wisdom borders on 
supreme folly. It is in this sense, too, that I take Goethe's dictum about 
the greyness of theory compared with life, a saying that cannot be avoided 
when one discusses this subject; he was indeed a theoretician through and 
through according to our conception, although of course avoiding this 
aberration. Incidentally, he puts this sentiment in the mouth of the devil, 
who later says with a sneer: "Do but spurn reason and science ... you 
will be unconditionally mine!" 

If at the outset I have declared myself an advocate of theory, I will not 
deny that I have myself experienced the evil consequences of its spell. 
Yet what would be more effective against this spell, what could drag us 
back more forcefully into reality than the living contact with so honour
able a gathering as this present one? For this kindness that you have 
shown me I thank you all: first you, Rector, who organised this cere
mony, next, the orator, colleagues and guests who followed his call, and 
finally the gallant sons of our alma mater, whose strong endeavours and 
noble enthusiasm were my support through 18 years. May Graz university 
grow and flourish and always be and remain what is highest in my view: a 
stronghold of theory! 



ON ENERGETICS· 

A discussion such as this present one on energetics is not undertaken in 
the expectation that one side will be right and the other wrong, but with 
the intention that the views will be clarified. Therefore I can be satisfied 
with the result as regards the relations between energetics and mechanics. 
Helm's latest essay (Wied. Ann. 57, 1896 p. 646) seems to put everything 
perfectly straight. 

Planck and Helm have shown (simultaneously, as now turns out) that 
the ordinary equations of motion for a system of material points can be 
obtained from the principle of energy if we assume that it holds separately 
for each of the particles in the direction of every co-ordinate or, according 
to Helm, in any arbitrary direction whatsoever. 

On the other hand Helm goes so far as obtaining the Lagrange equa
tions and thus the whole of mechanics by transformation of rectangular 
coordinates of material points and of the forces acting on them, which 
therefore involves the presupposition that bodies are systems of material 
points. This presupposition, however, evidently once more takes us com
pletely into the area of atomism. From it follows in known ways that for 
long-lasting motion under the influence of forces that do not act uni
formly on all material points, there must arise irregular mutual motions of 
the particles,l which always swallow up a part of the visible kinetic energy; 
that if the motion is sufficiently violent, the particles creep past each other, 
which liquefies the body; and that particles must separate from the sur
face, which vaporizes the body. 

These atomistic hypotheses incidentally recognize the concept of energy, 
too, as one of the most important; indeed, if you will, they might even be 
obtained from that concept by means of suitable subsidiary assumptions. 
If however energetics will not recognize such hypotheses on the ground 
that they are insufficiently attested, it would have to take quite a different 
path. 

• Populore Schriften, Essay 9. First published in AfIlIIJlen tkr Physik und Chemie 58 
(1896) 595. 
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Just how one might construct a mechanics on the assumption that the 
kinetic energy of the motion is the primaIily given and the moving object 
itself a concept deIived from it, I cannot quite imagine at present. If then 
energetics takes the comfortable path of starting from the concept of mass, 
then in order to avoid the atomistic hypothesis it would have to assume 
that matter continuously occupies its space. From the pJinciple of energy 
together with suitable auxiliary hypotheses one would then first have to 
obtain the equations of motion for Iigid bodies, perhaps by deIiving 
Lagrange's equations without the detour via the co-ordinates of the in
dividual points of which the body consists and via the forces that act on 
them. By means of fresh auxiliary hypotheses one would have to derive 
from the formulae for elastic and hydrodynamic energy the correspond
ing equations of motion. All these deIivations should be possible, in
deed variously so, according as this or that auxiliary hypothesis is enlist
ed, and I should regard it as useful to science to attempt such deriva
tions. 

What would seem to be more difficult is to give a survey purely from the 
point of view of energetics of all cases where mechanical energy is trans
formed into heat, phenomena of melting and vaporisation, properties of 
gases and vapours and so on, whereas it is precisely these phenomena that 
become so intelligible by means of molecular theory and the special 
mechanical theory of heat. 

Energetics seems as yet a long way from having solved all the problems 
sketched here. It is clear that until this has happened no judgment of how 
intuitive the auxiliary hypotheses needed by energetics are can be formed, 
nor can they be compared with molecular theory over the whole range of 
mechanics. 

The thermodynamic equation that I originally cIiticised has now also 
been given a clear meaning by Helm, since he affirms that J is here not the 
internal intensity within the body but the intensity of the external reaction, 
which makes the proposition clear and intelligible at least when J stands 
for pressure. However, I think that in this connection many of Helm's 
other explanations must be made more precise; for wherever he applies 
the proposition in question (Mathematische Chemie, pp. 45, 46, 47, 60) 
it seems as though in contradiction with the present definition he slides 
back into taking J as the internal intensity so that again he would have to 
write the equal sign only. 
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However, this point is naturally rather inessential, and only if a clear 
and unobjectionable account of thermodynamics, chemistry and elec
tricity from an energetic point of view had been achieved at least in its 
first basic outlines, would it be possible to ascertain what essentially new 
additions energetics has made to Gibbs's theory. 

During proof-correction I come across H. Ostwald's reply (p. 154). 
This seems to show that, contrary to my previous view, he does not regard 
energy as the originally given in mechanics and proposes to deduce mass 
from certain properties of it, but that he retains the concepts of the old 
mechanics, starting from mass and defining energy as !mv2• Whether after 
that one speaks of mass or energy or both as the substantially existing, or 
perhaps of neither but of our ideas instead, all this in view of the retention 
of the old ideas, would seem to be hardly more important than whether 
the masses or energy units are used as base for the system of measurement. 
As regards the rest of the reply, I think I can be brief. 

That H. Ostwald is personally convinced of his approach and will not 
let himself be shifted from it I have never doubted. In research, impulses 
that are not clearly conscious obviously defy discussion. However, as 
regards the alleged barrenness of atomism, many chemist too will dis
agree, since they are wont to deduce the possible number of isomeric 
compounds and the property of rotating the plane of polarisation directly 
from the picture that they have formed of the position of the atoms. For 
my part I permit myself to point out that in justifying his theorems Gibbs 
must surely have used molecular ideas, even if he nowhere introduced 
molecules into the calculation; that the theorems on energy and entropy 
of gases, of dilute solutions and above all on those of a mixture of a dis
sociating body with its constituents were discovered and justified only 
through the conception that the various molecules exist adjacently in 
space; finally, that the most recent electro-chemical theory has its starting 
point in the purely molecular view that Nemst had of the pressure of 
solutions. It was only later that these propositions were severed from their 
molecular justification and presented as pure facts. The mathematical 
part of gas theory on the other hand pursues mainly the purpose of further 
development of mathematical method. for the valuation of which im
mediate practical utility was never decisive. Let the purely practical man 
skip this part but also forebear to criticize. 
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NOTE 

1 Even assuming space continuously occupied, does it not follow from the equations of 
elasticity that analogous irregular vibrations of the volume elements must arise, thus 
offering the most obvious explanation of traosformation of elastic vibrations into heat? 



ON THE INDISPENSABILITY OF 

ATOMISM IN NATURAL SCIENCE* 

Beside atomism in its current form a second method is customary in 
theoretical physics, namely that of representing by means of differential 
equations as strictly circumscribed an area of facts as possible. We will 
call it phenomenology on a mathematico-physical basis. Since this gives 
a new picture of the facts and since it is of course advantageous to have 
as many pictures as possible, it is naturally of great value alongside atom
ism in its present form. Another phenomenology, which I will call the 
energetic kind, is to be mentioned later. Now it has often been said that 
the pictures obtained from the phenomenological method deserve prefer
ence over atomistic ones, and that for internal reasons. 

I tend to shun such general philosophical questions, so long as they have 
no practical consequences, for they cannot be framed as precisely as 
special questions so that answering them is more a matter of taste. How
ever, it seems to me as if at present atomism, for the hardly valid reason 
just mentioned, is being neglected in practice and therefore I thought I 
should do my bit to prevent the damage that in my opinion might accrue 
to science if phenomenology were now to be raised to the status of dogma, 
as atomism was previously. 

To avoid misunderstandings, I will from the outset denote the purpose 
of the following considerations as being the answering of certain very 
specific questions. Since the profit that atomism in its development has 
given to science will not be doubted by any impartial expert in the history 
of science, we may formulate the question thus: has not atomism in its 
present form also great advantages over the current form of phenom
enology? Is there any likelihood that in the foreseeable future phenom
enology could develop into a theory that possesses those same advantages 
so peculiar to atomism? Alongside the possibility that current atomism 
may one day be abandoned, is there not also another that phenomenology 

• PopuliJre Schriften, Essay 10. First published in Annalen der Physik und ehemie 60 
(1897) 231. 
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will more and more dissolve in it? Finally would it not be to the detriment 
of science if one were not to go on cultivating current atomist views as 
assiduously as phenomenological ones even today? The answer to these 
questions, let me say at once, will be favourable to atomism, as a result 
of the considerations that follow. 

The differential equations of mathematico-physical phenomenology 
are evidently nothing but rules for forming and combining numbers and 
geometrical concepts, and these in turn are nothing but mental pictures 
from which appearances can be predicted.1 Exactly the same holds for the 
conceptions of atomism, so that in this respect I cannot discern the least 
difference. In any case it seems to me that of a comprehensive area of fact 
we can never have a direct description but always only a mental picture. 
Therefore we must not say, with Ostwald, "do not form a picture", but 
merely "include in it as few arbitrary elements as possible". 

Mathematico-physical phenomenology sometimes combines giving 
preference to the equations with a certain disdain for atomism. Now in my 
view, the assertion that a differential equation goes less beyond the facts 
than the most general form of atomistic views rests on a circular argument. 
If from the outset you hold that our perceptions are represented by the 
picture of a continuum, then indeed differential equations do not, while 
atomism does, go beyond this presupposition. Quite otherwise if one is 
used to thinking atomistically, then the position is reversed and the con
ception of the continuum seems to go beyond the facts. 

Let us for example analyse the meaning of the classical instance of 
Fourier's equation for heat conduction. It expresses nothing else but a 
rule consisting of two parts: 

(I) Within a body (or, more generally, in a regular arrangement within 
a corresponding bounded three-dimensional manifold), imagine numerous 
small things (let us call them elementary particles or, better still, elements 
or atoms in the most general sense), each of which has an arbitrary initial 
temperature. After a very short time has elapsed (or when the fourth 
variable increases by a small amount) let the temperature of each particle 
be the arithmetic mean of the initial temperatures of the particles that had 
immediately surrounded it previously.2 After a second equal lapse of time 
the process is repeated and so on. 

(2) Imagine both the elementary particles and the increments of time 
becoming ever smaller and their number growing in corresponding 
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proportion, and let them stop at those temperatures at which further 
diminution no longer noticeably affects the results. 

Likewise, definite integrals that represent the solution of the differential 
equation can in general be calculated only by mechanical quadratures and 
thus again demand division into a finite number of parts. 

Do not imagine that by means of the word continuum or the writing 
down of a differential equation, you have acquired a clear concept of the 
continuum. On closer scrutiny the differential equation is merely the ex
pression for the fact that one must first imagine a finite number; this is 
the first prerequisite, only then is the number to grow until its further 
growth has no further influence. What is the use of concealing the re
quirement of imagining a large number of individuals now, when at the 
stage of explaining the differential equation one has used that requirement 
to define the value expressed by that number? My apologies for the some
what banal expression, if I say that those who imagine they have got rid 
of atomism by means of differential equations fail to see the wood for the 
trees. Explaining differential equations by complicated geometrical or 
other physical concepts would indeed help all the more to make the equa
tion for heat conduction appear in the light of an analogy rather than of 
a direct description. In reality we cannot distinguish the neighbouring 
parts. However, a picture in which from the start we did not distinguish 
adjacent parts would be hazy; we could not apply to it the prescribed 
aritbmetical operations. 

If then I declare differential equations, or a formula containing definite 
integrals, to be the most appropriate picture, I surrender to an illusion 
if I imagine that I have thus banished atomistic conceptions from my 
mental pictures. Without them the concept of a limit is senseless; I merely 
add the further assertion that however much our means of observation 
might be refined, differences between facts and limiting values will never 
be observable. 

Does not therefore the picture that presupposes a very large but finite 
number of elementary particles go less beyond the facts? Has the position 
not been reversed? Whereas in the past the assumption of a definite size 
of atoms was regarded as a rough conception going arbitrarily beyond 
the facts, now it seems to be precisely the more natural one, and the as
sertion that differences between facts and limiting values can never be 
discovered because till now (perhaps not even in all cases) they have not 
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yet been discovered, adds something new and unproved to tbe picture. 
Why this assertion, patched on after tbe event, should make the picture 
clearer, simpler or more likely I cannot grasp.3 Atomism seems insepara
ble from tbe concept of tbe continuum. The reason why Laplace, Poisson, 
Cauchy and otbers started from atomistic considerations is evidently tbat 
in those days scientists were as yet more clearly conscious that differential 
equations are merely symbols for atomistic conceptions so that they felt a 
stronger need to make tbe latter simple. The first forms of atomism we 
might compare witb the complicated verbiage that ancient physicists in
dulged in ratber than calculate with named quantities, while getting used 
to tbe symbols of integral calculus resembles getting used to expressions 
like cm s -1. The convenience thus achieved may however lead to many 
faulty inferences if one forgets the meaning arbitrarily given to division 
by a second. 

As with the equation for heat conduction, tbe basic equations of elas
ticity can be generally solved only if one first imagines a finite number of 
elementary particles that act on each other according to certain simple 
laws and then once again looks for the limit as this number increases. 
This limit is thus once again the real definition of tbe basic equations and 
the picture that from the outset assumes a large but finite number seems 
once more simpler. 

In this way, by attributing to the atoms in question only such properties 
as are needed to describe a small factual domain as simply as possible, we 
can obtain for each such domain a special atomism,' which it would seem 
is no more a direct description than what is ordinarily called atomism but 
at least constitutes a picture reasonably free from arbitrary features. 

Now phenomenology tries to combine all these special atomisms with
out prior simplification, in order to represent actual facts, that is in order 
to adapt all conceptions contained in these atomisms to the facts; how
ever, since these are countless concepts severally taken from small factual 
domains and hardly compatible, along with countless differential equa
tions each with its own peculiarities in spite of many analogies, we must 
from the outset expect that the representation will turn out very com
plicated. Indeed we find that if phenomenology is to do no more than rep
resent the interlinkage between a few domains of phenomena of quasi
static processes (elastic deformation with heating and magnetisation and 
the like), one needs already very unwieldy and enormously complicated 
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equations. Besides even then one has to introduce hypotheses and thus go 
beyond the facts (for example if one wants to represent the dissociation 
of gases after Gibbs and that of electrolytes after Planck). 

To this we must add the circumstance that all concepts of phenomenol
ogy are derived from quasi-stationary processes and no longer hold good 
for turbulent motion. For example, we can define the temperature of a 
body at rest by means of a thermometer inserted in it. If the body moves 
as a whole, the thermometer can move with it, but if every volume element 
of the body has a different motion the definition becomes void and it is 
likely or at least possible that the different energy forms can no longer 
be sharply separated (what is heat and what is visible motion and so 
on). 

Considering this and the complication taken on by phenomenological 
equations even in the few cases where the interlinkage of several domains 
of phenomena has been represented, one may form some idea of how dif
ficult it is to use this method to describe arbitrarily turbulent phenomena 
perhaps involving chemical reactions; that is, without prior adjustment 
to each other by means of simplifications that are of course arbitrary of 
the atomisms corresponding to the different factual domains. Compared 
with the properties that one would thus have to ascribe to the elemen
tary particles, Lemery molecules would be veritable paradigms of simpli
city. 

One special phenomenology, which I will call energetic (in the widest 
sense), hopes to bring the various atomisms corresponding to individual 
phenomenal domains closer together, by further pursuing what is common 
to all domains. Two kinds of such common features are known. To the 
first belong certain general propositions such as the principles of energy, 
entropy and so on, what we might call general integral propositions valid 
in all domains. The second consists in analogies that can pervade the most 
varied domains, and are often based only on identity of form which cer
tain equations must assume when certain approximations are made while 
the analogies often seem to cease as regards finer details. (Approximate 
proportionality of small changes of a function with those of its argument, 
remainder of the first or second differential quotient with roughly constant 
coefficients, linearity of small quantities and hence superposition. Anal
ogies in the behaviour of different energy forms, too seem partly to rest on 
such purely algebraic reasons.) Yet in spite of the enormous importance 
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of the integral propositions (because of their universal validity and con
sequent high certainty) and the analogies (because of the many comput
ational advantages and new perspectives that they offer), they never 
furnish more than a small part of the total complex of facts; to represent 
each individual domain of phenomena more precisely thus already re
quired so many special additional pictures (natural history of the domain 
in question) that, as I think I have amply shown elsewhere, so far nobody 
has succeeded in giving even an unambiguous and comprehensive descrip
tion of a single domain of stationary phenomena by means of this method, 
let alone a survey of all phenomena including turbulent ones. The ques
tion whether this path will one day lead to comprehensive pictures of 
nature is thus for the time being purely academic. 

To get closer to this last goal, current atomism does indeed seek to 
reconcile the foundations of the various phenomenological atomisms by 
arbitrarily completing and altering the properties of the atoms required 
for the various factual domains in such a way that they may serve for 
representing many domains at the same time.5 In a manner of speaking, 
atomism resolves the properties of the atoms required for the individual 
factual domains into components (see note 4 above) in such a way that 
the latter fit several domains. This is obviously not possible without a 
certain arbitrariness that goes beyond the facts, just as the resolving of 
forces into components does.6 However, it obtains the compensating 
advantage of being able to give a simple and perspicuous picture of a far 
greater sum of facts. 

While phenomenology requires separate and mutually rather uncon
nected pictures even for the mechauical motion of centres of gravity and 
rigid bodies, for elasticity, hydrodynamics and so on, present day atomism 
is a perfectly apt picture of all mechanical phenomena, and given the 
closed nature of this domain we can hardly expect it to throw up further 
phenomena that would fail to fit into that framework. Indeed, the picture 
includes thermal phenomena: that this is not so readily proved is due 
merely to the difficulty of computing molecular motions. At all events all 
essential facts are found in the features of our picture. Further, it proved 
itself extremely useful for representing crystallographic facts, the con
stancy of proportions of mass in chemical compounds,? chemical isomer
isms, the relations between the rotation of the plane of polarisation and 
chemical constitution, and so on. 
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For the rest, atomism remains capable of being developed much fur
ther. One may conceive of atoms as more complicated individuals en
dowed with arbitrary properties, as for example the vector atoms which, 
as we saw in note 4 above, at present furnish the simplest description of 
electro-magnetic phenomena.8 

As regards turbulent phenomena, 50 far quite inaccessible to phenom
enology, current atomism does of course approach them with definite 
presuppositions; however, it possesses valuable hints on how these phe
nomena might be represented and in some cases can positively predict 
them. Thus gas theory can predict the course of all mechanical and ther
mal phenomena in gases even under turbulent motion and therefore gives 
indications on how, for these phenomena, one will have to define tem
perature, pressure and so on. It is precisely the main task of science to 
fashion the pictures that serve to represent a range of facts in such a way 
that we can predict from them the course of other similar facts. Naturally, 
it is understood that the prediction must still be tested by experiment. 
Probably it will be verified only in part. There is then some hope that one 
might modify and perfect the pictures in such a way that they do justice 
to the new facts too. (We learn something new about the constitution of 
atoms.) 

One may of course justifiably demand that the picture must not be 
given additional arbitrary features beyond what is absolutely necessary 
for the description of wider areas of phenomena (since arbitrariness must 
be confined to the most general level possible) and that people should al
ways be ready to mod ify the picture or even keep in mind the possibility of 
recognizing that a given picture had better be replaced by quite a new and 
basically different one. The fact that the construction of the new picture 
would have to be based on the so far untouched special phenomenological 
pictures is reason enough to cultivate these with care as well, alongside 
atomism. 

Finally, I should like to go further and almost venture the assertion 
that it lies in the nature of a picture to have to add certain arbitrary fea
tures for the purpose of representation, and that strictly speaking one 
goes beyond experience as soon as one infers from a picture adapted to 
certain facts to even a single new fact. Is it mathematically certain that in 
order to represent all facts one will not have to replace Fourier's equa
tion for heat conduction by quite a different relation which reduces to the 
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former only in cases hitherto observed, so that for any arbitrary new 
observation we should have to alter the picture totally and therefore also 
our conceptions as regards heat exchange amongst the smallest parts? For 
example, all bodies examined in the past might happen to exhibit certain 
regularities without which Fourier's equation becomes false. 

Just like Fourier with the law of specific heat and the fact that heat 
exchange between two touching bodies is proportional to the temperature 
difference between them, so gas theory with the general laws of mechanics 
and the fact that bodies displace each other on contact but no longer af
fect each other at somewhat greater distances: both carry them over to the 
smallest parts, which as we saw are indispensable if one is to represent 
extended bodies. The assumption that one and the same kind of smallest 
parts suffices for representing the liquid and gaseous state of aggregation 
seems to me likewise well-founded, since the two states are continuous 
and this is the only hypothesis that answers to the demand for simplicity 
in describing nature. Admitting that these last two assumptions are justi
fied we cannot, however, escape the consequence that the smallest parts 
are set into invisible relative motion that swallows up visible kinetic energy 
while it is surely not unlikely that this motion will be perceived by certain 
nerves (the special mechanical theory of heat), and that in very dilute bodies 
the particles mostly travel in nearly straight lines (kinetic gas theory). The 
picture by which we represent mechanical phenomena would merely 
become more complicated if not contradictory, were we to omit these 
inferences. The further assumption that the molecular motions never 
cease while provoked and visible motions gradually go over into molecular 
ones, is likewise quite in conformity with recognized mechanical laws. 

All inferences from the special mechanical theory of heat, however 
disparate the fields in which they belong, have been confirmed by ex
perience, indeed I would say that right down to the finest details they are 
peculiarly in tune with the heart-beat of nature.9 

Of course Fourier's assumptions about heat conduction are so extra
ordinarily simple and the further facts that might still be computed from 
them so conformable to those already tested by observation, that it may 
perhaps seem to be splitting hairs to assert that Fourier's assumption and 
his equation (as a first approximation) are not absolutely certain. How
ever, I do not find it strange that rather simple and plausible assumptions 
will do as soon as the factual domain is thus arbitrarily restricted, and 
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that cases significantly different from those already tested will soon give 
out. 

Should it ever become possible to construct as comprehensive a theory 
as current atomism on as clear and unobjectionable a basis as Fourier's 
theory of heat conduction, this would of course be ideal. Whether this 
might be realized by subsequent unification of the initially unsimplified 
phenomenological equation or rather through the fact that continual 
adaptation and practical confirmation of current atomist views will in the 
end come asymptotically close to the evidence of Fourier's theory, that 
question is I think as yet quite undecided.1o For even if the observations 
already available are held to be inconclusive, and they seem to include 
molecular motion in liquids and gases directly observed, we cannot deny 
the possibility of future conclusive observations (that is, such as will raise 
the probability to as high a level as desired). It therefore seems to me quite 
wrong to assert with certainty that pictures like the special mechanical 
theory of heat or the atomic theory of chemical processes and crystal
lization must vanish from science one day. One can ask only what would 
be more disadvantageous to science: the excessive haste implicit in the 
cultivation of such pictures or the excessive caution that bids us abstain 
from them. 

It is well known how much the conceptions of atomism have bene
fited physics, chemistry and crystallography, by making them more in
tuitive and perspicuous. We shall not deny that, especially at a time when 
these conceptions were as yet much less adapted to phenomena and were 
viewed from a more philosophic angle, they could be a hindrance as well 
and therefore in some cases appear like useless ballast. Nothing will be 
lost in certainty, while perspicuity will be retained, if we strictly separate 
the phenomenology of the best-attested results from atomistic hypotheses 
that serve comprehensiveness, both being further developed with equal 
vigour as being equally indispensable, rather than assert with one-sided 
regard for the advantages of phenomenology that one day it will certainly 
displace current atomism. 

Even if it is possible to unite phenomenological pictures into a com
prehensive theory along lines different from those of today's atomism, the 
following is certain: 

(1) This theory cannot be an inventory in the sense that every single 
fact is denoted by a special sign; that would make it just as unwieldy to 
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find one's way about as actually to live through all these facts. Thus, 
like current atomism, it can be only a directive to build oneself a picture 
of the world. 

(2) If one is not to harbour illusions as to the meaning of a differential 
equation or indeed of any continuously extended magnitude, such a 
picture must beyond doubt be essentially atomistic, that is an instruction 
to imagine, according to definite rules, the temporal changes of a very 
large number of things arranged in a manifold of presumably three 
dimensions. These things can of course be the same or different in kind, 
invariable or variable. This picture might correctly represent all phe
nomena if we assume the number to be large but finite, or maybe in the 
limit when the number grows indefinitely. 

Imagine there could be an all-encompassing picture of the world in 
which every feature has the evidence of Fourier's tiJeory of heat conduc
tion, tiJen it remains so far undecided whether we should reach that pic
ture more readily by the phenomenological method or by constant further 
development and experimental verification of the pictures of current 
atomism. One might then equally well imagine tiJat there could be several 
world pictures all of which possessed tiJe same ideal property. 

Note A. From the principles of this essay it follows no doubt that continuous geo
metrical figures such as the circle signify merely that we mllst first think of it as coo
sisting of a finite number of points which must then be allowed to grow indefinitely. 
The limit approached by the perimeter of the inscribed and circumscribed polygon of 
n sides as n increases is precisely the definition of n. Yet the circle as geometrical 
concept will not be conceived as formed by a finitely large number of atoms, since 
it is not a thought-symbol for an individual constant complex, like the concept of one 
gram of water at 4°C and atmospheric pressure, but, like the concept of number, is to 
be applicable to the most varied complexes with the most varied (always very large) 
numbers of atoms. 

Note B. What at the beginning we called 'elementary bodies' or 'atoms in the widest 
sense' or 'elements' can of course be given any other name, for example 'units of 
conception' or 'somethings'. However I would advise against the term 'volume~ 
elements', Firstly, it carries many conceptions that are precisely to be avoided to keep 
the picture clear, for example the idea of a definite shape (perhaps parallelepiped) or 
the idea that every element consists of smaller ODes 8tm that have the same property 
again in different degree (in the case of heat conduction, different temperatures). 
However this is precisely the most confused assumption and can never be made in the 
mechanical computation of definite integrals or of definite values defined by differential 
equations: there can be no heat conduction within the elements themselves. Secondly, 
the concept of 'volume element' is too narrow in other respects. How, for example, 
could we call vector atoms 'volume-elements'? 
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NOTES 

1 Cf. Mach, Prinziplen der Wlirmelehre, Leipzig 1893, p. 363. His writings on these 
matters have greatly helped in clarifying my own world view. 
Z Maxwell, Treatise on Electricity, 1873, Vol. 1, sec 29; Mach, loco cit. p. 118. 
8 Visual perceptions correspond to the excitation of a finite number of nerve fibres and 
are thus probably better represented by a mosaic than by a continuous surface. 
Sintilarly for the other senses. Is it then not likely that models for complexes of per
ceptions bad better be composed of discrete parts? 
• If we are honest, Hertz's assertion that his theory of electromagnetic phenomena 
consists in a certain system of differential equations can be made to signify only that 
he pictures these phenomena to himself by means of two kinds of conceptual objects, 
tightly filling space and both vectorial in character, and their change with time as to 
intensity and direction, dependent only on the inunediate neighbourhood, as in beat 
conduction, though in a somewbat more complicated if readily specifiable manner. 
This amounts to an atomistic theory of electro-magnetism with the minimum of 
arbitrary elements. The demand for mechanical explanation of electromagnetism 
coincides with the desire to remove the complexity of that picture and its incongruence 
with pictures used in other areas, an incongruence that remains of course unnoticed 
if one merely compares the aspect of the differential equations. Evidently it is this 
incongruence and the likelihood of there being simpler pictures that is being expressed 
when one says one does not know what electricity is. Current phenomenology has 
thus quite returned to the position of Lemery (Ostwald, Lehrbuch der allgemeinen 
Chemie 2.11, 2nd edn., pp 5, 103), who likewise did not hesitate to ascribe the most 
complicated properties to atoms, so soon as this offered some explanation of the facts 
known to him; only we fail to notice it because we hide our heads in differential 
equations as an ostrich in sand. 

If one recaJJs the meaning of the concept oflintit, the ordinary equations of elasticity, 
as soon as they contain the displacements U, v, w and the elastic forces X., X •... , 
represent fairly complicated rules for the change of co-ordinates x+u, y+v, z+w of 
ordinary points and the simultaneous change of vector atoms. Even the equations 
obtained when elastic forces are eliminated require further reductions before yielding 
the usual atomistic picture of elastic phenomena. In order to obtain that picture one 
has thus carried compositions or resolutions on the equations or on the pictures 
Identical with the Jatter, just as in mechanics one composes or decomposes forces in 
order to obtain a suitably simple description. 

Differential coefficients with respect to time likewise require that in our picture of 
nature we begin by taking time as divided into very smaJl finite parts or atoms of time. 
If therefore we drop as not so far proved by experience the notion that there could be no 
discoverable deviation from the!intit to which the picture approaches for ever diminish
ing atoms of time, we should have to imagine that even the laws of the mechanics of 
material points were only approximately correct. Just to give an idea what varied 
pictures might be chosen let me mention a special one here. Imagine a great number of 
spheres in contact in space (or rather in a thr .... dimensional manifold). According to a 
Jaw A, to be discovered, their arrangement changes from one time atom to the next 
by a very small but finite amount. The variously shaped gaps between the spheres take 
the place of atoms in the old picture, the law A is to be chosen so that the change with 
time of the gaps affords a picture of the world. If it were possible to find such a picture 
that showed more comprehensive agreement than ordinary atomism, the picture would 
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thereby be justified. Thus the view of atoms as material points and offorces as functions 
of their distance is no doubt provisional but must at present be retained failing a 
better one. 

Of course, elementary reflection and experience alike will tell us that it would be 
hopelessly difficult to hit at once upon appropriate world pictures merely by aimless 
guesswork; on the contrary, they always emerge only slowly from adaptation of a few 
lucky ideas. Rightly, therefore, epistemology is against the doings of those framers of 
hypotheses who hope to find without effort a hypothesis that would explain the whole 
of nature, as well as against metaphysical and dogmatic foundations of atomism. 
• The above account is of course not asserting that phenomenological equations bave 
always temporally preceded the progress of current atomism. Rather, most of these 
equations were themselves obtained by considerations concerning specialized atoms 
taken from a different area of mechanical phenomena and did not acquire their 
phenomenological character until they had later been severed from those considerations. 
This is hardly surprising, since we bave recognized that what these equations really 
signify is a demand for atomistic pictures, indeed it only reinforces the case of 
atomism. 
• Such a feature arbitrarily ascribed to the picture of atoms is their invariability. The 
objection, that this was an unjustified generalisation of invariability of solid bodies 
observed for only a finite time span, would certainly be justified as soon as one tried 
to prove atomic invariability on a priori grounds as used to be the custom. However. 
we merely take this feature into the picture in order that the latter should be able to 
represent the essential concept of the greatest number of individual phenomena, just 
as one takes the first time derivative and the second space derivatives into the equation 
of thermal conduction in order that it should fit the facts. We are prepared to drop 
invariability in those cases where some other assumption would represent the facts 
better. For example, the vector atoms of the aether, mentioned in Note (4) above, 
would not be invariable with time. 

Thus, atomic invariability belongs to those notions that show themselves very 
serviceable although the metaphysical considerations that led to it will not stand up 
to unprejudiced criticism. However, just because of this many ... ided usefulness one 
must allow a certain likelihood that so-called radiant energy may be represented by 
pictures similar to those for matter (that is, that the luminous aether is a substance). 
7 No chemical reaction occurs instantaneously, but it is propagated in space with 
finite if large velocity. If therefore one applies the above analysis of the concept of 
continuity, the Mach-Ostwald picture of chemism (Mach, loc. cit., p. 359) would 
state that elementary particles a, b respectively of the two substances vanish and in their 
place particles c of a new substance supervene. The difference between this and the 
customary views of chemical action is clearly no longer important. Nothing in this 
would be altered if it was only the limit, to be obtained by well-known procedures, 
that represented the facts. 
• If by a mecbanical explanation of nature we understand one that rests on the laws 
of current mechanics, we must declare it as quite uncertain whether the atomism of 
the future will be a mechanical explanation of nature. Only insofar as it will always 
have to state the simplest possible laws for temporal change of many individual 
objects in a manifold of probably three dimensions, can it be called a mechanical 
theory, at least in a metaphorical sense. If it should for example turn out to be impossible 
to find a simpler description of electromagnetic phenomena, one would have to retain 
the vector atoms discussed in the text above. Whether the laws according to which 
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these change with time are to be called mechanical or not will be entirely a matter of 
taste. 
• Amonsst many thinss I here mention only the explanation of the three states of 
aggregation and their transitions into each other, and the agreement of the conoept 
of entropy with the mathematical expression of the probability or disorder of a motion. 
The assertion that a system of very many bodies in motion tends, bar unobservably 
few exoeptions, to a state for which a specifiable mathematical expression denoting its 
probability becomes a maximum does seem to me to say more than the almost tauto
logical statement that the system tends towards the most stable state. By the way, 
Mach (/oc. cit., p. 381) rightly surmises that when preparing a popular lecture on this 
subject I did not know the writinss on the tendency towards stability which he quotes; 
indeed all hut one of them appeared many yeatS after my lecture and all of them after 
publication of those papetS of which my lecture merely gives a popular version. 

If the principle of energy were the only basis for the special theory of heat and the 
explanation of the principle the only purpose of the theory, then the latter would be 
superfiuous, given the universal recognition of the former. However, we saw that 
many other reasons support the theory and that it affords a picture for many other 
phenomena as well. 

The theory of electric fluids was from the start unnatural in quite a different way and 
was always recognized by many scientists as provisional. 
,. Important developments and further adaptations (cf. Mach, loco cit., p. 380) will 
however be necessary for both theories. Fourier's equation for heat conduction 
duldt~ktJu is definitely false for constant k. That with variable k it should have to 
take the form h duldt ~ (dldx)(k duldx) + (dldy)(k duldy) + (dldz)(k duldz) is surely not 
sufficiently confirmed by experience. It does not represent the reaction of the com
pressions and dilatations, inevitably associated with non-stationary heat conduction, 
on the heat distribution, nor the direct action of hot volume elements on other distant 
ones by radiation in a diathermanous body (and who knows whelher all bodies might 
not be diathermanous for certain rays that of course transmit energy and therefore heat 
as well). It is of course said that these effects do not belong to pure heat conduction: 
but such a pure phenomenon would once more be a metaphysical and hypostasized 
concept. 
[Editor's mt.: For the notation, see my note on p. 12 above.] 



MORE ON ATOMISM" 

To make my complete agreement with all that Volkmann (Wied. Ann. 61 
(1897) 196) says about this subject more sharp and precise, I wish to con
firm that in my first essay on this subject [see p. 41] I never called into 
question the practical utility of the concept of elements of volume that in 
tum consist of smaller such elements and so on indefinitely; I merely 
declared this concept to be epistemologically inferior to atomistic concep
tions. I will try once more to illustrate the idea I had in mind by means of 
the simple example of Fourier's equation for heat conduction. 

Let us request somebody to imagine a large finite number of points in 
a given bounded space, perhaps the comers of a set of regularly stacked 
cubes. We require further that at the initial time he should associate a 
definite given temperature with each point. After a short finite while, let 
the temperature of each point become the arithmetic mean of the tem
peratures at the six neighbouring points. After a second equal time, a 
third temperature distribution is to be determined according to the same 
rule as the second, and so on. Thus we have given the person a quite def
inite instruction for definite computations, which under the prevailing 
regularities he may perhaps succeed in simplifying but will in any case 
be able to complete unambiguously and with certainty provided he is 
patient enough. Let us call this instruction a conceptual picture that is 
epistemologically unobjectionable, because it is clear and unambiguous, 
atomistic in the widest sense, because it is based on a finite number of 
elements. 

We can now ask the person to imagine the points and time spans to be 
a milliard times more crowded, and then the same again and so on, until 
a further increase no longer has any noticeable influence on the tempera
ture calculated for any point at any time. We then still have a picture that 
is atomistic and epistemologically unobjectionable. For whether the 
person can find the time to carry out all this calculation, whether he can 

• Popular. Schriften, Essay 11. First published in Annalen tier Physik uml Chemie 61 
(1897) 790. 
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shorten the determination of the relevant limit by means of computational 
tricks, that is his own affair. The task is clearly defined and solvable if 
enough time is spent. 

In this I have deliberately left quite on one side the question whether 
we continue to get closer to the laws of thermal equilibrium in a real body 
the more we increase the number of elements, or whether the finest details 
of the heat exchange can be better represented by not increasing this 
number beyond a certain level and attributing to them more special 
properties, for example that they mutually radiate heat or convey it in the 
form of oscillatory motions. For I think it would be idle to speak about 
these latter questions, so long as nobody has succeeded in actually observ
ing phenomena that point to the utility of such special pictures. 

Ifhowever we tell somebody to imagine a body as consisting of elements 
of volume that can be infinitely divided into further such, the temperature 
at any point being a continuous function of the coordinates that satisfies 
some partial differential equation, this does not give him a usable rule 
that he could really apply to anything unless we explain the meaning of 
the partial differential equation starting with a finite number of elements 
as above. 

The following would be a very simple analogy: if I tell somebody to 
sum the series I+!-+t+t+ ... really to the extent of infiuitely many 
terms, he will be unable to do it; but if I tell him to sum so many terms 
that a further increase will no longer noticeably influence the result, I 
have given him a clear and executable prescription, and all proofs that 
the sum of infiuitely many terms equals 2 merely signify that if you add 
countless thousands of further terms you wiIl never exceed 2, though you 
will approach it more and more. 

The same, it seems to me, holds of the equations of elasticity theory 
and of the most complicated equations of mathematical physics.1 When 
carrying out the by now customary manipulations with the symbols of 
integral calculus, one may temporarily forget that in forming these con
cepts we based ourselves on starting with a finite number of elements, 
but we cannot really circumvent this assumption. 

That, too, seems to be the reason why groups of mutually interacting 
atoms of an elastic body are intuitively much clearer than interacting 
volume elements. 

This naturally does not exclude that, once we have become used to the 
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abstraction of volume elements and other symbols of integral calculus 
and have practised the methods of operating with them, it might be con
venient and expedient no longer to remember the peculiarly atomistic 
meaning of these abstractions when we derive certain formulae that Volk
mann calls those for coarser phenomena. These abstractions constitute a 
general schema for all cases where we may imagine the number of elements 
in a cubic millimetre to be 10'0 or 1010'0 or milliards of times more still; 
hence they are indispensable especially in geometry, which must of course 
be equally applicable to the most varied physical cases where the number 
of elements can be very different. In using any such schemata it is often 
expedient to leave aside the basic idea from which they have sprung or 
even forget it for a while; but I think it would nevertheless be erroneous 
to believe that one had thus got rid of it. 

For example, algebraic magnitudes are only general schemata for 
numerical values. In many calculations it would cause quite pointless 
delays always to substitute definite numerical values; indeed, we might 
very well divide calculations into two classes, those where we must de
scend to substituting numerical values and those where it is unnecessary, 
indeed superfluous and harmful. From an epistemological point of view 
however, the algebraic expressions in the latter kind of calculations are 
nonetheless nothing else but symbols for numerical values. 

NOTE 

1 This is obviously not to say Ibat the fonner equations could be explained only by 
means of Ibe atoms of Navier and Poisson. Perhaps they could equally well be rep"" 
sented by quite different mental pictures which however, if epistemologically clear and 
unobjectionable, must once more be what we have called atomistic in tbe wider sense 
oflbe lenD. 

The concepts of differential and integral calculus divorced from any atomist notions 
are typically metaphysical, if following an apposite definition of Mach we mean by Ibis 
the kind of notion of which we have forgotten how we obtained it. 

Obviously all properties of bodies tbat do not arise simply from the joint action of 
Ibe large number of elements must be ascribed to Ibe elements themselves; there is no 
olber way of obtaining a picture of extended and apparently continuous bodies having 
Ibese properties. For this reason I could never understand how it could be a reproach 
to atomism tbat it ascribed Ibe properties of extended bodies to Ibeir elements as well. 



ON THE QUESTION OF 

THE OBJECTIVE EXISTENCE OF PROCESSES 

IN INANIMATE NATURE· 

Let me begin by defining my position by way of a true story. While I was 
still at high school my brother (long since dead) tried often and in vain to 
convince me how absurd was my ideal of a philosophy that clearly defined 
each concept at the time of introducing it. At last he succeeded as follows: 
during a lesson a certain philosophic work (I think by Hume) had been 
highly recommended to us for its outstanding consistency. At once I asked 
for it at the library, where my brother accompanied me. The book was 
available only in the original English. I was taken aback, since I knew not 
a word of Englisb, but my brother objected at once: "if the work fulfils 
your expectations, the language surely cannot matter, for then each word 
must in any case be clearly defined before it is used." 

It would be hard to show more drastically what wealth of experience, 
as well as of words and ideas used for denoting it, must be presumed as 
known if we are to understand each other at all, and that we cannot define 
everything but merely need use known signs to indicate rules for simplify
ing our ways of denoting and adapting them to experience.l Just as in 
geometry Euclid begins with unprovable axioms, we shall begin by 
examining what facts constitute the basis and precondition for knowledge. 
We shall honestly admit that with these facts we cannot and should not do 
more than recall them to memory by known signs, nor shall we be amazed 
that it is precisely these facts that have till now been regarded as the most 
difficult to explain. 

Everyone knows what is meant by perceptions of the senses and im
pnlses of the will. It is a precondition of intelligence that there are constant 
regularities between these,2 which we can encompass by means of relative
ly few ideas. What this means is known by experience and we shall not 
find it puzzling that it can be as little further explained as the reason why 
these regularities occur. If moreover the sense perception (or perceptual 
complex) A following on the impulse of the will (or impulsive complex) B 

• Popu!iire Schri/ten, Essay 12. First published in Wi .... Ber. 106 (1897) Part TIa, 83. 
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always leads to a sense perception C, but following on impulse D to 
another sense perception E, this must leave within us certain impressions 
(memories, pictures of the world) which are of course related to actual 
processes as signs are to the things they denote (we say that after A and B 
we expect perception C, but after A and D, E); in many cases, these im
pressions must have the consequence that sense perception A will always 
be followed by impulse B but not D, and that the more surely the more 
formed the impressions. (We react to the impressions, they engage our 
feelings.) In that case we call C a desired perception and E an undesired 
one.3 These impulses therefore depend in special ways on our inner states 
(memories). Hence we say that they proceed from us and call them volunt
ary, which of course is not to say that they obey no laws.4 

Since through good memory images we attain things we desire, such 
images are themselves desired. It now turns out that by means of certain 
volitions we attain and refresh memories and even can complete and 
perfect their conjunction. Since we desire good memory pictures such 
impulses will often supervene (we imagine, reflect). 

Actions that are followed by things we desire and ideas under whose 
guidance we act in this manner we denote as correct. We must aim at 
having ideas that are correct and economical as well, that is we are to be 
able always to reach the correct mode of action with the least expenditure 
of time and effort. The demand on any theory is that it be correct and 
economical; for on that very account it will then correspond to the laws 
of thought. I do not think that this needs to be set up as a special require
ment, as Hertz has done. 

The process described at the beginning may of course be extremely 
complicated. Suppose different perceptual complexes A" A2 , A" ... hav
ing certain common parts T (similarity) were always followed by a sensa
tion C, or a volition B following it had provoked C. The impression that 
this leaves in our memory is marked thus: we expect that after each 
perceptual complex containing the sensations T, C will follow or be pro
voked by B, or we infer the second from the first. If the volition B was 
not allowed to occur, we say that C would have followed it." 

If now we have a new complex of sensations A. that also contains T, we 
infer, judge, conjecture or opineS that Cwill follow (or be generated by B). 
If this actually occurs, our surmise is confirmed by experience, if not we 
are surprised, a new memory joins our old ones, our inner picture of 
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actuality is completed, corrected, adapted. We form volitions that call to 
mind memories and produce sensations accelerating that process. We 
look for what A~ contains, for what differentiates it, for the cause: we 
investigate and experiment. 7 

All these processes can be further complicated in countless ways. To 
form a picture of what in a given case we should expect, further com
plicated activities of the will (constructions, calculations) may be required. 
The picture can be so comprehensive that we may use it under the most 
varied conditions to construct a successful solution. If we experiment 
with the pictures themselves, calling to mind by volitions their common 
features and their differences, while seeking to construct a successful 
solution in cases that differ from observed ones, then we may be said to 
speculate. The result will have to be tested by experience, as with simple 
conjectures. 

Of opinions sufficiently often confirmed by experience we say that they 
are certain and that what they express belongs to our knowledge. To 
construct thought-pictures we constantly need designations for what is 
common to various groups of phenomena, thought-pictures or intellectual 
operations: we call them concepts. 

If, in the above example, C follows upon a complex A" as yet unfamiliar 
to us, we say that we have explained the latter as soon as we find T in it; 
or, if all A are so far still unknown to us, when we have observed them 
and found T in all of them, including A, (explanation of Arago's experi
ment by Faraday's discovery of induction currents). 

How then do we come to distinguish certain sensations as our own and 
others as other people's? The series of sensations we call our own is much 
more directly linked with the formation of our memory pictures than are 
the sensations of others. Everyone of our own sensations arouses a 
memory picture even if only fleetingly, whereas an alien sensation acts on 
our own memory pictures only if it affects sensations of our own. Our 
world picture would be ideally perfect iffor each of our sensations we had 
a sign and furthermore a rule by which to construct from these signs the 
occurrence of all our future sensations and the way they depend on our 
volitions. If for this it is enough to predict our own sensations, which is 
indeed the only thing we can test, while the sensations of others can affect 
our world picture only via our own, how do we ever come to form signs 
for the sensations of others? 
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As to that, even our childhood observations are informative. With cer
tain processes attended by certain complexes of sensations (the approach
ing of the visual picture of my hand to that ofa flame) we experience new 
and sometimes violent sensations that result in volitions in tum affecting 
the perceptual complexes (we see the picture of the hand withdrawing). 
The very similar visual picture of another's hand behaves in a perfectly 
analogous manner. 

In speech, certain volitions produce certain movements of the lips 
(visible for example in a miIror) and aural sensations. On other visual 
images very similar to the mirror image of our own head we see the same 
labial movements and at the same time experience the same aural sensa
tions. 

We said that the purpose of thinking was the foundation of rules for 
our ideas such that future sensations are thereby announced in advance. 
This aim is attained in large measure if we apply the experience gained 
from perceptual complexes concerning our own bodies also to the 
interaction of those very similar complexes that relate to the bodies 
of others. The laws according to which our own sensations run their 
course are familiar to us and lie ready in memory. By attaching these 
same memory pictures also to the perceptual complexes that define 
the bodies of others, we obtain the simplest description of these com
plexes. 

Another's hand behaves just as though on touching a fire a feeling of 
pain occurred, another's lips as though volitions were acting on them. Of 
these alien sensations and volitions we have not the least knowledge, but 
know only our own ideas of them, with which we operate as with those of 
our own sensations and volitions, thus obtaining useful rules for construct
ing and predicting the course of our sensations relating to the bodies of 
others. Thus our conception of the sensations and volitions of others is 
merely the expression for certain equations always holding between the 
behaviour of our sensations relative to our own and other people's bodies; 
it is in a pre-eminent sense what we can an analogy (albeit not a mechanic
al but a psychological one). 

What then is the sense of asserting that these alien sensations and voli
tions exist as much as my own? Does this not add some hypothetical and 
unprovable element to the facts? Does it not contravene the task of my 
ideas as merely to describe the facts? 
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If by considerations such as these one imagines to have proved that 
matter is merely the expression of certain equations between complexes 
of sensations, so that the assertion that matter exists in the same way as 
our sensations exceeds our task of merely describing, it would be well to 
remember that this would be proving too much; for in that event the 
sensations and volitions of all others could not be on the same level as the 
sensations of the observer, but would have to be taken as merely express
ing equations between his own sensations. 

Let us analyse this further: in accordance with our introductory re
marks, we have not proved anything but merely described; nor, in the 
sequel, shall we be able to prove anything, but merely to develop certain 
views psychologically. 

The question whether the unicorn or the planet Vulcan exists in the 
sense in which the stag or the planet Mars exists has naturally a quite 
definite sense, which is clear from our empirically known relation to tbe 
second two items. If, however, someone were to assert that only his sensa
tions existed, whereas those of all others were merely the expression in 
his mind of certain equations between certain of his own sensations (let us 
call him an ideologist), we should first have to ask what sense he gives to 
this and whether he expresses that sense in an appropriate way. Evidently 
he would still have to denote alien sensations with the same signs anal
ogously arrayed with which he denotes his own; subjectively it would be 
indifferent to him whether he said that those sensations belonged to 
others who exist or to others whom he imagines, since for him others are 
indeed only something imagined. But since we use the verb 'not to exist' 
when we find that expectations expressed by certain mental signs are not 
confirmed by experience (I thought, erroneously, that my friend had a 
brother, now I learn that no such person exists), it would be inappropriate 
to say that all others, save the person here thinking, did not exist. 

The ideologist's assertion ought much rather to run as follows: 1 use 
the term 'sensation' or 'act of will' as a thought symbol in three ways: 
firstly, to represent sensations and volitions immediately given to me; 
secondly, if I find it useful to link the same terms according to the same 
laws in order to describe certain regularities between my perceptual com
plexes (I distinguish this second mode of employment by saying that the 
terms are signs for sensations and volitions of others), and thirdly, either 
if previously I wrongly thOUght the terms would be useful for representing 
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such regularities, or, without ever believing this and for quite different 
reasons (practising, playing), I combine terms that are quite analogous to 
those for my sensations and volitions according to laws that are quite 
analogous: these I call terms for sensations and volitions of non-existing 
people that I merely imagine.8 

In this form, however, the ideologist's assertion no longer differs from 
the ordinary way of expressing these matters. The second point expresses 
the enormous subjective difference that for me exists between myself and 
others, but we have so far totally refrained from any judgement as to 
objective existence. 

As with ideology, so with the (idealist) assertion that matter is merely 
the expression for equations between perceptual complexes.9 

Since we have reserved the term 'not to exist' for the satellite of Venus, 
the philosopher's stone and so on, it would evidently be inappropriate to 
say that matter does not exist. Thus all that remains is the assertion that 
what we call processes in inanimate nature are for us mere ideas for re
presenting regularities of certain complexes of our sensations. In this 
respect processes in inanimate nature are thus on the same level as the 
sensations and volitions of others, whereas subjectively our own sensati
tions are much closer to us; but the ideas of inanimate objects that sub
sequently turn out as incorrect or that have been formed from the start 
with the proviso that we have no such complexes of sensations as they 
represent, all these are on the same level as the idea of non-existing 
people. 

I hope that what I have developed so far is perfectly clear. We do not 
perceive the sensations of others. However it does not complicate but 
simplify our world picture if in thought we attach them to the complexes 
of sensations that we call other people's bodies. Therefore we denote 
these alien sensations with analogous mental signs and words to those for 
our own (we imagine them), because this gives us a good picture of the 
course of many complexes of sensations and thus simplifies our world 
picture. 

To express the fact that these are imagined sensations, we say they are 
not ours but those of others. If we ourselves do not experience the com
plexes of sensations whose representation would be facilitated by these 
alien sensations, then we call these latter non-existent. A child may well 
believe that dolls, trees and so on have sensations too; we do not ascribe 
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sensations to these objects because this would complicate and not simplify 
our world picture. 

Analogously to the sensations of others, processes in inanimate nature 
likewise exist for us merely in imagination, that is we mark them by cer
tain thoughts and verbal signs, because this facilitates our construction of 
a world picture capable of foretelling our future sensations in inanimate 
nature. Processes in inanimate nature in this respect are thus just like the 
sensations of others, and inanimate objects themselves like those others, 
except that the signs and laws of their conjunction are rather more dif
ferent from those used in representing our own sensations. 'An inanimate 
object either does or does not exist' thus has the same significance as 'a 
person either does or does not exist'. It would therefore be a total mistake 
to believe that in this way one had established that matter is more of a 
mental entity than another person is. 

It is true enough that we can build up our world picture only from our 
sensations and volitions but of all our sensations only the one or few that 
we momentarily have are directly given to us. It would therefore be an 
error to think that the memory of having had a sensation is certain proof 
that it has existed. Children of three often do not yet distinguish memory 
from phantasy. Those troubled with nocturnal emissions, remembering 
an incident in the morning, may be uncertain whether it was real or 
dreamt. If our mental life were never more regular than in dreams, we 
should at best attain certain laws concerning the change of ideas but never 
the concept of something existing beside ourselves. 

Since moreover very faint memories shade imperceptibly into oblivion, 
and here and there mere chance calls things to mind that we might under 
other circumstances never have remembered, we are certain to have had 
countless sensations, ideas and volitions which we are absolutely unable 
to recall. It would however be clearly impracticable to fix on a certain 
degree of imprecision in the memory of a process and from that point 
abruptly to say that the process never occurred; therefore we must simply 
denote as existing much that has no direct link with our present-day 
thought. Moreover we see that many sensations occur in spite of all 
volitions by which we strive to prevent them, so that there is also some
thing independent of our will. Thus there certainly exist processes that 
are independent of our present thought and volition, whose existence is 
'objectively correct' but not cognizable by us. What is present in our 
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memory is different at different times. In this way we first obtain the 
concept of objective existence as something independent of momentary 
memory. 

Besides there is another element at work. One of the most important 
ways in which our world picture develops further is through what others 
convey to us and what we tell them. In this everyone will naturally dis
tinguish himself as speaker (subject) from those spoken to (objects) and at 
first adopt the (subjective) point of view we have assumed till now. 

It will be appropriate to call our concept of existence and non-existence 
as discussed so far the concept of subjective existence or non-existence. 

Now it would doubtless be inappropriate to address people thus: "your 
sensations are by no means equivalent to mine. Whereas I am directly 
conscious of mine, that which I call yours are for me a thought symbol for 
certain regularities of my own sensations. It is only because certain of my 
complexes of sensations that I call your bodies consistently change as 
though they were driven by volitions quite analogous to those I exert on 
other such complexes of mine (my own body), that I must proceed towards 
you as your apparent volitions proceed towards me". One would be con
stantly repeating words that are of no concern to others, that is of no 
or only undesired impact on those complexes of mine that I call their 
bodies. 

Language must therefore use some other terminology that is equally 
appropriate for all persons; "we must adopt the objective point of view", 
as the phrase goes. It turns out that the concepts we linked with 'existing' 
and 'not existing' largely remain applicable unchanged. Those people or 
inanimate things that I merely imagine or conceive without being forced 
to do so by regularities in complexes of sensations do not exist for others 
either, they are 'objectively' non-existent. 

On the other hand, sensations that I assume, without perceiving them, 
as alien (that is serving to explain regularities belonging to my own), 
these sensations divide into ones belonging to many other people of whom 
each is related to his as I to mine. 

If therefore I am to make myself understood, I must adopt a language 
in which all exist on the same footing ('objectively'). This adherence to the 
language of others which is given to me in experience (because learnt) I 
call the objective point of view, in contrast to the subjective one so far 
described. 
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Since my waking sensations are the only building blocks of my thinking 
I must start from them; thus, sensations that all my memories agree were 
waking ones I must denote as that which primarily exists, if all thought is 
not to stop. For the sake of linguistic homogeneity I must denote the 
sensation of others in the same way. The criterion that all men should 
judge alike as regards existence and non-existence applies equally to the 
phenomena of inanimate nature. However, here we do not have the argu
ment that some extraordinarily similar phenomena are directly given to 
me so that I must think of them primarily as existing; everybody could 
therefore agree to distinguish processes in inanimate nature from psy
chological ones by the fact that they denote the former as not objectively 
existing. This would indeed be inappropriate if only for the fact that for 
myself subjectively others and inanimate things that exist are on the same 
level while non-existing people and things among themselves play the 
same role, so that for subjective existence the psychological and inanimate 
are equal;10 nevertheless, this evidently was the reason why many phi
losophers held the view that the animate and sensing alone existed, while 
the inanimate existed only when being perceived by an animate perceiver, 
whereas in fact another animate being too exists for me only when I 
perceive it: not only matter but also other people are for me (if I do not 
accommodate myself to their alien language) mere mental symbols, just 
an expression of equations between complexes of my sensations. 

It would of course be absurd to prove or disprove the objective exis
tence of matter. Rather, it will be a case of giving further reasons why it 
would be inappropriate constantly to remind ourselves of the fact stated 
earlier, namely that we denote matter as not objectively existing, although 
we should always remain clearly aware of this fact. 

If somebody regards it as obvious a priori that matter does or does not 
exist, this, in the absence of some prejudice, can be considered only as 
expressing the subjective conviction that either one or the other designa
tion would lead to qnite ludicrous complications. Such a subjective con
viction can of course rest on error too, as when a child cannot imagine a 
world picture other than one in which everything has the same sensations 
as himself. 

To fix the concept of objective existence we earlier appealed to the 
common judgement of all. One might of course imagine other man·like 
beings on other planets or beings of higher intelligence, whose coincident 
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judgement would definitively determine objective existence. However, 
little would be gained by this; we must therefore return to our own 
experience. 

The reason why we denoted the sensations of people other than the 
thinking subject as objectively existing, was only their perfect analogy 
with that subject's sensations, which have the first claim to be so described. 
We shall therefore still have to examine whether processes in inanimate 
nature have as many analogies with psychological ones, or whether so 
sharp a line can be drawn between the two that the former can be de
scribed as objectively not existing. 

To start with, the sensations of higher animals are so perfectly anal
ogous to human ones that we must of necessity ascribe objective existence 
also to them. Where then is the boundary? One does indeed hear occasion
al doubts whether insects or divisible animals like certain worms have 
sensations, but a sharp boundary where sensing stops cannot be given. 
In the end we reach organisms that are so simple that their world pictures 
and thoughts are zero. If we are not suddenly to deny existence to the 
sensation of animals below a certain level, which would be quite inap
propriate, then we must ascribe existence also to this unthinking 
organised matter, in which sensation can hardly be discovered, but this 
in tum runs through continuous gradations as far as the level of plants. 
But then it would seem to me an unjustified and inappropriate jump to 
deny existence to unorganised matter. 

If this were the only argument for objective existence of the inanimate, 
then a thorough adherent to this point of view might conceive the notion 
of suggesting the assumption of different degrees of existence which 
finally sinks to zero for what is inanimate. However such a mode of ex
pression would again be decidedly inappropriate. In the first place we 
have in any case already got concepts to denote the same fact: we say that 
the clarity of awareness gradually sinks to zero. Secondly we have already 
fixed the concept 'existence' in such a (subjective) sense that it does not 
admit degrees of comparison (another person that exists and one that 
does not, two moons of Mars exist, a moon of Venus does not exist); the 
denotation must always be so chosen that we can operate with the same 
concepts in the same way under all circumstances, just as the mathema
tician defines negative or fractional exponents in such a way that he can 
operate with them as with integral ones. 
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Words, and therefore concepts, we can form as we wish. Somebody 
once took the trouble to demonstrate to me that a high-school teacher is 
actually a professor and that therefore our law alone, which gives him this 
title, is just. I have the same feeling when a word like 'exist' is singled out 
from language and, without fixing its sense, people start racking their 
brains as to what exists and what does not. 

Progress in thinking must much rather be sought by eliminating all 
such mistaken forms of inference and concepts, which, experience tells 
us, do not advance but mislead and even entangle us in contradictions. 
These forms of inference and concepts always arise when originally ap
propriate modes of thought are transferred to cases where they do not fit. 
Thought must be continuously further adapted and the sense of words be 
ever more appropriately fixed, which in the case of the simplest concepts 
cannot occur through definition but only by reference to familiar ex
perience. 

We see moreover that those series of sensations and volitions that we 
call single individuals always soon come to break off again, that individ
ual people die, whereas the matter to which those mental phenomena were 
tied remains. A subjective world picture that construes matter as merely 
expressing equations between the complexes of human sensations thus 
starts by trying to imitate the transient and complicated features by means 
of marks and only later using these pictures to represent simple and more 
permanent features (of matter). It construes the pyramids of Egypt, the 
Acropolis of Athens as mere equations existing between the sensations of 
generations through thousands of years. 

Alongside this it must surely be possible to have a simpler (objective) 
world picture that starts from the simple and represents the transient by 
means of laws that govern the more permanent features. Pursuing our 
mental picture consistently, that is according to the rules that have always 
led to confirmation by experience, we reach the conclusion that the planet 
Mars is of similar size to the Earth, that it has continents, oceans, snow
caps and so on, indeed it seems not at all impossible to us that on planets 
of other suns there are the most splendid landscapes without their ever 
producing sense impressions on any animate being. 

For us subjectively the expression of this is of course only a minor 
internal activity of imagination or a few spoken sentences that have noth
ing in common with the immense cosmic processes in question. These 
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mental or verbal signs have for us no other significance than the possi
bility of certain geometrical constructions on a reduced scale, a linking of 
them with series of numbers and some analogies or other with terrestrial 
landscapes, which in analogous cases on Earth are always confirmed by 
experience and without which our world picture would be inconsistent 
and incomplete. From this we infer the possibility of beings similar to 
ourselves to whom these landscapes mean the same as terrestrial ones to 
us, with as much justification as we infer that we must have had many 
sensations that we no longer remember.ll Here our sensations quite auto
matically lead us beyond their own fields to detailed and definite ideas of 
things that are remote from the sphere of our sensations. 

Would not the man who considered the Martian landscape from the 
point of view of equations between the sparse human sensations related 
to Mars have just as onesided and inappropriate a world picture as he 
who regards himself alone as existing and others not? For possible 
Martians would not exist for us either until we could have perceptions 
relating to them. 

We see further that our intellectual activity affects that of another 
person only when by means of volitions we produce changes in those 
complexes of sensations that correspond to matter and when these be
come so related to another's body that we too should receive sense im
pressions. Nowhere do we find direct equations between our own and 
another's sensations, all are mediated by matter. It is therefore between 
changes of matter that we must expect to find the simplest equations. 

The intimate connection of the mental with the physical is in the end 
given to us by experience. By means of this connection it is very likely 
that to every mental process there corresponds a physical process in the 
brain, that is, there is an unambiguous correlation; and that the brain 
processes are all genuinely material, that is, are representable by the same 
pictures and laws as processes in inanimate nature. In that event, however, 
it would have to be possible to predict all mental processes from the 
pictures that serve to represent brain processes. Thus all mental processes 
must be predictable from the pictures used for representing inanimate 
nature without change of the laws that govern it. Let us give the name A 
to the view that this is correct. 

All these circumstances make it extremely likely that an (objective) 
world picture is possible in which the processes in inanimate nature play 
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not only the same but even a much more comprehensive role than mental 
processes, which latter are then related to the former only as special cases 
to general ones. Our aim will not be to establish the truth or falsehood of 
one or the other world picture, but we shall ask whether either is ap
propriate for this or that purpose while we allow both pictures to con
tinue alongside each other. 

If so far we have started with the genesis of our world picture, con
stituting it purely synthetically, let us now adopt the opposite course in 
order to represent the objective world picture, a path which is as a rule 
the most appropriate where what counts is the laying bare of concepts as 
precisely as possible. We merely give the most easily grasped rules for 
constructing this world picture without bothering how we subjectively 
came by these rules: the only justification for the world picture is then 
seen in its agreement with the facts. What previously came first will now 
come precisely last. 

The brain we view as the apparatus or organ for producing word 
pictures, an organ which because of the pictures' great utility for the 
preservation of the species has, conformably with Darwin's theory, 
developed in man to a degree of particular perfection, just as the neck in 
the giraffe and the bill in the stork have developed to an unusual length. 
By means of the pictures by which we have represented matter (no matter 
whether the most suitable pictures will turn out to be those of current 
atomism or some others), we now try to represent material brain processes 
and so to obtain at the same time a better view of the mental and a re
presentation of the mechanisml2 that has here developed in the human 
head, making it possible to represent such complicated and apposite 
pictures. 

The moment we subscribe to the view A, we must suppose that the 
pictures and the laws that serve the representation of processes in inani
mate nature will suffice unambiguously to represent mental processes too; 
we say, in brief, that mental processes are identical with certain material 
processes in the brain (realism). It has often been held that this is impos
sible. Whether we are entitled to hold this view we can naturally test once 
again only from what is given in experience. 

From experience we know that every sensation somehow differs from 
every other and that some resemble each other more and others less, so 
that the former have more in common and the latter less; besides we 
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know in what order they occur in time. As to quality, the finer or cruder, 
material or non-material nature of sensations we know notbing from direct 
experience. Hence I cannot grasp wby people say that we sense (or know 
a priori or are immediately aware or whetever else) that sensations are 
simple or qualitatively different from processes in inanimate nature or 
even that they are finer, loftier and so on. Indeed, some have thought they 
sensed that the whole human ego was something simple. On the contrary, 
it is precisely the protean variability in the nature of different sensations 
and their almost indefinable similarities that makes it likely that their 
course cannot be represented by the most simple mental pictures but only 
by very complicated ones, like the various physical and chemical pro
cesses in the brain.13 Again we want to express just this and no more when 
we say that thoughts are certain processes in the brain or perhaps the in
teraction of certain atoms. 

If one says that matter or even atoms sense, one has obviously expressed 
oneself quite incorrectly. Rather one must say that it is not inconceivable 
that the laws of change in sensation are most accurately representable by 
means of the picture of material (physical, chemical, electrical) processes 
in the brain. 

The most complicated systems of material bodies whose mode of work
ing is more or less transparent to us, are perhaps objects like a watch or a 
dynamo machine. We therefore believe that if our psychological processes 
were completely representable by means of pictures of material processes 
in the brain, they would have to be just as dead and unengaged as these 
machines. That evidently is the reason why to many this view seems bar
ren and comfortless. Unjustifiably so, in my opinion, for the genesis of 
strong feelings of pleasure and pain is precisely what Darwin's theory 
can explain, since such feelings are necessary to generate reactions of the 
intensity required for the preservation of the species. The great intensity, 
variety and wealth of intellectual and emotional life can surely not be 
caused by the processes in question being qualitatively finer and loftier 
than those in dead machines but only by their being richer and more varied 
and by our own egos' belonging to the same kind of beings. Since no one 
will doubt that intellectual functions too work according to quite definite 
laws, I could surely not find it discouraging that these laws were identical 
with those that govern equally complicated material processes. It is simply 
that, for our subjective feelings, that is fine and lofty which advances and 
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raises our species: objectively these concepts do not exist. If therefore 
material processes can be just as varied and complicated as our mental 
ones, and there is no reason for doubting it, then I do not see why the 
assertion that our mental activities are completely representable by the 
thought picture of material processes in the brain should impair their fine 
and lofty character or somehow interfere with our passionate interest in 
them. We know that a watch does not sense, that is, by means of such a 
simple mechanism we cannot represent anything remotely similar to 
sensations. But what is it supposed to mean when people say that from 
the qualitative differences between our sensations and material processes 
it follows that the course of the former could never be represented by any 
combination, however complicated, of mental pictures that at the same 
time represented for us the processes of inanimate nature. If one says that 
the inanimate world is material, extended and so on, one merely means 
that it is representable by the conceptual pictures of geometry and mathe
matical physics. If therefore one asserts on the contrary that sensations 
are non-material, unextended and so on, one has merely assumed before
hand what was to be proved, namely that they cannot be represented by 
combinations of these pictures however complicated. The fact that we 
have not to date succeeded in representing the genesis of sensations by 
means of complicated pictures taken from physics and chemistry surely 
does not prove this to be impossible in principle? Our judgement 
about the representability of a group of sensations by means of certain 
pictures naturally remains completely unstable and indefinite so long 
as the representation is not completely successful to the minutest detail. 
The pictures of geometry and mechanics were set up in order to rep
resent ordinary phenomena of equilibrium and motion and this has 
succeeded so well that we do not doubt the possibility of represen
ting all phenomena of the field in question. All other purely physical 
processes cleave so intimately to material bearers that our need to enlist 
the pictures of geometry and mechanics for their partial explanation is 
beyond doubt. Whether these pictures are sufficient everywhere is how
ever a question about which views still differ greatly. Even the phenomena 
of heat sometimes have features that seem at least at first blush to be not 
just spatio-temporal but of another kind, let us say qualitative changes of 
bodies; and whereas some physicists believe that they can best be re
presented by the picture of motions of the smallest parts, others think it 
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unlikely. Even more doubt exists as regards electro-magnetic phenomena, 
radiant energy and chemistry. Indeed, one even hears the view that these 
last phenomena would require for their representation an extension even 
of the pictures of geometry. Thus even purely physical facts are by no 
means all of the same kind. Yet who would assert that this constitutes 
strict proof of qualitative gaps so great as to make representation by mech
anical pictures certainly impossible in principle? 

Mental phenomena may well be much more remote from material ones 
than thermal or electric from purely mechanical ones, but to say that the 
two former are qualitatively while the latter three are only quantitatively 
different seems to me mere prejudice. 

If we make our previous assumption A, that to every mental process 
unambiguously corresponds a certain brain process and these last are 
genuinely material, that is representable by pictures and laws that serve 
for the representation of processes in inanimate nature, then on the con
trary the genesis and course of mental phenomena would have to be un
ambiguously definable (that is representable) by these laws. 

Imagine there could be a machine14 that looked like a human body and 
also behaved and moved like one. Inside it let there be a component that 
receives impressions of lights, sound and so on, by means of organs that 
are built exactly like our sense organs and the nerves linked with them. 
This component is further to have the ability of storing pictures of these 
impressions and by means of these pictures so to stimulate nerve fibres 
that they produce movements that are totally similar to those of the hu
man body. Unconscious reflex movements would then naturally be those 
whose innervation did not penetrate so deeply into the central organ as to 
generate memory pictures there. It is said to be a priori clear that this 
machine behaves externally like a man but does not sense. It would in
deed retract the burnt hand just as quickly as we do, but without feeling 
pain. I think that people say this merely because one visualizes only a 
clock and not our present complicated machine, just as people uninformed 
about physics often tell me that they find it (we should say a priori) clear 
that even in space one must still know what was up and down, or that one 
must feel it if the Earth were turning. These people have simply failed to 
imagine themselves in outer space and to conceive of cosmic conditions. 

However compelling such judgments for the biassed, they prove noth
ing. In our fictitious machine every sensation would exist as something 
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separate. Similar sensations would have much in common and dissimilar 
ones less. Their course in time would be that given by experience. Of cour
se no sensation would be simple, each would be identical with a com
plicated material process, but for one who does not know how the 
machine is built, sensations would again not be measurable by length 
and measures, he could no more represent them by spatial and mechanical 
pictures than we can our own sensations. However, nothing more is given 
by experience. Thus everything we are empirically given of the mental 
would be realised by our machine. The rest we arbitrarily add in thought 
or so it seems to me. Like any other person, our machine would say that 
it was aware of every existence (that is, it had thought-pictures for the fact 
of its existence). Nobody could prove that it was less aware of itself than a 
human. Indeed, one could not define consciousness in some manner such 
that it applied less to the machine than to men. 

In the last few sentences we have returned completely to the one-sided 
position, and to the channels of the old terminology, which can naturally 
always be applied as long as one harbours appropriate ideas in using it. 
To exclude misunderstandings we repeat that these last considerations 
are merely to show how one can build oneself a world picture starting 
from a certain point of view. This in no way involves the question of the 
ideal nature of the human spirit. Indeed, everything remains as it was. 
We merely declare it possible that the same thought symbols and laws 
through which we obtain the best pictures of processes in inanimate nature 
might in more complicated combinations equally afford us the simplest 
and clearest pictures of mental processes. 

If one thus adheres to this our view A, processes in inanimate nature 
differ so little in quality from animate ones, that it is impossible to draw 
any boundary and it would be impracticable to ascribe objective existence 
only to sensations but not to processes in inanimate nature. It would much 
rather be questionable whether dreamt sensations, or merely recollections 
of them on waking, existed objectively, a question which might however 
be decided in terms of the physiology of the brain. 

The synthetic description of the genesis of thoughts naturally remains 
the following: to begin with we construct thought pictures of the sensa
tions of which we are immediately aware; then we come to thought sym
bols for those regularities of our perceptual complexes that lead to the 
idea of matter. In thus representing material processes in the brain (which 
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we might indeed one day be able to observe objectively, for example by 
means of X-rays), we hope to attain a better quantitative survey of the 
mental processes that were our starting point. But would this not amount 
to proving that what we see by means of X-rays was something quite dif
ferent from our sensations? Not at all: we should now have demon
strated a new connection between various sensations, namely those that 
we have long since known and certain visual pictures that only arise when 
we look at a screen that intercepts X-rays that have passed through our 
heads. 

If, however, one wishes to reject view A, then one must assume either 
that not all processes in the brain are representable by the pictures and 
laws that serve for representing inanimate nature, or that there are mental 
processes not representable by these pictures and laws to which corre
spond no brain processes, a position made unlikely by experience but 
not absolutely refuted. But then the gap between animate and inanimate 
would indeed grow deeper. However, idealism would still be confronted 
with the difficulties already mentioned, for example the bridging of this 
gap by a gradual transition from animate to inanimate, the dominant role 
the inanimate would have to play in any world-picture, in contrast with 
which the mental will appear merely as a kind of appendix. However the 
ideas of the thinker himself cannot be thus left out if the world picture is 
not to vanish completely. Persons close to him also have great influence 
on his world picture and all preceding generations have supplied the 
preconditions of his own development. Yet all living beings on all celestial 
bodies other than the Earth, nine-tenths or more of everything animate 
that ever existed on Earth could be thought of as never having existed 
almost without disturbing the world picture. Or one might think every
thing living on most parts of the Earth being suddenly annihilated without 
our noticing it at first, whereas a sudden annihilation of a part of the 
Earth or Sun or even the Moon would throw everything out of gear. 

The idealist compares the assertion that matter exists as much as our 
sensations with the opinion of the child that a stone feels pain when struck. 
The realist compares the assertion that one could never imagine how the 
mental could be represented by the material let alone by the interaction 
of atoms with the opinion of an uneducated person who says the Sun 
could not be 93 million miles from the Earth, since he cannot imagine it. 
Just as ideology is a world picture only for some but not for humanity as a 
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whole, so I think that if we include aninIals and even the universe the 
realist mode of expression is more appropriate than the idealist one. 

Thus from insights or experiences already gained one can indeed de
monstrate new aspects of them, but the simplest preconditions of all ex
perience and the laws of all thought one can, I think, at best describe. Once 
admit this and all contradictions vanish that one previously met in the 
attempt to answer certain questions, for example whether complexes of 
unextended atoms make up extensions or whether they can even sense, 
whether we can come to know the sensations of others or the existence of 
inanimate beings, whether matter and spirit can interact, whether both 
run parallel courses without interacting or even whether only one or the 
other exists. One sees that one did not know what one was really asking. 

Here, too, belongs the question of the existence of God. It is certainly 
true that only a madman will deny God's existence, but it is equally the 
case that all our ideas of God are mere inadequate anthropomorphisms, 
so that what we thus imagine as God does not exist in the way we imagine 
it. If therefore one person says that he is convinced that God exists and 
another that he does not believe in God, in so saying both may well think 
the same thoughts without even suspecting it. We must not ask whether 
God exists unless we can imagine something definite in saying so; rather 
we must ask by what ideas we can come closer to the highest concept 
which encompasses everything. 

NOTES 

1 Contradictions (for example we cannot conceive of bodies being really infinitely 
divisible, nor yet of an extended body as arising from a finite number of points) can 
lie only in ways of denoting and are thus a sign that these have been inappropriately 
chosen. Experience cannot contradict itself, for even if its laws were to change com
pletely, ways of denoting would have to adapt to the new laws. 
• This is the law of causality, which we are thus free to denote either as the precondi
tion of all experience or as itself an experience we have in conjunction with every other. 

We can infer from experience that in lotto every move is equally likely. For this 
reason we have constructed the calculus of probability in such a way that, according 
to its laws, even if by chance on some occasion a given number came up more often, 
this does not make its turning up again on the next move any more likely. People now 
argue thus: it is a priori equally likely that the sun will or will not rise tomorrow, 
therefore its rising hitherto does not make its rising tomorrow any more likely. To 
this we must object that an a priori equality of the likelihoods of either event is just as 
senseless as an a priori knowledge of either, so that according to experience the proba
bility laws of lotto are here not applicable. 
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• The purpose of the whole arrangement is to bring about what is useful to the individ
ual or species and to ward off what is harmful. 
• It would be quite wrong to infer from this that one must not punish actions that 
harm the community. One must punish them, that is produce in the criminal and in 
others memories that wiD in future prevent the undesired action from occurring. 
However, ouly voluntary actions should be punished, since involuntary ones are not 
affected by memory images. 
• In the same way we can infer the past. IT B had happened, then in the past C would 
have foDowed; or another example: I remember once having had a complex of sensa
tions A of which I know that C wiD always follow it, from which I infer that C did 
foDow on that occasion too, even if I no longer directly remember that it did. 
a Surmise and opinion are uncertain, inference is almost certain, while judgement 
refers to the appropriateness of our own ways of denoting or of actions, wbich I do 
not in the least intend to discuss further here. 
7 ct. Mach, Prinzipien der Wiirmelehre, Leipzig 1896, pp. 386, 416, and elsewhere. 
• I assume the existence of a man in earlier times (in history) in order to explain, that 
is represent in thought, accounts about or remains and extant traces of his former 
activities. 
• If from this assertion (idealism) one infers that no property of matter (for example 
that it must consist of immutable particles or that aD phenomena must be represent
able in terms of phenomena of motion) can be recognized as a priori, then I will 
naturally assent to this demand at once. However, this inference does not exclude our 
calling matter something existing. For example sensations too are precisely something 
changeable although they are what is given as existing before anything else. 
1. That is why the rules for handling the concept of objective existence become most 
conforolable to the correaponding rules for handling the concept of what we have 
called subjective existence, if we denote matter as objectively existing, and that is a 
main reason why calling it so is appropriate. 
11 It is conceivable that a mental picture, for example atomism, becomes so complicated. 
in its further development that the time available to all mankind will never suffice for 
developing the picture further still. In that case the assertion that the picture if further 
developed could represent a large part of the world stiD has sense even if no practical 
significance. 
13 The term mechanism is of course not meant to prejudge whether the laws nf 
current mechanics must suffice to represent it. 
,. That is, if the concept of the continuum is properly understood, an interplay of its 
atoms, by which of course we must not imagine material points but perhaps vectors 
or whatever. Nor do the atoms necessarily have to be inmutable (d. Wien. Ber. lOS, 
Nov. 1896; and the essay on p. 41 above). 
14 By a machine I naturally mean merely a system built up from the same constituents 
according to the same laws of nature as inanimate nature, but not one that must be 
representable by the laws of current analytical mechanics; for we are by no means sure 
that the whole of inanimate nature can be represented by th_ latter. 



ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

THE METHODS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS 

IN RECENT TIMES· 

In earlier centuries, science advanced steadily but slowly through the 
work of the most select minds, just as an old town constantly grows 
through new buildings put up by industrious and enterprising citizens, In 
contrast, our present century of steam and telegraphy has set its seal of 
nervous and precipitate activity on scientific progress too. Especially the 
development of natural science in recent times resembles rather that of a 
modem American town which in a few decades grows from a village into 
a city of millions. 

Leibniz has rightly been called the last man who still could unite the 
entire knowledge of his time in one single head. More recently there has 
indeed been no lack either of men who amazed us by the enormous scope 
of their learning. Let me mention only Helmholtz who had attained equal 
mastery in four fields: philosophy, mathematics, physics and physiology 
However, these were still only a few more or less related branches of 
human knowledge as a whole, which reaches very much further. 

The consequence of this vast and rapidly growing extent of our positive 
knowledge was a division of labour in science right down to the minutest 
detail, almost reminiscent of a modem factory where one person does 
nothing but measure carbon filaments, while another cuts them, a third 
welds them in and so on. Such a division of labour certainly helps greatly 
to promote rapid progress in science and is indeed indispensable for it; but 
just as certainly it harbours great dangers. For we lose the overview of the 
whole, required for any mental activity aiming at discovering something 
essentially new or even just essentially new c~mbinations of old ideas. 
In order to meet this drawback as far as possible it may be useful if from 
time to time a single individual who is occupied with the work of scientific 
detail should try to give a larger and scientifically educated public a survey 
of the development of the branch of knowledge in which he is working. 

This involves no small difficulties. The almost endless chain of infer-

• populare Schriften, Essay 14. Address to the meeting of natural scientists at Munich 
22 September 1899. 
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ences or single experiments of which any result is the goal can be seen 
and easily grasped ouly by one who has made it his life's task to roam 
through precisely these chains of ideas. Moreover, in order to make ex
pression shorter and clarity easier it has been found highly useful every
where to introduce a large number of new terms and scientific words. The 
speaker for his part must not exhaust his listeners' patience by explaining 
all these new concepts before reaching the subject proper of his talk, yet 
without them he will find it hard and awkward to make himself intelligible. 
Besides, making an account popular must never be regarded as the main 
object. This would lead to making inferences less strict and abandoning 
that exactitude which has supplied natural science with an epirhet that 
is a matter of no small pride. If therefore I have chosen as my present 
topic a popular account of the development of theoretical physics in 
recent times, I was well aware that my goal cannot be attained in the 
degree of perfection with which it is before my mind, but that I shall be 
able to do no more than give a rough outline of the most generally im
portant aspects, while occasionally having to offend by mentioning well
known facts for the sake of the requisite completeness. 

The main cause of rapid scientific progress in recent times lies undoubtedly 
in the discovery and perfecting of an especially snitable method of research. 
In the experimental field this method often simply continues working 
automatically, and the enqnirer needs only to go on supplying fresh ma
terial as it were, just as a weaver puts fresh yarn on his mechanized loom. 
Thus a physicist needs only to continue to test new substances for viscosity, 
electric resistance and so on, repeating these measurements at the tem
peratures ofliqnid hydrogen and of Moissan's furnace, and similarly with 
many tasks in chemistry. Of course it still requires a fair measure of in
genuity to discover in each case what are the experimental conditions 
under which these things can be done. 

It is not quite so simple with the methods of theoretical physics, but 
there too we can in a sense speak of an automatic running-on. 

This eminent importance of the right method explains why men soon 
started to think not just about things but also about the method of our 
thinking itself; thus arose the so-called theory of knowledge, which, in 
spite of a certain tang of old-style metaphysics now discredited, is highly 
important to science. 
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The further development of scientific method is so to speak the skeleton 
that carries the progress of science as a whole. For that reason I shall in 
what follows make the development of methods the centre of discussion, 
weaving in the results obtained merely to illustrate the methods. Results 
are by their very nature easier to grasp and better known whereas it is 
precisely the way method interconnects them that needs illustration most. 

It is especially attractive to follow up a historical account with a look 
at scientific developments in a future that, in view of the short span of 
human life, none of us can experience. As to that let me confess at once 
that all I have to say will be negative. I will not be so rash as to lift the veil 
that conceals the future, but I will offer reasons that should be apt to warn 
us against certain hasty conclusions as regards future scientific develop
ments. 

A closer look at the course followed by developing theory reveals for a 
start that it is by no means as continuous as one might expect, but full of 
breaks and at least apparently not along the shortest logical path. Certain 
methods often afforded the most handsome results only the other day, 
and many might well have thought that the development of science to 
infinity would consist in no more than their constant application. Instead, 
on the contrary, they suddenly reveal themselves as exhausted and the 
attempt is made to find other quite disparate methods. In that event there 
may develop a struggle between the followers of the old methods and 
those of the newer ones. The former's point of view will be termed by their 
opponents out-dated and outworn, while its holders in tum belittle the 
innovators as corrupters of true classical science. 

This process incidentally is by no means confined to theoretical physics 
but seems to recur in the developmental history of all branches of man's 
intellectual activity. Thus many may have thought at the time of Lessing, 
Schiller and Goethe, that by constant further development of the ideal 
modes of poetry practised by these masters dramatic literature would be 
provided for in perpetuity, whereas today one seeks quite different meth
ods of dramatic poetry and the proper one may well not have been found 
yet. 

Just so, the old school of painting is confronted with impressionism, 
secessionism, plein-airism, and classical music with music of the future, 
Is not this last already out-of-date in tum? We therefore will cease to be 
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amazed that theoretical physics is no exception to this general law of 
development. 

Basing themselves on the prior work of many natural philosophers of 
genius, Galileo and Newton had created a doctrine that must be designated 
as the beginning proper of theoretical physics. Newton was especially 
successful in incorporating the theory of celestial dynamics within this 
structure. He regarded every heavenly body as a mathematical point, as 
fixed stars indeed appear to be at a first approxinIation of observation. 
Between each two of these points there was to be a force of attraction 
along the line joining them and inversely proportional to the square of 
their distance. By conceiving a similar force to be acting between any two 
material particles of any body whatsoever and by applying the laws of 
motion obtained from observations on terrestrial bodies, he succeeded in 
deriving from the one law the motions of all celestial bodies, gravity, the 
tides and all connected phenomena. 

Given these great successes of Newton, his successors aimed at ex
plaining all other natural phenomena entirely by his method except for 
appropriate modifications and extensions. Using an old hypothesis going 
back to Democritus they conceived of bodies as aggregates of very many 
material points or atoms. Between any two of these there was, besides 
Newtonian attraction, another force that was considered to be repulsive 
at certain distances and attractive at others, whichever seemed most ap
propriate for explaining the phenomena in question. 

Calculation had resulted in the so-called principle of conservation of 
kinetic energy. Whenever a certain amount of work is done, that is, if the 
point of application of a force is moved by a certain distance in the direc
tion of that force, a certain amount of motion must arise, whose quantity 
is measured by a mathematical expression called kinetic energy. Precisely 
this amount of motion actually appears as soon as the force uniformly 
acts on all parts of a body, for example in free fall; but progressively less 
appears if only some parts are affected by the forces and others not, as in 
friction or impact. In all processes of the latter kind heat is generated 
instead. Therefore the hypothesis was advanced that heat, which had 
previously been regarded as a substance, was nothing but an irregular 
relative motion of the smallest parts of a bod} with regard to each other, 
not directly visible since the particles themselves are not, but conveyed 
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to our nervous system and thus producing the sensation of warmth. 
It followed from this theory that the heat generated must always be 

exactly proportional to the kinetic energy lost, a proposition called the 
equivalence of kinetic energy and heat, and this was confirmed. It was 
further presupposed that in solid bodies every particle oscillates about a 
certain rest position and that the configuration of these rest positions 
determines the solid shape of the body. In liquids molecular motions are 
so vigorous that the particles creep past each other; vaporisation occurs 
by total detachment of particles from the surface of bodies, so that in 
gases and vapours the particles mostly fly off in straight lines like bullets 
from a gun. This accounts in a natural way for the occurrence of the three 
states of aggregation of bodies, as well as for many facts of physics and 
chemistry. From many properties of gases it follows that their molecules 
cannot be material points. It was therefore supposed that they are com
plexes of such points, perhaps surrounded by layers of aether. 

For, besides the ponderable atoms that make up bodies, the existence 
was assumed of another stuff made from much subtler atoms, namely 
the luminous aether whose transverse vibrations afforded an explanation 
of almost all phenomena of light, which Newton had earlier ascribed to 
the emanation of special light-particles. Some difficulties did indeed re
main, such as the total absence of longitudinal waves in the luminous 
aether, which in all ponderable bodies not only occur but actually play 
the main role. 

Our factual knowledge of electricity and magnetism was enormously 
increased by Galvani, Volta, Oerstedt, Ampere and many others, and 
was brought to a certain finality by Faraday. The latter, using rather 
limited means, had found such a wealth of new facts that it long seemed 
as though the future would have to confine itself merely to explaining and 
practically applying all these discoveries. 

The cause of electromagnetic phenomena had long been conceived as 
special electric and magnetic fluids. Ampere succeeded in explaining 
magnetism by means of molecular electric currents, which made the as
sumption of a magnetic fluid superfluous, and Wilhelm Weber perfected 
the theory of electric fluids by completing it in such a way that all elec
tromagnetic phenomena known up till then could be explained. To this 
end he conceived of electric fluids consisting of the minutest particles just 
as ponderable bodies do and the luminous aether, with electric forces be-
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tween them quite analogous to those between material particles, with the 
unessential modification that the forces between any two electric particles 
were further to depend on their relative velocities and accelerations. 

Whereas then in the first stages one had assumed beyond tangible 
matter a caloric substance, a luminous substance, two magnetic and two 
electric fluids and so on, later one made do with ponderable matter, 
luminous aether and the two electric fluids. Each of these substances was 
conceived of as consisting of atoms, and the task of physics seemed con
fined for ever to ascertaining the law of action of the force acting at a 
distance between any two atoms and then to integrating the equations 
that followed from all these interactions under appropriate iuitial condi~ 
tions. 

This was the stage of development of theoretical physics when I began my 
studies. How many things have changed since then! Indeed, when I look 
back on all these developments and revolutions I feel like a monument of 
ancient scientific memories. I would go further and say that I am the only 
one left who still grasped the old doctrines with unreserved enthusiasm -
at any rate I am the only one who still fights for them as far as he can. I 
regard as my life's task to help to ensure, by as clear and logically ordered 
an elaboration as I can give of the results of classical theory, that the great 
portion of valuable and permanently usable material that in my view is 
contained in it need not be rediscovered one day, which would not be the 
first time that such an event had happened in science. 

I therefore present myself to you as a reactionary, one who has stayed 
behind and remains enthusiastic for the old classical doctrines as against 
the men of today; but I do not believe that I am narrow-minded or blind 
to the advantages of the new doctrines, which shall receive due justice in 
the next section of my talk, so far as lies within my power; for I am well 
aware that like everyone else, I see things subjectively tinged through my 
own spectacles. 

The first attack on the scientific system described was directed against its 
weakest side, Weber's theory of electro-dynamics. This is so to speak the 
flower of the intellectual work of that gifted enquirer, who has earned 
the most immortal merit on behalf of electric theory by his many ideas 
and experimental results recorded in the system of electrodynamic units 
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and elsewhere. However, for all its ingenuity and mathematical subtlety, 
it bears so much the stamp of artificiality, that there can surely never have 
been more than a few enthusiastic followers who believed uncondit
ionally in its correctness. It was Maxwell who attacked it, while giving 
fullest recognition to Weber's achievements. 

Maxwell's enquiries will concern us here in two respects, the episte
mological part and the specifically physical. As regards the first, Maxwell 
warned against regarding a particular view of nature as the only correct 
one merely beciiluse a series of consequences flowing from it has been con
firmed by experience. He gives many examples of how a group of phe
nomena can be explained in two totally different ways, both modes of 
explanation representing the facts equally well. Only on adding new and 
hitherto unknown phenomena does the advantage of one method over the 
other reveal itself, though the former may have to give way to yet a third 
after further facts have been discovered. 

Whereas it was perhaps less the creators of the old classical physics 
than its later representatives that pretended by means of it to have recog
nised the true nature of things, Maxwell wished his theory to be regarded 
as a mere picture of nature, a mechanical analogy as he puts it, which at 
the present moment allows one to give the most uniform and compre
hensive account of the totality of phenomena. We shall see how influential 
this Maxwellian position was on the further development of his theory. 
Through his practical successes he quickly helped these theoretical ideas 
to victory. 

We saw that all electromagnetic phenomena then known were ex
plained by Weber's theory, which viewed electricity as consisting of 
particles acting on each other directly and without any transmission at all 
distances. Inspired by Faraday's ideas Maxwell now developed a theory 
starting from the opposite point of view. According to this every electric 
or magnetic body acts only on the neighbouring particles of a medium 
that filled the whole of space, and these in tum on their neighbours in the 
medium until the action has propagated itself to the next body. 

The phenomena known till then were equally well explained by both 
theories, but Maxwell's went much beyond the old theory. According to 
his theory, as soon as it was possible to produce sufficiently fast electric 
motions, they produce in the medium wave motions that exactly obey the 
laws of motion of light-waves. Maxwell therefore surmised that within 
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the particles of luminous bodies there are constant rapid motions of elec
tricity and that the oscillations thereby provoked in the medium are 
precisely light. The medium transmitting electromagnetic effects thus be
comes identical with the luminous aether already previously required so 
that we may be allowed to call it so, although it must have properties that 
are largely different if it is to serve for the transmission of electromagnetic 
effects. 

The reason why in earlier experiments on electricity such oscillations 
could not be observed may perhaps be illustrated as follows. Let us put an 
open hand on a pendulum at rest graduaJIy raising the pendulum at right 
angles to the bar and moving it towards the side where it touches and back 
again and finally remove the hand completely towards the other side. The 
pendulum, following the hand, makes half an oscillation but does not 
continue to oscillate because the velocity imparted to it is too small. An
other example: theory assumes that on plucking a string one of its points 
is displaced from equilibrium and then the whole string suddenly is left to 
itself. As a student I did not believe this but thought that the person who 
plucks must give the string an extra push, for when I first bent the string 
outwards with my finger and then removed it quickly in the direction in 
which the string was to oscillate, the latter remained silent. I overlooked 
the fact that in relation to the string's vibration I moved my finger much 
too slowly and therefore actually impeded it. 

Just so in previous experiments the electrical states were always trans
formed at speeds relatively much too slow in comparison with the enor
mous speed of propagation of electricity. After laborious preliminary ex
periments whose leading ideas he describes with complete candour, Hertz 
now found certain experimental conditions under which electrical states 
are changed periodically at such a rate that observable waves result. Like 
any discovery of geuius, these conditions are extremely simple. Neverthe
less I cannot here enlarge even on these simple experimental details. The 
waves that Hertz thus produced, undoubtedly through electric discharges, 
are, as Maxwell had predicted, qualitatively not at all different from light
waves. But what a vast quantitative difference! 

As pitch in the case of sound so colour in the case of light is known to 
be determined by frequency. In visible light the extreme red end has a 
frequency of about 400 billion oscillations per second, and extreme violet 
800 billion. Very similar aether waves had long since been discovered with 
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frequencies of about 20 times smaller than at the red end and 3 times 
greater than at the violet end. They are invisible to the eye but the former, 
so-called infra-red waves are recognisable by their thermal effects and the 
latter, ultra-violet ones by chemical and phosphorescent effects. The 
waves that Hertz produced by actual discharges had no more than 1000 
million oscillations a second and his successors reached about one hundred 
times more. 

That such slow oscillations cannot be detected by eye is obvious. Hertz 
proved their existence by microscopically small sparks which they produce 
in suitably shaped conductors even at great distances. These conductors 
might thus be described as eyes for Hertzian oscillations. By these means 
Hertz confirmed Maxwell's theory to the last small detail; and although 
people tried to obtain oscillations from a theory of action at a distance, 
everybody soon shed all doubt as to the superiority of Maxwell's theory, 
indeed just as a pendulum goes beyond its rest position to the opposite 
side, extremists went so far as to brand all conceptions of classical physical 
theory as misgnided. But of this later; first let us tarry a while longer 
amongst these splendid discoveries. 

Of the various aether waves, familiar already before Hertz, some were 
long known to pass more easily through one body, some through another. 
Thus a dilute alum solution lets through all visible but few infra-red radia
tions, which for their part easily go through a solution of iodine in carbon 
disulphide that is quite impervious to visible light. Hertzian waves pass 
through almost all bodies except metals and electrolytes. When therefore 
Marconi generated very short Hertzian waves at one place and at another 
many kilometres removed transformed them into Morse signals by means 
of a suitable modification of the apparatus we just called an eye for Hert
zian waves, he really constructed none other than an ordinary optical tele
graph, except that he used waves of a frequency of about a tenth of a 
billion per second instead of about 500 billion per second. This has the 
advantage that his waves pass unattenuated through mist and even rock. 
A mountain of pure metal or a cloud of mercury droplets would be just as 
impervious to them as ordinary mountains and mist to visible light. 

The variety of known radiations was further increased by the rightly 
celebrated discovery of Rontgen rays. These go through all bodies, in
cluding metals, though these last and bodies contaiuing metal such as 
bones, which contain calcium, greatly attentuate the rays. Phenomena of 
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polarisation, interference and refraction, established for all previously 
discussed radiations, have not yet been observed for Rontgen rays: if they 
were really incapable of all polarisation, they would have to be long
itudinal, if they be waves at all; but we must even allow that they might 
be incapable of interference too and therefore simply not waves at all 
which is why we speak cautiously of rays and not waves. If we discovered 
a body that polarised them, this would be evidence for their being quali
tatively similar to light, but they would have to have a very much shorter 
period of vibration than even the furthest ultra-violet, or perhaps consist 
merely in rapid successions of shock-waves, although few physicists 
believe this. 

Given this enormous variety of radiations we are almost tempted to 
argue with the creator for making our eyes sensitive for only so minute a 
range of them. This, as always, would be unjust, for in all areas only a 
small range of a great whole of natural phenomena is directly revealed to 
man, his intelligence being made acute enough to gain knowledge of the 
rest through his own efforts. 

If Rontgen rays were really longitudinal rays of the luminous aether, as 
its discoverer was from the start inclined to believe, a point that remains 
unrefuted to this day, we should be confronted by a peculiar case far from 
unique in science. Classical theoretical physics had a fully worked out 
view concerning the constitution of the luminous aether. One thing alone, 
it was held, was still needed to establish its irrevocable correctness, 
namely longitudinal aether waves; but these could not be found, cost what 
it might in effort. Now that it has been shown that the luminous aether 
must have a significantly different constitution since it transmits electric 
and magnetic effects as well, now that the old view as to its make-up is 
discarded, we are coming close to the discovery of longitudinal waves in 
the aether when the time for aspiring to their confirmation is past. 

Weber's electro-dynamic theory fared similarly. It is based, as we have 
seen, on the assumption that the effect of electric masses depends on their 
relative motion, and just when its inadequacy was definitively proved, 
Rowland found by a direct experiment in Helmholtz's laboratory that 
moving charges act differently from stationary ones. In earlier periods 
one might have felt inclined to regard this as a direct proof that Weber's 
theory was correct. Today we know that it is not a crucial experiment but 
that it follows also from Maxwell's theory. 
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It follows further from a modification of Weber's theory that not only 
current-carrying conductors but also the currents themselves must be 
deflected by magnets. This phenomenon, too, after being long sought in 
vain, was discovered by the American physicist Hall at a time when the 
adherents of Weber's theory were long past savouring the triumph be
cause of much greater prior defeats. 

Such phenomena show how careful one must be if one is to regard a 
confirmed consequence as a proof for the absolute correctness of a theory. 
According to Maxwell's view we often find that pictures that have been 
adapted to nature in many cases automatically remain correct in certain 
others as well, but this does not prove that they will do so in every case. 
On the other hand these phenomena show that even an incorrect theory 
can be useful, if only it contains leads to novel experiments. 

The cited discoveries by Hertz, Rontgen, Rowland and Hall established 
that Faraday had after all left someting for his successors to discover. 
Many other discoveries followed quite recently, of which we shall here 
mention only that of Zeeman concerning the influence of magnetism on 
emitted light and the corresponding effect on the absorption of light. All 
these phenomena, many of which Faraday was looking for, could not be 
observed with the instruments of his time. If therefore a genius often 
achieves the greatest results with the smallest resources, we here see the 
opposite, that it requires the enormous perfection of present day in
struments of observation and experimental technique before the human 
intellect can achieve certain kinds of result. 

Most of the quite novel phenomena here described are so far known 
only in their basic features. Exploring them as to detail and as to their 
relations to each other and to the rest of all known phenomena, their 
embedding into the mechanical physical loom, to use somewhat exag
gerated language, all this will open up a future field of work of seemingly 
boundless extent. The copious practical results achieved from the very 
start (X-ray photography, wireless telegraphy, radio-therapy) allow us 
to imagine the practical gain that detailed research will alford, which 
is ordinarily required before any fruitful results emerge. Theory, however, 
has been shaken from its complacency in which it thought it had already 
recoguised everything, nor has it been possible yet to gather the new phe
nomena into as uniform a theoretical structure as the old theory had been. 
Everything remains rather in a state of indecision and ferment. 
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This confusion was further increased by various additional circumstances 
acting together with those already mentioned. For a start we must men
tion certain philosophical reservations about the foundations of mechan
ics, stated most distinctly by Kirchhoff. The dualism of force and sub
stance had been unwittingly absorbed into the old mechanics. Force is 
regarded as a special agent alongside matter, as the cause of all motion; 
indeed people occasionally quarrelled about whether force existed in the 
same way as matter or was merely a property of matter, or conversely 
whether matter must be viewed as a product of force. 

Kirchhoff did not remotely wish to answer these questions but regarded 
this whole manner of posing the problem as inappropriate and unin
formative. However, in order to be able to refrain from any judgement 
about the value of such metaphysical considerations, he declared that he 
intended to shun all these obscure concepts completely and to confine the 
task of mechanics to giving the simplest and most unambiguous descrip
tion of the motion of bodies without bothering about their metaphysical 
cause. His mechanics therefore speaks only of material points and math
ematical expressions that formulate their laws of motion; the concept of 
force is completely absent. If Napoleon had once exclaimed in the vault 
of the Capuchin church in Vienna that all is vain except force, Kirchhoff 
banished force from nature with a single printed page, thus putting to 
shame the German professor who, according to Schiller's Karl Moor, was 
made bold to lecture on the nature of force in spite of his own weakness: 
for he did not annihilate it. 

Kirchhoff later readopted the term force, though not as metaphysical 
concept but merely as an abbreviation for certain algebraic expressions 
that constantly occur in the description of motion. Later this word was 
no doubt often accorded an enhanced significance, especially in view of 
the analogy with muscular exertion so familiar to man, but the old ob
scure type of question and concept will surely never recur in natural science. 

Kirchhoff made no material changes in the old classical mechanics; his 
reformation was purely formal. Hertz went much further; but whereas 
almost all later authors imitated Kirchhoff's mode of presentation, though 
often they merely adopted certain expressions found in Kirchhoff rather 
than his spirit, I have often heard Hertz's mechanics praised yet never 
seen anybody pursue the path he indicated. 
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So far as I know, nobody has yet pointed out that a certain idea in 
Kirchhoff's mechanics if followed to its logical conclusion leads directly 
to Hertz's ideas. For Kirchhoff defines the most important concept of 
mechanics, namely that of mass, only for the case in which there are ar
bitrary constraints between the material points. In that case it is easy to 
see that the factor Kirchhoff calls mass is necessary. In other cases where 
material points move without constraints in such a way as corresponded 
to the old effects of force, for example in elasticity, aerodynamics and so 
on, Kirchhoff's concept of mass floats in thin air and the resulting lack of 
clarity vanishes only if these cases are simply excluded. 

This is what Hertz did do. The most important forces of the old me
chanics were direct actions at a distance between any two material points. 
As to the question of the metaphysical cause of this action at a distance 
Kirchhoff removed it from mechanics; but motions that occur precisely 
according to the same laws as ifforces at a distance did exist, he admitted. 
Now as we have seen, today we are convinced that electric and magnetic 
effects are transmitted through a medium. There remains only gravita
tion, of which Newton who discovered it already assumed that it must 
very likely be attributed to a medium, and molecular forces. The latter 
can be replaced approximately by the condition of constancy of shape in 
solids and of volume in liquids. However to this day it has not been pos
sible to use conditions such as these to replace elasticity, the expansion of 
compressible fluids, forces of crystallization or chemical forces. Yet un
like Kirchhoff, Hertz, evidently assuming that it will be possible, rejects 
all motions that occur in the way required by the old forces at a distance, 
admitting only those motions for which there are constraints of which he 
gives precise mathematical definition. Beside these conditions, the only 
other thing he uses for constructing the whole of mechanics is a law of mo
tion that represents a special case of Gauss's principle of least constraint. 

While, then, Kirchhoff derided merely the question of the cause of mo
tions that others attributed to forces at a distance, Hertz eradicates these 
motions themselves, seeking to explain the forces by means of con
straints whereas the usual procedure conversely sought to explain con
straints in terms of forces. It is thus in a much more real sense Hertz 
rather than Kirchhoff who attempts to overpower force itself. In this way 
he created a strikingly simple system of mechanics, starting from very few 
principles that present themselves automatically as it were. Unfortunately, 
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in the same moment his lips became for ever sealed to the thousand 
requests for clarification that are certainly not on the tip of my tongue 
alone. 

After what has been said, it is understandable that certain phenomena 
such as the free motion of rigid systems, are easily derived from Hertz's 
theory. For other phenomena Hertz must postulate the presence of hidden 
moving masses whose intervention in the motion of visible masses is re
quired to explain the latter's laws of motion, which thus corresponds to 
the equally hidden medium that produces electromagnetic and gravita
tional effects. But how are we to conceive of these totally unknown masses 
from case to case? Indeed, is it possible at all in every case to attain our 
goal by this means? We cannot ascribe to them the structure of customary 
media of the past or even of Maxwell's luminous aether, since in all these 
media one assumed precisely those forces acting that Hertz excludes. 

In even quite a simple mechanical example I was unable to find hidden 
masses that would lead to the goal and therefore put the problem to the 
Society of Natural Scientists for solution"; for so long as even in the 
simplest cases no systems or only unduly complicated systems of hidden 
masses can be found that would solve the problem in the sense of Hertz's 
theory, the latter is only of purely academic interest. 

I therefore think that Hertz' mechanics is more a programme for the 
distant future. Should people one day succeed in explaining without ar
tificiality all natural phenomena by means of bidden motions, then the old 
mechanics would be superseded by the Hertzian. Until then the former 
alone can represent all phenomena in a really clear manner without adduc
ing things that are not only hidden but of which we have not the slightest 
idea how we are to conceive of them. 

In his book on mechanics Hertz has given a certain completion not 
only to Kirchhoff's mathematico-physical ideas but also to Maxwell's 
epistemological ones. Maxwell had called Weber's hypothesis a real 
physical theory, by which he meant that its author claimed objective truth 
for it, whereas his own account he called mere pictures of phenomena. 
Following on from there, Hertz makes physicists properly aware of some
thing philosophers had no doubt long since stated, namely that no theory 
can be objective, actually coinciding with nature, but rather that each 

*' Editor's note: Boltzmann put this question to the 70th Versammlungder Naturforscher 
etc. at DUsseldorf in 1898. See W A III. 129. 
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theory is only a mental picture of phenomena, related to them as sign is 
to designatum. 

From this it follows that it cannot be our task to find an absolutely 
correct theory but rather a picture that is, as simple as possible and that 
represents phenomena as accurately as possible. One might even conceive 
of two quite different theories both equally simple and equally congruent 
with phenomena, which therefore in spite of their difference are equally 
correct. The assertion that a given theory is the only correct one can only 
express our subjective conviction that there could not be another equally 
simple and fitting image. 

Many questions that used to appear unfathomable thus fall away of 
themselves. How, it used to be said, can a material point which is only a 
mental construct, emit a force, how can points come together and furnish 
extension, and so on? Now we know that both material points and forces 
are mere mental pictures. The former cannot be identical with something 
extended, but can approximate as closely as we please to a picture of it. 
The question whether matter consists of atoms or is continuous reduces to 
the much clearer one, whether the continuum is able to furnish a better 
picture of phenomena. 

We have just been speaking mainly about mechanics. The rapidly growing 
importance of the principle of energy has led to an attempted revolution 
involving the whole of physics. We mentioned this principle quite in
cidentally above as being a consequence, well tested by experiment, of 
the mechanist view of nature. According to this view, energy appears as 
a known mathematical expression formed in prescribed manner from 
previously introduced magnitudes (mass, velocity, force, path), bare of all 
mystery; and since this view regards heat, electricity and so on as forms of 
motion whose character is in part, of course, quite unknown, it sees in the 
energy principle an important confirmation of its conclusions. 

Incidentally we meet an appreciation of this principle already in the 
infancy of mechanics. Leibniz spoke of the substantiality of force, by 
which he meant energy, almost in the same words as modern followers of 
energetics; but he considers that in unelastic impact vis viva or kinetic 
energy gives rise to deformations, breaks in coherence and texture, ten
sions of springs and so on; that heat is a form of energy he had not the 
slightest notion. Thus Dubois-Reymond is quite wrong as to the facts when 
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in his memorial speech for Helmholtz he seems once again to belittle 
Robert Mayer, denying him priority in tlIe discovery of tlIe equivalence 
of heat and mechanical work. By tlIe way, Mayer was not at all of tlIe 
opinion tlIat heat was molecular motion, ratlIer he believed it to be a 
totally new form of energy and maintained only its equivalence to 
mechanical energy. Physicists too, who held tlIe former view, above all 
Clausius, distinguished strictly between tlIe propositions that follow only 
from it (special tlIermodynamics) and tlIose that can be derived from 
known facts of experience regardless of any hypotlIesis as to tlIe nature 
of heat (general thermodynamics). 

Whereas special tlIermodynamics after a series of brilliant results 
ground to a halt because of tlIe difficulties in treating molecular motions 
matlIematically, general tlIermodynamics achieved a great wealtlI of 
results. It was found that temperature decides when and how much heat 
and work are transformed into each otlIer. The gain of heat supplied was 
represented as tlIe product of tlIe so-called absolute temperature and tlIe 
gain of another function which following Clausius we call entropy. From 
tlIe latter new functions were constructed, especially by Gibbs, such as 
tlIose that were later called tlIermodynamic potentials at constant tem
perature, constant pressure, and so on; by means of tlIem the most sur
prising results were obtained in tlIe most various fields, such as chemistry, 
capillarity and so on. 

FurtlIer, it was found tlIat equations of analogous form held also for 
the transformation into each otlIer of tlIe otlIer forms of energy, electric, 
magnetic, radiant and so on, and that again we can everywhere decompose 
the expression into two factors, witlI similar results. This caused such en
tlIusiasm amongst some scientists who called tlIemselves energeticists, 
that they taught that we must necessarily break witlI all past conceptions, 
against which tlIey urged tlIat tlIe inference from equivalence of heat and 
kinetic energy to tlIeir identity was invalid, as tlIough this identity was 
warranted merely by tlIe principle of equivalence and not by so much else 
besides. 

This new doctrine regards the concept of energy as tlIe only valid point 
of departure for enquiry into nature, and the divisibility into two factors 
with a consequent variational tlIeorem as tlIe fundamental law of all 
nature. Every mechanical model suggesting why energy takes on just 
tlIese peculiar forms in each of which it follows similar but nevertheless 
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significantly different laws, they regard as superfluous and even injurious; 
physics, and indeed the whole of future natural science, is to them a mere 
description of the behaviour of energy, which of course becomes pleo
nastic if by energy we mean anything at all that has effects. 

Without doubt the analogies of the ways the different forms of energy 
behave are so important and interesting that pursuing their every rami
fication must be termed one of the noblest tasks of physics; moreover, 
the concept of energy is so important that it justifies the experiment of 
choosing it as the starting point. We must further admit that the orienta
tion of research that I have called classical theoretical physics led to 
occasional excrescences against which a reaction was necessary. Every 
Tom, Dick and Harry felt the call to excogitate some structure, some 
vortices and concatenations, of atoms, believing thereby to have spotted 
the Creator's plan once and for all. 

I know how profitable it is to attack problems from the most varied 
angles, and my heart beats warmly for every original and enthusiastic 
endeavour in science. I therefore salute the secession. I merely felt that 
energetics often let itself be deceived by superficial and purely formal 
analogies, that its laws lacked the clear and unambiguous formulation 
customary in classical physics, that its inferences lacked the strictness that 
had been perfected there, and that it rejected much of the old possessions 
that were good and indeed essential for science. Moreover I felt that the 
controversy about whether matter or energy was the truly existent con
stituted a relapse into the old metaphysics which people thought had been 
overcome, an offence against the insight that all theoretical concepts are 
mental pictures. 

If in all these matters I have expressed my conviction without reserve, 
I felt that this would be a more useful proof of my interest in the further 
development of the theory of energy than praise could be. Just as in 
Hertz's mechanics, I can therefore see this doctrine, that all physics is de
ducible from the theorem of the ubiquitious two energy factors and the 
variational theorem mentioned, only as an ideal for the distant future. 
Only the future can tell what is so far quite undecided, namely whether 
such a picture of nature is better than the previous one or the best of all. 

After the energeticists we come next to the phenomenologists, whom I 
would call moderate secessionists. Their doctrine is a reaction against the 
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fact that the old method of research had regarded hypotheses concerning 
the nature of atoms as the proper goal of science, while viewing the result
ing laws for visible processes as rather merely means for testing the 
hypotheses. 

This indeed holds only for the most extreme orientation within the old 
method. We have seen that already Clausius had strictly distinguished 
between general thermodynamics, which is independent of molecular 
hypotheses, and special thermodynamics. Many other physicists too, for 
example Ampere, Franz Neumann, Kirchhoff, did not base their deriva
tions on molecular ideas, even if they did not deny the atomistic structure 
of matter. 

Here we often find a mode of derivation that I shall call Euclidean, 
since it is fashioned after the procedure used by Euclid in geometry. 
Certain propositions (axioms) are presupposed eitiIer as self-evident or 
at least as fixed beyond doubt by experience; from these one next derives 
certain simple elementary theorems as logical consequences and only then 
we construct from these last the general integral laws. 

With this method and those based on molecular theory it had hitherto 
been more or less possible to make do; not so in the case of Maxwell's 
theory of electro-magnetism. In his first writings Maxwell conceived of 
the medium that propagated electro-magnetism as consisting of a large 
number of molecules or at least of mechanical individuals, but of so com
plicated a structure that they could be valid only as an auxiliary device 
for finding equations and as schemata for effects that resembled actual 
ones in certain respects, but never as definitive pictures of what existed 
in nature. Later he showed that these were not the only mechanisms that 
led to his goal, but that many others would do so too, so soon as they 
satisfied certain general conditions; but all efforts at finding a definite 
and really simple mechanism satisfying all these conditions proved un
successful. This paved the way for a doctrine that seems describable in 
the most suggestive manner iffor a third time we go back to Hertz, whose 
ideas set down in the introduction to his essay on the fundamental equa
tions of electro-dynamics are typical of this doctrine. 

Hertz was not looking for a satisfactory mechanical explanation of these 
fundamental equations, at least he did not find one; but he even spurned 
the Euclidean mode of derivation. He rightly points out that what con
vinces us of the correctness of all these equations is not, in mechanics, 
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the few experiments from which its fundamental equations are usually 
derived, nor, in electrodynamics, the five or six basic experiments of 
Ampere, but rather their subsequent agreement with almost all hitherto 
known facts. He therefore passes a judgment of Solomon that since we 
have these equations we had best write them down without derivation, 
compare them with phenomena and regard constant agreement between 
the two as the best proof that the equations are correct. 

The view whose most extreme form has here been stated, was very 
variously received. Whereas some were almost inclined to regard it as a 
bad joke, others felt that physics must henceforth pursue the sole aim of 
writing down for each series of phenomena, without any hypothesis, 
model or mechanical explanation, equations from which the course of 
the phenomena can be quantitatively determined; so that the sole task of 
physics consisted in using trial and error to find the simplest equations 
that satisfied certain required formal conditions of isotropy and so on, 
and then to compare them with experience. This is the most extreme form 
of phenomenology, which I should like to call mathematical, whereas 
general phenomenology seeks to describe every group of facts by enu
meration and by an account of the natural history of all phenomena 
that belong to that area, without restriction as to means employed except 
that it renounces any uniform conception of nature, any mechanical ex
planation or other rational foundation. This latter view is characterized by 
Mach's dictum that electricity is nothing but the sum of all experience that 
we have had in this field and still hope to have. Both views set them
selves the task of representing phenomena without going beyond experi
ence. 

Mathematical phenomenology at first fulfils a practical need. The 
hypotheses through which the equations had been obtained proved to be 
uncertain and prone to change, but the equations themselves, if tested in 
sufficiently many cases, were fixed at least within certain limits of accuracy; 
beyond these limits they did of course need further elaboration and re
finement. Thus practical use alone requires us to distinguish as neatly as 
possible the fixed and certain parts from the changeable ones. 

Besides we must admit that the purpose of all science and thus of 
physics too, would be attained most perfectly if one had found formulae 
by means of which the phenomena to be expected could be unambiguous
ly. reliably and completely calculated beforehand in every special in-
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stance; however this is just as much an unrealisable ideal as the knowledge 
of the law of action and the initial states of all atoms. 

Phenomenology believed that it could represent nature without in any 
way going beyond experience, but I think this is an illusion. No equation 
represents any processes with absolute accuracy, but always idealizes 
them, emphasizing common features and neglecting what is different and 
thus going beyond experience. That this is necesSRIY if we are to have any 
ideas at all that allow us to predict something in the future, follows from 
the nature of the intellectual process itself, consisting as it does in adding 
something to experience and creating a mental pictUie that is not expe
rience and therefore can represent many experiences. 

Only half of our experience is ever experience, as Goethe says. The more 
boldly one goes beyond experience, the more general the overview one 
can win, the more surprising the facts one can discover but the more easily 
too one can fall into error. Phenomenology therefore ought not to boast 
that it does not go beyond experience, but merely WRIn against doing so 
to excess. 

Even if it imagines that it is not positing a pictUie for nature, phenom
enology is in error. Numbers, theiI relations and gIOupings RIe just as 
much pictures of processes as the geometrical ideas of mechanics. The 
former RIe merely more prosaic and more suitable for quantitative re
presentation but for this very reason less apt to point to essentially new 
perspectives, they are bad heuristic road signs; likewise all ideas of general 
phenomenology show themselves to be pictUies of phenomena. Thus the 
best result will no doubt be achieved if we always use all means of pictUI
ing as requiIed, without neglecting to test the pictUies at each step against 
new experience. 

Besides, that way one will not overlook facts because one is blinded by 
the pictUIes, as has been laid to the charge of atomists. Any theory of 
whatever kind will lead to this form of blindness if it is pursued too one
sidedly. It was less the fault of some specific peculiarity of atomism than 
of the fact that people were as yet insufficiently warned against placing 
too much confidence in the pictUies. No more must mathematicians 
confuse their formulae with truth, or they will be similRIly blinded. This 
is seen with phenomenologists, when they fail to notice the many facts 
that can be grasped only from the point of view of special thermodynamics, 
with opponents of atomism when they ignore everything that supports the 
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doctrine and even with Kirchhoff when confidently basing himself on his 
hydrodynamic equations he regards it as impossible for the pressure to 
differ at different points of a heat-conducting gas. 

Mathematical phenomenology, as lies in its nature, went back to the 
idea of continuity of matter, which corresponds to appearances. As against 
this I have pointed out that the differential equations by definition re
present only transitions to the limit, which without supposing the idea of 
a very large number of individual beings would simply be senseless. Only 
if one uses mathematical symbols thoughtlessly can one imagine that dif
ferential equations can be severed from atomistic ideas. If we become 
fully aware that phenomenologists also start from atom-like individual 
beings, disguised in the clothes of differential equations, although they 
must conceive of them as different for each group of phenomena, being 
endowed now with this now with that property in the most complicated 
manner, then the need for a simplified uniform atomism will soon reas
sert itself. 

Energeticists and phenomenologists had inferred from the small current 
yield of molecular theory to its decline. While according to some this 
theory had in any case been only harmful, others nevertheless admitted 
that it was of some use in the past and that almost all equations that to the 
phenomenologists now count as the very essence of physics had been ob
tained by way of molecular theory, but that it had become superfluous 
now that we already have these equations. They all swore to annihilate it. 
They pointed to the historical principle that often the views held in highest 
esteem are soon displaced by quite different ones; indeed as St Remigius 
had advocated the burning of heathen, so these theoretical physicists 
advocated the burning of what had still been venerated only a moment 
ago. 

However, historical principles are at times double-edged. Certainly 
history often shows unforeseen revolutions; certainly it is useful to keep 
in mind the possibility that what now seems to be most secure may one 
day be displaced by something quite different; but equally the possibility 
that certain achievements will remain permanently established in science 
even if in amplified and altered form. Ind~ed, according to the historical 
principle mentioned energeticists and phenomenologist could never be 
definitively victorious, for that would imply at once that their renewed 
downfall was imminent. 
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Following Clausius, the adherents of special thermodynamics have never 
denied the great value of general thermodynamics, whose success thus 
proves nothing against the special theory. We may enquire only whether 
alongside these results there are also others that could be obtained only 
through atomism, and of such results atomism still affords many, even 
long after its old period of pre-eminence. Purely from principles of mo
lecular theory, Van der Waals has derived a formula that describes the 
behaviour of fluids, gases and vapours and the various forms of transition 
of these states of aggregation, not indeed with complete accuracy but with 
admirable approximation, while leading to many new results, for example 
the theory of corresponding states. Quite recently, considerations of 
molecular theory have shown further ways of improving the formula, and 
we need not exclude the hope that we may be able to represent with perfect 
accuracy the behaviour of the chemically simplest substances, particularly 
argon, helium and so on; thus it is precisely atomism that has most nearly 
approached the phenomenologists' ideal of a mathematical formula 
that covered all states of a body. Following on from this there was a 
kinetic theory of liquids. 

Moreover, atomism has in recent times contributed much to giving a 
model for and elaboration of Gibbs' theory of dissociation, which he had 
discovered by a different method though still presupposing certain basic 
conceptions of molecular theory. Atomism not only gave a new founda
tion of the equations of hydro-dynamics but also showed where they and 
indeed the equations of thermal conduction still need correcting. No 
doubt phenomenology too regards it as desirable always to conduct new 
experiments in order to find corrections that its equations may need, still, 
atomism is here much more efficient in that it enables us to point to de
finite experiments that most directly offer prospects of actually finding 
such corrections. 

The distinctively molecular theory of the ratio of the two specific heats 
of gases has likewise resumed an important role today. For the simplest 
gases, whose molecules behave like elastic spheres, Clausius had worked 
out the value of this ratio at Ii, which did not fit any gas then known; 
from which he concluded that there are no gases of such simple constitu
tion. For the case in which the molecules behave like non-spherical elastic 
bodies, Maxwell found the value Ii. Since for the best known gases the 
ratio was 1.4, Maxwell too rejected his theory. But he had overlooked 
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the case in which the molecules are symmetrical about one axis, in 
which case theory requires precisely 1.4 as the value for the ratio in ques
tion. 

Already Kundt and Warburg had found the old Clausius value of It 
for mercury vapour, but because the experiment was difficult it had never 
been repeated and all but forgotten. Then the same value turned up again 
for the ratio of the specific heats in all gases newly discovered by Lord 
Rayleigh and Ramsay, and all other circumstances pointed to the specially 
simple molecular structure required by theory, as had been the case al
ready for mercury vapour. What influence it might have had on the history 
of gas theory, if Maxwell had not made this slight mistake, or if the new 
gases had been known as early as the time of Clausius! From the very 
start one would have found in the simplest gases the value that theory re
quired for the ratio of the specific heats. 

Let me finally mention the relation that molecular theory points out 
between the entropy theorem and the calculus of probability, whose real 
meaning may indeed be controversial but of which no unprejudiced 
person will surely deny that it is capable of wideuing the horizon of our 
ideas and giving us hints towards new combinations of concepts or even 
experiments. 

All these achievements and many earlier attainments of atomic theory 
are absolutely unattainable by phenomenology or energetics; and I assert 
that a theory that achieves original insights unobtainable by other means, 
that is moreover supported by many facts of physics, chemistry and 
crystallography, such a theory should not be opposed but cultivated 
further. As regards ideas about the nature of molecules it will however be 
necessary to leave the widest possible room for manoeuvre. Thus one 
will not give up the theory of the ratio of specific heats merely because it 
is not yet generally applicable; for molecules do not behave like elastic 
bodies except for the simplest gases and even for them not at very high 
temperatures and only as to their collisions; about their more detailed 
constitution which is bound to be very complicated we have as yet no 
indications, rather we shall have to try to find them. Parallel to atomism 
the further precision and discussion of the equally indispensable equations 
can proceed divorced from any hypothesis, without the former raising to 
the status of dogma its material points, or the latter its mathematical ap
paratus. 
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Until now, however, the liveliest controversy of views goes on; each thinks 
his own is genuine, and well he may, if it is done with the intention of 
testing its power as against the others. Rapid progress has stretched our 
expectations to the limit; what will be the end? 

Will the old mechanics with its old forces, even if divested ofmetaphys
ics, continue to exist in its basic features or one day merely live on in 
history, displaced by Hertz's hidden masses or by some quite different 
ideas? Of present day molecular theory, notwithstanding any additions 
and modifications, will the essential features nevertheless survive, or will 
the future one day bring an atomic theory that is totally different from 
today's; or, contrary to my demonstration, will it be found one day that 
the idea of a pure continuum affords the best picture? Will the mechanist 
view of nature one day win the decisive battle for the discovery of a 
simple mechanical picture of the luminous aether, will mechanical models 
at least always continue to exist, will new and non-mechanical ones prove 
to be superior, will the two factors of energy one day rule everything, or 
will people in the end be content to describe every agent as the sum of all 
kinds of phenomena, or will theory turn into a mere collection offormu1ae 
and the attendant discussion of equations? 

More generally, shall we ever come to be convinced that certain pic
tures can no longer be displaced by simpler and more comprehensive ones, 
that they are 'true', or do we perhaps obtain the best idea of the future if 
we imagine that of which we have no idea at all? 

Interesting questions indeed! One almost regrets having to die long 
before they are decided. How immoderate we mortals are! Delight in 
watching the fluctuations of the contest is our true lot. 

For the rest, it is better to work on what lies close to hand rather than 
rack one's brain about such remote questions. Our century has achieved 
much indeed! To the next, it bequeathes an unexpected wealth of positive 
facts and a splendid sifting and purification of methods of research. A 
Spartan chorus of warriors called out to the young men: Grow up to be 
yet braver than wei If, following an old custom we wish to greet the new 
century with a blessing, we can truly wish, equalling those Spartans in 
pride, that it may come to be even greater and more significant than the 
departing one! 



ON THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND 

EQUATIONS OF MECHANICS· 

Analytical mechanics is a science worked out by its very founder Newton 
with a precision and perfection almost unrivalled in the whole field of 
human knowledge. The great masters that succeeded him have further 
strengthened the structure he had erected, so that it seemed quite in
conceivable that there could be a creation of the human spirit more per
fect and uniform than the foundations of mechanics as they confront us 
in the works of Lagrange, Laplace, Poisson, Hamilton and so on. Es
pecially the establishment of the first principles seemed to have been 
carried out by these enquirers with a precision and logical consistency 
that has always furuished the paradigm according to which people sought 
to fashion the foundations of the other branches of knowledge, if not al
ways with the same success. It long seemed quite impossible to expand or 
modify those foundations in any way. 

It is the more noticeable and unexpected that at present there have 
arisen, especially in Germany, fairly lively controversies precisely about 
the fundamental principles of analytical mechanics. This must of course 
not be taken to mean that the awe and admiration we accord to geniuses 
like Newton, Lagrange or Laplace is in any way to be diminished, for 
from the small beginnings that they found they have created a masterly 
paradigm for all time. They had to elicit so much that was actually new 
that it would merely have caused delay and damage to the unitary im
pression if they had tarried too long with certain difficulties and obscurities. 
However, since then our factual knowledge has significantly grown and our 
intelligence is schooled, so that many ideas that in Newton's time were 
still causing difficulties to scholars have now become the common prop
erty of all. This provided the leisure for looking at the construction of the 
Newtouian edifice through a magnifying glass as it were, and 10 and 

• Populiire Schri/ten, ~y 16. The first two of four lectures given at Clark University, 
1899. 
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behold, this yielded many difficulties such as always tend to confront the 
human spirit precisely where it strives after an analysis of the simplest 
foundations of knowledge. 

To be sure, these difficulties are more of a philosophical nature, or 
epistemological as the current jargon has it. We Germans have often been 
much laughed at for our leaning towards philosophic speculation, and in 
earlier times no doubt often justly so. A philosophy that turns away from 
fact has never produced anything useful nor can it do so. It is above all of 
direct and tangible use to widen our factual knowledge by means of ex
periments and our knowledge of nature too is primarily and most pro
ductively enhanced in this way. But in spite of all this there seems to be an 
invincible streak in the human spirit, prompting it to analyse the simplest 
concepts and to render an account of the fundamental operations of our 
own thinking. 

In the course of time this method of analysis was also considerably 
perfected, so that today it is no longer nearly so empty as the old philos
ophy, even if by no means yet of immediate practical use. Indeed, in the 
course of history the whole cultural aspect of mankind constantly suffers 
considerable fluctuations. Germans no longer are the unpractical dreamers 
of yesterday, as they have shown in all fields of experimental science, en
gineering, industry and politics. The endeavours of Americans were 
naturally at first directed towards the practical activities of industry and 
engineering, for the sake of mastering the country itself. But they no long
er are exclusively that way inclined, for in all fields of abstract science 
America already has enquirers who are fully equal to the most eminent 
Europeans. Since therefore you have invited a German to lecture in your 
country, I will venture to proceed with you into an area of epistemology. 

Let me first return to the reservations that have been urged against the 
foundations of Newtonian mechanics, or better, to those points where they 
still seem to need closer elucidation and an analysis of the modes of in
ference and sifting of concepts. In formulating the laws of motions New
ton regards the motion of bodies as being absolute in space. However, 
absolute space is nowhere accessible to our experience, which only ever 
gives us the relative changes of position of bodies. Thus from the outset 
this goes completely beyond experience, which must surely be question
able in a science that sets itself the task of represetlting facts of exper
ience. This difficulty did of course not escape the genius of Newton. How-
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ever, he thought that without the concept of an absolute space he could 
not reach a simple formulation of a law of inertia which was his first 
concern and I believe that he was right in this; for however much this dif
ficulty was elucidated or thought through, there has been hardly any 
progress. Instead of Newton's absolute space, Neumann introduced a 
mysterious ideal body of reference, which as with Newton evidently goes 
beyond experience. Streintz sets himself the task of avoiding such con
cepts or bodies, by showing how using the motion, relative to a chosen 
co-ordinate system, of a gyroscope subject to known forces or none, we 
can decide whether for this system Newton's laws of motion hold so that 
it is a useful reference system. However these considerations of Streintz's 
seem of little use for the foundations of mechanics, because they already 
presuppose the laws of motion of a spinning top and a judgment as to 
the action of forces on it or otherwise, which in tum already requires 
knowledge of Newton's laws of motion. Lange indeed tries to formulate 
the law of inertia without any reference system, merely by considering 
relative motion and he even succeeds, but his account is so complicated 
and prolix that one will be reluctant to put so unperspicuous a law in 
place of the simple Newtonian formula. Obviously Mach's suggestion of 
straight lines determined by the totality of all masses in the world or the 
suggestion of adopting the luminous aether in place of absolute space 
both go beyond experience although of course in quite different ways. For 
the former starts once again from purely ideal and transcendental concepts 
whereas the latter makes an assertion that might possibly be confirmed by 
experience but certainly is not so at present. The aether would have to 
obey quite a different mechanics, for it would have to be the cause of 
inertia but not be subject to it. We meet similar difficulties when we in
troduce the concept of time. This too is introduced by Newton as absolute, 
whereas this is never given to us: we always merely experience simultan
eity of the course of several processes. However the remedy is easier here, 
for we can start from a process that always repeats itself periodically 
under exactly similar circumstances. Of course it is impossible to produce 
absolutely identical circumstances, but we can make it eminently likely 
that all circumstances of any essential bearing are the same. We can further 
confirm this by mutually comparing different kinds of processes that 
have this property (rotation of the Earth, oscillations of a pendulum or 
of a chronometer spring). The agreement of all these processes in indi-
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eating the same time then excludes all doubt as to the usefulness of this 
method. 

A third difficulty concerns the concepts of mass and force. That New
ton's definition of mass as quantity of matter says nothing has long been 
recognized. However, doubts arise also as to the ratio of force to mass. 
Does mass alone exist, force being merely a property of it, or conversely, 
is force alone truly existent, or must we assume a dualism of two separate 
existents (mass and force), force existing independently of matter and 
causing its motion. In addition there is the more recent question whether 
energy too must be accorded existence or whether indeed it alone exists. 

It was above all Kirchhoff who on this point objected to the very ques
tion itself. Often a problem is half solved as soon as the right way of ask
ing the question has been found. Kirchhoff rejected the notion that it was 
the task of science to unravel the true nature of phenomena and to state 
their first and fundamental metaphysical causes. On the contrary he con
fined the task of natural science to describing phenomena, a stipulation 
that he still called a restriction. If however we delve really deeply into the 
mode of our own thinking, into its mechanism, as I should feel inclined 
to say, then one should like to deny even that proviso. 

All our ideas and concepts are only internal mental pictures, or if 
spoken, combinations of sounds. The task of our thinking is so to use and 
combine them that by their means we always most readily hit upon the 
correct actions and guide others likewise. In this, metaphysics follows the 
most down-to-earth and practical point of view, so that extremes meet. 
The conceptual signs that we form thus exist only within us, we cannot 
measure external phenomena by the standard of our ideas. We can there
fore pose such formal questions as whether only matter exists and force 
is a property of it, or whether force exists independently of matter or 
conversely whether matter is a product of force; but none of these ques
tions are significant since all these concepts are only mental pictures 
whose purpose is to represent phenomena correctly. This was stated with 
special clarity by Hertz in his famous book on the principles of mechanics, 
except that he there begins with the demand that the pictures we construct 
for ourselves must obey the laws of thought. Against this I should like to 
urge certain reservations or at least to explain the demand a little further. 
Certainly we must contribute an ample store of laws of thought, without 
them experience would be quite useless, since we could not fix it by means 
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of internal pictures. These laws of thought are almost without exception 
innate, but nevertheless they suffer modification through upbringing, 
education and our own experience. They are not quite the same in a 
child, a simple uneducated person, or a scholar. We can see this too when 
we compare the mental orientation of a naive people like the Greeks with 
that of the mediaeval scholastics and theirs in turn with that of today. 
Certainly there are laws of thought that have proved so sound that we 
place unconditional confidence in them, regarding them as unalterable a 
priori principles of thought. However, I think nevertheless that they 
developed gradually. Their first source was the primitive experience of 
mankind in its primeval state, and gradually they grew stronger and 
clearer through complicated experience until finally they assumed their 
precise present formulation; but I do not wish to recognize the laws of 
thought as supreme arbiters. We cannot know whether they might not 
suffer this or that modification in future. Let us remember how certain 
children or uneducated people are in their conviction that our feeling 
alone must be able to decide what is up and dpwn at all points of space 
from which they imagine they can deduce that antipodes are impossible. 
If such people wrote on logic, they would very likely regard this as an a 
priori self-evident law of thought. Just so people raised many a priori ob
jections to the Copernican theory and the history of science contains many 
cases where propositions were either founded on or refuted by arguments 
that at the time were regarded as self-evident laws of thought, whereas we 
are now convinced that they are futile. I therefore wish to modify Hertz's 
demand and say that insofar as we possess laws of thought that we have 
recognized as indubitably correct through constant confirmation by ex
perience, we can start by testing the correctuess of our pictures against 
these laws; but the sole and final decision as to whether the pictures are 
appropriate lies in the circumstance that they represent experience simply 
and appropriately throughout so that this in tum provides precisely the 
test for the correctness of those laws. If in this way we have grasped the 
task of thought in general and of science in particular, we obtain conclu
sions that are at first sight striking. We shall call an idea about nature 
false if it misrepresents certain facts or if there are obviously simpler 
ideas that represent these facts more clearly and especially if the idea con
tradicts generally confirmed laws of thought; however, it is still possible 
to have theories that correctly represent a large number of facts but are 
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incorrect in other aspects, so that they have a certain relative truth. In
deed, it is even possible that we can construct a system of pictures of 
experience in several different ways. These systems are not all equally 
simple, nor represent phenomena equally well. However it may be doubt
ful and in a sense a matter of taste which representation satisfies us most. 
By this circumstance science loses its stamp of uniformity. We used to 
cling to the notion that there could be only one truth, that error was 
manifold but truth one. From our present position we must object to this 
view, although the difference between the old and new views is more of a 
formal kind. It was never in doubt that man would never be able to know 
the full essence of all truth, such knowledge is only an ideal. However, 
according to our present view too, we possess a similar ideal, namely that 
of the most perfect picture representing all phenomena in the simplest and 
most appropriate manner. Thus, according to the one view we turn our 
gaze more towards the one unattainable unitary ideal, according to the 
other towards the multiplicity of what is attainable. 

If now we are convinced that science is only an internal picture or 
mental construction that can never coincide with the multiplicity of 
phenomena but only represent certain parts of them in an ordered manner, 
how are we to reach such a picture and how to represent it with all due 
order and system? At one time the method that was popular was one fas
hioned after Euclid's, used in geometry, which we may thus call Euclidean. 
This method starts from as few and obvious propositions as possible. At 
first these were regarded as a priori self-evident and directly given to the 
mind, and were therefore called axioms. Later one ascribed to them the 
character of merely sufficiently well guaranteed propositions of expe
rience. From these axioms and with the help of the laws of thought one 
then simply deduced certain pictures as necessary, believing thus to have 
found a proof that they were the only possible ones and not replaceable by 
any others. As example take the arguments that served for deriving the 
parallelogram of forces or Ampere's law or for proving that the force be
tween two material points acts along the line joining them and is a func
tion of their distance. 

However, the force of this argument became gradually discredited, the 
first step towards this being the earlier mentioned transition from an a 
priori self-evident foundation to one that was merely established by ex
perience. Further, it was realised that the deductions from that foundation 
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could not be made either except with the help of many new hypotheses, 
so that Hertz finally pointed out that especially in the field of physics our 
conviction of the correctness of a general theory does not rest essentially 
on its deduction according to the Euclidean method but rather on its lead
ing in all cases hitherto known to correct inferences as regards phenomena. 
He first used this view in his account of Maxwell's fundamental equations 
in the theory of electricity and magnetism, where he proposes not to 
trouble himself about deducing them from given fundamental principles, 
but simply to put them at the beginning and to seek a justification of this 
procedure in our being able to show their subsequent agreement in every 
point with experience, for in the end the only judge as to whether a theory 
is usable remains experience, and its verdict cannot be shaken or appealed 
against. Indeed, if we take a closer look at the theorems most intimately 
connected with the topic, namely the law of inertia, the parallelogram of 
forces and the other fundamental theorems of mechanics, we shall 
find the different proofs given for them in various treatises on mechanics 
not nearly so convincing as the fact that all consequences derived from 
this complex of theorems have been so excellently confirmed by expe
rience. The ways in which we reached the pictures are not infrequently 
most disparate, and contingent on the most varied accidents. 

Some pictures were built up only gradually over centuries through the 
joint efforts of many enquirers, for example the mechanical theory of heat. 
Some were found by a single scientific geuius, though often by very in
tricate detours, ouly then could other scientists illuminate them from 
various angles. Maxwell's theory of electricity and magnetism discussed 
above is one such. Now there is no doubt a particular mode of representa
tion that has quite peculiar advantages, though it has its defects too. This 
mode consists in starting to operate only with mental abstractions, in 
tune with our task of constructing ouly internal mental pictures. In this 
we do not yet take account of facts of experience. We merely endeavour 
to develop our mental pictures as clearly as possible and to draw from 
them all possible consequences. Only later, after complete exposition of 
the picture, do we test its agreement with the facts of experience; it is, 
then, only after the event that we give reasons why the picture had to be 
chosen thus and not otherwise, a matter on which we give not the slightest 
prior hint. Let us call this deductive representation. Its advantages are 
obvious. For a start, it forestalls any doubt that it aims at furnishing not 
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things in themselves but only an internal mental picture, its endeavours 
being confined to fashioning this picture into an apt designation of phe
nomena. Since the deductive method does not constantly mix external ex
perience forced on us with internal pictures arbitrarily chosen by us, this 
is much the easiest way of developing these pictures clearly and consistent
ly. For it is one of the most important requirements that the pictures be 
perfectly clear, that we should never be at a loss how to fashion them in 
any given case and that the results should always be derivable in an un
ambiguous and indubitable manner. It is precisely this clarity that suffers 
if we bring in experience too early, and it is best preserved if we use the 
deductive mode of representation. On the other hand, this method high
lights the arbitrary nature of the pictures, since we start with quite arbi
trary mental constructions whose necessity is not given in advance but 
justified only afterwards. There is not the slightest proof that one might 
not excogitate other pictures equally congruent with experience. This 
seems to be a mistake but is perhaps an advantage at least for those who 
hold the above-mentioned view as to the essence of any theory. However, 
it is a genuine mistake of the deductive method that it leaves invisible the 
path on which the picture in question was reached. Still, in the theory of 
science especially it is the rule that the structure of the arguments becomes 
most obvious if as far as possible they are given in their natural order 
irrespective of the often tortuous path by which they were found. In his 
book on mechanics Hertz has given a sample of such a purely deductive 
representation from that field too. I presume I may take the contents of 
the book as known so that a very brief account should here suffice. Hertz 
starts from material points regarded as purely mental pictures. Mass, too, 
he defines quite independently of all experience by means of a number to 
be thought of as associated with each material point, namely the number 
of simple mass points that it contains. From these abstract concepts he 
constructs motion which like the points themselves is of course a mental 
construction. The concept of force is completely absent and in its stead 
we have certain constraining conditions expressed in terms of the dif
ferentials of the coordinates belonging to the material points. These latter 
are now furnished with given initial velocities and thereafter always move 
according to a very simple law which unambiguously fixes the motion for 
all time as soon as the constraints are given. Hertz formulates it thUS: the 
sum of the squared deviations, each multiplied by the mass, of material 
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points from uniform rectilinear motion at each moment must be a mini
mum, or more succinctly still, the motion follows the straightest paths. 
This law is very similar to Gauss's principle of least constraint, indeed it 
is that special case that supervenes when the principle is applied to a 
system of points subject to a constraint but to no other external forces. 

In my Lectures on the Principles of Mechanics, I too have attempted a 
purely deductive account of the fundamental principles of the subject, but 
in quite a different way, much more related to the conventional method 
of treatment. Like Hertz, I start from purely mental constrncts, namely 
exact material points, whose position is given in an imagined rectangular 
co-ordinate system. My mental picture of their motion is then at first as 
follows: whenever two points are at a distance r from each other, each is 
accelerated in the direction of r by an amount that is a function f( r) to be 
specified later as required. Moreover, the ratio of the two accelerations 
should be permanently fixed, so defining the ratio of the two masses. As 
to the motion of all material points together, that is to be considered as 
uniquely determined by the stipulation that the actual acceleration of 
each point is the vector-sum of all of its accelerations according to the 
role just stated. The effect of these accelerations is added vectorially to 
the speed already acquired, but there is no discussion as to where they 
come from and why I have given just this prescription for constructing 
our picture in just this way. It is enough that the picture is perfectly clear 
and in sufficiently many cases capable of being worked out in detail by 
calculation. Its justification is found only in the fact that we can always 
define f( r) in such a way that the imagined motion of the imagined ma
terial points goes over into a true representation of actual phenomena. 

In using this, which we have called the purely deductive, method we 
have of course not solved the question as to the nature of matter, mass and 
force, but we have circumvented it by making a prior consideration of it 
quite superfiuous. In oUi conceptual scheme these concepts are quite de
finite numbers and directions for geometrical constructions which we 
know how to consider and execute in order to obtain a useful picture of 
the phenomenal world. What might be the true cause for this world to 
run as it does, what is as it were concealed behind it and acts as its motor, 
these things we do not regard as the business of natural science to explore. 
Whether it might or could be the task of some other science, or whether 
following the analogy of other, sensible collocations of words we have 
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perhaps merely strung together words that express no clear thought in 
these combinations, all this may be left entirely open here. Just as little 
have we solved the question of absolute space and absolute motion by this 
deductive method; however, this question too no longer involves peda
gogical difficulties, we no longer need to mention it when beginning to 
develop the laws of mechanics, but can defer its discussion until all these 
laws have been derived. For since at the start we only introduce mental 
constructions in any case, an imagined co-ordinate system does not look 
out of place amongst them. It is simply one of the means of construction 
that are intelligible and familiar to us and we use it to put together our 
mental picture; it is no more and no less abstract than the material points 
whose relative motion with regard to the co-ordinate system we imagine 
and for which alone at first we pronounce the laws and formulate them 
mathematically. On comparison with experience we then find that a co
ordinate system immutably linked with the sphere of fixed stars is prac
tically quite adequate to ensure agreement with experience. What co
ordinate system we may have to base ourselves on one day, when we shall 
be able to express the motion of fixed stars by mechanical formulae, this 
question comes absolutely last on our plan of enquiry, and we can now 
easily discuss all the hypotheses of Streintz, Mach, Lange and so on which 
we mentioned at the beginning, since we already dispose of all the laws of 
mechanics. We are not embarrassed as previously, where we should have 
had to put these complicated considerations before the development of 
the law of inertia. But then the deductive method will require a proof that 
was superfluous with the old methods. Since with the latter we started 
directly from phenomena, it went without saying that the laws of phe
nomena cannot depend on the choice of the mentally superimposed co
ordinate system, and it was bound to strike us as odd that these laws be
come different and much more complicated if we introduce a rotating co
ordinate system. With the deductive method, however, we have from the 
outset assigned to the co-ordinate system the same role in the picture as 
to the material points. It is an integral part of the picture and we can 
hardly wonder that the picture looks different for different co-ordinate 
systems. On the contrary, here we must introduce arbitrarily different 
co-ordinate systems, so long as these have no mutual relative rotations or 
accelerations. 

Let us now compare this method of representation of my book with 
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that of Hertz. Classen has called my account a polemic against Hertz, 
presenting the case as if I imagined I had produced something uncondi
tionally superior to Hertz. Nothing could be further from the mark. I 
absolutely recognise the advantages of Hertz's picture, but on the principle 
that it is possible and desirable to set up several pictures for one and the 
same group of phenomena, I think that alongside Hertz's picture mine still 
has its significance, in that it has certain advantages lacking in his. The 
principles of mechanics that Hertz sets up are extraodinarily simple and 
beautiful. They are naturally not entirely free from an arbitrary streak, 
but this is kept to a minimum. The picture that Hertz thus constructs 
independent of experience has a certain inner perfection and obviousness 
and contains really only few arbitrary elements. As against this my picture 
is evidently inferior, for it contains many more features that are marked 
by an absence of inner necessity, being introduced only in order to facili
tate subsequent agreement with experience. Besides it contains a quite 
arbitrary function, and of the many pictures that result when this function 
assumes all possible forms, only a very few correspond to actual processes. 
Whereas with Hertz's picture we see at once that if any other pictures are 
possible at all then certainly only very few that possess the same simplicity 
and perfection, my picture immediately provokes the idea that there must 
be a good many other such that represent phenomena equally well. Never
theless there are some points in which my picture is superior to Hertz's. 
He can indeed explain some phenomena directly from his picture, or 
perhaps better, represent them by means of it, such as the motion of a 
material point on a prescribed surface or curve, or the rotation of a rigid 
body about a fixed point, provided of course that there are no strange 
external forces. However, difficulties arise as soon as one wants to re
present the most ordinary processes of daily experience involving the ac
tion of forces. Take first the most general and important forces in nature, 
namely gravitation. On Hertz's view we must of course not regard it as 
acting at a distance. Many experiments have been conducted to explain it 
mechanically through the action of a medium, but as is well known, none 
has led to a really determinate and decisive result. One of the best-known 
attempts is the theory of molecular impacts first put forward by Lesage 
and later taken up again by Lord Kelvin, Isenkrahe and others. Quite 
apart from the fact that it remains doubtful whether this theory can be 
carried through exactly, it is of no use in a Hertzian context since there, as 
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we shall soon see, the explanation of a single elastic impact is enough to 
create difficulties. Thus one would first have to develop a completely new 
theory, explaining gravitation perhaps by means of vortices, pulsations 
or the like, where the particles of the medium in question likewise must 
not be linked by forces in the old sense but only by constraints of the type 
set up by Hertz. Even should this succeed, it would still amount to no 
more than quite an arbitrary picture which in the course of time would 
no doubt have to be replaced by quite a different one. Hertz's objection to 
classical mechanics, that it gives much too wide a picture, since of all 
possible functionsf(r) representing force only a very few have any prac
tical use, can be turned in even greater measure against his own picture, 
as soon as one wishes to apply it to concrete cases. Already with gravita
tion we must select from all possible media that might transmit action at 
a distance one definite form, surely an even more indefinite and arbitrary 
procedure than the choice of certain functions f( r). 

As is well known, in his early papers Maxwell gave a successful account 
of electric and magnetic forces in terms of the action of a medium. Quite 
apart from the fact that this medium has a very complex structure and 
bristles with properties that bear the stamp of arbitrariness and of a purely 
provisional character, it would in any case be useless for Hertz, because 
for him too the parts are held together by forces in the traditional sense 
of mechanics. Indeed, even the properties of elastic, liquid and gaseous 
bodies would have to be replaced by new pictures, since our present ones 
are all based on the assumption offorces acting between particles. We are 
thus restricted to a simple choice: either the nature of the mechanism 
causing gravitation and electric and magnetic phenomena is left indeter
minate and arbitrary, which produces an intolerable obscurity because 
one constantly has to operate with equations of which only a few quite 
general properties are known while their special form is quite unknown; 
or one endeavours to choose a definite mechanism, which again involves 
one in just as many arbitrary steps as difficulties. 

However, let me illustrate in a much simpler example what difficulties 
are met in applying Hertz's fundamental law in even the most trivial cases. 

Let there be three masses mb U, m2 with the condition that the distance 
of U from either of the others is always constant and equal to a. Now let u 
diminish indefinitely; this case is perfectly in line with the spirit ofHertzian 
mechanics and gives us a true picture of the following process in nature. 
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In a hollow elastic sphere of mass ml a small solid elastic sphere is mov
ing about. Let the difference between the two radii be 20. We thus have an 
example of one and the same natural process explicable in two quite dif
ferent ways, either from molecular theory or according to the method 
indicated by Hertz. However, not all processes behave like this. Already 
the quite trivial case of elastic impact between two solid spheres can be 
derived from Hertz's schema only with the help of rather arbitrarily 
chosen mechanisms or complicated assumptions about an intervening 
medium, since the Hertzian method excludes inequalities. Thus even in 
the simplest cases, Hertz's method leads to the greatest complications. 

Let me stress again that these remarks are not at all intended to deny 
the eIninent value of the Hertzian picture, consisting in the logical sin!
plicity of its fundamental principles. Indeed, it is conceivable that in the 
remote future we may one day be able to explain all action by means of 
media, whose properties are not chosen fancifuIly but imposed on us by 
the nature of things in an immediate and unambiguous way. It Inight be 
that the particles of these media did not exert forces on each other in the 
traditional sense of mechanics, but that it would be sufficient to work with 
Hertzian constraints between the co-ordinates of the elementary particles. 
From that moment, Hertz's mechanics would have won a clear victory 
and all other representations would retain only historical interest. Whether 
one considers it likely that such a point in time will supervene or not is of 
course purely a matter of taste. We have not even proved that such a 
development of our knowledge is possible. From our present point of 
view we shall therefore look up to this ideal with adIniration and make 
our own contribution towards promoting an approach to it. For the time 
being, however, alongside Hertzian ones we shall not be able to forgo 
simple and directly useful pictures that can be worked out in detail. 

II 

In my previous lecture I discussed two pictures of mechanical phenomena, 
namely Hertz's and my own as given in my book on mechanics. Mine is 
not essentially different from older theories of mechanics. I merely tried, 
by means of as consistent an account as possible, to secure mechanics 
against any objections and in particular against the reservations that Hertz 
makes with regard to the older mechanics in the preface of his book. 
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Precisely for this purpose a purely deductive account seemed the most 
suitable, because it allows us to develop a picture quite independently of 
the facts, and that with the utmost clarity. However, one could develop 
the picture in the opposite direction too, by starting directly from the facts 
as they present themselves to unprejudiced observation, letting the pic
tures grow gradually from these facts and introducing each abstraction 
only when there is no way left of avoiding it. This we shall call the induc
tive mode of presentation, which compared with the deductive has the 
drawback that the pictures do not from the outset stand in their purest 
form, so that their internal consistency cannot be so clearly surveyed. On 
the other hand it has the advantage that instead of the abstract presenta
tion of the deductive method with its back turned to reality*, it favours a 
method that starts purely from the immediately given and familiar, show
ing up as clearly as possible how the abstract pictures arose and why we 
resort to precisely those pictures. To compare the advantages and draw
backs of the two methods it would be not inappropriate to compare the 
method outlined in the previous lecture with the older modes of representa
tion usual in mechanics since these last intermingle the two methods, which 
in my view impairs clarity. Thus as a rule abstract concepts like material 
points, mass and so on are introduced fairly early but without being consi
dered as purely conceptual tools, as we did in the last lecture. Rather, we 
are given more or less indefinite and empty definitions of them. For 
example, a material point is defined as a body that is so small that its 
extension can be neglected. This is meant to convey perhaps that its 
moments of inertia about an axis through its centre of gravity vanish in 
comparison with those about some other axis at a distance of the order 
common in ordinary experiments, or the like. But since the concept of 
moment of inertia, centre of gravity and so on have not yet been developed, 
I should not know what to understand by a body one of whose most im
portant properties, namely extension, can be neglected. Mass is often 
defined by the action of one and the same force on different bodies, but 
how is one to observe that the force is the same if it acts now on this body 
now on that? It will thus be best if we try to sketch yet another purely in
ductive method for presenting the basic principles of mechanics at least in 
outline. In this we remain faithful to our principle that for the time being 

• Translator's note: Reading • Wirklichkeil' for the implausible • Willkiirlichkeit' 
(arbitrariness). 
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we are not aiming at a single best account of science, but that we regard it 
as expedient to try as many accounts as possible, each of which has its 
peculiar advantages but also its drawbacks. Again we must focus our 
main attention on avoiding all inconsistencies and logical mistakes and 
on not smuggling in tacit concepts or assumptions, and ensUie on the 
contrary that we become most clearly aware of all hypotheses we rely on. 
lt goes without sayiog that I cannot here, in the short time at my disposal, 
give an exhaustive account of mechanics. I shan merely try to give a few 
hints. Nor, indeed, would it be possible to solve so difficult a problem at 
one stride. Much will remain deficient in the first attempt and only gra
dually will the concepts be sifted and the account made more perfect. 
Here we shan have to follow a path that is the direct opposite of that 
described in the last lecture and followed in my book on mechanics. The 
abstract concepts of material point, mass, force and so on which were there 
OUi starting-point will of course not be entirely avoidable here either, for 
they sinIply are the basic pillars on which mechanics rests; but we shan 
now introduce them as late as possible and while previously they were 
postulated, now they will be tied as far as possible to experience, from 
which we shan endeavour to deduce our results. For this reason we must 
not now begin with those laws that previously seemed the sinIplest, such 
as the law of inertia, whose usual formulation is that a material point free 
from an external influence moves uniformly in a straight line. Apart from 
the difficulty iuiJerent in the concept of a material point, we cannot 
remove any body so far from an others that it is free from an influence, 
and if it were possible then we could no longer observe its motion let alone 
that it moves uniformly in a straight line. However, in order to verify the 
law of inertia for actual bodies the forces acting on which are in equili
brium, one would have to give a prior account of the whole theory of 
equilibrium. Thus in the ordinary presentation abstractions and facts are 
usually intermingled, which it is precisely our main task to avoid in what 
follows, since we propose to start strictly from pure facts of experience. 

The first inconvenience that meets us here is this: previously when set
ting up the basic principles we were dealing with purely mental constructs 
which we can mentally transform as we like and of which we can require 
that they always conform exactly to our demands; whereas now we wish 
to staIt from phenomena directly observed, which must alway be very 
composite and complex. If from them we wish to obtain fundamental 
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laws, we always must generalize and idealize the phenomena, so that we 
really are dealing no longer with what is quite exactly factual but with 
processes that are realized in nature only more or less approxinIately, 
Therefore we cannot quite avoid Iuixing ideas and facts, although we do 
our best to reduce this to the least possible measure and try not to do it 
furtively but to remain clearly conscious of our actions where we are 
forced into them. 

Phenomena that are given to us are of extremely various kinds. The 
simplest consist in a body's change of position, while its shape and other 
properties seem to remain the same. Already this simple phenomenon is 
in some ways idealized. Only in the rarest cases is there absolutely no 
change in a body's shape; indeed, all bodies, even the most unchangeable, 
can break under very strong forces, and heat or cheIuical action may 
provoke a total change of their properties. Still, there are very many 
bodies whose shape does not noticeably alter during the most varied mo
tions over long periods oftime. We call them solids and so form the ideal 
of an absolutely inImutable body which we call rigid. Other bodies, name
ly fluids, alter their shape in the most varied ways while moving, either 
with constant volume (approximately, of course) as in liquids or under 
constant and very noticeable changes of volume, as in gases. This last 
phenomenon can be reduced to the former by assuming that fluids consist 
of very many small particles that move independently of each other and so 
provoke the change of shape. If the average distance of two neighbouring 
particles changes, a change of volume occurs as well. There is now the 
problem whether we are to consider the number of these particles as 
mathematically infinite or merely very large but finite. Many facts of ex
perience point to our having to assume the latter, which happens to be 
philosophically more satisfying as well. However, since the question has 
not so far been settled by a decisive experiment, we shall leave the ques
tion entirely in suspension, in accordance with the principles we now 
propose to follow. 

All changes of position are called motions. The theory of the phenomena 
of motion is mechanics, which is subdivided into mechanics of rigid bodies 
(solids), hydromechanics (liquids) and aeromechanics (gases). According 
to its definition, mechanics further comprises the conditions under which 
a body does not move at all. 

There are many other kinds of phenomena, like sound, heat, light, 
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electricity, magnetic phenomena, the total alteration of the properties of 
bodies in chemical processes, smell, taste and so on. These last are pro
ably only special cases of evaporation or chemical phenomena and there
fore of little significance to physics, which leaves action on nerves, and 
transmission by them into consciousness, to physiology and psychology. 
NevertiIeless, iliey must be mentioned here. 

It is established beyond doubt iliat at ilie basis of phenomena of sound 
iliere are motions of bodies. Accordingly scientist similarly have tried to 
explain ligiIt, electricity and magnetism as well as chemical phenomena 
by motions of certain hypoilietical media or smallest parts, so iliat until 
recently most physicists were no doubt convinced that ilierein consisted 
the essential task of physics. Only a few decades ago irrefutable proof was 
given tiIat ilie ilieory of electric and magnetic fluids, especially popular in 
Germany before iliat time, was irreconcileable wiili ilie facts. Now people 
became more cautious; iliey continued at first to try to explain electric and 
magnetic phenomena by ilie mechanical action of a medium, but since 
this did not lead to definite and unambignous results, some physicists 
have lately inclined to ilie view iliat it was premature to regard all phe
nomena as explicable in terms of motions. Using our terminology, it 
migiIt perhaps be impossible to form an adequate picture of phenomena 
by means of ilie pictures of points changing position alone, a variety of 
oilier pictures of various qualitative kinds being also required, such as 
dielectric and magnetic polarisation, chemical states or whatever. This 
would seriously impair the unity of science, since it would certainly be 
impossible to avoid ilie old and simple pictures, on top of which a lot of 
extraneous ones would have to be introduced. Moreover this would call 
in question ilie significance of mechanics as ilie basis of natural science as a 
whole, all oilier scientific theories resting on mechanics. Yet mechanics 
as ilie ilieory ofilie simplest phenomena without which no oiliers could be 
conceivable, would still have to come before all oilier physical ilieories. If 
therefore on ilie one hand it has indeed so far been impossible to prove 
tiIat all natural phenomena can be mechanically explained, on ilie oilier 
it is equally certain iliat nobody has shown certain phenomena to be not 
ilius explicable: at most we can say tiIat for certain phenomena an at
tempt at mechanical explanation is as yet premature. The general question 
as such can be resolved only after centuries, or at least be given a new 
setting and clarified. We shall ilierefore not tarry to discuss ilie 'pros' and 
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'cons', but return to the motion of a solid body which will from the outset 
be idealized and considered absolutely rigid. We do not conceive it as a 
material point, but as a body given in experience, apparently continuous 
and extended. We must again start with an immediate abstraction: we 
cannot grasp the body's motion as a single whole, since (at least apparent
ly to us) the body consists of infinitely many parts. It is only the motion 
of its individual points that we can clearly follow in sight and thought. 
Let us therefore denote very small positions on it with delicate markers 
that are of course rigidly connected with the body, let us say small col
oured spots or specks of flour or intersections of two thin lines and so on. 
If we sink very fine bore holes into the body we can actually mark internal 
points as well, and we can do so in any case in thought without holes if we 
conceive of a geometrically similar body either hollow or transparent or 
otherwise accessible at the point in question. It is of course a further 
idealization to regard these marked positions as mathematical points, 
but we stay much closer to reality if we describe the motion of extended 
bodies by such points, trying in the first place to obtain simple laws for the 
mechanics of extended bodies, than if we start directly with the laws of 
motion for individual material points. We can now more accurately 
describe what is meant by saying that the shape of a body does not change 
during motion. By applying a measuring rod or two compass points sub
sequently transferred to a rod, we can measure the distance between any 
two points of the body, that is between any two of the markers; if this 
distance remains the same for all point pairs at all times, then we say that 
the body's shape is unchangeable. However, we have of course no ob
jective guarantee that the measuring rod or the pair of compass points 
remain unchanged, all we can say is that experience has given us the 
correct result in all cases when they were applied to bodies whose shape 
seemed unaltered to our eyes. Ifwith time all solid bodies were to change 
their dimensions similarly, we could of course not notice it. Nor do we 
intend to explain why there are solid bodies and why we can measure the 
distances between markers rigidly connected with them. We take these as 
given facts of experience. What we wish to represent by means of our 
mental pictures is merely the change in distance between markers of dif
ferent bodies or of the same body if it is not rigid. 

A precondition of any scientific insight is the principle that natura! 
processes are unambiguously determined; or, in the case of mechanics, 
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that motions RIe. This principle asserts that the motions of bodies are not 
haphazRId, occurring now this way now that, but rather that they RIe 
unambiguously determined by the circumstances, in which a body finds 
itself. If every body moved at random, if under given circumstances now 
this now that motion occurred by chance, then we could at best look with 
curiosity at how things run, but not investigate their course. Here again 
there is a lack of definition, for the circumstances under which any body 
moves comprise strictly speaking the whole universe, which is never in the 
same state twice. We must therefore reduce our conditions and require 
that the same motion always occurs if the immediate surroundings are in 
the same state. Here the inductive method is again much less advantageous 
than the deductive. Since in deduction we begin with stating the vRIious 
laws of action irrespective of any experience, we RIe at first entirely free to 
determine RIbitrRIily which circumstances affect the motion of a body 
and which do not. With induction on the other hand we must determine 
from experience the concept of a body's immediate surroundings whose 
state has influence on its motion. On the theory of contiguous action it is 
only immediately adjacent volume elements that influence the motion of 
any given such. Thus, on this theory the ERIth does not directly attract 
gravitating bodies but acts merely on the volume elements of a medium 
that transInits the effect to the body. However, ifwe are to remain faith
ful to the principles of our present method of representation, we must not 
make contiguous action the basis of the whole edifice of mechanics: for 
that we must use only such laws as contain no arbitrary features, being on 
the contrRIy forced on us unambiguously and necessRIily by experience. 
The theory of contiguous action, on the other hand, however a priori 
likely it may seem to some, still goes completely beyond the facts and to 
date remains well beyond what can be elaborated in detail. We should 
fall into the same error that we have laid to the charge of Hertz's mode of 
representation: either we should have to invent quite RIbitrary special 
hypotheses for the way in which contiguous action operates, or make do 
with vague general notions about it all. 

We must therefore include the whole Earth as part of the surroundings 
of a gravitating body, but leave the Moon and stRIS out of account, since 
they have no noticeable influence. It is thus once again a pure assump
tion, to be subsequently justified by experience, that we can always draw 
the boundRIies of immediate surroundings in such a way as to include 
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all essentials, and thus actually arrive at a formulation of laws of mo
tion. 

What will be our attitude to absolute space and time, given our present 
mode of representation? We cannot put compass points on parts of ab
solute space, but only on material bodies. Hence we can determine only 
the motion of material bodies relatively to each other. We must not at 
this stage mix the real bodies we are now alone considering with the men
tal picture of a fictitious co-ordinate system, as we did with the deductive 
method. Rather, following the spirit of our method, we must link our 
consideration as closely as possible with the historical development of 
mechanics. Galileo found the simple laws of motion by studying motions 
relative to the Earth. Following his example, we shall include in our con
siderations not only the body whose motion we wish to describe but also 
a system of other bodies satisfying the condition that all their points retain 
their relative distances; that is, all of them are at relative rest. This system 
we caH the reference frame. If therefore we are studying the motion of a 
solid body with regard to a reference frame and if A, B, C ... are marked 
points of the former and E, F, G, ... of the latter, then neither the distances 
AB, AC, ... nor EF, EG, ... change, so that our problem consists merely 
in establishing the laws of change of the distances AE, AF, BF, ... , which 
of course again requires much idealization. We shaH hardly find a system 
of bodies as reference frame such that their relative position remains ab
solutely the same at aH times. It is enough if this is approximately so for 
sufficiently long periods. 

Moreover, we cannot know whether we shall obtain the same laws if 
we choose one reference frame rather than another. We shaH thus have to 
choose one that yields simple laws of motion. It turns out in fact that the 
laws obtained by choosing the fixed stars as reference frame cannot with
out considerable corrections be applied to motion relative to the Earth, 
and we must regard as an extraordinarily favourable accident that the 
effect of the Earth's rotation on the various types of motion observed on 
its surface are so very small. Otherwise it would have been much more 
difficult to derive the fundamental laws of mechanics. It is owing to this 
circumstance that for motions on Earth we can choose the Earth itself as 
reference frame. This yields simple laws that do not indeed describe actual 
motions with absolute accuracy, but the deviations are so slight as almost 
to defy observation. Of course, we could not know this a priori, but it is 
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no logical mistake if we begin by studying the laws of motions relative to 
the Earth. If we find simple laws, it is again no logical mistake to try 
applying them to the motion of the planets relative to the fixed stars. It is 
through this extension that we first find on the one hand that for the form
er case too the laws must hold approximately, and on the other that never
theless small corrections are then necessary. These are so small as not to 
interfere with our previous discovery of the laws from terrestrial motions, 
but now that we have recognized their order of magnitude they are never
theless observable with more delicate devices. The fact that actual mo
tions then show precisely the peculiarities caused by these corrections 
justifies our method a posteriori in most brilliant fashion. Thereby we 
once more eliminate the pedagogic difficulty caused by the relativity of all 
motion. The question as to which reference frame must be chosen for the 
motions of the fixed stars is of course not solved by this, but it is by no 
means necessary to treat this question ahead of establishing all laws of 
mechanics. 

So far we have made no special assumptions as to the shape and ar
rangement of the bodies of the chosen reference frame. There is however 
no difficulty about conceiving them linked with three mutually orthogonal 
straight lines, which can be chosen as co-ordinate axes. The position of 
each marked point of the body in question is then always determined by 
its rectangular co-ordinates in that co-ordinate system. If these do not 
change with time, then the body is at rest in that frame. If they do change, 
the body moves, in which case in order to give a description we must still 
fix the unit of time. Just as we distinguish larger spatial extensions from 
smaller ones just by means of sight and touch but can gain a numerical 
expression for spatial size only by comparison with a rationally construct
ed scale, so likewise we can distinguish longer from shorter periods by our 
sense of time but must obtain a precise quantitative measure of time using 
the means indicated earlier in my first lecture. Above all we must obtain a 
series of processes that give us a perfect or rather the best possible guaran
tee that they occur in equal times. For example we might drop identical 
pendulums from rest by identical distances. When the first reaches its rest 
position we release the second and so on. Whether we have in fact suffi
ciently avoided mutual interference can of course be shown only by com
parison with various similar trials. We naturally soon perceive that a 
single pendulum on its own performs the various consecutive oscillations 
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almost under the same conditions and we can use them for measuring 
time. Again of course absolute isochrony of oscillation is an ideal, since 
temperature, pressure, sun and moon have some influence on it; but how 
all these interfering circumstances are largely avoided in carefully built 
chronometers, how a driving impulse keeps the oscillations going for 
long spans of time, that when a certain chronometer finally becomes 
unusable another as far as possible like it can be substituted, all this no 
longer concerns our present general considerations. 

We choose a certain moment in time as zero, for example the time of an 
arbitrarily chosen transit through the rest position, and take the next such 
transit as time I, and subsequent ones as 2, 3 and so on. Subdivisions can 
be determined by a tuuing fork that oscillates faster or by means of mo
tions that have proved to be sufficiently uniform under all circumstances 
over large intervals so that we have good reasons to surmise the same for 
smaller intervals. In this way we obtain the times t, ! and so on and we 
can never fix a limit of subdivision. Negative numbers denote oscillations 
previous to that chosen as corresponding to zero. In this way we can re
present all times by positive, negative, whole, fractional or irrational 
numbers, just as we represent lengths by the number that indicates how 
often they contain the unit of length. The difference of two numbers re
presenting two given times is called the time interval between them or the 
time difference or the time elapsed meanwhile. Our ordinary unit of time 
is derived from the Earth's period of rotation, whose uniformity for the 
derivation of the principles of mechanics is better tested by simpler pro
cesses, since without a knowledge of mechanical laws it is not immediately 
obvious that the velocity of rotation remains the same at all points of the 
Earth's orbit. 

We now return to our rigid body, relating it to a co-ordinate system 
Ox, Oy, Oz rigidly connected with the chosen reference frame. Consider 
some marked point on it which at a definite time t is at A with rectangular 
co-ordinates x, y, z. Join A to the origin of co-ordinates 0 by the line OA, 
which is called the position vector of A, its projections on the three co-or
dinate axes being the three co-ordinates x, y, z. If now the body undergoes 
a certain given motion, we must first represent every moment oftime dur
ing the motion by a number, let us say by means of comparison with the 
simultaneous motion of our chronoscope. To every time there will corre
spond a definite position of the body and therefore of the point A and thus 
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definite values of the co-ordinates x, y, z which we also conceive as re
presented purely by numbers, that is whole or fractional multiples of the 
unit oflength. To every numerical value t of tinIe thus belongs an unam
biguously determined value of the co-ordinate x, which is an unambig
uous function of t, and likewise for y and z. These we write x = I/J(t), 
y = X(t), z = 1/t(t), calling t the argument or independent variable and 
x, y, z the dependent variables. We can at first take it as a fairly certain 
fact of experience that a body never suddenly disappears from its position 
reappearing at the next moment in another position at a finite distance 
from the first, and likewise for each part of a body, so that I/J, x, 1/t are 
continuous functions of time, that is their increments become vanishingly 
small for vanishingly small increments of time. The curve formed by the 
various positions of A at different times we call the path of this point, and 
that part of it which corresponds to all positions traversed in a given tinIe 
the path travelled in that time. 

What is less certain is whether the continuous functions I/J, X, 1/t are 
differentiable as well. In traditional mechanics it used to be put thus: let 
a point of a body traverse a very small path {)s during a very small time {)t, 
and let it be a priori clear that during this small time span the circumstances 
in which the body finds itself can have changed only very slightly, so that 
during the next time span {)t it will again traverse a path very nearly equal 
to and in the same direction as {)s; thus for small times both path and 
co-ordinate increments must be proportional to the tinIe elapsed. In those 
days it was in any case generally believed that every function that is every
where continuous must have a differential coefficient. As is well-known, 
Weierstrass has shown this to be an error: let y denote Weierstrass's 
series, then the increment of y corresponding to any increment of x tends 
everywhere to zero if the latter does and yet their ratio never tends to a 
determinable limit. With the deductive method this does not cause the 
slightest difficulty, for we can form our picture as we wish and include dif
ferentiability from the outset, justifying this in terms of subsequent agree
ment with experience. However, our present intention is to start from 
experience. This does indeed tell us that in many cases during small but 
still observable time spans the path of a point of a body is the more pre
cisely proportional to the time elapsed the shorter the latter, from which 
we may well infer that I/J, X, 1/t are differentiable. But we are also aware of 
examples of very rapid oscillations and cannot prove exactly whether in 
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certain cases there might not be motions that are better represented by a 
series resembling Weierstrass function than by a differentiable one. StiH, 
these matters are of sligbt importance, so that we are going to base our 
further considerations on the assumption that the co-ordinates are dif
ferentiable with regard to time. With this presupposition the functions 
¢, x, '" have derivatives with regard to time, and these we caH the com
ponents of the velocity of the point A of the body. The velocity itself can 
be constructed as follows: let the marked point of the body be at A at 
time t, at B at time t +15t, so that OA and OB are the two corresponding 
position vectors. Then the line AB is caHed the difference between the two 
vectors. We now construct a vector of direction AB and length equal to 
the ratio of AB to lit, and then seek the limit which this vector approaches 
in size and direction when lit tends to zero. The length thus determined 
is the size of the velocity and the limiting direction its direction. One 
further comment: to be able to divide the path by the time elapsed both 
must be expressed by pure numbers and we saw how this is done. If we 
choose a unit of length a times greater, the number expressing a given 
length becomes a times smaHer. There may be other quantities that have 
this property, that they appear expressed by numbers a times smaller if 
the unit of length is chosen a times greater. Of all such quantities we then 
say that they have the dimension of a length. Each length (path, co-or
dinates and so on) thus obviously has the dimension of a length. The 
number that expresses the time t is of course independent of the unit of 
length chosen, but it becomes a times smaller if we choose the unit of 
time a times greater and we say of any quantity that is expressed by a 
number of this kind that it has the dimension of time. Velocity is measured 
by the ratio of two numbers the numerator having the dimension of length 
and the denominator of time. It therefore depends on the choice of units 
both for length and time, becoming a times smaHer if the former is chosen 
a times greater but a times greater if latter becomes a times greater. We 
therefore say that velocity has the dimension of length divided by time, al
though this is completely divested of any mystery or metaphysical signif
icance. One often simply speaks of the ratio of length to time instead of 
speaking of the ratio of numbers expressing them. Thus we have extended 
the concept of division so that the ratio of length to time must be given 
quite a new definition, just as the concepts of negative or fractional powers 
must be newly defined, as a fraction or root respectively. The advantage 
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of this new definition is that we can largely take over the rules of calcula
tion established for the previous definition. However, we must not infer a 
priori that this holds for all such rules, on the contrary it must be se
parately proved for each rule. It is equally quite a new definition if by the 
second or third power of a centimetre we understand the geometrical 
figures of a square or cube, respectively, ofside 1 cm, and we must justify 
how far this new definition is appropriate. At this stage there remains not 
the least difficulty in fixing the concept of acceleration and its components 
in the three co-ordinate directions. Let OC be the vector representing 
velocity in size and direction at time t, and OD at t +bt, so that CD is the 
difference between them, which will be very small for small bt. However 
it will remain a finite line if we multiply it by the ratio of l/bt leaving the 
direction the same. The limit of this augmented vector for vanishing bt is 
called the acceleration vector, its length representing the size and its 
direction the direction of the acceleration. Its components in the three 
co-ordinate directions are called the components of acceleration. We 
readily see in the usual way that they are the second derivatives of our 
functions cP, X, ifJ. We must therefore presuppose that these functions 
have second derivatives as well as first. It is further easy to see that the 
number expressing the size of the acceleration again depends on the 
chosen units of length and time, becoming a times smaller if the former 
is made a times greater, but a2 times greater if the latter is made a times 
greater. We shall therefore say that the dimensions of acceleration are 
length divided by the square of time. We can again define acceleration 
as such, as the ratio of a velocity to a time or a length to the square of 
a time, though we must use these definitions with some care since they 
represent extensions of the concept of algebraic division for which we 
must first test afresh whether the various rules established in algebra are 
applicable. 

Having developed these concepts as far as possible in connection with 
experience, we must proceed to establishing the laws that govern the mo
tions of bodies. Here again we shall of course not begin with the laws for 
a material point, since that is an abstraction, although we shall likewise 
refrain from entertaining the illusion that we can do without all abstrac
tiOb. In my view we cannot pronounce a single proposition that would 
really be merely a pure fact of experience. The simplest terms like yellow, 
sweet, sour and so on which seem to indicate mere sensations already 
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express concepts obtained by abstraction from a great many facts of 
experience. When Goethe says that only half of our experience is ex
perience, what he intends to convey by this seemingly paradoxical dic
tum is surely that in every conceptual grasp of experience or verbal 
representation of it we must already go beyond experience. The fre
quently uttered requirement that natural science must never go beyond 
experience should therefore in my view be reformulated thus: never 
go too far beyond experience and introduce only such abstractions as 
can soon be tested by experience. We shall not put the law of inertia 
at the beginning either. It may be the theoretically the simplest law 
of mechanics, but physically it is by no means so since it presupposes a 
whole series of abstractions, as pointed out earlier. Rather, what appear 
to us as the two simplest physical cases are that of relative rest and free 
fall of heavy bodies. As we saw, we can never isolate a body from all 
external influence. If now there are such influences and each of them on 
its own would produce a motion but their joint effect produces rest in the 
reference frame, then we say that the several causes of relative motion 
cancel each other. Or I might use the common expression that the forces 
are in equilibrium, but I will deliberately avoid the usual expressions since 
we naturally link them quite unwittingly with a host of notions which then 
insinuate themselves unwanted and unchecked into our arguments thus 
provoking a semblance of proof when we have merely introduced without 
rational backing certain notions that correspond to our old mental habits 
and associations. Moreover, I will avoid the term force until I can speak 
of mass at the same time. Finally, we shall here consider only relative mo
tion. However, a body may be at rest relatively to its surroundings without 
the forces acting on it being in equilibrium, for example a body which is at 
rest in a lift that moves under acceleration. 

Consider now a specific case where the causes of relative motion cancel. 
Let a heavy body be suspended by a thin thread. We might think that here 
there are no causes of motion present. However we find that motion 
supervenes as soon as we remove the thread, so that there must have been 
at least two causes of motion that cancelled each other. 

If we analyse the motion that occurs on removal of the thread we find 
that given certain general conditions it will very nearly always proceed in 
the same manner. The general conditions are these: the body's surface 
must not be too big compared with its weight, there must be no violent 
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movement of air round the body, the thread must be cut without shock 
or gently burnt through or destroyed in some other way. The same mo
tion occurs if we start by holding the body by hand or with pliers or some 
other device and then suddenly release it without shock. The characteristic 
feature of all these initial conditions is that all points of the body have 
very small velocities during the first moments of the motion. We can there
fore approximately assume that at the first moment of the motion all 
points of the body had zero velocity. If these conditions are fulfilled, ex
perience shows that the body moves almost exactly according to the same 
laws wherever it might have been released near the Earth's surface. For 
the time being the motion will of course be determined relatively to the 
Earth. If we further confine ourselves to not too large a portion of the 
Earth's surface, the direction of motion too is everywhere the same, name
ly that of the thread initially supporting the body. Experience now shows 
that this motion is governed by the following laws. Firstly, the body 
moves parallel to itself, that is in a given time all its points move through 
the same distance in the same direction; since therefore each point has the 
same path we can denote this as the path of the body. Secondly, all these 
paths are straight lines. Thirdly, the velocity grows steadily, but the acce
leration is the same everywhere and everywhen, indeed for all bodies. 
That these laws are realized in nature only more or less approximately 
has already been discussed. 

We can now repeat the same experiment except that at the time of re
lease we give the body an impulse or otherwise ensure that it will have an 
initial velocity other than zero. Since we have not yet met the theorems 
concerning the centre of gravity and the rotation of bodies, we must con
fine ourselves to the cases where the body once again moves parallel to 
itself. This will not always happen nor can we at this stage give the condi
tions that it should occur, but in many cases it will happen and for the 
present we shall consider these alone. In all these cases the points of the 
body again traverse equal paths which we can therefore call the path of 
the body. The whole motion can again be described as follows: the acce
leration is always vertically downwards and everywhere the same for all 
bodies. Since we have now seen that the motion will always proceed in 
the same manner, wherever we have allowed it to start in a room or its 
near surroundings, we must conclude that the cause of motion, which we 
call force, is the same and constant in all those places. Besides the acce-
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leration is also constantly tiJe same, so tiJat we further conclude tiJat at 
least in this special case acceleration is the decisive feature of force and 
since the former is everywhere directed vertically downwards we say that 
the body is acted on by a constant vertically downward force, namely 
gravity. 



ON THE PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICS* 

PREFACE 

In response to repeated requests I here publish two inaugural lectures 
held at the beginning of my teaching assignment at the University of 
Leipzig and then on resuming myoid professorship in Vienna, although I 
am convinced that those who have not previously heard these lectures 
will be greatly disappointed. 

They will expect a new edition of the philosophical criticisms that I 
once presented to a meeting of natural scientists in Munich. They fail to 
consider that on that occasion my audience was quite a different one: 
there most of them were men who if not initiated into all the details of 
theoretical physics were nevertheless surfeited with science so that they 
might well have desired the digestive tablets of critical philosophy. 

But what could these mean to audiences like those I expected for the 
following two talks? These consisted of young men who were eager for 
science and wanted first to absorb scientific theories rather than give them 
out again; they desired not so much a savoury to promote digestion as an 
hors d'oeuvre to whet the appetite. 

At least that was my view, whether correct or not. In any case the two 
following pieces are to be judged with lenience: do not expect any deep 
thoughts, but merely harmless small talk. 

I. LEIPZIG, NOVEMBER, 1900 

When we propose to introduce new guests into the home that we have 
long inhabited, we customarily deck out the entrance door with festive 
ornament. I have been called to this ancient and venerable university in 
order to introduce you into the vast and imposing edifice of theoretical 
physics. The entrance gate through which we step into this edifice is 

• Populiire Schri/ten, Essay 17. 
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analytical mechanics. No wonder then that I wish to show you that science 
in its most beautiful finery with which it has been adorned not by me but 
by the choicest spirits over the centuries. 

As a true theoretician, I wish to consider the central core rather than all 
the external detail. The definition of analytical mechanics is very simple: 
it is the theory of the laws governing the motion of bodies. A knowledge 
of these laws is required for the treatment of many machines and similar 
devices whose simplest forms were known already in the dim and distant 
past, to Egyptians and Babylonians. It is therefore not to be wondered 
at that the first beginnings of exploration of mechanical laws go a very 
long way back. Although it was almost always a matter of setting bodies 
into motion researches, except for a few unsuccessful attempts, were con
fined until Galileo's time to the conditions of eqnilibrium, which in the 
cases examined in those days coincided with the conditions under which 
bodies did not move at all. It is odd that consideration of this case, which 
does indeed fall under our definition of mechanics but only as a special 
instance, or almost an exception, should suffice for dealing with the mach
ines then in use; but since this amounts to ignoring precisely that which 
should be described, namely actual motion, no science of mechanics in 
the proper sense had yet been attained. Such a science does not begin 
until Galileo, who by experiments that were in equal measure ingenious 
and fundamental ascertained once and for all the basic laws for the sim
plest cases of motion. 

One might have expected that these laws could next be applied to more 
complicated terrestrial phenomena, for instance the growth of a blade of 
grass, and thereby be extended, but this was by no means the case. These 
and similar terrestrial processes that seem unremarkable to the naive 
observer are as yet complete riddles to us. Progress was much rather 
initiated by Newton's at once applying the basic laws discovered by 
Galileo to the motion of what is most remote from us, namely celestial 
bodies; for it was precisely on this path that Newton found those ex
tensions and completions of Galileo's laws which in turn could be ap
plied to more complicated terrestrial motions, so that he succeeded in 
working out a theory of the motion of bodies so perfect that to this day it 
has become the foundation not only of mechanics but of the whole of 
theoretical physics. 

On this Newtonian basis the most outstanding analysts of all nations 
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built further, amongst them Lagrange, Laplace, Euler, Hamilton and so 
analytical mechanics gave rise to a creation which is rightly admired as 
a paradigm for any mathematical physical theory. 

The first result achieved was the formulation of the laws of motion for 
rigid bodies in equations, so that all such problems can be reduced to a 
pure matter of calculation. 

However, mechauical ideas were also developed as to the internal 
stmcture of solids and fluids, leading to equations that express the laws 
of elasticity for the former (deformation, rigidity) and of motion for the 
latter. Now as soon as a field of phenomena has been formulated in equa
tions the physicist regards his task as done, their solution he delegates to 
the mathematician. How far we are from actually solving all these equa
tions, that is being able in all cases to obtain from them a genuinely clear 
picture of the processes in question, a simple glance at a foanIing brook 
or at the water waves churned up by a large steamer will tell. How im
potent analysis really is to read from the hydrodynamic equations the 
details of all these phenomena! And yet mechauics in all these fields pro
vides formulae that are of inestimable practical value for the construction 
of buildings, iron bridges and towers, canals, pumping stations and so on, 
not to mention the countless machines that daily not only replace but even 
excel manual work in an amazing fashion. 

The ability to think in mechanical terms is of supreme utility in all 
spheres of practical life and has a formative and educating influence on 
the whole of intellectual life. Just as a good teacher endowed with proper 
psychological knowledge treats every one of his fellow-men in just the 
way that the individuality of each requires, so the person who thinks in 
mechanical terms meets every mechanism, from the simplest to the most 
complex, with love and respect, and it is worth it because the mechanism 
fulfils its master's wishes, whereas the mechanically ignorant does not 
even notice in which sense a screw must be turned, thus inseparably join
ing what he wanted to take apart. 

If a nation has achieved great results in comparison with its neighbours, 
it tends to attain a certain hegemony over the latter and not infrequently 
proceeds to render them subject and subservient. The same happens with 
scientific disciplines. First it was acoustics that surrendered quite naturally 
and without resistance. The phenomena in question are intimately linked 
with phenomena of motion that are of course so fast that we cannot fol-
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low them directly by eye, but without concealing their purely kinetic 
character even on merely superficial observation. Indeed by artificial 
means both the motion of sound-exciting elements as well as of sound
waves transmitted in air can be made visible and recognizable. Thus, 
acoustics was immediately claimed by mechanics as its domain. The same 
happened with optics when it was recognized that light like sound is a 
phenomenon of waves and oscillations. The construction of an oscillating 
medium was of course left entirely to the fancy and encountered not in
considerable difficulties. 

The campaign into the territory of heat theory was opened by mech
anics with the idea that heat is a motion of the smallest particles of a body; 
remaining invisible because they are so small, but making itself felt by 
provoking the sensation of heat when it is imparted to the molecules of 
our body, or of cold when it is withdrawn. This campaign was victorious 
because the hypothesis described furnishes a very clear picture of the 
agency called heat, much more completely so than the earlier view of it as 
behaving like a substance. 

Electricity and magnetism were subsumed under mechanical laws by 
means of the hypothesis of electric and magnetic fluids whose particles 
were supposed to be acting on each other according to a law that was 
merely a variant of Newton's law for the mutual action of celestial bodies 
and thus rests firmly within purely mechanical territory. Finally much 
success was achieved in trying to reduce chemical phenomena and the 
formation of crystals to a mechanics of attracting and repelling forces and 
of the mutual motion of heterogeneous atoms; indeed, chemical phenom
ena are closely connected with thermal ones as well as with electric ones. 
About an opposing tendency more recently directed against these theo
retical endeavours, more below. 

Even the most superficial observation shows that the laws of mechanics 
are not restricted to inauimate nature. The eye is an optical dark chamber 
down to the minutest details, the heart is a pump, the muscles a com
plicated system of levers intelligible only from the point of view of pure 
mechanics capable of solving seemingly most intricate problems by the 
simplest means. For example, all conceivable movements of the eye are 
achieved by six muscular cables acting like threads pulling a sphere that 
can move about its centre of gravity; of course, the full expression of 
opening the eyes or lowering the glance of which novelists tell, is caused 
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also by the external decoration - the play of the eyelids and facial muscles 
and other things. 

The applicability of mechanics reaches much further into the mental 
sphere than might appear at a superficial glance. Who, for example, has 
not made observations that provide evidence for the mechanical nature 
of memory? At one time it often happened that in order to remember a 
certain Greek word I had to recite a whole series of memorised Homeric 
verses, when the word immediately came to mind at the appropriate spot. 
During a period when for weeks on end I worked on Hertz's mechanics I 
once meant to start a letter to my wife with the words 'Dear Heart' and 
before I knew 1 had spelt the word with 'tz'. 

Everybody knows how often the innate alarm clock built into our 
memory leaves us in the lurch if it is not supported by special mechanisms 
(a knot in the handkerchief, hanging the umbrella over the winter coat). 
On the day of my move to Leipzig 1 went to the window in order to read 
the thermometer as usual, though 1 had myself unscrewed it the day before. 
1 was driven to exclaim: "I possess no other mechanism that functions as 
badly as my memory, except perhaps my judgment". 

Thus we may see in our bodies an ingenious mechanism and its diseases 
too can be explained by purely mechanical causes. This insight has been 
extremely useful already, by showing the way and goal for the surgeon's 
mechanical interventions, by uncovering the true mechanism of infectious 
diseases and so avoiding them by keeping away the bacteria that cause 
them or curing the disease by killing the bacteria. However, in most cases 
we are still powerless when confronted with the violence of nature, but 
mechanics still helps us to understand it and thus to bear it too. 

We must mention also that most splendid mechanical theory in the 
field of biology, namely the doctrine of Darwin. This undertakes to explain 
the whole multiplicity of plants and the animal kingdom from the purely 
mechanical principle of heredity, which like all mechanical principles of 
genesis remains of course obscure. 

The explanation of the exquisite beauty of flowers, the great wealth of 
forms in the world of insects, the appropriate construction of organs in 
human and animal bodies, all this thereby becomes a domain of mech
anics. We understand why it was useful and important to our species that 
certain sense impressions were flattering and therefore sought after, while 
others were repellent; we see how advantageous it was to construct the 
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most accurate pictures possible of our surroundings and strictly to keep 
apart that which coincided with experience as true from what did not as 
false. Thus we can explain the genesis of the concept of beauty, just as that 
of the concept of truth, in terms of mechanics. 

Moreover, we understand why only those individuals could continue to 
exist which abhorred certain very noxious influences with all the nervous 
energy at their command and sought to keep them in the background, 
while with equal vigour aiming at other influences that were important for 
the preservation of themselves or their kind. In this way we grasp how the 
intensity and power of our whole affective life developed, pleasure and 
pain, hate and love, happiness and despair. Just as we cannot rid our
selves of bodily disease, so likewise with the whole gamut of passions, but 
again we learn how to understand and bear them. 

In the first instance it will without question be important for any in
dividual that his endeavours are turned towards his own preservation, so 
that egoism appears not as a defect but as a necessity. Yet for the preserva
tion of the species it is of the greatest utility if the different individuals 
help each other and that in collaboration each subordinates himself to the 
whole. For example, we understand the need for wilfulness and stub
bornness in children, but also for solidarity and sociability during play; 
we understand the human features of self-interest and sympathy, shame 
and desire, love of freedom and sense of submission, virtue and vice, fear 
and contempt of death. It is of great advantage to united action in peace 
and war if young men are inspired to great and noble things, friendship 
and love, freedom and patriotism, but how easily this drive degenerates 
into empty phrases and inactive enthusiasm. A receptiveness for exalta
tion and inspiration thus had to form itself in our species but so did 
sobriety and egoism, as a kind of counterweight. In this way, we under
stand the mechanical reasons why one youngster is aglow with the poetry 
of Schiller while many condemn the poems of Heine, which nevertheless 
have a powerful and irresistible influence on others. The rising water in a 
fountain must indeed have enough kinetic energy to propel it into infinite 
space, but with equal mechanical necessity we have the reaction of gravity 
and the pressure of countless air particles which ensure that it returns to 
mother Earth. To put it picturesquely, one might go so far as to assert that 
not only the most abject vice but also the highest virtue is in a sense an 
aberration, grounded in the fact that our innate drives aim beyond the 
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target. For excessive idealism clouds practical sense and is thus just as 
harmful as a banausic mentality, the opposite extreme. Such paradoxes are 
more obvious than one might think and, like the distorted pictures in a cy
lindrical or conical mirror, they arise whenever one considers things from a 
one-sided position. Similarly it has been said that genius is a mental illness. 

Indeed man cannot even claim the ideal for his own species alone. By 
whipping a dog when unfaithful but feeding it in the reverse case, man 
has bred faithfulness in dogs just as he has bred cows for high yields of 
milk or geese for large livers. The more attached dog was always favoured 
by man in its struggle for existence so that in the canine species attach
ment and fidelity grew to an ever greater degree. If now as often happens, 
a dog who has lost his master no longer eats and slowly dies of grief, is 
not that a kind of idealism that we hardly even find amongst men and 
certainly not amongst our modern servants? For this reason many phi
losophers have been tempted to rank dogs morally higher than man, just 
as one might be tempted to place the automatic art of nestbuilding of 
birds above the laboriously acquired art of the architect, which is subject 
to mistakes. 

In nature and art the all-powerful science of mechanics is thus ruler, and 
likewise in politics and social life. Because of the tremendous instinct for 
independence of which we saw that it must necessarily develop even in the 
child, the individual is not willingly dominated by others but likes a re
publican form of government in social groupings, cities, communities 
and states. Against this, however, other mechanical difficulties stand op
posed. Anyone who has assisted at public debates knows how unsuitable 
and clumsy a public meeting is as an organism for quick and consistent 
action and how often it makes faulty decisions because each individual 
bears only a slight measure of responsibility. This is the more likely to 
happen because of a circumstance that Schiller describes in these words: 
"Judgment has always belonged to only a few". These reasons illustrate, 
on the other side. the advantages of the rule of few or one alone. Thus the 
collaboration of the most varied personalities in popular assemblies, as 
well as an individual's masterly direction of the mass and its recalcitrant 
willfulness, both these in fact rest on the mechanics of psychology. Bis
marck could see through his political opponents' thinking as clearly as a 
mechanical engineer sees through the gears of his machine, so that he 
knew exactly how to move them to act as he wished just as the machinist 
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knows what lever to push. The enthusiastic love of freedom of men like 
Cato, Brutus, and Verrina arises from feelings that had grown in their 
souls by purely mechanical causes and we again can explain mechanically 
that we live contentedly in a well-ordered monarchical state and yet like 
to see our sons reading Plutarch and Schiller and draw inspiration from 
the words and deeds of enthusiastic republicans. This too we cannot alter, 
but we learn to understand and bear it. The god by whose grace kings rule 
is the fundamental law of mechanics. 

It is well-known that Darwin's theory explains by no means merely the 
appropriate character of human and animal bodily organs, but also gives 
an account why often inappropriate and rudimentary organs or even errors 
of organisation could and must occur. 

It is no different in the field of our drives and passions. By adaptation 
and heredity only the basic drives could develop which are on the whole 
necessary for the preservation of individual and kind. Here it is unavoid
able that in some few cases the basic drives act wrongly, and become use
less or even harmful. Our innate drives often overshoot the mark as it 
were. The force with which for the sake of certain results they have linked 
themselves with our minds is so enormous that we cannot easily rid our
selves of it if these results are not achieved and the now habitual drive is 
superfluous or harmful. For example, for the new-born child the sucking 
instinct exceeds all others in importance; no wonder then if it exceeds 
them in intensity as well and later becomes embarrassing when the by now 
rational child often cannot shed it for an incredibly long period. Grown
ups smile at this and yet the inappropriate and incorrect persistence of 
the instinct that serves the preservation of the species not infrequently 
takes on much crazier forms still. 

Similar phenomena exist in the purely mental sphere. For example we 
have associated our feelings so much with certain ideas and impressions, 
that a cleverly constructed fictional tale or a stage play moves us much 
more than a short and accurate report of an actual mishap to people that 
are distant from us. 

In philosophical thought similar effects occur. We are accustomed to 
judge the value or otherwise of various things according to their help or 
hindrance to our own existence. This becomes so much a habit that in the 
end we imagine we can judge as to the value or otherwise of life itself, and 
indeed whole books are written about this mistaken topic. 
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In my view the laws of thought alOse from the fact that the linking of 
internal ideas that we form of objects became more and more adapted to 
the actual links between objects. All rwes that led to contradiction with 
experience were rejected and those that always led to what was correct 
were so fiercely retained and the retention so consistently passed on by 
heredity that in the end we saw in such rules axioms or innate mental 
necessities. However, even here in logic one cannot exclude overshooting 
the target. Indeed, precisely because this field is so abstract and seemingly 
perspicuous it makes fools of us most in such cases. This in my view is the 
origin of those contradictions that are called antinomies in Kant and rid
dles of the universe in more recent times. Let me mention some examples. 
We must constantly dismantle concepts into simpler elements and explain 
phenomena by means of laws we know already. This highly useful and 
necessary activity becomes so much a habit as to produce the compelling 
appearance that the simplest concepts themselves must be dismantled into 
their elements and the elementary laws reduced to even simpler ones. 

Questions like what is the definition of the number concept, the cause 
of the law of causality, the nature of matter, force, energy and so on, al
ways irresistibly recur, even to the person who is philosophically trained. 
He is convinced that these concepts are taken straight from experience 
and not explicable further, so that here the now irresistible mental habit 
of asking for the cause and definition overshoots the mark, but still he 
cannot overcome a certain residual dissatisfaction that such important 
concepts as number or causality defy all attempts at definition. It is as 
when an optical illusion fails to vanish even after one has clarified its 
mechanical cause. 

It is a step further still if we find it inexplicable and mysterious that we 
or anything at all should exist and cannot quite rid ourselves of this notion 
even after recognizing that the concept of mystery is here as little applicable 
as the concept of value or otherwise in judging life as a whole. 

Another example that belongs here is that old aberration we now call 
solipsism. Just as it is mechanically explicable that a surge of blood in the 
ear can produce the sensation of a note or that we perceive after-ilDages of 
bright objects even when the latter have vanished from sight or indeed that 
even in total darkness we often see the most varied and often fantastic 
constructions without any corresponding objects, so likewise it is con
ceivable that during dreams the organ of consciousness develops an 
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activity of fantasy quite independent of the outside world. A similar though 
attenuated kind of such activity in the form of imaginativeness is even use
ful and required for the formation of new combinations of ideas. Yet this 
activity too often overshoots the mark. A naive person regards the sun, 
moon, trees and weII-springs as animate beings, but even one who is 
educated stiIJ imagines every force in the image of human exertion. In such 
cases we need strict checks and a sharp dismissal of everything that is mere 
dreamlike addition. This supervision in turn becomes a habit through 
constant practice. By pushing this habit to excess and applying it even 
where it does not belong, one arrives at the notion that all our ideas are 
dreams and nothing exists except the person that has them, that is one 
single dreamer. On Darwin's theory this aberration is just as understand
able as the development of our normal activity of imagining. The mech
anical nature of this activity has however been confirmed recently by 
the possibility of confusion even in a healthy state, through sleep, and 
even more in sickness, through hallucinations, feverish fantasies and 
madness. 

From a Darwinian point of view we can grasp furthermore what is the 
relation of animal instinct to human inteIIect. The more perfect an animal, 
the more it shows incipient traces of inteIIect alongside instinct. 

To an auimal requiring only a smaII number of actions which moreover 
must constantly occur under highly similar conditions, it is of extreme 
usefulness if without much need for reflection it has an innate drive to
wards the right way of acting, as with birds, which without instruction are 
able by innate instinct to build nests with admirable skiII. To us no doubt 
it would at first sight appear as a much more perfect state if without in
struction and intense reflection we were able always to hit on the right 
measure. Whereas, however, under the simple conditions in which these 
animals live it was the easier and less complicated dispensation that the 
drive towards the entire mode of behaviour should be hereditary as a 
whole, this very feature stands in the way of any adaptation to changed 
circumstances, any progress; under complicated conditions of life man's 
innate ability is much superior for forming inner pictures of external 
events and thus coIIecting experiences according to which action can be 
regulated in each case. 

IncidentaIIy, in man instinct indeed recedes considerably, but its traces 
are still noticeable everywhere and by no means only in cases such as the 
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above-mentioned sucking instinct, or the child's instinct of imitation, but 
also with all elementary instincts that suppress or anticipate thought in 
adults. Fright caused by sudden noise or fear by sudden danger involunt
arily anticipate rational action in the same way as anger caused by sudden 
attack. The inherited habit of reacting violently to strong impressions, 
which is useful in giving our actions the required emphasis and liveliness, 
here exercises an invincible influence and becomes harmful if it runs too 
far aiJead of reflection. Quite generally the basic drives of human charac
ter, craving for pleasure and inertia, but also ambition, thirst for power, 
sympathy and envy, all these arise from inherited dispositions, that is in 
the first place innate instincts. How far removed we are from pure ra
tional grounds being the motives of all our actions! The innermost im
pulses to action mostly still arise from innate drives and passions, that is 
from instincts germinating within us without our concurrence, which do 
indeed become harmful and reprehensible if dominating the intellect, but 
nevertiJeless are necessary to lend our actions liveliness and our character 
its peculiar colouring. The machinery of the world maintains itself, as 
Schiller says, "today, as ever, by hunger and love, and the time is as yet 
far off when philosophy will hold the universal circuit together". 

Superstition likewise is instinctive in character, and often some of the 
most educated people cannot quite rid themselves of it. It arises from the 
continued effect of our need for causality in cases where this is unjustified. 
The habit of looking for causal connections everywhere induces us to 
establish a causal link between events that seem purely accidental and with 
some other often disparate ones, so that the law of cause and effect which 
correctly applied is the basis of aU coguition becomes a wilJ 0' the wisp 
that leads us on to quite erroneous paths. 

We must further can to mind how wen all the mechanism of our social 
arrangements too fits into the framework of these considerations. There 
we find countless rules of propriety and forms of politeness that seem, in 
part, so unnatural and forced that they seem absurd and ridiculous to that 
unprejudiced view often called reason but which in fact involves a for
getfulness of the omnipotence of mechanics. These rules of propriety are 
not the same at all times, and in the case of foreign peoples they often 
diverge so sharply from our own as to confuse us utterly, but exist they 
must. 

The activity of conservative, pedantic, stiff and starchy arbiters of 
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propriety who watch over the meticulous observation of every traditional 
custom and every rule of socia I intercourse and over the accurate use of 
all their titles in speeches as well as over the acknowledgement of all their 
social privileges often appears ridiculous to US; however, it is beneficial 
and necessary in order that social intercourse should not grow coarse. 
As to preventing formality from petrifying the life of the mind, this is 
looked after by the emancipated, unfettered and hommes sans gene. The 
two types of people fight each other and together keep society in proper 
equilibrium. 

In quite a different area of social life another mechanism is at work, 
maintaiuing equilibrium while there is constant and vigorous motion, one 
of the most grandiose and admirable mechanisms man has created, name
ly capital, money. We need only readZola's novel L'argent. It has so much 
refined primitive barter as practised by ancient peoples, that the various 
forms of money mesh in with all the laws and traditional rules of com
merce and stock exchange more admirably than the gears of the most 
complicated watch movement and they work with all the same liveliness, 
certainty and precision as the best designed electric motors. 

Those who come off losers decry mammon; the swindler who twists 
the rules out of greed is expelled like useless matter from a living orgauism; 
but for our modem civilization money and stock exchange transactions 
are just as important as the art of printing, steam and electricity. 

Does not the individual exercise magic power when a whole lot of 
metal pieces without intrinsic value become for him a means for creating 
palaces, parks, yachts, in short everything that embellishes life, and indeed 
for instituting prizes that long after his death continue to make an essential 
contribution to the creation of masterpieces in art and science? Yet the 
magician himself, is he not in his tum subject to the laws of mechanics, 
if the wrong position of a membrane in his heart or the rupture of a small 
blood vessel in the brain deprives him of the use of all this accumulated 
splendour, transforming the mighty one at a single stroke into a piece of 
dead matter? 

Even contempt for paper money seems to me to be a one-sided attitude, 
for surely it has another side than just the one that Goethe has put into 
such a garish light in Faust. Indeed if we include all securities, bonds, bills 
of exchange and the like, it is almost the crowning element of the most 
important sector of human intercourse, namely of the mechanism that 
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regulates what is meum and tuum in accordance with the complex require
ments of our times. 

To return from the sublime to the petty, let me point out that the ir
resistible instinct of cleanliness, which if neglected is soon revived by 
gossip, is highly useful because it removes all harmful infectious matter 
from our homes. Of course it overshoots the mark if for example brass 
surfaces are kept constantly polished, when their patina is not only harm
less but positively soothing to the eye, given the glare of modern illumina
tion at night. Still, I certainly do not want to maintain that we should be 
better off if dusting were allocated to bacteriologists rather than to 
domestics. 

I should not find it hard to find further examples for my thesis, on the 
contrary, I should be in difficulties if I had to discover any process that 
was not an example. 

Not only our bodily organs have thus been turned into a domain of 
mechanics, but also our mental life, even art and science, affective im
pressions and enthusiasm. Yet is not mechanics indeed rather too mech
anical for the representation of all this? Take the most complicated 
mechanism made by human hand, how paltry and lifeless it is compared 
with the simplest vegetable or animal formation! 

I foresee how the enthusiast will be horrified by these last remarks of 
mine, how he fears that everything great and noble is degraded to a dead 
and unfeeling mechauism and all poetry falls away. However, it seems to 
me that all this apprehension is based on a complete misunderstanding of 
what I said. 

Indeed, our ideas of things are never identical with the nature of things. 
Ideas are only pictures or rather signs that necessarily represent one-sided
ly and indeed can do no more than imitate certain modes of connection of 
the things signified without in the least touching their essential character. 

We need therefore take back none of the sharpness and definiteness of 
our previous expressions. We have in any case used them only for assert
ing a certain analogy between mental phenomena and the simple mech
anisms in nature. We have merely constructed a one-sided picture in order 
to illustrate certain connections between phenomena and to predict new 
ones thus far unknown to us. Alongside this one picture there can and 
because of its one-sidedness indeed must be others that represent the in
ward and ethical side of the matter; these latter will no longer hinder the 
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exaltation of the soul, as soon as we take the right view of the mechanical 
picture which should be applied only where it belongs. Yet we shall not 
deny its usefulness but reflect that even the noblest ideas and conceptions 
are again ouly pictures or external signs for the ways in which phenomena 
are linked. 

This does away with the objection that might perhaps have been raised 
against my remarks, that they ran counter to religion. Nothing is more 
perverse than linking religious concepts which rest on a quite different 
and immeasurably firmer basis with the vacillating subjective picture that 
we form of external things. I should be the last to put forward the views 
here mentioned, if they harboured any danger for religion. Yet I know 
that the time will come when all will own that they are as irrelevant to 
religion as the question whether the Earth is at rest or moving round the 
Sun. 

While then the principle of mechanical explanation has conquered ever 
wider domains within the whole sphere of science, oddly enough it has 
lost some ground in its most central field, namely in theoretical physics. 
The cause for this, as often with victorious nations too, lay partly in in
ternal divisions but partly also in external conditions. 

While people most successfully aimed at working out applications of 
mechanics down to the smallest detail, there arose a line of approach that 
began to shake the basic pillars of the science, and pointed to obscurities 
in its principles. The fundamental concept of mechanics is that of motion. 
The concept of pure motion detached from any other change stands out 
in full clarity only in the study of rigid bodies, where indeed we have a 
perfectly immutable structure in which nothing changes save spatial 
position. Now there are in nature no perfectly rigid bodies but certainly 
solid ones that are subject to only imperceptible changes of shape during 
motion. As for changes in shape in liquids and gases, these one tries, with
out straining the facts, to reduce to the motions of their smallest constituent 
parts. Indeed to the eye they resemble changes of shape of a sand heap, 
which consists of individual perceptible grains. Nevertheless, in the case 
of actual fluids there is something hypothetical about the assumption that 
there too each individual particle is identifiable at all times, for experience 
shows that we are given only the constancy of total mass and weight. 

It was now attempted to prove a priori that every change, even if ap
parently qualitative, must be reducible to a motion of the smallest parts, 
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motion being the only process in which the object moved remains always 
the same. All such metaphysical reasons seem to me to be insufficient. Of 
course we cannot avoid forming the concept of motion. If therefore all 
apparently qualitative changes were representable by the picture of mo
tions or changes of arrangement of smallest parts, this would lead to an 
especially simple explanation of nature. In that case nature would appear 
to us at its most comprehensible, but we cannot compel her to this, we 
must leave open a possibility that this will not do and that we need in ad
dition other pictures of other changes; understandably, it is precisely the 
more recent developments of physics that have made it prudent to allow 
for this possibility. 

Mechanist physics had conceived all bodies as aggregates of material 
points acting directly on each other at a distance. At very small molecular 
distances it was to be cohesive, adhesive and chemical forces that were act
ing, and at larger distances gravitational ones. Besides ponderable matter 
one assumed that there was a luminous aether conceived as just like a 
solid body, whereas electro-magnetic phenomena, as mentioned earlier, 
were explained by means of electric and magnetic fluids whose parts again 
acted directly on each other at a distance. This last hypothesis was long 
able to account for all observed phenomena. Only a little over ten years 
ago did Hertz succeed in giving experimental proof that, as Faraday and 
Maxwell had suspected already, electric and magnetic forces do not act 
directly at a distance but are caused by changes of state that are prop
agated from one volume elementto the next at the speed of light. This gave 
the revered old theory of electric and magnetic fluids a blow from which it 
soon expired, but another theory too was damaged by Hertz's experi
ments. For the laws of propagation of electro-magnetic waves showed 
such absolute agreement with those of the motion of light, that no further 
doubts could be entertained as to the identity of the two phenomena. If 
this did not as yet refute the theory that light rests on the vibratory mo
tion of the smallest particle of a luminous aether, nevertheless it had been 
established that this aether certainly must have different and much more 
complex properties than had hitherto been ascribed to it. This gave such 
preponderance to the theory of electricity and magnetism that from some 
quarters it was attempted to replace the mechanical hegemony in theoretical 
physics by an electro-magnetic one, by trying conversely to derive the 
simplest laws of mechanics from the theory of electro-magnetism. 
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On the other hand one had become suspicious of all hypotheses and 
confined the task of theory to supplying a description of phenomena with
out anywhere going beyond what was given in experience. This leaves the 
choice between two extreme methods. If one frames hypotheses that are 
too specialized, one runs the danger of introducing into one's field of ideas 
items that are superfluous or even incorrect. If, however, one tries to ward 
off all hypothesis, theory becomes vague and unsuitable for predicting 
entirely new phenomena thus guiding experimentation into new pathways. 
It is understandable that a period of excessively bold hypothesis should 
have been followed by a corresponding reaction. 

Moreover a certain concept, already clearly recognized by Leibniz as 
important and long since playing a siguificant role in mechanics, gIadually 
grew into a Iuigbty bond encompassing the whole world of phenomena, 
namely the concept of energy. Although more abstract than the concept 
of IDatter, it could be accurately followed and even quantitatively deter
Iuined in those phenomena where we lack all indications of matter to 
which it Iuight be tied. 

In every one of its manifestations energy shows different characteristic 
peculiarities but also remarkable analogies, so that the theory of the 
properties and transformation of energy soon become so influential as in 
its tum to seek hegemony in theoretical physics, attempting to make of it 
the science of energetics. There is no need to discuss this further here, 
since both the most extreme theories of action at a distance and ener
getics have been so clearly dealt with by two members of this university 
in their respective inaugurallectures1• 

As regards the formal logical foundation, traditional mechanics had 
adopted the dualism offorce and matter. Matter is that which is movable. 
Now we are in the habit oflooking for the cause of every special motion. 
By extending this habit beyond the boundaries of its justifiable domain 
thus overshooting the mark in applying it, one thought that it was neces
sary to assume a cause separate from matter for the fact that there are any 
phenomena of motion at all, which one then called force, attributing to it 
separate existence alongside matter. Kirchhoff denied that this was neces
sary and thought he could manage by merely assuIuing matter and the fact 
that it moved according to certain laws to be described, but he retained 
direct action at a distance. However, ifwe seriously ask what is left of this 
action in the light of our present views, we no longer find a great deal. 
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Electric and magnetic forces do not act at a distance but from one volume 
element to the next. Nor can we establish action at a distance in the case of 
elastic and chemical forces or of adhesion and cohesion, whose effective 
range is in any case minute. Only gravitation is left, but there too the 
analogy with electrostatic and magnetic forces makes it very likely that 
there is transmission through a medium. 

Although Newton called even direct action at a distance a mere ex
pedient, nevertheless the whole edifice of classical mechanics is cut to this 
pattern. It is therefore not surprising that Hertz tried to reform mechanics 
from its foundations, replacing accelerating action by equations of cons
straint. Yet Hertz too constructed matter from material points, which 
indeed do not exert forces at a distance on each other, but which are just 
as inrmediately linked at a distance by the constraints. It is as though Hertz 
replaced action at a distance by constraints at a distance. 

Brill has tried to apply Hertz's method to continua, and was able in this 
way to derive the equations of motion for incompressible fluids. With 
Lord Kelvin one might now explain nature from the mutual interplay of 
vortex rings or other phenomena of motion in such fluids, which might 
even have rigid structures immersed in it. This would indeed amount to a 
picture of the entire world of phenomena on the basis of Hertzian mech
anics. However, we see at once that it would not differ greatly from the 
old fantastic world pictures. The gain would be by no means so great as 
promised by the beautiful philosophic foundation of Hertzian mechanics. 
So far, however, it has not been possible to develop the latter in some other 
way that is less encumbered by hypotheses. 

Whereas the most recent views of electro-magnetism merely try to seek 
salvation in the action of volume elements on their neighbours, some very 
recently observed phenomena in cathode rays and electrolysis have led to 
the assumption that even electricity has an atomic constitution, consist
ing of discrete elements, namely electrons. We therefore see that the old 
Kantian antinomy opposing infinite divisibility of matter to atomistic 
constitution still keeps science in suspense, except that today we do not 
regard the two views as infected by internal logical inconsistencies arising 
from the laws of thought, but we take each as a mental picture we have 
constructed and we ask which can be developed more clearly and more 
easily while most correctly and definitely reproducing the laws of phe
nomena. 
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Summing up in conclusion, our result is that one side of all processes of 
inanimate and animate nature is representable, or, as the phrase goes, 
made intelligible with a measure of exactness not hitherto achieved in any 
other way, while at the same time none of the higher endeavours and 
ideals are in the least impaired. 

Finally, a word to you, my future pupils and student colleagues: be 
full of idealism and enthusiasm in absorbing everything that your alma 
mater offers you, but in assimilating it be mechanical and go on working 
untiringly and uniformly like machines. 

II. VIENNA, OCTOBER 1902 

It is customary in inaugural lectures to begin with a hymn of praise to 
one's predecessor. Today I can save myself this sometimes troublesome 
task, for even if Napoleon I never managed to be his own great-grand
father, I on the other hand am currently my own predecessor. I can there
fore embark straight away on the treatment of my real topic. 

As to that, the giving of inaugurallectures on the principles of mechanics 
is something for which I have by now acquired a certain amount of prac
tice. The lecture with which I began my tenure as ordinary professor at the 
university of Graz 33 years ago already dealt with this topic. Since then 
this is the third occasion on which I open my lectures in Vienna by con
sidering this matter, and in addition there is one inaugural lecture in 
Munich and one in Leipzig, both on the same subject. 

It is indeed important enough to stand repeated treatment without too 
much risk of repetition. Mechanics is the foundation on which the whole 
edifice of theoretical physics is built, the root from which all other 
branches of science spring. This becomes clear if on the one hand we 
consider the historical development of the physical sciences and on the 
other examine their inner logical connection. 

However mnch science prides itself on the ideal character of its goal, 
looking down somewhat contemptuously on technology and practice, it 
cannot be denied that it took its rise from a striving for satisfaction of 
purely practical needs. Besides the victorious campaign of contemporary 
natural science would never have been so incomparably brilliant, had not 
science found in technologists such capable pioneers. 

To find the first traces of man's mechanical activity we must transplant 
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ourselves from the present age of X-rays and wireless telegraphy back to 
the very earliest beginnings of human culture. The first human tool was 
the cudgel. The orang-utang wields it too, and for a purpose to which even 
today, when we feel so superior to that animal, a goodly portion of human 
inventiveness and technical ingenuity is addressed. What shall I call this 
purpose? The friends of peace call it murder, soldiers call it risking the 
supreme sacrifice of life itself for mankind's noblest goods, for honour, 
freedom and country. 

However this may be, we must regard the cudgel as a first mechanical 
tool, the first gift of an incipient sense for technology. When later the 
civilization of mankind began to develop, it was not acoustic or optical 
apparatus, thermal or even electro-magnetic machines that were invented 
first. Things went somewhat more slowly. The need for better sealing of 
caves and making artificial ones gradually led to the building of shelters 
and castles. Since for this purpose it was necessary to fetch heavy stones 
or ruighty tree-trunks, inventiveness was stimulated. Man rounded suit
ably shaped branches into rollers and later built roughly worked wheels; 
he used the cudgel as a lever in the most priruitive form and thus entered 
the field of mechanics in the narrower sense, unconsciously at first, but 
afterwards with increasingly deliberate consciousness. 

Hats off to these inventors in bearskins and bark shoes. The man who 
first used deftly inserted rollers to move a stone whose weight seemed 
forever to defy the giant fists of his fellows surely experienced no less 
satisfaction than Marconi on perceiving the first airborne trans-oceanic 
telegraphic signal, provided of course that what the papers report about 
it is wholly true. 

From such unspectacular beginnings mechanics grew up, slowly at 
first, but steadily and later at ever increasing pace. What had been achieved 
by his time moved Archimedes to such admiration that he would have 
ventured to lift the Earth from its foundations if only there had been a 
firm fulcrum for him. Today's technological progress may not have 
moved the Earth, but the whole social order and the whole mode of human 
intercourse has indeed almost been lifted from its hinges. 

Indeed, progress in the field of the natural sciences has fundamentally 
transformed man's whole mode of thinking and feeling. Whereas the earlier 
humanist age saw everything as animate and sensitive, we are regret
tably becoruing more and more inclined to view everything under the as-
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pect of a machine. In the past the rambler roamed singly through woods 
and fields while in a coach you could do nothing better than dream and 
indulge poetic fancy, unless vexation happened to outweigh boredom; 
today we work and calculate even in express train or ocean liner. In the 
past the coachman used to direct his horse's will by encouraging it- in 
human language, today we operate electric motors or crank up our motor 
car in silence. 

And yet we cannot rid ourselves of the idea that nature is animate. Are 
not today's big machines working like conscious beings? They snort and 
puff and howl and moan, uttering sounds of complaint, fear and warning 
and whistling shrilly under excess power. They absorb from their sur
roundings the materials needed to maintain their power, eliminating what 
is unusable, subject to exactly the same laws as our own bodies. 

I find it peculiarly attIactive to imagine how happy the pathbreaking 
geniuses of the most varied fields would be at the achievements of their 
successors who in many ways stood on their shoulders; for example, what 
would Mozart feel today if he could hear a master performance of the 
Ninth Symphony or of Parsifal. The great Greek philosophers of nature 
and above all that ardent mathematical genius, Archimedes, would have 
said roughly the same to the achievement of present-day technology, they 
would certainly not lack a sense and fervour for the sublime. Even today 
the highest degree of fervour is denoted by the beautiful Greek word 
'enthusiasm'. 

But I seem to digress somewhat; let us return to our topic. 
So far I have spoken all the time about machines and technology. How

ever, you would go seriously astray if you expect that the aim of my 
lectures will be to initiate you into the art of building machines; that is 
the task of technical mechanics and the theory of machines, whereas my 
topic will be analytical mechanics, whose definition is much more general. 
It must explore the laws according to which the totality of phenomena of 
motion in circumambient nature occurs. 

To begin with we there find very many bodies that have constant shape 
at least as for as observation goes. Their motion is thus merely change of 
position and rotation without any change of shape; analytical mechanics 
will for a start have to indicate the laws for such changes of position. 
Other bodies, fluids (liquids and gases) undergo constant and most varied 
changes of shape during motion. We can form an illustrative picture of 
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this unceasing change of shape by conceiving of fluids as made up of 
smallest particles each of which moves independently according to the 
same laws as solid bodies, but always in such a way that two neighbouring 
particles of the fluid always move in approximately the same way. In 
addition to the forces acting externally on each particle we must con
sider those exerted by the various particles on each other. In this way 
the motion of fluids can be reduced to the laws of mechanics for solid 
bodies. 

Phenomena of motion are the ones that we observe most often and most 
directly, all other natural phenomena are more concealed. Besides we can 
cope with phenomena of motion by means of the least number of concepts, 
all we need for describing them are the concepts of position in space and 
its change in time, whereas for other phenomena many less clear concepts 
are required, such as temperature, luminous intensity and colour, electric 
tension and so on. 

lt is the ubiquitous task of science to explain the more complex in 
terms of the simpler; or, if preferred, to represent the complex by means 
of clear pictures borrowed from the sphere of the simpler phenomena. 
Therefore in physics too the attempt was made to reduce all other phe
nomena, such as sound, light, heat, magnetism and electricity, to mere 
motions of the smallest particles of these bodies, and this turns out quite 
successful for very many phenomena, although of course not for all. 
Thus the science of motion, that is mechanics, became the root of the 
other physical disciplines, which seemed increasingly to grow into special 
chapters of mechanics. 

Only in more recent time has there been a reaction to this. The diffi
culties occasioned by a purely mechanical account of magnetism and 
electricity raised doubts as to universal mechanical explicability ·and it 
was precisely electro-magnetism that became increasingly important not 
only in practice but also for theory. In the end it became so powerful as to 
attempt a reversal of roles, explaining mechanics in terms of electro
magnetism. Whereas previously one had tried to explain magnetism and 
electricity by rotations or oscillations of the smallest parts of bodies, the 
present aim was to derive the fundamental laws of motion for bodies 
themselves from the laws of electro-magnetism. 

The best known law of mechanics is the principle of inertia. Every high
school boy is familiar with it today - I speak of course only of inertia in 
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the physical sense. Until recently tlJe law of inertia has been regarded as 
tlJe foremost fundamental law of nature, itself inexplicable but essential 
for explaining any phenomenon. However it is a consequence of Maxwell's 
equations for electro-magnetism, that a moving electric particle witlJout 
any mass or inertia of its own must move, by tlJe mere action of tlJe sur
rounding aetlJer, just as tlJough it had inertial mass. This led to tlJe hy
potlJesis that bodies have no inertial mass, but only mass-less electric 
particles or electrons, tlJeir inertia being a mere semblance provoked by 
tlJe surrounding aetlJer while tlJey move tlJrough it. Similarly it was pos
sible to reduce tlJe action of mechanical forces to electro-magnetic phe
nomena. Whereas previously one wanted to explain all phenomena in 
terms of the action of mechanisms, now it is tlJe aetlJer tlJat is a mecha
nism, quite obscure in itself of course, tlJat is to explain tlJe action of all 
otlJer mechanisms. It was no longer a question of explaining everytlJing 
mechanically, but of finding a mechanism to explain all mechanisms. 

What, tlJen, is meant by having perfectly correct understanding of a 
mechanism? Everybody knows tlJat tlJe practical criterion for tlIis consists 
in being able to handle it correctly. However, I go furilier and assert tlJat 
tlIis is tlJe only tenable definition of understanding a mechanism. Of 
course one might object tlJat it is conceivable for a person to have learnt 
tlJe way to handle a mechanism witlJout understanding tlJe mechanism 
itself, but tlIis will not hold water. The reason for our saying tlJat he does 
not nnderstand tlJe mechanism is merely tlJat his knowledge of how to 
handle it is confined to its regnlar operation: as soon as sometlIing is 
broken or malfunctioning or some otlJer unforeseen disturbance occurs, 
he no longer knows what to do. On tlJe otlJer hand we say of somebody 
tlJat he understands tlJe mechanism if he knows tlJe right tlJing to do in all 
tlJese cases as well. This circumstance tlJerefore really does seem to con
stitute the definition of nnderstanding. How we are to form our concepts 
cannot be defined and is indeed quite indifferent, so long as tlJey always 
lead to tlJe correct mode of action. 

Thus solipsism rests on a well-known and tempting mistaken inference. 
Solipsism is tlJe view iliat the world is not real, but a mere product of our 
fantasy, like a dream object. I too once hankered after tlIis whim, which 
led to my failing to take tlJe right practical action and caused me damage; 
to my immense delight, for tlIis provided me witlJ tlJe desired proof iliat 
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the external world exists, a proof that can consist only in showing that if 
we doubt this existence we are less able to act appropriately. 

When thirty-three years ago I gave my inaugural lecture on mechanics 
mentioned above, one of my colleagues in Graz teased me by saying: 
"How can you spend your time on something so purely mechanical?" He 
naturally meant no more than a play on words, but I reacted and tried to 
show that mechanics was nothing mechanical. Yet in spite of its difficulty, 
in spite of the infinite effort in ingenuity spent on its development by the 
best intellects through centuries, the mechanical character of our science 
still makes itself felt. 

I have already discussed the concept of inertia. A second fundamental 
concept of mechanics is work. The most important law of mechanics 
might be put as follows: nature does everything with a minimum ex
penditure of work. Who would not find trivial side-issues occurring to 
him when hearing this! Is not the concept of work one of the most im
portant and at the same time one of the most enigmatic concepts for 
practicailife as well as for natural science as a whole? The first human pair 
expelled from Paradise already saw work as the supreme curse, yet with
out work man would not be man. Constant and unremitting work is some
thing that man indeed shares with beasts of burden and even with in
animate machines that he himself has made, but nevertheless industrious
ness is praised as one of the best features of any man's character, be he 
ruler or day labourer. 

In conclusion let me raise the question whether mankind has become 
happier through all this progress of culture and technology, indeed, a 
delicate question. Certainly nobody has yet invented a mechanism for 
making men happy, happiness is something that everybody must seek and 
find withln himself. 

However, science and civilisation have succeeded in eliminating influ
ences that disturb happiness, by managing in many cases to fight off the 
dangers of lightning, epidemics of whole populations and diseases of in
dividuals. Besides, science provides greater OppOl tunities for finding hap
piness by giving us the means of roaming our beautiful Earth more easily 
and coming to know it better, of visualizing the strueture of the celestial 
sphere more vividly and surmising at least obscurely the eternal laws of 
nature as a whole. In this way it enables mankind to develop its bodily and 
mental forces even further, giving us increasing sway over all the rest of 
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nature and allowing the person who has found inner peace to enjoy that 
state more perfectly by enhanced development of his powers. 

It is my task in the present course oflectures to offer you many things: 
intricate theorems, ultra-refined concepts and complicated proofs. Please 
forgive me if today I have as yet done little of this. I have not even, as 
would have been proper, defined the concept of my science, namely theo
retical physics, nor yet developed the plan according to which I intend to 
treat this topic in these lectures. Today I did not want to present all this 
to you, I think that later in the course of our work we shall be better able 
to clarify these things. Today I merely wanted to present something more 
trifling, although for me it happens to be all I have, namely myself and my 
whole way of thinking and feeling. 

Likewise during these lectures I shall have to demand many things from 
you: concentrated attention, unremitting diligence, inexhaustible will
power. Forgive me therefore if before embarking on any of this I ask you 
in return for something that means most to me, namely your confidence, 
affection and love, in a word, the most precious thing you can give, namely 
yourselves. 

NOTE 

1 Editor's note: The allusion is presumably to the inaugural lectures of J. C. F. Ziillner. 
Ober die universelle Bedeutung der mechanischen Prinzipien (Leipzig 1867), and W. 
Ostwald, Die Energie und ihre Wand/ungen (Leipzig 1887). 



AN INAUGURAL LECTURE 

ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY· 

You have come here in unusually large numbers to listen to the modest 
inaugural remarks that I have to address to you today. 1 I can explain this 
to myself only from the fact that my current lectures are indeed in some 
respect a curiosity in academic life, not so much by their content or form, 
but by the attendant subsidiary circumstances. 

For I have hitherto written only one single dissertation of philosophic 
content and what moved me to do so was pure chance. On one occasion 
in the assembly hall of the academy, I was involved in the liveliest debate 
with a group of academics, Professor Mach amongst them, on the newly 
revived controversy about the value of atomistic theories. 

I here mention in passing that in the assignment that begins with to
day's lecture I am in a certain sense Mach's successor and I should really 
have started my talk by paying homage to him. However, I think that to 
express his special praise would amount to carrying owls to Athens, as far 
as you are concerned and indeed not only you but any Austrian and even 
any educated person throughout the world. 

Mach himself has ingeniously discussed the fact that no theory is ab
solutely true, and equally hardly any absolutely false either, but that each 
must gradually be perfected, as organisms must according to Darwin's 
theory. By being strongly attacked, a theory can gradually shed inap
propriate elements while the appropriate residue remains. I therefore 
think that the best way to honour Mach is in this sense to contribute as 
far as within me lies to the further development of his ideas. 

In that group of academics during the debate on atomism Mach sud
denly said laconically: "I do not believe that atoms exist". This utterance 
ran in my mind. 

It was clear to me that we unite groups of perceptions into ideas of 
objects, for example of a table, a dog, a man and so on. Moreover we have 
memory pictures of these groups of ideas. When we form new groups of 

• Populiire Schriften, Essay 18. First published in Die Zeit, 11 December 1903. See 
Note (I). 
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ideas which are quite similar to these memory pictures, there is sense in 
the question whether the corresponding objects have existence or not. 
We here have as it were an accurate measure for the concept of existence. 
We know exactly what is meant by the question whether the griffiin, the 
unicorn or a brother of mine exists. However, when we form quite novel 
ideas, such as those of space, time, atoms, the soul, or even God, does one 
know, so I asked myself, what is meant by asking whether these things 
exist? Is not the only correct thing to do here to try to clarify what con
cepts one is linking with the question as to the existence of these things? 

Discussions of this kind formed the topic of my one and only disserta
tion in the field of philosophy. As you see, it was genuinely philosophical; 
abstruse enough, at least, to deserve the name. Apart from this I have 
published nothing in this field. This much might of course pass; if one 
wanted to be malicious one might say that here and there people have 
taught at universities who had written even one publishable piece less about 
their fields. 

In any case, however, it must fill me with utter modesty. It is said that 
if God gives one a task, he will give one the wit to do it. Not so the minis
try: it can of course make appointments and fix salaries but it can never 
furnish the wit; for that I alone must bear responsibility. 

Not only while writing my only dissertation but at other times too, I 
have often speculated about the enormous field of philosopby. It seems 
infinite and my powers slight. A whole life would be but little time to 
struggle through to some results in it; the tireless activity of a teacher 
from youth to old age would not suffice to transmit philosophy to the next 
generation, am I then to pursue it as a subsidiary occupation along with 
another subject that by itself requires all my powers? 

Schiller has said that a man grows with his purposes. Dear old Schiller! 
I fear that man does not grow with his higher purposes. 

When I had qualms about taking on this heavy burden, I was told that 
another would do no better than I. How paltry this consolation seems at 
the moment when I must shoulder the load. 

And yet, what bows me down now could surely raise me up again? If I, 
who have busied myself so little with philosophy, was found to be the 
most deserving person to lecture on it, is this not a twofold honour? 

If it is desirable for a professor of medicine or engineering that he should 
continue in practice alongside his teaching, lest he become ossified, in-
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deed if Moltke was made a member of the historical division of the Berlin 
Academy because he had not written but made history, perhaps I too was 
chosen not because I had written about logic, but because I belong to a 
science that offers the best opportunities for daily practice in strict logic. 

If it was only with hesitation that I followed the call to meddle with 
philosophy, philosophers have the more often meddled with natural 
science. They have now for many years invaded my preserves and I could 
not even understand what their views were and therefore wanted to im
prove my knowledge of the fundamental theories of all philosophy. 

To go straight to the deepest depths, I went for Hegel; what unclear 
thoughtless flow of words I was to find there! My unlucky star led me from 
Hegel to Schopenhauer. In the preface to his first work I found the follow
ing passage which I will report verbatim here: "German philosophy 
stands laden with contempt, derided by other countries, banished from 
honest science like a" ... I suppress the next bit since there are ladies 
present. " ... The heads of the present generation of learned men are 
disorganized by Hegelian nonsense. Incapable of thought, uncouth and 
stupefied, they fall prey to shallow materialism that has crawled forth 
from the basilisk's egg". With that I was of course in agreement, 
except that I found that Schopenhauer, too, really deserved the blows of 
his own cudgel. 

However, Herbart's calculations about psychological phenomena 
equally seemed like a travesty of analogous calculations in the exact 
sciences. Even in Kant there were many things that I could grasp so little 
that given his general acuity of mind I almost suspected that he was pull
ing the reader's leg or was even an impostor. In this way there developed 
in me an aversion from philosophy at that time, indeed a hatred of it. In 
view of these old philosophical systems I should almost like to say that in 
my case the goat has been made the gardener. Or was I given precisely 
this teaching appointment in the way that an old democrat is given the 
title of Court Councillor, in order to turn Saul definitively into Paul? I am 
afraid that in these lectures I shall be oscillating between goat and coun
cillor, and although I hope that I shall never fall into the style of which I 
have just read you a sample, I may nevertheless be somewhat rough in 
places when I apply Mach's method to the perfecting of philosophical 
systems. 

My aversion from philosophy at the time was incidentally shared by 
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most natural scientists. Every metaphysical orientation was pursued with 
the aim of extirpating it root and branch; but tbis attitude did not last. 
Metaphysics seems to cast an irresistible spell on the human mind and all 
the abortive attempts at lifting its veil have not impaired its power. The 
drive towards philosophizing seems ineradicably innate. Not only Robert 
Mayer, who was a philosopher through and through, but Maxwell, 
Helmboltz, Kirchhoff, Ostwald and many others too made willing sacri
fice to it and recognized its questions as the very highest, so that today 
metaphysics figures once again as the queen of sciences. 

A man like Francis Bacon*, who stood at the cradle of inductive science, 
already called it a virgin consecrated by God; although he adds malicious
ly that just because of this noble property it must remain forever barren. 
And, to be sure, many investigations in the field of metaphysics have 
remained barren. Let us nevertheless try out whether all speculation must 
really be so. As soon as we start our activity, we find the great difficulty of 
fixing the concept of philosophy. [Here the lecturer goes through the main 
definitions of philosophy used to date and all of them appear to him un
tenable. Then he continues.] In such difficult matters it is in the first place 
important to formulate the question correctly. It can be framed in the 
following forms: (1) How has philosophy been defined by different phi
losophers? (2) Which definition would correspond most closely to ordinary 
usage? (3) Which seems the most appropriate? (4) How, regardless of 
what others have done, what corresponds to usage and what is appro
priate, would irresistible compulsion lead me to frame the concept of 
philosophy? How do my inner sense and every strand of my thinking 
force me to resolve the question? Each of these questions can be split and 
analysed into several others. Even then we should not have attained ab
solute thoroughness, but let us not pursue the analysis, because we now 
seem to understand each other passably well. 

I will now answer the question in this last sense: which definition forces 
itself on me with irresistible compulsion? Here I always had a nightmarish 
feeling that it was an unresolvable puzzle how I could exist at all, or that 
a world could, and why it should be precisely as it was rather than other
wise. The science that would succeed in resolving tbis puzzle seemed to 
me the greatest and true queen of sciences, and tbis I called philosophy. 

• Editor's note: By some confusion, Boltzmann attributes this remark to 'Roger 
Bacon of Verulam'. 
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I gained more and more knowledge of nature, I absorbed Darwin's 
theory and saw from it that it was really a mistake to ask in such a way 
that the question cannot be answered, but the question always returned 
with the same compelling violence. If it is unjustified, why can it not be 
dismissed? Following on from this there are countless other questions; if 
there is something else behind perceptions, how can we even suspect that 
there is?2 If there is nothing behind them, would then a landscape on Mars 
or on a planet of Sirius really not exist if no living being is ever able to 
perceive them? If all these questions are senseless, why can we not dismiss 
them or what must we do in order finally to silence them? It is to be the 
task of my present lectures at least to seek to clarify these questions. 

So far I have no idea where such illumination is to be found and there
fore I live in a truly Faustian mood. Indeed it is Faust who says; "I am 
to teach with bitter sweat what I do not know myself". Nor would I teach 
it, but merely collect together everything that might contribute slowly to 
bringing light into this darkness and to inspiring you to collaborate with 
me as best you can to further the attainment of this goal. 

My method of lecturing may seem strange to some, but perhaps it is 
really and truly academic. In the best sense of the word, academic presen
tation aims less at teaching ready-made solutions of problems but rather 
at posing problems and giving hints towards their solution. We shall there
fore go through the various fundamental concepts of all sciences and 
examine them all with regard to the goal we have set ourselves, sub specie 
philosophandi. 

The very title I have given to my present lectures is a stumbling-block, 
for it is the literal translation of the title of the first and greatest work ever 
written about theoretical physics, namely the PrinCipia Philosophiae 
Natura/is of Newton. If I understood it in the same sense as Newton, I 
would have to present an outline of theoretical physics. I chose the title 
only to show you how little philosophy can cleave to words; these are 
exactly the same, but today we understand something totally different by 
them from what Newton did then, and some conservative Englishmen 
still do today. 

Let me now hurry to my conclusion. I concluded my first lecture in 
Vienna in a way that pleased me especially, not because of content or form 
but because what I said expressed exactly what I felt; not because it was 
cleverly contrived but because it was not contrived. Today I feel exactly 
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the same and therefore cannot but express myself by using the self-same 
words. I then said*: 

Ult is my task in the present course of lectures to offer you many things: intricate 
theorems, ultra-refined concepts and complicated proofs. Please forgive me if today 
I have as yet done little of this. I have not even, as would have been proper, defined 
the concept of my science, namely theoretical physics, nor yet developed the plan 
according to which I intend to treat this topic in these lectures. Today I did not want 
to present all this to you, I think that later in the course of our work we shall be better 
able to clarify these things. Today I merely wanted to present something more trifling, 
although for me it happens, to be all I have, namely myself and my whole way of 
thinking and feeling. 
Likewise during these lectures I shall have to demand many things from you: con
centrated attention, unremitting diligence, inexhaustible will-power. Forgive me there
fore if before embarking on any of this I ask you in return for something that means 
most to me, namely your confidence, affection and love, in a word, the most precious 
thing you can give, namely yourselves." 

Let these words again conclude my talk to you today. 

• Editor's note: The following paragraphs, drawn from Boltzmann's previous inaugural 
lecture, appear also on p. 152 above. 

NOTES 

1 Since quite erroneous views about my first lecture on natural philosophy (given on 
26 October) have evidently heen spread abroad, partly because of defective press 
reports, I am glad to follow the request of the editor of Zeit to publish the lecture. 
Since it was delivered quite extempore I cannot vouch for the precise words though 
certainly for the sense. 
S The need, alongside sensations, for an instinct to think objects was pointed out, if I 
understand him aright, by Schopenhauer, of whom we have just spoken so ill. 
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My present talk has been ranged under 'applied mathematics' whereas my 
work in teaching and research is devoted to the science of physics. The 
great rift that has torn that science into two camps has hardly been more 
sharply defined than in the organisation of the talks to be presented at 
this scientific congress, which had to get through such enormously ex
tensive material that it may be described as a flood, or to preserve local 
colour, as a Niagara of scientific talks. I am referring to the division into 
theoretical and experimental physics. While as a representative of theo
retical physics I have been put into Section A fornormative science, experi
mental physics turns up only much later under Section C for physical 
science. In between there are history, linguistics, literature, theory of art 
and theory of religion. Across all this the theoretical physicist must reach 
out his hand to his experimental colleague. We shall therefore not be able 
completely to avoid the question whether it is justified to divide science in 
general into two portions, and physics in particular into theoretical and 
experimental. 

Let us consult first of all an investigator from a period when science had 
hardly grown beyond its first beginnings, namely Immanuel Kant. He 
demanded of each science that it should be developed from unitary prin
ciples and well-knit theories in a strictly logical manner. Natural science 
he regarded as hardly a full science except insofar as it is bnilt on a 
mathematical basis. Thus chemistry in his time he did not count among the 
sciences, because it rested on merely empirical foundations and lacked a 
unitary regulative principle. 

Viewed from this position theoretical physics would stand in advanta
geous opposition to experimental physics, occupying a higher rank as it 
were. Experimental physics would merely have to bring together the 

• Popul/Jre Schrif,m. Essay 19. Address given to the Scientific Congress in St. Louis, 
1904, and first published in a translation by S. Epsteen as 'The Relations of Applied 
Mathematics' in Congress of Arts and Sciences ... St. Louis 1904, Boston, 1905. The 
present translation is by Dr Paul Foulkes. 
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building bricks whereas it would be the task of the theoretical branch to 
make a building from them. 

However the ranking order turns out differently if we consider the 
achievement of the last few decades as well as the progress that may be 
expected for the near future. The chain of experimental discoveries of the 
previous century was fittingly closed by the discovery of Rontgen rays. 
Following on from these our present century has discovered a veritable 
horn of plenty of new radiations with the most puzzling properties deeply 
affecting our whole view of nature. The revelation of such entirely new 
facts proruises the greater future results the more puzzling and opposed to 
traditional views everything seems at the start. However it is not my task 
to discuss these experimental findings here. Rather, I must leave the grati
fying task of descibing the fruits that have so to speak been garnered daily 
in this field and those that are still to be expected to those who represent 
experimental physics at this congress. 

The representative of theoretical physics is by no means in an equally 
happy position. In his field too there is currently much activity. One 
ruight almost say that it is in the course of a revolution. Yet how in
tangible these results are when compared with the experimental ones. It 
here becomes evident that in a certain sense experiment is entitled to 
precedence over all theory. An immediate fact is intelligible at once and 
its fruits can supervene in a very short time as for example the various ap
plications of Rontgen rays, the use of Hertzian waves for wireless tele
graphy. The conflict of theories, however, is an infinitely lengthy business, 
indeed it almost seems as though certain controversies as old as science 
itself will live on as long as it does. 

Every securely ascertained fact remains for ever immutable, at most it 
can be extended or complemented by the arrival of new items, but it 
cannot be entirely overthrown. This explains why the development of 
experimental physics proceeds continuously without any leaps that are too 
sudden and why it is never visited by great revolutions or commotions. It 
is very rare for something to be regarded as a fact and afterwards found 
to have been erroneous and even when it does happen the error will soon 
be cleared up without this greatly affecting the edifice of science as a whole. 

It is of course strongly emphasized that any inferred truth that is re
cognized as logically necessary must continue to exist incontrovertibly. 
Yet even if we can hardly doubt this, experience nevertheless shows that 
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our theoretical edifices are by no means built out of only such logically 
incontrovertibly grounded truths. On the contrary, these edifices consist 
of often arbitrary pictures of the connection between phenomena, that is 
of hypotheses. 

Without somewhat, even if slightly, going beyond what is directly 
perceived, there is no theory nor even a perspicuously comprehensive 
description of natural facts fit to serve the prediction of future phenomena. 
This holds as much of the old theories whose territory is currently being 
challenged as of the most modern ones which suffer under a great illusion 
if they consider themselves free from hypotheses. 

Of course we can keep our hypotheses fairly indefinite or even frame 
them in the form of mathematical formulae or in words that express a 
thought equivalent to them. Then we can check step by step that there is 
agreement with what is given; a total overthrow of what was previously 
built is of course not to be excluded even then, if for example the law of 
conservation of energy turned out at last to be false after all. However 
such a revolution will be extremely rare and in some cases so improbable 
as to be inconceivable. 

A theory that is kept thus indefinite and unspecific may well serve as a 
valuable guide in experiments conducted along paths already cleared and 
for a detailed working out of knowledge already gained, but beyond this 
itis of no use. 

In contrast with this, hypotheses that leave some play to fantasy and go 
more boldly beyond what is given will give constant inspiration for novel 
experiments and thus become pathfinders to totally unsuspected discove
ries. Such a theory will of course be subject to change and it may happen 
that a complicated theoretical structure will collapse and be replaced by 
a new and more effective one, in which however the old theory as a pic
ture of a restricted field of phenomena usually continues to find a place 
within the framework of the new one; as for instance emission theory for 
describing catoptric and dioptric phenomena, the hypothesis of an elastic 
luminous aether for representing interference and diffraction, the theory 
of electric fluids for describing electrostatic phenomena. 

As to powerful revolutions, it would seem that they are likely to affect 
even theories that proudly describe themselves as free from hypotheses. 
No one, for example, will doubt that the theory known by the name of 
energetics must radically change its garb if it is to go on existing. 
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It has been urged against physical hypotheses that they have at times 
proved harmful and a hindrance to scientific progress. This reproach is 
based mainly on the role that the hypothesis of electric fluids had played 
in the development of electric theory. This hypothesis was brought to a 
high pitch of perfection by Wilhelm Weber and the universal recognition 
that his work has gained in Germany was there, indeed, an obstacle to the 
study of Maxwell's theory, somewhat as Newton's theory of emanation 
had stood in the way of wave theory. Such inconveniences will no doubt 
not be entirely avoidable in future either. One will always strive to give the 
currently prevailing view its most complete and perfect form. If now such 
a self-consistent theory never meets any resistance from experience, it does 
not matter whether it consists of mechanical pictures, geometrical illustra
tions or a body of mathematical formulae. It will always be possible that 
a new and so far untested theory will arise which represents a much wider 
but so far unknown field of phenomena. In that case the old theory will 
retain the greater number of supporters until the new field of phenomena 
is made accessible to experiment and crucial tests put the new theory's 
superiority beyond doubt. It is certainly useful to set up Weber's theory 
as a warning example for all time that we should always preserve the 
necessary mental flexibility. But this certainly does not diminish the merits 
of Weber of whose theory even Maxwell speaks with the greatest admira
tion. Nor can this case be advanced against the utility of hypotheses, since 
Maxwell's theory was to start with no less full of hypothetical assumptions 
than any other and only after it had been generally acknowledged was it 
freed from such elements by Hertz, Poynting and others. 

The opponents of hypotheses in physics moreover voiced the reproach 
that the creation and further development of various mathematical 
methods for calculating hypothetical molecular motions had been useless 
or even harmful. This reproach I cannot accept as justified. If it were, the 
choice of my present topic would have to be termed equally mistaken and 
let this circumstance be my excuse for my having here once more enlarged 
on the much-canvassed topic of the use of hypotheses in physics, seeking 
to justify such use. 

For the topic I have chosen for today's talk is not the whole development 
of physical theory. Some years ago I dealt with this topic at the German 
conference of natural scientists in Munich' and although quite a few things 

• Editor's note: See pp. 77-100 above. 
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have happened since then I should nevertheless have had to repeat myself 
in many matters now. Moreover one who belongs decidedly to a definite 
party is less able to assess the other parties quite objectively. I am not now 
talking of criticising their value, my talk is not meant to criticise but mere
ly to report. Besides I am convinced that the views of my opponents are 
valuable and I rise in defence only when they wish to belittle the value of 
mine. Yet giving a perfectly objective account, an uncovering of the 
mutual engagement of all the intellectual threads is just as difficult with 
another's view as with one's own. 

Therefore let me choose as goal of the present talk not just kinetic 
molecular theory but a largely specialized branch of it. Far from wishing 
to deny that this contains hypothetical elements, I must declare that 
branch to be a picture that boldly transcends pure facts of observation, 
and yet I regard it as not unworthy of discussion at this point; a measure 
of my confidence in the utility of the hypotheses as soon as they throw 
new light on certain peculiar features of observed facts, representing their 
interrelation with a clarity unattainable by other means. Of course we 
shall always have to remember that we are dealing with hypotheses 
capable and needful of constant further development and to be abandoned 
only when all the relations they represent can be understood even more 
clearly in some other way. 

Amongst the earlier mentioned questions as old as science itself but 
hitherto unsolved there belongs the query whether matter is to be con
ceived as continuous or as composed of discrete constituents (of very 
many but not mathematically speaking infinitely many individuals). This 
is one of the difficult questions that make up the border region between 
philosophy and physics. 

As recently as a few decades ago scientists were very diffident about 
plunging into discussions on such questions. This precise question is of 
too much topical interest to science to be completely ignored, but we 
cannot discuss it without at the same time touching on even deeper pro b
lems such as the nature of causality, matter, force and so on. It is these 
last of which one used to say that they were of no concern to the scientist 
and should be handed over entirely to philosophy. Today things have 
changed considerably, indeed scientists are now evincing strong predilec
tions for discussing philosophical topics and indeed rightly so. One of the 
first rules of natural inquiry is never to bestow blind trust on the instru-
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ment with which one works, but to scrutinize it in all directions. How 
then could we commit ourselves blindly to the concepts and views that are 
innate to us or have developed in the course of history, the more so since 
we have already enough examples where they led us astray. However, once 
we examine the simplest elements, where would be the boundary between 
science and philosophy at which we could stop? 

I hope that none of the philosophers present will resent it or construe 
it as a reproach if! frankly say that assigning these questions to philosophy 
has perhaps produced bad results too. Philosophy has been remarkably 
ineffective in clarifying these questions and was no more able to achieve 
this from its one-sided stance than science was. If real progress is possible, 
we can expect it only from collaboration between them. Let this be my 
excuse if I as a layman touch upon these questions, for they are intimately 
linked with the goal of my talk. 

Let us look to the famous thinker quoted above, namely Immanuel 
Kant, for advice on the question whether matter is continuous or atom
istically constituted, which he discussed in his antinomies. Of all the 
questions assembled there he explains that both the case for and against 
can be proved by strict logic. It is strictly provable that the divisibility of 
matter can have no limit and yet infinite divisibility contradicts the laws 
of logic. Similarly Kant shows that a beginning and end of time, or a 
boundary at which space stops are just as unthinkable as absolutely in
finite extension or duration. 

This is by no means the only occasion when philosophical thought 
becomes enmeshed in contradictions, rather we meet it at every step. The 
most ordinary things are to philosophy a source of insoluble puzzles. In 
order to explain our perceptions it constructs the concept of matter and 
then finds matter quite useless either for itself having or for causing per
ceptions in a mind. With infinite ingenuity it constructs a concept of 
space or time and then finds it absolutely impossible that there be objects 
in this space or that processes occur during this time. It finds insuperable 
difficulties in the relation of cause and effect, body and soul, in the pos
sibility of consciousness, in short in each and every thing. Indeed, in the 
end philosophy finds it quite inexplicable that anything exists at all, that 
anything can ever arise and change, and in this it sees a self-contradiction. 

To call this logic seems to me as if somebody for the purpose of a moun
tain hike were to put on a garment with 80 many long folds that his feet 
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become constantly entangled in them and he would fall as soon as he took 
his first steps in the plains. The source of this kind oflogic lies in excessive 
confidence in the so-called laws of thought. It is indeed true that we could 
have no experience if certain forms of linking perceptions, that is forms 
of thought, were not innate to us. If we wish to call these forms laws of 
thought, they are of course a priori in the sense that they are in our minds, 
or if we prefer in our heads, prior to any experience. However nothing 
seems less founded than an inference from the a priori in this sense to 
absolute certainty and infallibility. These laws of thought have evolved 
according to the same laws of evolution as the optical apparatus of the 
eye, the acoustic machinery of the ear and the pumping device of the heart. 
In the course of mankind's development everything inappropriate was 
shed and thus arose the unity and perfection that can give the illusion of 
infallibility. So too the perfection of the eye, the ear and the arrange
ment of the heart calls forth our admiration yet we could not assert these 
organs to be absolutely perfect. Just as little must the laws of thought be 
taken as absolutely infallible. Indeed it is precisely they that have evolved 
for the sake of grasping what is necessary for life and practically useful. 
With this the results of experimental research show much more affinity 
than does the testing of our thinking equipment. It is thus not to be won
dered at that the forms of thought that have become habitual are not quite 
adapted to the abstract problems of philosophy which are so far removed 
from what is applicable in practice, nor have yet become so from Thales 
till now. That is why the simplest things are to the philosopher the most 
puzzling and why he finds contradictions everywhere. These, however, are 
nothing but inappropriate and mistaken mental re-shapings of what is 
given, which itself cannot contain any contradictions. Therefore as soon 
as contradictions seem uneliminable we must immediately seek to test, 
extend and alter what we call our laws of thought which actually are noth
ing but inherited and acquired ideas, confirmed throughout the ages, for 
denoting practical requirements. Just as the inherited inventions such as 
the roller, cart, plough, have long since been joined by countless artificial 
ones that have been created with full consciousness, so here too we must 
rearrange inherited ideas artificially and consciously into a better order. 
Our task cannot be to summon data to the judgment-throne of our laws 
of thought but rather to adapt our thoughts, ideas and concepts to what is 
given. Since we cannot clearly express such complicated conditions except 
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by words, whether written, spoken or thought in silence, we can say that 
we must collocate words in such a way as everywhere to lend the most 
fitting expression to the given, so that the connections we create between 
words are everywhere as adequate as possible to the connection in reality. 
As soon as we put the problem thus, its most appropriate solution can still 
present the greatest difficulties, but at least one knows the goal being 
aimed at and will not stumble over obstacles of one's own making. 

Many inappropriate features in the habits and behaviour of living 
beings are provoked by the fact that a mode of action that is appropriate 
in most cases becomes so habitual and second nature that it can no longer 
be relinquished if somewhere it ceases to be appropriate. I express this by 
saying that adaptation overshoots the mark. This happens especially 
often with mental habits and becomes a source of apparent contradic
tions between the laws of thought and the world, and between those laws 
themselves. 

Thus the lawlike character of the processes of nature is a basic prere
quisite for all cognition; hence the habit of always asking for the cause 
becomes an irresistible compulsion and we even ask for the cause of every
thing's having a cause. Indeed people racked their brains over the ques
tion whether cause and effect represent a necessary link or merely an ad
ventitious sequence, whereas one can sensibly ask only whether a specific 
phenomenon is always linked with a definite group of others, being their 
necessary consequence, or whether this group may at times be absent. 

Similarly something is called useful or valuable if it furthers the living 
conditions of the individual or of mankind, but we overshoot the mark if 
we ask for the value of life itself, when for example it seems to us point
less because it has no purpose outside itself. Just so when we take the 
simplest concepts out of which everything is built, and try in vain to build 
these in tum out of simpler ones or try in tum to explain the simplest 
fundamental laws. 

We must not aspire to derive nature from our concepts, but must adapt 
the latter to the former. We must not think that everything can be arranged 
according to our categories or that there is such a thing as a most perfect 
arrangement: it will only ever be a variable one, merely adapted to current 
needs. Even the splitting of physics into theoretical and experimental is 
only a consequence of the two-fold division of methods currently being 
used, and it will not remain so forever. 
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My present theory is totally different from the view that certain ques
tions fall outside the boundaries of human cognition. For according to 
that latter theory this is a defect or imperfection of man's cognitive 
capacity, whereas I regard the existence of these questions and problems 
themselves as an illusion. On superficial reflection it may of course be 
surprising that after recognition of the illusion the drive towards answering 
these questions does not cease. The mental habit is much too powerful to 
loosen its hold on us. 

H is exactly as with ordinary sense illusions, which continue to exist 
even after their cause has been recognized. Hence the feeling of insecurity, 
the lack of satisfaction that grips the scientist when he philosophizes. Only 
very slowly and gradually will all these illusions recede and I regard it as a 
central task of philosophy to give a clear account of the inappropriateness 
of this overshooting the mark on the part of our thinking habits; and fur
ther, in choosing and linking concepts and words, to aim only at the most 
appropriate expression of the given, irrespective of our inherited habits. 
Then, gradually, these tangles and contradictions must disappear. What is 
brick and what mortar in the intellectual edifice must be made to stand out 
clearly and we should soon be freed from the oppressive feeling that the 
simplest is the most inexplicable and the most trivial the most puzzling. 
Unjustified modes of thought can in time recede, witness the fact that any 
educated persons now understand the theory of the antipodes and many 
that of non-Euclidean geometry. If therefore philosophy were to succeed 
in creating a system such that in all cases mentioned it stood out clearly 
when a question is not justified so that the drive towards asking it would 
gradually die away, we should at one stroke have resolved the most ob
scure riddles and philosophy would become worthy of the name of queen 
of the sciences. 

Our innate laws of thought are indeed the pre-requisite for complex 
experience, but they were not so for the simplest living beings. There they 
developed slowly, but simple experiences were enough to generate them. 
They were then bequeathed to more highly organised beings. This explains 
why they contain synthetic judgments that were acquired by our ancestors 
but are for us innate and therefore a priori, from which it follows that 
these laws are powerfully compelling but not that they are infallible. 

When I say that judgments like 'everything must be either red or not 
red' are derived from experience, I do not mean that every single person 
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will test this uninformative proposition against experience, but that he 
gains the experience that his parents call every object either red or not red 
and he iInitates them. 

It may well seem as though we had gone too deeply into philosophical 
questions, but I think that the insight thus won could not have been reach
ed by shorter and simpler paths, namely an unprejudiced judgment as to 
how to take the questions concerning the atomistic constitution of matter. 
We shall not now appeal to the law of thought that there could be no 
limit to the divisibility of matter, a law that is worth no more than if a 
naive person were to say that wherever he went on Earth the vertical 
seemed parallel to him so that there could be no antipodes. 

We shall rather, on the one hand, start only from what is given, while 
on the other in forming and lmking our concepts we shaIl heed only the 
aim of obtaining as adequate an expression as we can of what is given. 

As to the first point, the most varied facts of heat theory, chemistry, 
crystallography indicate that in apparently continuous bodies space is by 
no means indiscriminately and uniformly filled with matter, but that it is 
occupied by great multitudes of mdividual objects, namely molecules and 
atoms which are extremely small though not infinitely so in the mathe
matical sense. Their size is calculable by many very separate methods all 
yielding the same result. 

The fertility of this idea has been confirmed again quite recently. All 
phenomena observed in cathode and Becquerel rays and so on point to 
the fact that we are dealing here with tiny projected particles, namely 
electrons~ After a fierce struggle this view was completely victorious over 
its initial opponent, the wave theory of these phenomena. Not only was 
the particle theory much better at explaining facts already known but it 
offered hints towards new experiments and allowed prediction of facts so 
far unknown and thereby developed into an atomistic theory of the whole 
theory of electricity. If it continues to develop with the same success as in 
the last few years, if phenomena like the transformation of radium vapour 
into helium, observed by Ramsay, do not remain isolated cases, then this 
theory promises to lead to as yet undreamt-of disclosures about the nature 
and composition of atoms. For the calculation shows that electrons are 
much smaIler still than ponderable atoms, so that the hypothesis of atoms 
being built up out of many elements and various interesting views as to 
the mode of their assembly are now on everybody's lips. The word atom 
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must not mislead us here, it has been taken over from ancient times, no 
physicist ascIibes indivisibility to atoms today. 

However, it is not all these facts and the consequences drawn from them 
that I wish to put forward here, for they cannot resolve the question as to the 
limited or infinite divisibility of matter. If we inIagine what chemistry calls 
atoms as consisting of electrons, what would in the end prevent us from 
regarding these latter as extended bodies continuously filled with matter? 

Rather, we will diligently abide by the philosophical pIinciples devel
oped above and therefore examine the formation of concepts itself in as 
unprejudiced a way as possible and seek to fashion it consistently and as 
appropIiately as possible. 

Here we find that we cannot define infinity in any other way than as the 
limit of ever growing finite magnitudes, at least nobody so far has been 
able to establish an intelligible concept of infinity in any other way. If 
therefore we wish to form a verbal image of the continuum, we must ne
cessarily begin by imagining a very large finite number of particles en
dowed with certain properties and then examine the way in which this ag
gregate behaves. Certain of its properties may approach a definite limit 
when the number of the particles is made ever larger and their size ever 
smaller. We can then assert of these properties that they belong to the 
continuum and this in my view is the only non-contradictory definition of 
a continuum endowed with certain properties. 

The question whether matter is atomistically constituted or continuous 
therefore reduces to the question: Which represents the observed prop
erties of matter most accurately, the properties on the assumption of an 
extremely large finite number of particles, or the limit of the properties if 
the number grows infinitely large? Of course this does not answer the old 
philosophic question, but we are cured of the urge to want to decide it 
along a path that is devoid of sense and hope. The mental process, that we 
must start by examining the properties of an essentially finite aggregate 
and then let the number of items under it grow enormously, this process 
remains the same in both cases; it is merely an abbreviated expression of 
the same mental process expressed by algebraic signs if, as is often done, 
one starts from the differential equation itself in framing a theory of 
mathematical physics. 

The several members of the aggregate that we choose as a picture for 
the material body can certainly not be thought of as being always ab-
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solutely at rest, for if so there could be no motion of any kind; nor even 
as being relatively at rest within one and the same body, because in that 
case we cannot account for fluids. Moreover no attempt has yet been 
made to conceive them otherwise than subject to the laws of mechauics. 
Let us therefore choose for the explanation of nature the aggregate of an 
extraordinarily large number of very small and constantly moving 
elementary individuals subject to the laws of mechauics. To this there has 
been an objection which we can suitably adopt as a starting point for the 
considerations that are to be the final goal of this talk. The fundamental 
equations of mechauics do not in the least change their form if we merely 
change the algebraic sign of the time variable. All purely mechanical 
processes can therefore occur equally well in the sense of increasing and 
decreasing time. But we notice even in ordinary life that future and past 
do not correspond at all so perfectly as the directions right and left, that 
on the contrary they are clearly distinguishable. 

This is made more precise by the so-called second law of the mechanical 
theory of heat. It states that for any arbitrary system of bodies left to it
self without influence from other bodies, we can always indicate in which 
sense any change of state will occur. For we can state a certain function 
of state of all bodies, namely entropy, which has the characteristic that any 
change of state can proceed only in a way that produces an increase in 
that function so that it can only grow larger with time. This law was of 
course obtained only through abstraction, like Galileo's principle; for it 
is impossible strictly to isolate a system from influence by any others. 
However, since this law combined with other laws has hitherto always 
given the right results, we consider it as correct, exactly as in the case of 
Galileo's principle. 

It follows from this proposition that every closed system of bodies must 
finally approach a definite end state for which the entropy is a maximum. 
People have been amazed to find as an ultimate consequence of this pro
position that the whole world must be hurrying towards an end state in 
which all occurrences will cease, but this result is obvious if one regards 
the world as finite and subject to the second law. If one takes the world to 
be infinite, the above-mentioned intellectual difficulties recur unless we 
imagine infinity as a mere limit. 

Since in the differential equations of mechanics themselves there is 
absolutely nothing analogous to the second law of thermodynamics the 
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latter can be mechanically represented only by means of assumptions 
regarding initial conditions. In order to find conditions that will serve this 
purpose, we must remember that for explaining apparently continuous 
bodies we must presuppose a very large number of all kinds of atoms or 
other general mechanical individuals to be in the most varied initial posi
tions. In order to treat this assumption mathematically a special science 
was invented, whose task is not to find the motions of one individual 
system but the properties of a complex of very many mechanical systems 
starting from the most varied initial conditions. The merit of having sys
tematized this system, described it in a sizable book and given it a charac
teristic name belongs to one of the greatest of American scientists, perhaps 
the greatest as regards pure abstract thought and theoretical research, 
namely Willard Gibbs, until his recent death professor at Yale College. He 
called this science statistical mechanics. It falls into two parts. The first 
investigates the conditions under which the externally noticeable prop
erties of a complex of a very large number of mechanical individuals do 
not change, in spite of vigorous motions of these individuals; this part I 
shall call statistical statics. The second part calculates gradual changes in 
these externally visible properties if those conditions are not fulfilled, let 
it be called statistical dynamics. The wide perspectives opening up if we 
think of applying this science to the statistics of living beings, human 
society, sociology and so on, instead of only to mechanical bodies, can 
here only be hinted at in a few words. 

To develop this science in detail would be possible only with the help of 
mathematical formulae in a series of lectures. Nor, quite apart from 
mathematical difficulties, is it free from difficulties of principle, for it is 
based on the calculus of probability. This latter is of course just as exact 
as any other branch of mathematics once the concept of equal probability 
is given. However, this being the fundamental concept, it cannot in turn 
be derived but must be regarded as given. It is as with the formulae of the 
method ofleast squares, which likewise cannot be set up unobjectionably 
unless we make certain assumptions as to equal probability. It is these 
difficulties of principle that explain why even the simplest result of statis
tical statics, namely the proof of Maxwell's law of velocities for gas 
molecules, continues to be disputed. 

The theorems of statistical mechanics strictly follow from the assump
tions made and will always remain true, like any well-founded mathema-
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tical theorems. However, their application to nature is the very prototype 
of a physical hypothesis. For if we start from the simplest basic assump
tion as to equal probability, we find for the behaviour of aggregates of 
large numbers of individuals laws that are quite analogous to those that 
experience shows to hold for the behaviour of the material world. Visible 
translational or rotational motion must increasingly transform into in
visible motion of the smallest particles, that is into thermal motion, or as 
Helmholtz puts it characteristically: ordered motions transform more 
and more into disordered motion; the mixture of the various substances 
and temperatures, of places of greater or lesser molecular agitation, must 
always become more uniform. That the mixture was not complete from 
the start, but rather that the world began from a very unlikely initial state, 
this much can be counted amongst the fundamental hypotheses of the 
whole theory and we can say that the reason for it is as little known as that 
for why the world is as it is and not otherwise. However, one can adopt 
another attitude. States of great disentanglement, that is great temperature 
differences, are not absolutely impossible according to the theory, but 
merely highly improbable, although in an almost inconceivable degree. 
If only, therefore we imagine the world as large enough, then according to 
the calculus of probability there will supervene now here now there regions 
of the dimensions of the system of the fixed stars that have quite an im
probable distribution of states. Both during their formation and during 
their dissolution the temporal course will be uni-directional; if there are 
intelligent beings in such a location they must gain the same impression 
of time as we do, although the temporal course of the universe as a whole 
is not uni-directional. This theory does indeed boldly transcend experience 
but it has precisely the feature that such theories should have, namely to 
show the facts of experience in quite a new light and thus to spur one on 
to further reflection and research. In contrast with the first law of ther
modynamics the second appears only as a probability theorem, as Gibbs 
had stated already in the 1870s. 

I have not shirked philosophic issues here, trusting that philosophy and 
natural science, working in concert, will give each other fresh nurture; 
only so can we truly express ideas consistently. Schiller told the scientists 
and philosophers of his day: "Let strife divide you, it is too early for a 
pact'". I do not dissent, but think the time for a pact has come. 



REPLY TO A LECTURE ON 

HAPPINESS GIVEN BY PROFESSOR OSTWALD· 

Schopenhauer prefaces his critique of Kantian philosophy by an introduc
tion in which he declares he must begin by expressing once and for all his 
great admiration for Kant, so that for brevity's sake he might afterwards 
confine himself to discussing what seems defective to him without con
stantly interrupting the argument by reaffirming his admiration and em
phasizing the many excellent things that Kant discusses along with the 
seemingly incorrect material. I shall adopt the same procedure here, by 
first expressing my personal thanks to Prof. Ostwald for the great pleasure 
and intellectual inspiration that I have derived from his many-sided, 
profound and original writings and lectures, but then addressing myself 
without further ado exclusively to those parts with which I disagree. 

Let me observe further that such a controversy can never have as its 
purpose to exhaust the topic much less to force a decision as to who is 
right and who wrong; as a rule neither is absolutely right or absolutely 
wrong. The purpose of controversy is rather to illuminate the topic from all 
sides and to inspire the debaters as well as the audience to further reflection. 
That is why after a possible reply I renounce any rejoinder from the outset. 

For a long time now, and certainly long before Rankine introduced 
the term energy in its present meaning into science, a forceful exercise of 
the will used to be called energy. Let us call it mental energy in contrast 
with the physical energy of Rankine. We thus have the same word for two 
objects, but it remains questionable whether the meaning is the same in 
the two cases; I rather doubt it. In natural science energy is a magnitude 
that can be measured exactly, plays a role in various fields, but as soon as 
measured in suitable uuits always maintains itself in quantity so that if it 
vanishes in one place an equal amount always appears somewhere else.1 

Only if it had been proved that when mental energy is developed an 
equivalent amount of physical energy always actuaJly disappears, that is 
if mental energy can be measured in such units that the amount developed 

• Populilre Schriften, Essay 20. Delivered to the Vienna Philosophical Society in 1904. 
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was always exactly equal to the physical energy lost, should we be entitled 
to speak of mental energetics. 

The proof of this proposition has however by no means been achieved, 
indeed everything points to it being impossible, and that because it is 
completely false. The perfect parallelism between mental phenomena 
and physical brain processes makes it probable that all energy is constantly 
maintained in its physical form within the brain mass, while mental 
processes are merely parallel epiphenomena without energy, indeed 
perhaps merely a second mental picture of the same phenomena viewed 
from another angle, which can thus certainly not contain any new sort of 
energy in the physical sense. 

If we really assigned to mental phenomena a new form of physical 
energy, namely mental energy in Ostwald's sense, and assumed that the 
two kinds could be transformed into each other according to the conserva
tion principle, we should be led back to the perennial doctrine of a special 
psyche, existing along with the body and able to provoke motion in parts 
of the brain mass or other parts of the body, like a magnet acting on soft 
iron; this is a view that most physiologists thinking clearly along scien
tific lines and by now most of the most clear-minded philosophers too 
would regard as improbable. 

Be that as it may, even if we were to assume such mutual action between 
body and mind, it remains certain that what is called energy of will is 
something quite different from what is called energy in natural science. 
Imagine a very energetic man, he begins by walking up and down in his 
room and makes decisions, then he conveys them to the members of his 
family, his friends and his subordinates in clear and decisive words, 
managing to ensure that they all carry out what he was aiming at. All 
these processes no doubt require a certain amount of physical energy, 
since they are accompanied by physical processes of the brain mass and 
the limbs. Let us now compare this with the case of a neurastheuic who 
madly runs about his room, storming and cursing, scolding and shouting 
at those round him, and all this merely because he is in doubt whether the 
weather will remain good and he cannot decide whether he is to go for a 
walk or stay at home. Are not all the indications that his activity consumes 
as much if not more physical energy than that of a strong-willed man, and 
yet it is the latter who produces the highest mental energy and the former 
none. 
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To defend Ostwald's view one might however argue that the energy 
spent on moving the limbs during walking in the room, on moving the 
larynx, lung, tongue and so on during speech and on the brain functions 
involved in producing thought were indeed the same in the two cases; but 
apart from this there was a numerically definite amount of physical energy 
that became transformed into a quite new form, namely mental energy in 
Ostwald's sense, which is perfectly interchangeable with physical energy. 
To refute this would of course be just as difficult as to prove it. At all 
events it is premature to infer from the fact that it has become common 
usage to call both by the same name, that mental energy corresponds to 
an equivalent amount of physical energy and is thus subject to the con
servation principle, which did not suddenly appear from thin air as regards 
physical energy, but was not recognized as a law of nature until the most 
extensive and laborious experiments had shown it to be correct. 

Moreover, the mental form of energy could only very temporarily 
reside apart from physical processes of the body and would always quickly 
revert back into physical form; for otherwise a large amount of energy 
would in time have to exist outside physical processes of bodies and at 
death would suddenly have to reappear as purely physical energy, as heat 
or perceptible in some other way, unless, indeed, one were to assume that 
the psyche takes its energy into the beyond which is inhabited not only by 
spirits but also by beings that suffer changes subject to Robert Mayer's 
law of the conservation of energy. 

If, however, physical energy and what I called mental energy are two 
totally different things called by the same name because of a rather super
ficial similarity, I think it is mistaken, because productive of false ideas 
and leading to error, when people speak without distinction of an energetic 
theory ofmechauics, chemistry, mental phenomena, happiness and so on. 

In all his writings, Ostwald expresses great appreciation of Mach, and 
indeed rightly so; my respect for Mach is none the smaIler, even if I do 
not share his views on everything. However, as regards Ostwald's energe
tics, I think it rests merely on a misunderstanding of Mach's ideas. Mach 
pointed out that we are given only the law-like course of our impressions 
and ideas, whereas all physical magnitudes, atoms, molecules, forces, 
energies and so on are mere concepts for the economical representation 
and illustration of these law-like relations of our impressions and ideas. 
These last are thus the only thing that exists in the first instance, physical 
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concepts being merely mental additions of our own. Ostwald understood 
only one half of this proposition, namely that atoms did not exist; at once 
he asked: what then does exist? To this his answer was that it was energy 
that existed. In my view this answer is quite opposed to Mach's outlook, 
for which energy as much as matter must be regarded as a symbolic ex
pression of certain relations between perceptions and of certain equations 
amongst the given phenomena. 

As regards the concept of happiness, I derive it from Darwin's theory. 
Whether in the course of aeons the first protoplasm developed 'by chance' 
in the damp mud of tlIe vast waters on tlIe Earth, whetlIer egg cells, 
spores or some otlIer germs in the form of dust or embedded in meteorites 
once reached Earth from outer space, is here a matter of indifference. 
More highly developed orgauisms will hardly have fallen from tlIe skies. 
To begin with tlIere were tlIus only very simple individuals, simple cells 
or particles of protoplasm. Constant motion, tlIe so-called Brownian 
molecular motion, happens ~tII all small particles as is well-known; 
growtII by absorption of similar constituents and subsequent multiplica
tion by division is likewise explicable by purely mechauical means. It is 
equally understandable tlIat tlIese rapid motions were influenced and 
modified by tlIe surroundings. Particles in which tlIe change occurred in 
such a way that on average (by preference) tlIey moved to regions where 
tlIere were better materials to absorb (food), were better able to grow 
and propagate so as soon to overrun all tlIe others. 

In this simple process tlIat is readily understood mechauically we have 
heredity, natural selection, sense perception, reason, will, pleasure and 
pain all togetlIer in a nutshell. It merely requires a change of quantitative 
degree witII constant application of tlIe same principle, to proceed via tlIe 
whole world of plants and animals to mankind witII all its thinking, feel
ing, willing and acting, its pleasure and pain, its artistic creation and 
scientific research, its nobility and vices. 

Cells that had come togetlIer into ratlIer large collections in which tlIere 
occurred division of labour and hived off, by division, cells with similar 
tendencies, had greater opportuuities in tlIe struggle for existence, espe
cially if certain cells when subjected to harmful influences did not rest until 
tlIe working cells had removed such inroads as much as possible (pain). 
The action of tlIese cells was particularly effective if, so long as tlIe harm
ful influences were not completely eliminated, it continued and left be-
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hind a tension that diminished only very slowly, thus stressing the memory 
cells and inciting the motor cells to even more vigorous and circumspect 
collaboration when siInilar harmful circumstances recurred. This state is 
called lasting displeasure, a feeling of unhappiness. The opposite, com
plete freedom from such vexatious after-effects and a warning to the mem
ory cells that the motor cells are to act in the same way again if similar cir
cumstances supervene, is called lasting pleasure, a feeling of happiness. 

This does not of course exhaust all the gradations of these feelings in 
highly organized beings. Not even a beginning has been made for a phy
siology of happiness; but the point of view has been fixed from which the 
relevant phenomena have to be regarded if one is to explain them scienti
fically, rather than merely turn beautiful, uplifting, poetic and inspiring 
phrases about them. 

In this we naturally consider only one side of affective phenomena, 
namely that which can be grasped by natural science. We see why the 
processes of an organism built very siInilarly to our own touch us much 
more directly and appear in quite a different light than those of a totally 
different one, so that we should never say of a machine made by men from 
rods and wheels that it was happy or unhappy, even if it were as complex 
and centrally organized as our own organism and siInilarly incited by 
external influences to act in appropriate ways; this is indeed an idea that 
we find much more difficult to imagine ourselves into than would be 
thought by those who adhere to the hypothesis that there are mental 
phenomena existing apart from braiu processes. 

This moreover makes it perfectly clear that for every individual the 
only immediately given consists of his own mental phenomena (but not 
the brain processes which, though identical with them, are not recognized 
because they are mechanical), while atoms, forces, and energy forms are 
mental concepts constructed much later in order to represent the law-like 
features of perceptions. 

However, I could never understand how it could be said that we felt 
immediately that our sensations were not merely a consideration of 
purely physical processes from another angle, but must be something quite 
different from them and newly added to them. In this way people before 
the time of Columbus thought they felt immediately that the antipodes 
were impossible, and before Copernicus that the Earth was not revolving. 

Ostwald expresses the magnitude of happiness by means of the algebraic 
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formula E2 - W 2 = (E + W)(E - W), where E denotes the energy spent 
intentionally and successfully, and W that spent with dislike.· On this I 
must comment that a genuine mathematician puts definite powers into a 
formula only if it has been found by exact measurements that just this 
and no other power is required to obtain agreement with experience. Has 
Ostwald proved that E4 - W\ E" - W" or many similar formulae agree 
less well with experience? 

That besides the difference E- W the sum E + W also contributes to 
happiness is the conviction of an enterprising Western European. A 
Bnddhist, whose ideal is the mortification of the will would perhaps write 
(E - W)/(E + W). Besides there are mathematical formulae where the 
operations are meant only symbolically, but then the applicability of any 
law of calculation must be proved afresh. If the formula is meant only 
symbolically, it is no longer evident that the two expressions (E + W) 
x (E - W) and E2 - W 2 are actually equal, that the rule for multiplica

tion for algebraic magnitudes is applicable to these symbolic expressions 
too, rather this must first be specially established. 

On the other hand Ostwald's formula does not mention certain quan
tities on which happiness evidently depends, for example the immediately 
preceding circumstances of happiness. Regard for these led my brother 
Albert who died while stiII at high school to the following definition of 
happiness: a person's happiness is equal to the degree of agreeableness of 
what he is thinking at the moment, minus what he regards as the average 
degree of agreeableness of what he would be thinking were he not think
ing what he is thinking (in the style of Behrisch in Goethe's Truth and Fic
tion, two pages before the start of book 8)."* 
This essay was written by request of the editor of the "Umschau", who wished to 
publish in his journal the fleeting words that I had spoken in reply to Professor 
Ostwald's lecture on happiness given at Vienna in 1904. I believe I was not the only 
one at the time who felt that Ostwald had half allowed himself a joke, and I replied in 
the same spirit. Surely, too, it must appear as a joke that I published my reply long 
before Ostwald's lecture was printed. For the sake of completeness I have included it 
here, but now that Ostwald's lecture has appeared in print I can only regret my 
facetious tone. For when a scientist with Ostwald's reputation and influence deals 
such a blow to the exact method which has evolved over many centuries and has proved 
itself as the only method leading to the goal, it is a deadly serious matter. I therefore 
beg the reader to let me add a few complementary remarks to the above essay. 

• Editor's note: E from Er/olg (success), W from Widerwillen (dislike) . 
• * Editor's note: Behrisch told the young Goethe that true experience came with ex
periencing how an experienced man experienced experience when he experienced it. 
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Some years ago I had already occasion energetically to oppose Ostwald's 
energetics on purely physical territory. If now I do the same thing again 
it is certainly not for personal reasons; indeed I believe I am happy enough 
to be able to count myself amongst his best friends and I admire his work 
in physical chemistry, nor am I in principle opposed to attempts at build
ing a theory that puts the concept of energy at the head, merely to Ost
wald's way of doing it. 

If therefore I now put forward, so far as I am able, a Wagainst Ost
wald's energetics' E, this is done merely because I cannot banish the 
thought that a return to the inexact method of Ostwald's essay on hap
piness, which people thought had finally been overcome, would mean for 
science a relapse by several centuries. 

After Ostwald's present explanations there can be no doubt that he speaks 
of energy in the ordinary physical sense of the word. The total energy C, 
produced in the organism by oxidation of matter taken in as food and 
transformed in part directly into heat and partly into mechanical energy, 
Ostwald begins by dividing into two parts, namely D, which is used for 
unconscious physiological functions (maintenance of body heat, circula
tion of the blood, breathing, digestion and so on), and E + W, whose 
transformation involves conscious actions. The first he leaves completely 
out of account, adducing only the second in his considerations about 
happiness. 

Right at the begiuning of the discussion of this magnitude E + W it 
seems that an unconscious memory of the other psychological sense of the 
word energy discussed above already plays a nasty trick on him. Because 
what we call psychological energy is most intimately connected with 
efforts of the wiIl, he thinks it probable that E + W is proportional to the 
strength of wiIl. To prove this hypothesis he merely says that a tired brain 
is incapable of efforts of will and that unaccustumed efforts tire us. He 
further admits that a personal factor is involved as well, so that with dif
ferent people the same act of wiIl corresponds to very different expen
ditures of energy derived from combustion of food. However, I regard 
Ostwald's hypothesis that even for the same person there is so much as a 
shadow of proportionality between physical energy consumed E + W 
and strength of will as absolutely misguided. 

It seems to me that the will everywhere merely has the character of a 
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triggering agent that initiates energy transformations but its intensity 
seems to be as little proportional to the amount transformed as the in
tensity of a spark exploding a powder keg is to the amount transformed 
in the explosion. I can walk up and down in my room, go for a walk, 
climb a mountain, all of which is done consciously with efforts of the will, 
but my intensity of will can be very slight. The most insignificant circum
stances would induce me to refrain from these actions, although they in
volve a large transformation of energy. I apply very little energy in the 
psychological sense, but much in the physical. 

On the other hand I might in the highest degree desire the solutio:l of a 
mathematical problem important to me or the attainment of an honorific 
post or release from bodily pain and so on, but my reflection is ac
companied by a very small amount of purely physical energy. Success 
in solving the problem makes me very happy, refraining from climbing 
the mountain would not make me unhappy. From these considera
tions it follows that it is not the quantity E + W of physical energy 
transformed that is decisive for the intensity with which one wills some
thing. 

Surely, however, the essence of energetics cannot lie in attaching the 
word energy to everything, whether the term, which has a definite signifi
cance in physics, fits the occasion or not. Evidently the quantity of energy 
transformed during acts of the will has nothing to do with the magnitude 
of happiness: that is influenced only by the actual intensity of will which is 
something totally different. 

The case is very similar with the way Ostwald splits off from the total 
energy E + W the part W spent against our will. If something happens 
against our will it is unpleasant to us, it contributes not to our happiness 
but to unhappiness. To see this we need no energetics, but here too I 
regard the quantity of physical energy spent against our will as the most 
inappropriate measure possible. The unpleasantness is proportional to 
anything rather than to the energy consumed against our will measured 
in physical units. With very little outlay of energy we can make terrible 
mistakes that are fatal for our whole life and with a very large amount of 
energy attract very insignificant inconveniences. 

Ostwald himself says in one place that what matters is not the real 
resistance but only our mental feeling of a resistance, and the latter in my 
view has nothing to do with energy except that it is connected with 
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physico-chemical processes in the brain and in the external world which 
are not possible without transformation of energy. However, there is not 
the slightest trace of proportionality of feeling and energy expended or of 
the one being measurable by the other. 

It seems once again that W is being called energy only because it is a 
principle of energeticists to call everything energy whether it is proport
tional to mechanical energy or not. 

Incidentally I think that there are other reasons too why this splitting 
of the total energy consciously used, E + W, into the two parts E and W 
is not as simple as Ostwald imagines. 

This makes us think automatically of a weight that sometimes falls (as 
it were according to its will) and sometimes is raised (against its will). 
However we must immediately reject this analogy, since the weight per
forms positive and negative work respectively without containing a source 
of work, whereas a man in oxidizing food contains such a source which 
he transforms with or against his will into work of the same sign. There
fore an energy turnover set off directly by my will must always proceed 
according to my will, only with later, secondary effects can it become 
questionable whether they answer my will or not. 

When I integrate a differential equation the movements of the pencil 
always follow the impulses of my will, only the final result may be different 
from what is desired. Thus it is often not the energetic activities as such 
that determine our happiness or otherwise but the later, secondary con
sequences that are independent of the will. Indeed the activities involving 
energy cannot as such be divided into those that correspond to our will 
and those opposed to it, only the later consequences can, and they no 
longer involve our own expenditure of energy. It is not an energy outlay 
against our will that makes us unhappy, but only the conviction (or 
perhaps sometimes the fear) that our activities might subsequently fail to 
lead to the consequences we desire. If from fear of punishment or the 
threat of some other disaster we are compelled to expend energy against 
our will, the feeling of unhappiness does not grow with the energy expend
ed; the feeling of unhappiness is greater still if we can do nothing to ward 
off the disaster. 

That too is the reason why things that do not depend on our will at all 
contribute not only to our momentary well-being but to our actual feeling 
of unhappiness ; for example bad digestion or a liver complaint contribute 
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to unhappiness, a glass of good wine, and according to Ostwald progres
sive paralysis too, to happiness. Of course Ostwald says that this is be
cause in the former case W seems to us increased and in the latter dimin
ished. The unprejudiced observer will hardly be able to deny that it is the 
other way round. It is not because W seems greater to him that the suf
ferer from liver disease is unhappy, but it is because he feels unhappy 
through purely physiological agencies that have not the least notion of 
being proportional to an energy outlay either with or against the will, that 
W seems to him magnified and everything rather dreary. If now he suc
ceeds by means of taking pills in eliminating the disease, he may have 
spent little energy in doing so and yet he will have greatly improved his 
feeling of happiness. It would thus be more sensible not to split energy 
into portions expended according to and against the will, but to multiply 
every amount of energy by the degree of volition, to be assumed positive 
in the first case and negative in the second, and then to put the sum of 
these products in place of Ostwald's E - W; however this too would not 
do, since what is willed is not the energy outlay, but its consequences. The 
explanation why with bad digestion W seems so large and under inebria
tion or paralysis so small is something Ostwald still owes us. 

I could make a great many other more detailed remarks. For example, 
the formula should express displacements of the zero reference level from 
which E - W is measured, displacements that depend on subjective feel
ings and personal factors, for the purpose of a formula surely is to express 
the unknown by the known, not by further unknown features. Likewise, a 
formula that claims utility should contain the universally known after
effects of prior happiness or unhappiness on our present feeling of hap
piness, as on all our other feelings, something not contained in Ostwald's 
formula but only in the attendant notes. Surely, the sudden discovery of 
an object we thought lost makes us happy, just as after a period in a 
totally dark room a normally lit one will seem blindingly bright. What is 
the use of a formula if a circumstance that is so important for the momen
tary feeling of happiness is not expressed in it but has to be added as 
verbal notice afterwards! 

However, I am afraid I should bore you were I to go into further detail. 
Let me therefore briefly sum up. Analysing the matter without prejudice, 
the whole content of Ostwald's formula seems simply to be this: we feel 
the happier the more (E) occurs according to our will and the less (W) 
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against.2 Ostwald of course adjoins the factor E + W; that is, he asserts 
that the more energetic of us feel happier when happy and unhappier 
when unhappy than the less energetic. 1bis would hardly be an epoch
making discovery. Moreover, it would still have to be proved; Buddhist 
saints might assert the opposite. Besides we must remember that what we 
are dealing with here is not moral energy, but the physico-chemical 
variety, proportional to the heat of combustion of nutriments, so that this 
factor is of value mainly to the strong men of the fairground and for 
people doing heavy physical work. 

It seems to me that none of Ostwald's considerations grow organically 
from his formula, that they fail to constitute an analysis of this formula 
in the sense of analytic geometry or mechanics; rather, they merely stand 
in some loose connection with it. I would say, the name of energy is taken 
in vain throughout this whole dissertation. It is as though somebody were 
to say that the beauty of music was measured by (E - W)(E + W), where 
E is the acoustic energy expended in agreement with good taste and W 
that expended against it, while the factor E - W is to express that music 
is the more beautiful the more it corresponds with good taste, and the 
factor E + W that strong music as such generally has a stronger effect 
than music that is too weak. Of course deafening music would again run 
counter to good taste, here W would be again very large and E - W small 
or even negative. 

Why is it that an apparently harmless article like Ostwald's seems to me 
so dangerous for science? Because it marks a relapse into delight in the 
merely formal, into the pernicious method of so-called philosophers, the 
method of constructing theoretical edifices from mere words and phrases 
and placing emphasis only on their pretty and formal interlacing; and 
this used to be called a logical foundation, without regard whether this 
lacework corresponded with reality or was adequately grounded in fact. 
It is a relapse into the method of submitting to the dominion of precon
ceived opinions, of bending everything to the same principles of classi
fication, of trying to force everything artificially into the same system. It 
is a refusal to see true mathematics for mere formulae, true logic for mere 
seemingly correctly constructed syllogisms, true philosophy for mere brie
a-brac in philosophic guise, the wood for mere trees. This method, un
fortunately, will always please the masses more than does the method of 
natural science, which leaves less room to fantasy. 
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NOTES 

1 Thermal energy can be transformed into electrical, chemical into thermal and so on. 
I That is why I can hardly imagine that anyone might hi ... obtained from this fonnula 
practical hints useful for life and contributing to this hlppiness. For the fonnula 
merely says 'be energetic and see to it that everything hlppens according to your will'; 
and this much, I think, everybody knows even without a mathematical formula. 



ON A THESIS OF SCHOPENHAUER'S· 

A writer once said that the most important thing in a literary work is to 
give it the right title: with a novel or play success was jeopardized if the 
title was badly chosen. If the same holds for philosophical talks, I am in 
dire straits today. 

I wish to speak about Schopenhauer; in order to give my talk some 
local colour, I wanted to imitate Schopenhauer's style in my very title. 
His style distinguishes itself especially by the mode of expression associated 
in the past with fishwives but which today might be called 'parliamentary'. 

In this spirit I had chosen for my talk the following title: 'Proof that 
Schopenhauer is a stupid, ignorant philosophaster, scribbling nonsense 
and dispensing hollow verbiage that fundamentally and forever rots 
people's brains'. These words are quoted verbatim from The Fourfold 
Rootl, except that there they relate to another philosopher. Schopenhauer's 
style was excused as due to his anger because he had been passed over 
when posts were filled. Question: is his anger or mine the holier, given the 
object of it? 

Well, this title was denied me, and rightly so. For what was I to have 
offered in my talk, if in the title I had already blown all my powder, in
deed one might well say dynamite? However I was too indolent to seek a 
second, thoroughly adequate title, and thus arose the title printed in the 
introduction, not quite in conformity with the matter. 

I wish to speak not on a thesis of Schopenhauer's but about his whole 
system, though certainly not to furnish a complete critique but merely 
some sketchy thoughts on the subject. 

What I have to say may well not be new, but to verify this I should have 
to go through the works of the various philosophers and there I am in some 
embarrassment, for I am not really quite sure what philosophy is. This 
happens with other sciences too, that we cannot give a strict definition of 
its concept, yet one knows the objects with which they deal. With phi-

• Populilre Schriften, Essay 22. Delivered to the Vienna Philosophical Society, 21 
January 1905. 
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losophy, however, I am not even sure whether it differs from other sciences 
by its objects, for example ifit were the investigation of mental phenomena, 
or whether it differs only by its method. 

I will not go too deeply into this question, rather I understand by 
philosophers those who have hitherto commonly been called so, irre
spective of definitions of philosophy. 

In the works of these philosophers there is much that is apposite and 
correct, for example their remarks when they scold other philosophers, 
but what they themselves contribute mostly lacks these qualities. If there
fore I now put forward various things against Schopenhauer, I am con
vinced that much of it is to be found already in other philosophers. I can 
only hope that what I said about the novel additions of other philosophers 
does not hold of what might be new in my remarks. 

Everyone knows the perennial controversy between idealism and mate
rialism. Idealism asserts that only the ego exists, the various ideas, and 
seeks to explain matter from them. Materialism starts from the existence 
of matter and seeks to explain sensation from it. 

Schopenhauer tries to transcend these oppositions by saying that the 
existence of the whole world rests on subject and object, neither of which 
is anything at all on its own, but they exist only in their mutual relation: 
an object can exist only relatively to its subject and vice-versa. 

What makes this even more complicated is his assumption that the 
subject can be its own object. In that case we are again left with a subject 
and no object. He clarifies this as follows: the cognizing subject cannot 
be object, but the subject as willing can be object, so that the subject is 
split into a cognitive and a volitional one. The volitional is object of the 
cognitive. Questions as to a more detailed explanation he stops short by 
saying that this is the cosmic knot that cannot be disentangled. 

Schopenhauer then proceeds to what Kant calls forms of the intuition, 
time and space. I quote: 

If time were the sole fonn of the intuition there would he no simultaneity and therefore 
nothing constant, no duration. For time is perceived only if it is filled and its progres
sion by the change of whot fills it. The constancy of an object is therefore recognized 
only by the contrast with the change of other objects that are contemporaneous with 
it; the idea of contemporaneity is impossible in pure time .... 

If on the other hand space were the only form of the intuition, there would be no 
change; for change or transformation is a succession of states and succession can 
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occur only in time. Therefore time could equally be defined as the possibility of opposite 
determinations of !be same !bing. Thus we see that !be two fonos of empirical ideas, 
!bough sbaring infinite divisibility and extension, are fundamentally different, since 
what is essential to one has no significance in !be other, juxtaposition none in time and 
succession none in space. 

I think you will admit that there is little actual content in this. It really 
says merely 'time is time and space is space'. 

We have indeed made considerable progress in the modem theories of 
space and time as against this point of view of Schopenhauer. Above all, 
space has been construed by means of the concept of number alone, with
out any help from intuition; it was possible to ascertain which properties 
remain to space and which become changed if we drop this or that geo
metrical axiom, and thus what are the spatial experiences with which each 
of the axioms is particularly connected and that none of the axioms is real
ly evident a priori. 

Quite in general, Schopenhauer was not at all felicitous in what he called 
a priori. For example he says that it is a priori clear that space has three 
dimensions. Today scientists know that 'a priori' a space of more than 
three dimensions is conceivable and even a non-Euclidean one. Of course 
the question is not whether the space of experience is Euclidean or not, 
but what is evident a priori and what merely a matter of experience. 

Similarly Schopenhauer infers from the principle of sufficient reason 
that the law of conservation of matter is clear a priori. Landolt has con
ducted experiments on precisely this law, and his findings seemed at first 
to contradict it. Today it is indeed more likely that they will not be able to 
impair the law of conservation of matter, but what is important here is not 
the results of his experiments but merely whether experiments are as such 
able to refute laws, or whether logic can prescribe the paths that the poin
ter on Landolt's scales must take. 

For a second time doubts about this law have arisen in connection with 
the behaviour of radium. I am convinced that these experiments too will 
confirm the law, but that proves the law to be other than a priori: were it 
not to hold, we could retort nothing from a logical point of view. 

Schopenhauer relies on the fact that, were the law to be invalid accord
ing to experience, we could never attain the concept of matter, since 
matter is for all of us that which persists and only so can we attain the 
concept. However, it does not follow from this that there can be no excep-
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tion. If Landolt's experiments were to demonstrate the opposite, we 
should have to change our idea of matter and regard it as generally per
sisting, but variable in certain isolated exceptional cases. 

Let me now proceed in particular to the role played by the will in 
Schopenhauer's philosophy. He says that "when a stoue falls to the 
ground this is as much an act of the will as when I myself will something; 
but since I am within myself I know that it is an act of the will. If I could 
look into the innermost essence of the stone, I should see that it too has a 
will". This is quite an ingenious remark, but if Schopenhauer is now 
firmly convinced that by using the same word will for forces of inorganic 
nature and for certain psychological processes that we experience in 
ourselves he has made colossal strides in our knowledge of nature, he 
really yields to a rather naive illusion. We shall do better if we reserve the 
word 'will' for the conscious drive towards action in man and the higher 
animals and refrain from applying it to plants and stones, in order to have 
a characteristic word for each of these phenomena without fear that we 
might make less sense of it than Schopenhauer with his way of looking at 
things. 

In a way that is even more strange, Schopenhauer introduces the con
cept of 'freedom'; the will as subject, as thing in itself, is necessarily and 
unconditionally free, since causality has no purchase on things in them
selves. It is completely free under different external circumstances to act 
quite differently. However the actions of the will, its manifestations, its 
objective realization under given circumstances are completely deter
mined by these latter and thus completely unfree and from the freedom 
of the will as thing in itself we can explain the obscure feeling that our ac
tions too are free. 

For these actions too, however, he leaves open a back door: if the will 
aims at its own destruction it no longer depends on anything and a moment 
of freedom supervenes. 

That Schopenhauer's considerations are ingeniously contrived and in
spire to a lively exercise of wit and reflection without however containing 
anything of permanent truth, is shown in their application. He applies 
them to the different arts: these are supposed to be the liberation of the 
will from objectivity, its refinement from anything distinctive and special. 
Architecture is the art of solid bodies and works with them; in contrast he 
mentions hydraulic arts that work with liquids, the art of horticulture 
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which works with men and animals. An art that works with gases he 
simply forgets. That would have to be the art of fanning air to one's fel
lows or an art that works with smells and thus has the task of inspiring 
the olfactory sense in an artistic manner; I am not quite sure which. Such 
an art does not exist, but from this it does not follow that it would be 
logically contradictory. However, the culinary arts would be bound to 
corne first in importance, or better expressed, the artistic influence on the 
sense of taste. 

Next Schopenhauer mentions a series of arts that imitate nature visibly: 
thus the plastic arts, though as to independence, tailoring and hairdressing 
are perhaps superior to it; thus likewise the painting of landscape, plant 
and animal still-life, and following on from there the painting of animals 
and human beings which along with the sculpture of animals together 
first represent moving objects though only in one phase of motion. Paint
ing of humans is the art of portraiture or of imagined dramatic or his
torical scenes in which however only the purely human value of the re
presentation is considered and not the historical. 

The transition to the art of the writer is formed by symbolic plastic art 
and painting, since he acts only by means of thought symbols. The most 
subjective form of it is lyric poetry, next corne all forms of poetic tales in 
prose and verse, and finally the most objective poetry, namely drama, 
which however enlists the help of painting, music, the dance and represen
tational skill of the actor which last must be described as the most perfect 
plastic art, compared with that in stone or bronze. 

Finally we corne to music. According to Schopenhauer this is the direct 
representation of the will in so far as it is not object, whereas all other arts 
also represent will but only indirectly as an individual objective form of it. 
Since we cannot perceive will, but only will become object, we cannot 
analyse music intellectually. I would agree that music has something very 
special over all the other arts. However, in its details Schopenhauer's 
theory is untenable. Some of it is indeed rather funny. For example, if the 
ground bass is supposed to resemble the mineral kingdom, the lower inter
mediate voices the kingdom of plants, the higher ones the animal kingdom 
and the descant the realm of man. According to Schopenhauer music is a 
mirror of the world but not its pictorial representation, not even partially 
so as with the other arts, but it stands on a level of equality with the world 
as a whole, the world being one manifestation of the cosmic will and music 
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another, achieved by different means and independent of the first. Hence 
too the paradoxical proposition that music could continue to exist if the 
world did not. Of course there would not then be violins, sound-trans
mitting air, excited ears, perceiving minds. However these are only the 
means of art, just as brushes, paintpots, palettes, canvas, the luminous 
aether, the eye and the psyche of the spectator are in the case of painting. 
In addition the painter needs the object that he copies. Not so music, 
which by its own means directly creates a picture of the cosmic will. Of 
course one might say the same thing of the art of pyrotechnics or of or
namental art that does not copy plants or of architecture that does not 
serve practical ends or indeed of the art of dancing. 

As in the highest things, Schopenhauer's extravagance equally shows 
itself in the most trivial. For example he has a dreadful antipathy towards 
the male beard. It is something bad, and that for philosophical reasons. 
First, hairy surfaces remind us of the animal kingdom, and therefore the 
male must relinquish the cover on the lower half of his face. Secondly, the 
beard prolongs that part of the face that represents animal features and 
contains the organs for chewing. This part of the face should be limited. 
Thirdly, beards are supposed to be completely dead matter devoid of 
nerves and muscles and it offends taste to carry so much dead matter about 
with one. 

In this way Schopenhauer seeks to give an aesthetic basis to his views. 
An explanation that seems less remote would have been that one of his 
opponents, perhaps one who had opposed his appointment to a profes
sorship, had worn a long beard. We see how a philosopher who regards 
aesthetics only from a theoretical angle can go astray. The result, using 
Schopenhauer's mode of expression, is this: "Stupidity, simple-minded
ness, foolishness, mental daubing, folly, eccentric nonsense, cranky ob
tuseness, imbecility that cries to high heaven". I hope that this load of 
dynamite is enough. 

Now I come to the topic which could most readily have been meant by 
the word thesis mentioned in the title, namely ethics. 

From his whole theory of the will, Schopenhauer deduces the con
sequence that life is a misfortune. 

For nothing exists except will, but will must always will something, strive after some
thing. As long as what it strives after is not attained. the will is dissatisfied. unhappy, 
when it has attained its goal the will ceases and happiness with it. Either one then 
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strives after something new and so is again dissatisfied, or bnredom supervenes, the 
worst state of all. Therefore one cannot help oneself, life is always unhappy. The only 
correct ethics consists in the will's denying itself and in one's preparing the transition 
to nothingness. That then is happiness. 

This derives from an old Indian theory which m3.kes the strange inference 
that being cannot be split into several things. For otherwise one part 
would have to be as another is not. But it is contradictory for something 
that is to lack being in any respect. Moreover what is cannot change, for 
then it would have to be now what it was not earlier, and again what is 
would be lacking being. The truly being must therefore be something one 
and unique for ever indivisible and immutable. 

Next one notices that nothingness possesses all these properties. N oth
ingness is one, there are not several of them, nor does it change with time. 
Therefore it is really nothingness that is; everything that we take to have 
being, that is for ever split and ununited with itself involved in internal 
warfare, incomprehensibly vanishing again in the very moment of its 
birth, all this is really nothing. But because we ourselves are nothing we 
are unable to lift the veil of Maya and regard nothingness as something 
while taking what truly is for nothingness. This is Schopenhauer's view 
too. The dissolution into nothingness he tries to sweeten for us by repre
senting it as transition into true being. 

Further detail emerges if we go a little deeper into the theory of noth
ingness. We must distinguish first the privative nothingness which is noth
ing only relatively to certain things. For example I expect that a little box 
contains jewellery and remark with disappointment that there is nothing 
in the box, although it contains luminous aether, atmospheric air and 
perhaps even cotton wool. Secondly, there is negative nothingness, which 
is already more nothing than the first variety, something that is naughter 
than naught. For example, I consider a really empty room, free even from 
luminous aether. However this is still a mental thing, only relatively noth
ing and we can oppose to it the idea of absolute nothingness, a nothing
ness that is actually nothing at all, the nirvana or 'prachna paramita' of the 
Indians. Anyone who philosophizes in this manner must indeed feel 
flattered if one says that nothing can come of it, for it is precisely this 
that he regards as the real something. 

However, let us leave aside these theoretical speculations as to whether 
the concept of nothingness is merely relative or whether something could 
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be nothing merely relatively towards something else; let us rather ask for 
the more practical consequences, and then it is precisely the theory that 
ethics should lead us to strive after nothingness and renunciation that is 
misguided. If the Germanic tribes adopted this ethics they would become 
Hindus and the other peoples would overrun us. 

However, men have been intelligent enough not to believe Schopenhauer. 
In my view it is utterly wrong to regard it as the task of ethics to deduce 
from metaphysical arguments whether life as a whole is a happy or an 
unhappy circumstance. For everybody this is a question of his own sub
jective feelings, his bodily health, his external conditions. No unhappy 
person is helped if we go on to give him metaphysical proof thatlife itself is 
a disaster. If, however, we are looking for means to heal or alleviate physi
cal or moral weaknesses, we can at least actually help some unhappy people. 

Ethics must therefore ask when may the individual insist on his will 
and when must he subordinate it to that of others, in order that the exist
ence of family, tribe, or humanity as a whole and thereby of each in
dividual is best promoted. This innate love of asking, however, over
shoots the mark if we ask whether life as such should be promoted or 
inhibited. If some ethic were to cause the decline of a tribe adhering to it, 
that would refute it. In the last instance it is not logic, philosophy or 
metaphysics that decide whether something is true or false, but deeds. "In 
the beginning was the deed", as Faust says. What leads us to correct deeds 
is true. 

That is why I do not regard technological achievements as unimportant 
by-products of natural science but as logical proofs. Had we not attained 
these practical achievements, we should not know how to infer. Only 
those inferences are correct that lead to practical success. 

Of course once a method of inference has been tried and inherited 
through thousands of years, it seems to us a priori correct, so that we often 
can go on working with them for long stretches without practical tests, for 
example if we are confident that a calculation will yield the correct result; 
however, at some time it must have been tested by deeds, and from time 
to time it must be tried again. 

Now it seems to me that just as Schopenhauer's ideas have shown them
selves to be untenable, so too are those of all other philosophers in their 
central core, Kant included, although naturally I have not time enough to 
prove this here. 
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The question now ariseS: was the work of these great minds really in 
vain 1 To this I must say no, for these philosophers have put paid to much 
more naive views still. In so doing they have done useful work in removing 
defective views, uncovering their mistakes and thus spreading a transition 
to clearer views. 

Similar events often occur in the field of other sciences, for which I cite 
the example of Wilhelm Weber, who had put forward a theory of elec
tricity and magnetism that is now recognized as incorrect; and yet he is 
one of those who have most advanced these two sciences. He gave the 
incentive for many experiments by which the ground was cleared for the 
newer theories. Although Weber's is today untenable, he is one of the 
greatest theorists of electricity ever. 

From this point of view I must express my sincere thanks to those who 
recommended my appointment to the lecturership in philosophy, since 
this has given me the opportunity to delve more deeply into its literature. 
I cannot judge how many so far have really profited from my lectures but 
I have this consolation that one at least has learnt a great deal, namely 
myself. 

It is another question whether those who so recommended are 
satisfied with me. If they expected that I was going to step on the old rails 
and trundle along them they have indeed deceived themselves. Perhaps 
this would not even be desirable. Might it not be more useful to have a 
pike in the carp pond than yet another carp? 

In my view all salvation for philosophy may be expected to come from 
Darwin's theory. As long as people believe in a special spirit that can cog
nize objects without mechanical means, or in a special will that likewise is 
apt to will that which is beneficial to us, the simplest psychological phe
nomena defy explanation. 

Only when one admits that spirit and will are not something over and 
above the body but rather the complicated actions of material parts whose 
ability so to act becomes increasingly perfected by development, only 
when one admits that intnition, will and self-consciousness are merely the 
highest stages of development of those physico-chemica1 forces of matter 
by which primeval protoplasmic bubbles were enabled to seek regions 
that were more and avoid those that were less favourable for them, only 
then does everything become clear in psychology. 

We then understand that with every perception and decision of the will 
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purely mechanical processes are connected, that sensation and will at 
once act quite perversely and incorrectly if these mechanical processes are 
disturbed, and that they stop if the disturbance becomes greater still. We 
further understand that as soon as different ideas enter into mutual inter
action, fibres form between the corresponding neurones, that when a 
child begins to combine visual and auditory sensations fibres form be
tween the brain centres for sight and hearing and similarly between the 
centres for sight and touch and the motor nerves when it begins to grasp 
at objects. 

We then understand how self-interest is predominant in mankind yet 
the instinct of self-sacrifice is not entirely lacking. We understand why 
self-interest must be limited and opposed by laws whereas the instinct of 
self-sacrifice for the community is promoted in every way by praise and 
reward. We understand that the innate striving after independence grows 
to an otherwise quite incomprehensible pertinacity, because weaklings in 
whom the drive is deficient will go down in the struggle for existence. 

Consider another example that is quite simple and banal. Of our original 
ancestors countless numbers must have died of drinking bad water. Those 
who preferred the juice of fruit had an advantage. But unfermented fruit 
juice too could easily contain bacteria, so that those who preferred 
fermented juices had an advantage in the struggle for existence, and by 
hereditary development of this predilection it has become a habit which of 
course often overshoots the mark. I must confess that if I were an anti
alcoholic I might not have come back alive from America, so severe was 
the dysentery that I caught there as a result of bad water; even bottles 
carrying labels of mineral water probably contain mostly river water, and 
it was only through alcoholic beverages that I was saved. 

What then will be the position of the so-called laws of thought in logic? 
Well, in the light of Darwin's theory they will be nothing else but inherited 
habits of thought. Men have gradually become accustomed to fix and 
combine the words through which they communicate and which they 
rehearse in silence when they think, as well as the memory pictures of 
those words and everything in the way of internal ideas used for denoting 
of things, in such a manner as to enable them always to intervene in the 
world of phenomena in the way intended, and inducing others to do like
wise, that is to communicate with them. These interventions are greatly 
promoted by storing and suitable ordering of memory pictures and by 
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learning and practising speech, and this promotion is the criterion of truth. 
This method for putting together and silently rehearsing mental images 

as well as spoken words became increasingly perfect and has passed into 
heredity in such a way that fixed laws of thought have developed. It is 
quite correct that we should not bring these laws with us if all cognition 
were to cease and perceptions were totally disconnected. 

Since therefore the will, that is, the inherited striving towards interven
ing in the world of phenomena in a way that is helpful to us, has resulted 
in our ideas becoruing gradually perfected, we have indeed the world as 
will and idea, even Schopenhauer could not wish better. 

One can call these laws of thought a priori because through many thou
sands of years of our species' experience they have become innate to the 
individual, but it seems to be no more than a logical howler of Kant's to 
infer their infallibility in all cases. 

According to Darwin's theory this howler is perfectly explicable. Only 
what is certain has become hereditary; what was incorrect has been drop
ped. In this way these laws of thought acquired such a semblance of in
fallibility that even experience was believed to be answerable to their 
judgment. Since they were called a priori, it was concluded that everything 
a priori was infallible. Just so it was at one time assumed that the ear and 
the eye also were absolutely perfect because they have indeed developed to 
an amazing degree of perfection. Today we know that this is an error and 
that they are not perfect. 

Siruilarly I would deny that our laws of thought are absolutely perfect. 
On the contrary, they have become such firmly established habits that they 
overshoot the mark and will not let go even when they are out of place. 
In this they behave no differently from all inherited habits. 

For example, babies have a sucking instinct, otherwise they could not 
stay alive, and this instinct became so habitual that later the child con
tinues to suck empty rubber. Likewise the laws of thought often over
shoot the mark and the philosopher seeks to suck a whole theory of the 
world out of the concept of nothingness. Likewise the old established 
and hereditary custom of asking for the cause (the child's eternal question 
'why?' already shows it to be hereditary) overshoots the mark if we ask 
for the cause why the law of cause and effect itself holds ; likewise if we ask 
why the world exists at all, why it is as it is, why we exist at all and why 
precisely now and so on. 
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What is particularly striking in all this is the need to ask the question 
and that the tormenting feeling of not finding an answer does not cease 
once we have recognized that the framing of the question is in itself mis
guided. Yet precisely this phenomenon is perfectly explicable on Darwin's 
theory; habit is simply stronger than recognition that the question is use
less. Deceptions of the senses likewise do not cease even when they have 
been completely explained in terms of physics and physiology. In this way 
a deception of the intellect supervenes with philosophical problems. 

The same holds for the instinct of classification. This is of course some
thing very useful, and one must try to classify as logically as possible. This 
produces a drive to classify everything, to force everything into a schema 
like a bed of Procrustes and arbitrarily make things shorter or longer just 
to fit them into the preconceived idea of the schema. 

In this way we take a lot of concepts to be clear or even a priori when 
they are really mere empty words. We imagine ourselves to be heaven 
knows how learned if without linking the words in question with clear con
cepts we ask whether something is synthetic or analytic, transcendental 
or empirical, real or ideal or material, quantitative or qualitative. About 
such questions philosophers are apt to write whole treatises; only, wheth
er they are completely clear as to the meaning of their questions, about 
that they do not ask. 

Another example: we are in the habit of assessing everything as to its 
value; according to whether it helps or hinders the conditions of life, it is 
valuable or valueless. This becomes so habitual that we imagine we must 
ask ourselves whether life itself has a value. That is one of those questions 
utterly devoid of sense. Life itself we must accept as that which has value, 
and whether something else does can only be judged relatively to life, 
namely whether it is apt to promote life or not. In this we try of course to 
talk the individual into believing that what has value for him is not what 
promotes his own individual life but that of his family, tribe or even man
kind as a whole. Since those who believe this (the noble-minded) are in 
every way furthered and rewarded by the community, they have more 
opportunities in the struggle for existence and noble-mindedness becomes 
hereditary, as also unfortunately does self-interest, which for its part 
offers opportunities in the opposite sense. 

However, if we ask whether life itself has value, this means whether life 
is apt to promote life, a question that has no sense. According to the de-
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finition we can ask only how life can be promoted. The valuable is simply 
what promotes life, the question as to the value of life itself is senseless, 
although according to Darwin's theory it is readily explicable why it ob
trudes itself. It is another mental habit that overshoots the mark. 

In a correspondence with Professor Brentano about related questions I 
once used a comparison which may be trivial but is nevertheless apposite. 
The wish to produce something when nothing further can be produced 
I compared first with children eagerly sucking empty rubber, then with 
the nausea under migraine where one also has the urge to throw up some
thing when nothing is left inside. With this we may compare the attempt 
to determine whether life has a value, why things are precisely as they are 
and so on. Grillparzer puts it in a similar way: 

Unto a mill the mind compare, 
That grinds whatever grain is there; 
But if no more of it is brought, 
The stooes on one another caught 
Mere splinters, dust and sand prepare. 

The task of philosophy for the future is, in my view, to formulate the 
fundamental concepts in such a way that in all cases we obtain as precise 
instructions as possible for appropriate interventions in the world of 
phenomena. This requires first that if we follow different paths we never 
reach different rules for further thought and action, that is we never meet 
internal inconsistencies, such as if one path led us to the conclusion that 
matter was not infinitely divisible and another that it must be. That sort 
of event is always a sign that the laws of thought still lack the last finish, 
that we have placed our words badly. In that case we must alter the laws 
of thought that lead to such absurd consequences. 

A similar procedure is followed in algebra. Operations with negative 
and fractional numbers are defined in such a way that in applying the rules 
that hold for positive integers we nowhere encounter inconsistencies. 

Secondly, the laws of thought must everywhere lead us to the interven
tions in actual events in the way that experience shows to be desirable. 

Thirdly, we must, as best we can, work against the irresistible urge to 
apply the laws of thought even where they overshoot the mark, so that 
in the end this urge gradually disappears altogether. 

That this is not absolutely impossible history seems to indicate. After 
all, there was a time when it was believed as a result of logical thought 
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that there could be no antipodes. People always saw that the vertical direc
tion is parallel for everybody and if somebody stands in the opposite 
sense, his head is on the ground and his feet in the air. By constant ex
perience this becomes so much a habit of thought that the antipodes be
come inconceivable. People even believed it to be impossible that the Earth 
was turning, because all other rotations make us dizzy, but not that of the 
Earth. In the time of Columbus and Copernicus it was believed that this 
is a necessity of thought, and even they had this foisted on them. However, 
today these mental habits have vanished and any educated man can now 
barely comprehend how people could be so narrow-minded then. 

The prejudice against non-Euclidean geometry and four-dimensional 
space is likewise in the course of disappearing. Most people still believe 
that Euclid's geometry alone is possible, that the sum of the angles in a 
triangle must be 180°, but some have already come to admit that these 
are mental ideas become habitual, from which we can and must free our
selves. 

Thus we must change all laws of thought in such a way that they lead 
everywhere to the same goal, that they correspond to experience and that 
overshooting the mark is kept within proper bounds. Even if this ideal 
will presumably never be completely realized, we can nevertheless come 
nearer to it, and this would ensure cessation of the disquiet and the em
barrassing feeling that it is a riddle that we are here, that the world is at 
all and is as it is, that it is incomprehensible what is the cause of this reg
ular connection between cause and effect, and so on. Men would be freed 
from the spiritual migraine that is called metaphysics. 

NOTE 

1 Schopenhauer, Werke (Wiesbaden edition) I. 40. 



PART II 

From Nature 51 (1895) 



ON CERTAIN QUESTIONS OF THE 

THEORY OF GASES· 

§1. I propose to answer two questions: (1) Is the Theory of Gases a 
true physical theory as valuable as any other physical theory? (2) What 
can we demand from any physical theory? 

The first question I answer in the affirmative, but the second belongs 
not so much to ordinary physics (let us call it orthophysics) as to what 
we call in Germany metaphysics. For a long time the celebrated theory 
of Boscovich was the ideal of physicists. According to his theory, bodies 
as well as the ether are aggregates of material points, acting together with 
forces, which are simple functions of their distances. If this theory were 
to hold good for all phenomena, we should be still a long way off what 
Faust's famulus hoped to attain, viz. to know everything. But the 
difficulty of enumerating all the material points of the universe, and of 
determining the law of mutual force for each pair, would be only a 
quantitative one; nature would be a difficult problem, but not a mystery 
for the human mind. 

When Lord Salisbury says that nature is a mystery', he means, it 
seems to me, that this sintple conception of Boscovich is refuted almost 
in every branch of science, the Theory of Gases not excepted. The assump
tion that the gas-molecules are aggregates of material points, in the 
sense of Boscovich, does not agree with the facts. But what else are they? 
And what is the ether through which they move? Let us again hear Lord 
Salisbury. He says: 

What the atom of each element is, whether it is a movement, or a thing, or a 
vortex, or a point having inertia, all these questions are surrounded by profound 
darkness. I dare not use any less pedantic word than entity to designate the ether, for 
it would he a great exaggeration of our knowledge if I were to speak of it as a body, or 
even as a substance. 

If this be so - and hardly any physicist will contradict this - then neither 
the Theory of Gases nor any other physical theory can be qnite a con-

• NatJlre 51 (1895) 413-415. Reprinted in WA m, 535-544. 
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gruent account of facts, and I cannot hope with Mr Burbury, that Mr 
Bryan will be able to deduce all the phenomena of spectroscopy from 
the electromagnetic theory of light. Certainly, therefore, Hertz is right 
when he says: 2 "The rigour of science requires that we distinguish well 
the undraped figure of nature itself from the gay-coloured vesture with 
which we clothe it at our pleasure." But I think the predilection for 
nudity would be carried too far if we were to forgo every hypothesis. 
Only we must not demand too much from hypotheses. 

It is curious to see that in Germany, where till lately the theory of 
action at a distance was much more cultivated than in Newton's native 
land itself, where Maxwell's theory of electricity was not accepted, because 
it does not start from quite a precise hypothesis, at present every special 
theory is old-fashioned, while in England interest in the Theory of Gases 
is still active; vide, among others, the excellent papers of Mr Tait, of 
whose ingenious results I cannot speak too highly, though I have been 
forced to oppose them in certain points. 

Every hypothesis must derive indubitable results from mechanically 
well-defined assumptions by mathematically correct methods. If the 
results agree with a large series of facts, we must be content, even if the 
true nature of facts is not revealed in every respect. No one hypothesis 
has hitherto attained this last end, the Theory of Gases not excepted. But 
this theory agrees in so many respects with the facts, that we can hardly 
doubt that in gases certain entities, the number and size of which can 
roughly be determined, fly about pell-mell. Can it be seriously expected 
that they will behave exactly as aggregates of Newtonian centres offorce, 
or as the rigid bodies of our Mechanics? And how awkward is the 
human mind in divining the nature of things, when forsaken by the 
analogy of what we see and touch directly? 

The following assumptions, while not professing to explain the mys
teries to which Lord Salisbury alluded, nevertheless show that it is 
possible to explain the spectra of gases while ascribing 5 degrees of free
dom to the molecules, and without departing from Boscovich's stand
point. 

Let the molecules of certain gases behave as rigid bodies. The mole
cules of the gas and of the enclosing vessel move through the ether 
without loss of energy as rigid bodies, or as Lord Kelvin's vortex rings 
move through a frictionless liquid in ordinary hydrodynamics. If we 
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were to take a vessel filled with one gram of gas kept during an infinitely 
long time always at O°C. and containing always the same portion of 
ether, every atom of our gas molecules would reach the same average 
vis viva. If then we were to raise the temperature to I °C. and to wait till 
every ponderable and every ether atom was in thermal equilibrium, 
the total energy would be augmented by what we may call the ideal 
specific heat. But in actually heating one gram of gas, the ether always 
flows freely through the walls of the vessel. It comes from the universe, 
and is not at all in thermal equilibrium with the molecules of the gas. It is 
true that it always carries off energy, if the outside space is colder than 
the gas; but this energy may be so small as to be quite negligible in 
comparison with the energy which the gas loses by heat-conduction, and 
which must be experimentally determined and subtracted in measuring 
the specific heat. Only certain transverse vibrations of the ether can 
transfer sensible energy from one ponderable body to another, and 
therefore a correction for radiant heat must be applied to observations of 
specific heats. These transverse vibrations are not produced (as in the 
older theories of light) by simple atomic vibrations, but their pitch 
depends on the shape of the hollow space which the molecule forms in 
the ether, just as Hertzian waves are not caused by vibrations of the 
ponderable matter of the brass balls, the form of which only determines 
the pitch. The unknown electric action accompanying a chemical process 
augments these transverse vibrations enormously. The generalised co
ordinates of the ether, on which these vibrations depend, have not the 
same vis viva as the coordinates which determine the position of a 
molecule, because the entire ether has not had time to come into thermal 
equilibrium with the gas molecules, and has in no respect attained the 
state which it would have if it were enclosed for an infinitely long time in 
the same vessel with the molecules of the gas. 

But how can the molecules of a gas behave as rigid bodies? Are they 
not composed of smaller atoms? Probably they are; but the vis viva 
of their internal vibrations is transformed into progressive and rotatory 
motion so slowly, that when a gas is brought to a lower temperature the 
molecules may retain for days, or even for years, the higher vis viva of 
their internal vibrations corresponding to the original temperature. This 
transference of energy, in fact, takes place so slowly that it cannot be 
perceived amid the fluctuations of temperature of the surrounding bodies. 
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The possibility of the transference of energy being so gradual cannot be 
denied, if we also attribute to the ether so little friction that the Earth 
is not sensibly retarded by moving through it for many hundreds of years. 

If the ether be an external medium which flows freely through the 
gas, we might find a difficulty in explaining how it is that the source of 
radiant heat seems to be in the energy of the gas itself. But I still think it 
possible that the source of energy of the electric vibrations caused by 
the impact of two gas molecules in the surrounding ether, may be in the 
progressive and rotatory energy of the molecule. If the electric states of 
two molecules differ in their motions of approach and separation, the 
energy of progressive motion may be transformed into electric energy. 

Moreover, it is doubtful whether emission of rays of visible light takes 
place in simple gases without chemical action. Certainly the light of 
sodium and that of Gassiot's tubes do not come from gases whose 
molecules are in thermal equilibrium. 

It may be objected that the above is nothing more than a series of 
imperfectly proved hypotheses. But granting its improbability, it suffices 
that this explanation is not impossible. For then I have shown that the 
problem is not insoluble, and nature will have found a better solution 
than mine. 

§2. Mr Culverwell's objections3 against my Minimum Theorem bear the 
closest connections to what I pointed out in the second part of my 
paper 'Bemerkungen iiber einige Probleme der mechanischen Wiirme
theorie'4. There I pointed out that my Minimum Theorem, as well as 
the so-called Second Law of Thermodynamics, are only theorems of 
probability. The Second Law can never be proved mathematically by 
means of the equations of dynamics alone. 

Let us compare two motions of a dynamical system. At the beginning 
of the second motion, let the coordinates specifying the position of 
every part of the moving system, and the magnitudes of all the corre
sponding velocities, be the same as they were at the end of the first 
motion, but let the direction of every velocity be exactly reversed. Then in 
the second motion the system moves exactly in the opposite way to 
what it does in the first; hence, if for the first motion we have 

fdQ 
-<0 
T ' 
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then for the second we must have 

That is, if under certain conditions 

JdQ 
-<0 T • 

we can always find other initial conditions which give to the same 
system with the same equations of motion, 

JdQ>o 
T . 

In the same manner, Mr Culverwell wishes to refute my Minimum 
Theorem. Mr. Culverwell's reasoning is suspicious, because by the same 
reasoning we could prove that oxygen and nitrogen do not diffuse. 
Suppose that initially one half of a closed vessel contains pure oxygen, 
and in the other half pure nitrogen; when the diffusion has advanced for a 
certain time, reverse the directions of all velocities, then the gases separate 
again, and, according to Mr Culverwell's argument, we could believe 
that the probability that oxygen and nitrogen separate is as great as the 
probability that they mix. 

Though interesting and striking at the first moment, Mr Culverwell's 
arguments rest, as I think, only upon a mistake of my assumptions. 
It can never be proved from the equations of motion alone, that the 
minimum function H must always decrease. It can only be deduced from 
the laws of probability that if the initial state is not specially arranged 
for a certain purpose, but haphazard governs freely, the probability that 
H decreases is always greater than that it increases. It is well known that 
the theory of probability is as exact as any other mathematical theory, if 
properly understood. If we make 6000 throws with dice, we cannot 
prove that we shall throw any particular number exactly 1000 times; 
but we can prove that the ratio of the number of throws, approaches the 
more to ! the oftener we throw. 

Let us now take a given rigid vessel with perfectly smooth and perfectly 
elastic walls containing a given number of gas-molecules moving for an 
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indefinitely long time. All regular motions (e.g. one where all the mole
cules move in one plane) shall be excluded. During the greater part of 
this time H will be very nearly equal to its minimum value H (min.). Let 
us construct the H-curve, i.e. let us take the time as axis of abscissae and 
draw the curve, whose ordinates are the corresponding values of H. The 
greater majority of the ordinates of this curve are very nearly equal to 
H (min.). But because greater values of H are not mathematically im
possible, but ouly very improbable, the curve has certain, though very 
few, summits or maximum ordinates which rise to a greater height than 
H(min.). 

We will now consider a certain ordinate HI> H (min.). Two cases are 
possible. HI may be very near the top of a summit, so that H decreases 
if we go either in the positive or negative direction along the axis repre
senting time. The second case is that HI lies in a part of the curve ascend
ing to or descending from a higher summit. Then the ordinates on the one 
side of HI will be greater, and on the other less than HI. But because 
higher summits are so extremely improbable, the first case will be the most 
probable, and if we choose an ordinate of given magnitude HI guided 
by haphazard in the curve, it will be not certain, but very probable, that 
the ordinate decreases if we go in either direction. 

We will now assume, with Mr Culverwell, a gas in a given state. If 
in this state H is greater than H (min.) it will be not certain, but very 
probable, that H decreases and finally reaches not exactly but very nearly 
the value H (min.), and the same is true at all subsequent instants of 
time. If in an intermediate state we reverse all velocities, we get an 
exceptional case, where H increases for a certain time and then decreases 
again. But the existence of such cases does not disprove our theorem. On 
the contrary, the theory of probability itself shows that the probability 
of such cases is not mathematically zero, only extremely small. 

Hence Mr Burbury is wrong, if he concedes that H increases in as 
many cases as it decreases, and Mr Culverwell is also wrong, if he says 
that all that any proof can show is that taking all values of dH/dt got 
from taking all the configurations which approach towards a permanent 
state, and all the configurations which recede from it, and then striking 
some average, dH/dt would be negative. On the contrary, we have shown 
the possibility that H may have a tendency to decrease, whether we pass 
to the former or to the latter configurations. What I proved in my papers 
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is as follows: It is extremely probable that H is very near to its minimum 
value; if it is greater, it may increase or decrease, but the probability 
that it decreases is always greater. Thus, if I obtain a certain value for 
dB/dt, this result does not hold for every time-element dt, but is only an 
average value. But the greater the number of molecules, the smaller is the 
time-interval dt for which the results holds good. 

I will not here repeat the proofs given in my papers; I will only show 
that just the same takes place in the much simpler case of dice. We will 
make an indefinitely long series of throws with a die. Let Ai be the number 
of times of throwing the number I, among the first 6n throws, A2 the 
number of times of throwing 1, among all the throws between the second 
and the (6n + I )th inclusive, and so on. Let us construct a series of points 
in a plane, the successive abscissae of which are 

123 
0, -, -, -, ... , 

n n n 

the ordinates of which are 

( Al)2 (A2)2 Yl = -; - 1 , Y2 = -; - 1 ... , 

let us call this series of points the 'P-curve'. If n is a large number, the 
greater proportion of the ordinates of this new curve will be very small. 
But the P-curve (like the afore-mentioned H-curve) has summits which 
are higher than the ordinary course of the curve. Let us now consider all 
the points of the P-curve, whose ordinates are exactly = 1. We will call 
these points 'the points B'. Since for each point y=(A/n-l)2, therefore 
for the point B we have A=2n; these points mark, therefore, the case 
where, by chance, we have thrown the number 1 in 2n out of 6n throws. 
If n is at all large, that is extremely improbable, but never absolutely 
impossible. Let v be a number much smaller than n, and let us go forward 
from the abscissa of each point B through a distance =6v/n in the direc
tion of x positive. We shall probably meet a point, the ordinate of which 
< 1. The probability that we meet an ordinate > 1 is extremely small, but 
not zero. By reasoning in the same manner as Mr Culverwell, we might 
believe that if we go backward (i.e. in the direction of x negative) from 
the abscissa of each point B through a distance =6v/n, it would be 
probable that we should meet ordinates > 1. But this inference is not 
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correct. Whether we go in the positive or in the negative direction the 
ordinates will probably decrease. 

We can even calculate the probable diminution of y. We have seen that 
for every point B we have A =2n (Le. 2n throws out of 6n turning up 1). 
If we move in the positive or negative direction along the axis of x 
through the distance IJn, we exclude one of the 6n throws, and we include 
a new one. When we move forward through the distance 6vJn, we have 
excluded 6v of the original throws, and included 6v others. Among the 
excluded throws we have probably 2v, among the included ones v throws 
of the number I. Therefore the probable diminution of A is v, the probable 
diminution of y is 2vJn approximately. Because the variation of x was 
6vJn, we may write 

~=-!. 
dx 

But this is not an ordinary differential coefficient. It is only the average 
ratio of the increase of y to the corresponding increase of x for all points, 
whose ordinates are = 1. The P-curve belongs to the large class of curves 
which have nowhere a uniquely defined tangent. Even at the top of 
each summit the tangent is not parallel to the x-axis, but is undefined. In 
other words, the chord joining two points of the curve does not tend toward 
a definite limiting position when one of the two points approaches and 
n1timately coincides with the other.5 The same applies to the H-curve in 
the Theory of Gases. If I find a certain negative value for dHJdt that does 
not define the tangent of the curve in the ordinary sense, but it is only an 
average value. 

§3. Mr Culverwell says that my theorem cannot be true because if it were 
true every atom of the universe would have the same average vis viva, 
and all energy would be dissipated. I find, on the contrary, that this 
argument only tends to confirm my theorem, which requires only that 
in the course of time the universe must tend to a state where the average 
vis viva of every atom is the same and all energy is dissipated, and that is 
indeed the case. But if we ask why this state is not yet reached, we again 
come to a 'Salisburian mystery'. 

I will conclude this paper with an idea of myoid assistant, Dr Schuetz. 
We assume that the whole universe is, and rests for ever, in thermal 
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equilibrium. The probability that one (only one) part of the universe is 
in a certain state, is the smaller the further this state is from thermal 
equilibrium; but this probability is greater, the greater the universe itself 
is. If we assume the universe great enough we can make the probability 
of one relatively small part being in any given state (however far from 
the state of thermal equilibrium), as great as we please. We can also make 
the probability great that, though the whole universe is in thermal equilib
rium, our world is in its present state. It may be said that the world is so 
far from thermal equilibrium that we cannot imagine the improbability 
of such a state. But can we imagine, on the other side, how small a part 
of the whole universe this world is? Assuruing the universe great enough, 
the probability that such a small part of it as our world should be in its 
present state, is no longer small. 

If this assumption were correct, our world would return more and more 
to thermal equilibrium; but because the whole universe is so great, it 
ruight be probable that at some future time some other world ruight 
deviate as far from thermal equilibrium as our world does at present. 
Then the aforementioned H-curve would form a representation of what 
takes place in the uuiverse. The summits of the curve would represent 
the worlds where visible motion and life exist. 

NOTES 

1 Presidential Address to the British Association at Oxford, 1894. 
• Hertz, 'Untersuch_ iiber die Ausbreitung der elektriscben Kraft' (Barth, Leipzig 
1892, p.31) • 
• Editor's note: In Nature SO (1894) 617, E. P. CulverweU initiated a correspondence 
about Boltzmann'. kinetic theory of gases, in which S. H. Burbury, G. H. Bryan, H. 
W. Wal!on, and Boltzmann himself (by the present paper and by one other contribu
tion) took part. See Nature 50-51. 
• Wien. Ber. 75, 1877 = WA n, 112-148. 
• See Ulisse DiDi, Grrmdlagen /iir eln. Theorle der Funktionen elner ree/len Veriinder
Uchen (feubner 1892, §126), or Weierstrass, Journal/iir die Mathematik 79, p. 29. 



PART III 

From Encyclopaedia Britannica10•U 



MODEL* 

Model (0. Fr. modelle, mod. modele; It. modello, pattern, mould; from 
Lat. modus, measure, standard), a tangible representation, whether the 
size be equal, or greater, or smaller, of an object which is either in actual 
existence, or has to be constructed in fact or in thought. More generally 
it denotes a thing, whether actually existing or only mentally conceived 
of, whose properties are to be copied. In foundries, the object of which 
a cast is to be taken, whether it be for engineering or artistic purposes, is 
usually first formed of some easily workable material, generally wood. 
The form of this model is then reproduced in clay or plaster, and into 
the mould thus obtained the molten metal is poured. The sculptor first 
makes a model of the object he wishes to chisel in some plastic material 
such as wax, ingenious and complicated contrivances being employed to 
transfer this wax model, true to nature, to the stone in which the final 
work is to executed. In anatomy and physiology, models are specially 
employed as aids in teaching and study, and the method of moulage or 
chromoplastic yields excellent impressions ofliving organisms, and enables 
anatomical and medical preparations to be copied both inform and colour. 
A special method is also in use for making plastic models of micro
scopic and minute microscopic objects. That their internal nature and struc
ture may be more readily studied, these are divided by numerous parallel 
transverse cuts, by means of a microtome, into exceedingly thin sections. 
Each of these shavings is then modelled on an enlarged scale in wax or pulp 
plates, which are fixed together to form a reproduction of the object. 

Models in the mathematical, physical and mechanical sciences are of 
the greatest importance. Long ago philosophy perceived the essence of 
our process of thought to lie in the fact that we attach to the various real 
objects around us particular physical attributes - our concepts - and by 
means of these try to represent the objects to our minds. Such views were 
formerly regarded by mathematicians and physicists as nothing more 
than unfertile speculations, but in more recent times they have been 

• First published 1902, here reprinted from the edition of 191()"'1I. 
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brought by J. C. Maxwell, H. v. Helmholtz, E. Mach, H. Hertz and many 
others into intimate relation with the whole body of mathematical and 
physical theory. On this view our thoughts stand to things in the same 
relation as models to the objects they represent. The essence of the process 
is the attachment of one concept having a definite content to each thing, 
but without implying complete similarity between thing and thought; 
for naturally we can know but little of the resemblance of our thoughts 
to the things to which we attach them. What resemblance there is lies 
principally in the nature of the connexion, the correlation being analogous 
to that which obtains between thought and language, language and writing. 
the notes on the stave and musical sounds, &c. Here, of course, the 
symbolization of the thing is the important point, though, where feasible, 
the utmost possible correspondence is sought between the two - the 
musical scale, for example, being imitated by placing the notes higher or 
lower. When, therefore, we endeavour to assist our conceptions of space 
by figures, by the methods of descriptive geometry, and by various 
thread and object models; our topography by plans, charts and globes; 
and our mechanical and physical ideas by kinematic models - we are 
simply extending and continuing the principle by means of which we 
comprehend objects in thought and represent them in language or writing. 
In precisely the same way the microscope or telescope forms a continua
tion and multiplication of the lenses of the eye; and the notebook 
represents an external expansion of the same process which the memory 
brings about by purely internal means. There is also an obvious parallelism 
with representation by means of models when we express longitude, 
mileage, temperature, &c., by numbers, which should be looked upon as 
arithmetical analogies. Of a kindred character is the representation of 
distances by straight lines, of the course of events in time by curves, &c. 
Still, neither in this case nor in that of maps, charts, musical notes, 
figures, &c., can we legitimately speak of models, for these always involve 
a concrete spatial analogy in three dimensions. 

So long as the volume of matter to be dealt with in science was in
significant, the need for the employment of models was naturally less 
imperative; indeed, there are self-evident advantages in comprehending 
things without resort to complicated models, which are difficult to make, 
and cannot be altered and adapted to extremely varied conditions so 
readily as can the easily adjusted symbols of thought, conception and 
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calculation. Yet as the facts of science increased in number, the greatest 
economy of effort had to be observed in comprehending them and in 
conveying them to others; and the firm establishment of ocular demonstra
tion was inevitable in view of its enormous superiority over purely 
abstract symbolism for the rapid and complete exhibition of complicated 
relations. At the present time it is desirable, on the one hand, that the 
power of deducing results from purely abstract premisses, without recourse 
to the aid of tangible models, should be more and more perfected, and 
on the other that purely abstract conceptions should be helped by objec
tive and comprehensive models in cases where the mass of matter cannot 
be adequately dealt with directly. 

In pure mathematics, especially geometry, models constructed of 
papier mAche and plaster are chiefly employed to present to the senses 
the precise form of geometrical figures, surfaces and curves. Surfaces of 
the second order, represented by equations of the second degree between 
the rectangular co-ordinates of a point, are very simple to classify, and 
accordingly all their possible forms can easily be shown by a few models, 
which, however, became somewhat more intricate when lines of curvature, 
loxodromics and geodesic lines have to appear on their surfaces. On 
the other hand, the multiplicity of surfaces of the third order is enormous, 
and to convey their fundamental types it is necessary to employ numerous 
models of complicated, not to say hazardous, construction. In the case 
of more intricate surfaces it is sufficient to present those singularities 
which exhibit variation from the usual type of surface with synclastic 
or anticJastic curvatures, such as, for example, a sharp edge or point, 
or an intersection of the surface with itself; the elucidation of such 
singularities is of fundamental importance in modem mathematics. 

In physical science, again, models that are of unchangeable form are 
largely employed. For example, the operation of the refraction of light 
in crystals can be pictured if we imagine a point in the centre of the crystal 
whence light is dispersed in all directions. The aggregate of the places at 
which the light arrives at any instant after it has started is called the 
wavefront. This surface consists of two cups or sheets fitting closely and 
exactly one inside the other. The two rays into which a single ray is 
broken are always determined by the points of contact of certain tangent
planes drawn to those sheets. With crystals possessing two axes these 
wave-surfaces display peculiar singularities in the above sense of the 
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term, in that the inner sheet has four protuberances, while the outer has 
four funnel-like depressions, the lowest point of each depression meeting 
the highest point of each protuberance. At each of these funnels there 
is a tangent-plane that touches not in a single point, but in a circle 
bounding the depression, so that the corresponding ray of light is refracted, 
not into two rays, but into a whole cone of light - the so-called conical 
refraction theoretically predicted by Sir W. R. Hamilton and experi
mentally detected by Humphrey Lloyd. These conditions, which it is 
difficult to adequately express in language, are self-evident so soon as 
the wave-surface formed in plaster lies before our eyes. In thermo
dynamics, again, similar models serve, among other purposes, for the 
representation of the surfaces which exhibits the relation between the 
three thermodynamic variables of a body, e.g. between its temperature, 
pressure and volume. A glance at the model of such a thermodynamic 
surface enables the behaviour of a particular substance under the most 
varied conditions to be immediately realized. When the ordinate intersects 
the surface but once a single phase only of the body is conceivable, but 
where there is a multiple intersection various phases are possible, which 
may be liquid or gaseous. On the boundaries between these regions lie 
the critical phases, where transition occurs from. one type of phase into 
the other. If for one of the elements a quantity which occurs in calori
metry be chosen - for example, entropy - information is also gained about 
the behaviour of the body when heat is taken in or abstracted. 

After the stationary models hitherto considered, come the manifold 
forms of moving models, such as are used in geometry, to show the origin 
of geometrical figures from the motion of others - e.g. the origin of 
surfaces from the motion of lines. These include the thread models, in 
which threads are drawn tightly between movable bars, cords, wheels, 
rollers, &c. In mechanics and engineering an endless variety of working 
models are employed to convey to the eye the working either of machines 
as a whole, or of their component and subordinate parts. In theoretical 
mechanics models are often used to exhibit the physical laws of motion 
in interesting or special cases e.g. the motion of a falling body or of a 
spinning-top, the movement of a pendulum on the rotating earth, the 
vortical motions of fluids, &c. Akin to these are the models which 
execute more or less exactly the hypothetical motions by which it is 
sought to explain various physical phenomena - as, for instance, the 
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complicated wave-machines which present the motion of the particles 
in waves of sound (now ascertained with fair accuracy), or the more 
hypothetical motion of the atoms of the aether in waves of light. 

The varying importance which in recent times has been attached to 
models of this kind is intimately connected with the changes which have 
taken place in our conceptions of nature. The first method by which an 
attempt was made to solve the problem of the universe was entirely under 
the influence of Newton's laws. In analogy to his laws of universal 
gravitation, all bodies were conceived of as consisting of points of matter
atoms or molecules - to which was attributed a direct action at a distance. 
The circumstances of this action at a distance, however, were conceived 
as differing from those of the Newtonian law of attraction, in that they 
could explain the properties not only of solid elastic bodies, but also 
those of fluids, both liquids and gases. The phenomena of heat were 
explained by the motion of minute particles absolutely invisible to the 
eye, while to explain those of light it was assumed that an impalpable 
medium, called luminiferous aether, permeated the whole universe; 
to this were attributed the same properties as were possessed by solid 
bodies, and it was also supposed to consist of atoms, although of a 
much finer composition. To explain electric and magnetic phenomena 
the assumption was made of a third species of matter - electric fluids 
which were conceived of as being more of the nature of fluids, but still 
consisting of infinitesimal particles, also aQting directly upon one another 
at a distance. This first phase of theoretical physics may be called the 
direct one, in that it took as its principal object the investigation of the 
internal structure of matter as it actually exists. It is also known as the 
mechanical theory of nature, in that it seeks to trace back all natural 
phenomena to motions of infinitesimal particles, i.e. to purely mechanical 
phenomena. In explaining magnetic and electrical phenomena it inevitably 
fell into somewhat artificial and improbable hypotheses, and this induced 
J. Clerk Maxwell, adopting the ideas of Michael Faraday, to propound 
a theory of electric and magnetic phenomena which was not only new in 
substance, but also essentially different in form. If the molecules and 
atoms of the old theory were not to be conceived of as exact mathematical 
points in the abstract sense, then their true nature and form must be 
regarded as absolutely unknown, and their groupings and motions, 
reqnired by theory, looked upon as simply a process having more or less 
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resemblance to the workings of nature, and representing more or less 
exactly certain aspects incidental to them. With this in mind, Maxwell 
propounded certain physical theories which were purely mechanical 
so far as they proceeded from a conception of purely mechanical processes. 
But he explicitly stated that he did not believe in the existence in nature 
of mechanical agents so constituted, and that he regarded them merely 
as means by which phenomena could be reproduced, bearing a certain 
similarity to those actually existing, and which also served to include 
larger groups of phenomena in a uniform manner and to determine the 
relations that held in their case. The question no longer being one of 
ascertaining the actual internal structure of matter, many mechanical 
analogies or dynamical illustrations became available, possessing different 
advantages; and as a matter of fact Maxwell at first employed special 
and intricate mechanical arrangements, though later these became more 
general and indefinite. This theory, which is called that of mechanical 
analogies, leads to the construction of numerous mechanical models. 
Maxwell himself and his followers devised many kinematic models, 
designed to afford a representation of the mechanical construction of the 
ether as a whole as well as of the separate mechanisms at work in it: 
these resemble the old wave-machines, so far as they represent the move
ments of a purely hypothetical mechanism. But while it was formerly 
believed that it was allowable to assume with a great show of probability 
the actual existence of such mechanisms in nature, yet nowadays philoso
phers postulate no more than a partial resemblance between the phenom
ena visible in such mechanisms and those which appear in nature. Here 
again it is perfectly clear that these models of wood, metal and cardboard 
are really a continuation and integration of our process of thought; for, 
according to the view in question, physical theory is merely a mental 
construction of mechanical models, the working of which we make 
plain to ourselves by the analogy of mechanisms we hold in our hands, 
and which have so much in common with natural phenomena as to help 
our comprehension of the latter. 

Although Maxwell gave up the idea of making a precise investigation 
into the final structure of matter as it actually is, yet in Germany his 
work, under G. R. Kirchhoff's lead, was carried still further. Kirchhoff 
defined his own aim as being to describe, not to explain, the world of 
phenomena; but as he leaves the means of description open his theory 
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differs little from Maxwell's, so soon as recourse is had to description by 
means of mechanical models and analogies. Now the resources of pure 
mathematics being particularly suited for the exact description of rela
tions of quantity, Kirchhoff's school laid great stress on description by 
mathematical expressions and formulae, and the aim of physical theory 
came to be regarded as maiuly the construction of formulae by which 
phenomena in the various branches of physics should be determined 
with the greatest approximation to the reality. This view of the nature of 
physical theory is known as mathematical phenomenology; it is a 
presentation of phenomena by analogies, though only by such as may 
be called mathematical. 

Another phenomenology in the widest sense of the term, maintained 
especially by E. Mach, gives less prominence to mathematics, but 
considers the view that the phenomena of motion are essentially more 
fundamental than all the others to have been too hastily taken. It rather 
emphasizes the prime importance of description in the most general terms 
of the various spheres of phenomena, and holds that in each sphere its 
own fundamental law and the notions derived from this must be employed. 
Analogies and elucidations of one sphere by another - e.g. heat, electricity, 
&c. - by mechanical conceptions, this theory regards as mere ephemeral 
aids to perception, which are necessitated by historical development, but 
which in course of time either give place to others or entirely vauish from 
the domain of science. 

All these theories are opposed by one called energetics (in the narrower 
sense), which looks upon the conception of energy, not that of matter, 
as the fundamental notion of all scientific investigation. It is in the main 
based on the similarities energy displays in its various spheres of action, 
but at the same time it takes its stand upon an interpretation or explana
tion of natural phenomena by analogies which, however, are not mech
anical, but deal with the behaviour of energy in its various modes of 
manifestation. 

A distinction must be observed between the models which have been 
described and those experimental models which present on a small scale a 
machine that is subsequently to be completed on a larger, so as to afford 
a trial of its capabilities. Here it must be noted that a mere alteration in 
dimensions is often sufficient to cause a material alteration in the action, 
since the various capabilities depend in various ways on the linear 
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dimensions. Thus the weight varies as the cube of the linear dimensions, 
the surface of any single part and the phenomena that depend on such 
surfaces are proportionate to the square, while other effects - such as 
friction, expansion and condition of heat, &c., vary according to other 
laws. Hence a flying-machine, which when made on a small scale is 
able to support its own weight, loses its power when its dimensions are 
increased. The theory, initiated by Sir Isaac Newton, of the dependence 
of various effects on the linear dimensions, is treated in the article UNITS, 
DIMENSIONS OF. * Under simple conditions it may often be affirmed that in 
comparison with a large machine a small one has the same capacity, with 
reference to a standard of time which must be diminished in a certain ratio. 

Of course experimental models are not only those in which purely 
mechanical forces are employed, but also include models of thermal, 
electro-magnetic and other engines - e.g. dynamos and telegIaphic 
machines. The largest collection of such models is to be found in the 
museum of the Washington Patent Office. Sometimes, again, other 
than purely mechanical forces are at work in models for purposes of 
investigation and instruction. It often happens that a series of natural 
processes - such as motion in liquids, internal friction of gases, and the 
conduction of heat and electricity in metals - may be expressed by the 
same differential equations; and it is frequently possible to follow by 
means of measurements one of the processes in question - e.g. the 
conduction of electricity just mentioned. If then there be shown in a 
model a particular case of electrical conduction in which the same 
conditions at the boundary hold as in a problem of the internal friction of 
gases, we are able by measuring the electrical conduction in the model to 
determine at once the numerical data which obtain for the analogous case 
of internal friction, and which could only be ascertained otherwise by 
intricate calculations. Intricate calculations, moreover, can very often be 
dispensed with by the aid of mechanical devices, such as the ingenious 
calculating machines which perform additions and subtractions and very 
elaborate multiplications and divisions with surprising speed and accuracy, 
or apparatus for solving the higher equations, for determining the volume 
or area of geometrical figures, for carrying out integrations, and for 
developing a function in a Fourier's series by mechanical means. 

(L.Bo.) • 

• Editor's note: EB" 27, 736 If., an article by Sir 1. Lannor. 
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LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICS· 

PART! 

PREFACE 

Put forward what is true 
So write that it may be clear, 
Fight for it to the end. 

IF AT PRESENT I publish not Part Two of my Gas Theory, but Part 
One of my Mechanics, I would not excuse this by pointing to famous 
paradigms of the sequence in which volumes appear. The circumstances 
are rather these: in Part Two of Gas Theory there was such an accumula
tion of necessary insertions on mechanics that they seemed first to fill a 
whole paragraph and then a section, so that in the end I decided to make 
a whole book of it, by adding a further notebook which during the 
previous holidays I had worked out into a set of lectures on mechanics 
for the following winter semester. When, however, I considered my 
audience, it seemed to me that I should exchange the entire method for 
a simpler one. So that my efforts should not be entirely lost, I absorbed 
the contents of that notebook into the present book, which I could thus 
call lectures that I did not give at the University of Vienna. 

In recent times there has been much talk about obscurities in the prin
ciples of mechanics and attempts have been made to remove them by 
clothing mechanics in entirely new and alien garb. Here I have chosen 
the opposite path, trying whether one might not avoid these obscurities 
while representing mechanics as nearly as possible in its classical form, 
partly by detailed treatment of certain matters that used to be skipped 
or merely superficially touched on as being self-evident, partly by taking 
into account all justified criticisms. Here I warmly agree with Hertz's 

• Vorlesungen fiber die Principe der Mechanik, Part I published 1897, Part II published 
1904. 
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comments on the wealth of ideas in the relevant writings of Mach, even 
if I am by no means everywhere of the same opinion as Mach. 

I should have liked to adopt the metbod of represenlation by quater
nions, but this would have run counter to my endeavours to exclude 
everything that was unfamiliar to the German public. 

Part Two of the lectures on mechanics which will first mention the 
principles importsnt for gas theory, is to appear very shortly and next, 
as soon as I can manage it, Part Two of Gas Theory. A third part of 
mechanics is to cover elasticity and hydrodynamics, thus leading back 
to gas theory. 

In so extensive and much worked a field as mechanics there can of 
course be no question of completeness or essential novelty. Nevertheless 
it became clear from the section on the parallelogram of forces to the 
definition of the equilibrium of a system, d' Alembert's principle and the 
general form of the equations of motion, that many special theorems of 
mechanics still need to be made more strictly precise. Of course none of 
these questions could be definitely resolved here, that would be possible 
only in a monograph, but I am content if I have pointed out the gaps and 
given inspiration for further research. 

Abbazia, 3 August. 1897 

I. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 

§l. Characterization of the Method Chosen 

Mechanics is the theory of the motion of natural bodies, that is change of 
place (relative change of position) that is not connected with any change 
of their other properties. According to this definition mechanics must 
also explore under what conditions a body does not change its place; 
that is, is at rest. 

Since changes of place are the simplest phenomena, mechanics is 
the foundation of all natural science. Small wonder therefore if it early 
became well developed (by Newton, Lagrange, Euler and so on) and is 
currently being brought to ever greater degrees of perfection. This per
fection however rests more on the certainty with which mechanics treats 
special problems than on its fundamenIal principles. The latter have 
been often atlacked especially in quite recent times. 
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Let me merely cite the famous book by Hertzl who does of course 
admit in the end that the unclarity of the fundamental principles of 
mechanics is the fault mainly of defective presentation in text books. 
& to my own view about the cause leading to this defective mode of 
presentation, 1 shall shortly come to it. 

Nobody surely ever doubted what Hertz emphasizes in his book, 
namely that our thoughts are mere pictures of objects (or better, signs 
for them), which at most have some sort of affinity with them but never 
coincide with them but are related to them as letters to spoken sounds 
or written notes to musical sounds. Because of our limited intellects 
these pictures can never reflect more than a smaIl part of objects. 

We can now proceed in one of two ways. The first is to leave the 
pictures more general, so that we run less risk of their later turning out 
incorrect since they will be more adaptable to new factual findings; 
however their generality makes these pictures more indefinite and vague 
and their further development will be connected with some measure of 
uncertainty and ambiguity. The second is to specialise the pictures and 
elaborate them to a measure of detail, in which case we shall have to 
import much more that is arbitrary (hypothetical) and might not fit new 
experience; but we shall have the advantage that the pictures are as 
clear and definite as possible so that we can draw from them all conse
quences fully defined and unambiguous. 

It is precisely the unclarities in the principles of mechanics that seem 
to me to derive from not starting at once with hypothetical mental 
pictures but trying to link up with experience from the outset. & to 
the transition to hypotheses, people attempted more or less to con
ceal it or even to contrive an artificial demonstration that the whole 
edifice was necessary and free from hypotheses; but just this produced 
unclarity. 

As regards our own times, one often finds the demand that only 
directly given phenomena should be encompassed and nothing arbitrary 
added to them. Advisable as it is to separate the factual from the hypo
thetical and never to multiply the latter beyond need, I believe that 
without any hypothetical features one could never go beyond an un
simplified memory mark for each separate phenomenon. All simplifica
tions of memory pictures, all laying hold of law-like features, all rules for 
summarizing complicated phenomena and predetermining them accord-
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ing to simple prescriptions, rest on the use of pictures drawn from other 
kinds of simple phenomena and acts of the will. 

People have put forward as ideal the mere setting up of partial dif
ferential equations and prediction of phenomena from them. However, 
they too are nothing more than rules for constructing alien mental 
pictures, namely of series of numbers. Partial differential equations req uire 
the construction of collections of numbers representing a manifold of 
several dimensions. If we remember the meaning of their symbolism 
they are nothing more than the demand to imagine very many points of 
such manifolds (that is, positions that are characterized by several numbers 
of the manifold, as spatial points are by their co-ordinates) and, using 
certain rules, constantly to derive from them new points of the manifold, 
to imagine, as it were, a progressive movement of the points in the 
manifold.2 

Thus if we go to the bottom of it, Maxwell's electromagnetic equations 
in their Hertzian form likewise contain hypothetical features added to 
experience, which are fashioned, as always, by tJansferring the laws we 
have observed in finite bodies to fictitious elements of our own making. 
These equations, like all partial differential equations of mathematical 
physics, which in the case of simultaneous action of several natural 
forces (electricity, magnetism, elasticity, heat, chemical forces) are 
almost unimaginably complicated, are likewise only inexact schematic 
pictures for definite areas of fact, even though the pictures are pieced 
together from elements that are somewhat different from the atoms to 
which we are accustomed. The justification of these equations Hertz 
seeks only after the event in the agreement with experience, just as we 
should with atomist pictures. 

The assertion that atomism does, while partial differential equations 
do not, introduce material extraneous to the facts seems to me unfounded. 
Of course we must not infer from the applicability of atomism, so often 
suggested by the facts, that its pictures must be sufficient everywhere. 
Where only a strained application of it has been possible, one should 
adduce other pictures that start from other elements. One is to apply 
only such atomist pictures as are well-founded in the facts themselves 
but never do violence to nature by means of arbitrary and fantastic 
ideas. 

As to that, surely nobody will make atomism responsible for all the 
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phantasms perpetrated in its field by the incompetent. Who knows 
whether energetics would be less afflicted by such excrescences by the 
time it reached the age of atomism. 

Nor must one ever seek metaphysical reasons for the picture nor draw 
hasty inferences from it, for example that chemical atoms are material 
points. Nor should we lose from sight the possibility that it might one 
day be displaced by quite different pictures, let us say, to avoid appearing 
small-hearted, ones taken from manifolds that lack even the properties 
of our three-dimensional space, so that for example simple geometrical 
constructions of atomism would have to be replaced by mauipulations 
with numbers forming a complicated mauifold. 

I am thus the last to deny the possibility of obtaiuing a better picture 
of nature than by way of atomism. Just in order to obtain a standard of 
comparison for possible new pictures of this kind I will strive in this 
book to develop the old pictures of mechauics as clearly and consistently 
as I can. Now let people try to put forward another picture of the world 
more free from hypotheses, whether on an energetic or purely phenom
enological basis, not only just declaring it as possible in a few indefiuite 
hints, but developed from start to finish with the same clarity as we shall 
now represent the mechanical picture. Hie Rhodus, hie salta / 

So long as this has not yet been done I admit the possibility but not 
the certainty that another world picture will displace the mechanical one. 

However, pictures that are less definite and distinct than the one to be 
developed here will be accorded merely a place alongside the latter, 
since although they are more adaptable, it is more perfect in its inner 
form, which somehow makes it a paradigm against which every new 
theoretical idea will have to measure itself as to clarity and definition. 

Further, we shall begin from the fundamental assumption of a large 
though finite number of material points. It is usually said that differential 
equations avoid a picture that starts from a finite number, but that again 
is an illusion. Differential equations require just as atomism does an 
initial idea of a large finite number of numerical values and points in 
the manifold, that is positions in the manifold of numbers. Only after
wards is it maintained that the picture never represents phenomena exactly 
but merely approximates to them more and more the greater we choose 
the number of these points from the manifold and the smaller the distance 
between them. Yet here again it seems to me that so far we cannot 
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exclude the possibility that for a certain very large number of points the 
picture will best represent phenomena and that for greater numbers still 
it becomes less accurate again, so that atoms do exist in large but finite 
numbers. 

The qualitative laws of natural phenomena and their quantitative 
relations under very simple circumstances, for example the conditions of 
equilibrium ofa heavy parallelipiped of edges in the ratio 1:2:3, can of 
course be pictured in the mind without starting from a very large finite 
number of elements. However, as soon as one wants to specify the quan
titative laws for complicated conditions one always must start from differ
ential equations, that is first imagine a large finite number of points in 
the manifold, in short one must think atomistically, and this is not 
altered by the fact that afterwards we can increase the number of imagined 
points and so come arbitrarily close to the continuum without ever 
reaching it. 

However this may be, there is a special attraction today in treating 
mechanics, the most perspicuous scientific discipline, by means of a 
method that is the very opposite of the modern one and in laying down 
very special mental pictures from the outset. To begin with the reader 
may be unable to overcome the feeling that we are merely playing with 
mental pictures and losing sight of reality. Unperturbed by this we shall 
first of all try to build up the edifice of ideas as clearly and consistently as 
possible. If it then agrees with reality, the arbitrary features in the 
fundamental ideas will thereby have been excused. Indeed we wanted 
only a picture of nature and by being clearly aware of this, we do not 
run the danger of trusting the picture more than reality and becoming 
blind to the latter. 

§ 2. Fundamental Concepts Borrowed from the Theory of Space and Time. 
First Fundamental Assumption. Continuity of Motion 

Every change of place occurs in the course of time and unfolds itself in 
time. The theory of space as such and time as such must therefore be 
presupposed, before we can start on mechanics. Time as a manifold of 
one dimension can be represented by the one dimension of the manifold 
of ordered numbers, whereas the circumstances of space give rise to a 
special science, namely geometry. The entire theory of rational and ir
rational numbers, infinitesimal calculus included, and geometry as well, we 
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therefore presuppose as known. Certainly these sciences have their own 
difficulties of principle but these are transmitted equally to all views con
cerning the principles of mechanics since all must start from space and 
time. Since we here wish to discuss only the difficulties of principle peculiar 
to mechanics, we shall not bother about those of arithmetic and geometry. 

Evidently we cannot obtain a picture of bodies and their motions if we 
nniformly consider all parts of the whole ofinfinite space. Let us therefore 
emphasize a large number of individual points in it as against the rest. 
These selected points we call material points. 

To define the position of any material point at any time we imagine 
that at all times there is in space a definite rectangular co-ordinate system. 
By the place of our material point at the given time we understand its 
position relative to that co-ordinate system which we determine in known 
ways by Cartesian or polar or some other co-ordinates. 

The co-ordinate system is of course nothing real, but this offers no 
difficulty according to the views we base ourselves on here, since we are 
at present concerned only with construction and mental pictures. Later we 
shall see that this co-ordinate system may be chosen in various ways. 
We shall further see that the place of a material point may be defined 
instead of by its relative position to our co-ordinate system by that to 
three specially chosen material points or to a body provided that the 
material points or body in question have certain properties; or the 
place may be defined in relation to certain straight lines or planes to be 
derived from the totality of points, so that we need admit into our 
mental pictures only one kind of item, namely material points, not a 
co-ordinate system as well. However, it would merely confuse our picture 
if we were to take this into account now. Our picture therefore consists 
of the co-ordinate system and all material points which at all times have 
a given position relative to the co-ordinate system. That we might 
choose other co-ordinate systems as well without losing any of the 
agreement with experience will not disturb us at present. 

Just as the question concerning the possibility of determining absolute 
positions in space offers no difficulty from our point of view, neither 
does the question concerning a criterion for the equality of various time 
intervals. We assume that it is possible to construct a perfectly immutable 
chronometer, to protect it sufficiently from disturbing influences and to 
replace it by another similar one before it has become in the least worn 
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with use. A glance at the chronometer then tells us about the value of the 
independent variable we have called time. 

I am far from imagining that it is possible exactly to define every word 
before use either here or later (see the first page of my essay 'On the 
Question of the Objective Existence of Processes in Inanimate Nature", 
above). The cause why the above pictures are clear is obvious: they are 
prescriptions for thinking spatial circumstances that everybody can 
easily and palpably represent for himself in approximation, by means of 
ruler and pencil or wooden sticks and knitting needles, and which are 
so well known that their mere idea usually is sufficiently clear even 
without drawing. A minimum of ideas is employed. The transition from 
a few individual imaginable points to very many is achieved through 
general rules. The more we can represent by means of these simple 
pictures, which we can in any case at present not dispense with in the 
representation of certain phenomena, the more comprehensible nature 
must seem to us. 

Anything explicable only with the help of further ideas appears much 
more incomprehensible to us. At all events, when such other ideas are 
presented one should not just give some indefinite hints concerning the 
elements from which one starts but honestly make them just as clear and 
precise as I am trying to do here. 

Let us now further develop our picture by assuming certain fictitious 
laws for the way these material points change place with time. First 
assumption: we imagine that no two different material points coincide 
or are infinitely near to each other at any time, but that whenever at 
any time any material point is at any place (relatively to our co-ordinate 
system, of course) then also one and only one material point will be at an 
infinitely near place at any infinitely near time. We say the second material 
point is the same as the first and call this the law of continuity of motion. 
It alone enables us to recognize the same material point at different times. 
The concept of all places at which one and the same material point is in 
the course of time is called the path of this material point, and the concept 
of those places that it traverses in a given finite time is called the path 
during this time. 

We may now formulate the law of continuity thus: to every material 

• Editor's note: Populiire Schriften, Essay 12, pp. 57-76 in the present collection. 
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point which at a given time had given co-ordinates, there corresponds at 
an infinitely near time one and only one material point with co-ordinates 
differing from the former by infinitely little, and this is called the same 
material point; that is the co-ordinates of every material point are con
tinuous functions of time x=t/>(t), y=x(t), z=I/I(t). 

§3. Second Fundamental Assumption. Existence of Differential Coefficients 
of the Co-ordinates with Regard to Time. Concept of Velocity 
and Its Components 

Let us further complete our picture by assuming that the functions 
t/>(t), X(t), I/I(t), expressing the way the co-ordinates of any material 
point depend on time, have first and second differential coefficients 
which nowhere become infinite, and this we sha1l call our second funda
mental assumption. Let the co-ordinates of two points A, A' at which a 
definite material point was at times t, t+~ be x, y, z and X, =x+~, 

y, =y+'1, Z, =z+' respectively. Let u be the length of the line AA'. 
If now t remains constant and ~ becomes ever smaller, the following 
must resnlt: the quotient ~/~ approaches a certain limit, which we shall 
denote by u, or, using differential calculus, by dxldt or t/>' (t). Similarly 
for rJ/~ and ,,~. Thus 

lim~ = U = dx = t/>'(t) , 
~ dt 

lim~ = v = dy = x'(t) , 
~ dt 

(1) 

limf = w = ~ = I/I'(t). 
~ dt 

These magnitudes may be positive, negative or zero and are called the 
components of velocity of the material point in the three co-ordinate 
directions. 

Since for every value of ~ we have the equation u = +J(~2 +'12 + ,2), 
the quotient u I ~ approaches the limit 

c=Ju2+v2+w2=J(~r +(ir +(*r = 

=Jw (t)]2 + [x' (t»)' + [1/1' (t)]2 (2) 
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which is called the velocity of the material point at time t and can be only 
positive or zero. 

If this last limit is not zero, the direction of the line AA' likewise 
approaches a definite limiting direction drawn in a definite sense in 
space, which is called the direction of the material point's velocity at time 
t. Let us denote in general the angles of an arbitrary straight line G 
(drawn in a definite sense) with the co-ordinate axes by (G, x), (G, y), 
(G, z), and the angle between two such lines G and H by (G, H). Since for 
every value of 't we have, =U cos(u, x) and two similar relations for the 
other two axes, we further have 

u=ccos(c,x), v = ccos(c,y), w=ccos(c,z). (3) 

Let A", Am, •• A(n) be the spatial points occupied by the material point at 
times t+2't, t+3't .. t+n't =T, then, as is shown by integral calculus, the 
sum of the lines AA', A'A", •. A(n-l)A(n) for diminishing 't and finite 
constant t and n't, approaches a definite limit which is called the path 
traversed in time T - t and in the usual symbolism is denoted by rT edt, 
where we often write ds for edt, with 

~ = C =J(dX)2 + (dy)2 + (~)2 
dt dt dt dt 

(4) 

The first of the Equations (I) merely means that the increment ~ of the 
abscissa differs from the increment of time 't multiplied by u by an amount 
which divided by 't approaches zero for diminishing 'to The meaning of 
such equations is expressed with special intuitive succinctness if the 
increments of variables are from the outset denoted by the differential 
sign put before the variables in question. The equality of two diffeIential 
expressions then meIely means that they differ by a magnitude which, 
when divided by one of the differentials (if the coefficient of one of them is 
zero, that one must be chosen), approaches zero (is infinitely small to 
a higher ordeI) as the denominator decreases. The equality of two differ
ential expressions is therefore established if we can show geometrically 
or otherwise that their difference is infinitely small to a higher order. 

We will often use equations between differential expressions in this 
sense and therefore write Equations (I), (2), (4) more simply thus: 

dx=udt, dy=vdt, dz=wdt, 

ds = edt = J (dx)2 +(dy)2 +(dzi . (4a) 
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The last of these asserts that the difference between the very small path 
ds and the product of c with the time dt in which it has been traversed, 
divided by dt approaches the limit zero, whence it follows at once that 
the sum Jds of all paths traversed in a finite time equals the integral 
Jedt if e is given as a function of time. 

As is well known, there are functions which for every infinitely small 
increment of the argument increase infinitely little without the ratio of 
the increments of the function to that of the argument approaching a 
definite limit when the latter becomes vanishingly small, and that for 
any value of the argument; thus the second assumption by no means 
follows from the first. Anybody who has studied mechanics will remember 
the difficulty he had in understanding the proof that motion during a 
very short time can be regarded as uniform and rectilinear and the forces 
during such a time as constant. These difficulties reside in the fact that 
these proofs are simply not true. 

We have made analytical functions into a representation of the facts 
of experience. That these functions are differentiable cannot be taken as 
proof that empirically given functions are equally so, since the number of 
conceivable undifferentiable functions is just as infinitely great as that of 
differentiable ones. Likewise the fact that every line drawn by hand or 
machine corresponds to the aspect of a differentiable function proves 
merely that as far as our present means of observation go, it is something 
given in experience that the empirical functions occurring in mechanics 
are differentiable. 

That is why without any further ado we have simply assumed differ
entiability as being in agreement with the facts of experience to date. 

§4. Introduction of Vectors 

In what follows, vector calculus will often be useful. Let us therefore 
explain its fundamental concept in the present simple case. By a vector we 
understand a finite straight line of definite length, direction and sense 
(indication which of its terminal points is to be the beginning and which 
the end). Since the purpose of a vector is merely visibly to represent these 
three things, it is indifferent, so long as it is not yet to express anything else, 
from what spatial point it is drawn. Most often we are going to draw it 
from the origin of co-ordinates, 0, choosing it as the beginning of the 
line segment in question. 
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By the sum of two vectors (vector sum) we understand a third vector 
obtained by placing the second at the end of the first and joining the 
beginning of the first to the end of the second. The sum is thus obtained 
like the resultant of two forces in the parallelogram of forces. A vector 
whose sum with a second yields a third is called the difference (vector 
difference) of the third and second. If the projections of a vector on the 
x-axis equals the sum of such projections of two other vectors and likewise 
for the other two axes, then, as is easily seen, the first vector is the sum of 
the other two. Likewise for the difference of the two vectors and the sum 
of more than two. To find the latter one must add the third to the sum 
of the first two and so on: from the end point of the first vector AB draw a 
line BC equal in length and direction to the second vector, from the end 
point C of this line a line CD equal in length and direction to the third 
vector and so on. The line from the beginning A of the first vector to the 
end point M of the last one is then the sum of them all. The figure 

ABCD .• M (5) 

which, of course, need not lie in a plane, is called the vector polygon; in 
the special case where the vectors represent forces, it is the polygon of 
forces. 

Evidently the position of arbitrary material points at any time may 
be represented by the vectors drawn from an arbitrary spatial point, for 
example the origin of co-ordinates, to the spatial points where the 
material points are at the time in question. The distance AA' between 
the spatial points A and A' where a material point is at times t and t + 1: 

can then be regarded as a vector too, namely the difference between the 
two vectors OA' and OA that join the points A and A' to the origin O. 
From an arbitrary point, for example the origin, we can draw a vector Ob 
equal in length and direction AA'. Since, however, the length of AA' 
becomes infinitesimally small with vanishing 1:, we can increase the length 
of Ob in the ratio that some arbitrary fixed time chosen once and for all 
(the unit of time) bears to 1:. The limit OBwhich the vector thus magnified 
approaches with vanishing 1: is called the velocity vector of the material 
point in question at time t. It represents the velocity of the material 
point in magnitude and direction, and its projections on the three 
co-ordinate axes the components u, v, w of the velocity, irrespective of 
the point from which the vector is drawn. 
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§5. The Concept of Acceleration and Its Components 

The second assumption further contains the condition that the co
ordinates possess second differential coefficients with respect to time. If, 
during a finite time m these latter are zero, the joins AA', A' A", A" Am .. 
of the spatial points occupied by the material point at times t, t + T, 

1+2T, .. t+nT all lie on the same straight line and are equal in length: 
the path of the material point is thus a straight line and equal paths are 
traversed in equal times. The velocity is constant, the motion is uniform. 
Every acceleration or retardation of motion, every curvature of the 
path to one side or the other is thus conditioned by the second differential 
coefficients of co-ordinates with respect to time being different from zero. 
It is above all their values that must now be studied. 

As before, let a material point at times t, t + T, t + 2T, occupy spatial 
points A, A', A" with projections D, D', D" on the x-axis (see Figure 1). 

y 
.A" 

z 
Fig.!. 

Let the co-ordinates of the three points be x, y, z; x', y', z'; x", yO, z". 
As is well known, the second differential coefficient of the material point's 
abscissa x with respect to time, which is called the component of accelera
tion of the material point in that direction, equals the limit of the expression 

x" - x' - (x' - x) D'D" - DD' 
(6) 

for vanishing t; but the segments DD' and D'D" are the projections of 
the vectors AA' and A' AN on the x-axis. The numerator of the fraction 
in (6) is thus the projection of the difference between these two vectors 
on the x-axis. Since it is obviously indifferent from what point the vectors 
are drawn, let us choose the same spatial point for both vectors, for 
example replacing AA' by another vector A' E equal in length and direc
tion to the former but drawn from A'. The joiu EA" of the terminal 
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points of the two vectors A' E and A' A" or a line Dc parallel to it and 
and equal in length but drawn from the origin of co-ordinates thus 
represents the difference of the two vectors A'A" and AA'. The projection 
of Dc or EA" on the x-axis is thus equal to the numerator of Formula (6). 
The limit that this difference divided by,,' approaches is the component 
of the acceleration in the x-direction. Since the same holds for the 
other two directions, the vector EA" or Dc gives us an accurate picture of 
the curvature of the path and of the acceleration or retardation of the 
motion. It will be preferable to draw the length magnified in the ratio of 
the time unit squared to ,,'. The limit DC which the vector so magnified 
drawn from the origin at constant t approaches for vanishing" is called 
the acceleration vector or more briefly the acceleration of the material 
point in question at time t. Its component in the three co-ordinate direc
tions are equal to what we have already called the components of accelera
tion in the three co-ordinate directions, that is to 

d2x d2y d2z 

dt2 • dt" dt2 • 

The total length of the vector DC is the positive square root of 

Of course one would have obtained the same vector by joining the 
terminal points of the two velocity vectors DB and DB' of the material 
point at times t and t +" and seeking the limit that this line divided by 
" approaches. 

Let (g, x), (g, y), (g, z) be the angles between the acceleration of our 
material point (that is of the vector DC) and the three co-ordinate axes 
and 9 the magnitude of this acceleration (that is the length of this vector): 

d2x d2y d2z 
dt 2 =gcos(g,x), dI2=gcos(g,y), dr' =gcos(g,z). (7) 

When the acceleration of a material point is represented in one case 
by the vector DC and in another by DD, we understand by the sum of 
these two accelerations that which is represented by the sum of the two 
vectors DC and DD. If the components of the acceleration DC in the 
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co-ordinate directions are 

d2xI d2YI d2 z1 

dtl' dt2 ' di2 
and those of 0 D 

d2x2 d2y> d2z2 

dtl' dtl' dtl' 
then the components of the sum of the two accelerations are 

d2x d2x d2y d2y d2z d2z __ I + __ 2 __ I + __ 2 __ I + __ 2 

dt2 dt2 ' dt2 dt2 ' dt2 dt2 • 

Similarly we define the sum of three or more accelerations. 

§6. Fundamental Assumptions 3-7 

Let any number (n) of material points be given. At any time t let them 
be at spatial points AI> A 2 , A 3, •• A •. To complete the picture we make 
two further fundamental assumptions that the accelerations will help 
us to find from the constellation of the material points. 

Third fundamental assumption: the acceleration of any material point, 
as a vector in the above sense, is equal to the sum of n - I accelerations, 
in the same vectorial sense, of which each has the direction of the join 
between this and one of the other material points and is called the 
acceleration the second point imparts to the first or the acceleration of 
the first produced by the second. 

Fourth fundamental assumption: the acceleration of any material 
point by another is always in the opposed direction to that of the second 
by the first. If the first acceleration has the direction of the join from the first 
to the second material point (Case B) the second acceleration lies along the 
same join in the opposite direction, and the two material points attract 
each other. If, however, the first acceleration lies in the prolongation of 
the join away from the second point (Case A), then the second accelera
tion too lies in the other prolongation away from the first point, and the 
two material points repel each other. 

Fifth fundamental assumption: the magnitude of the acceleration g 12 

of an arbitrary material point by any other depends neither on their 
absolute position in space nor on the absolute value of time, nor on the 
character of the surroundings or the velocity of the point in question, nor 
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on the direction of their join in space, but only on the latter's length r 12. 
It is thus a function F(r'2) dependent only on that length. We set F(r12) 
positive or negative, putting 912= +F(r'2) or 912=-F(r12) (since 912 
as a vector is always taken as positive) according to whether the two points 
repel or attract each other, that is whether the acceleration falls into 
the prolongation of the join or into the join itself. The form of this 
function will be left entirely indefinite for the time being.3 

Sixth fundamental assumption: the magnitude of the acceleration 
imparted by the first material point to the second need not be the same 
that the second imparts to the first, but both stand in a permanently 
constant ratio at all distances. Putting the magnitude 92' of the accelera
tion of the second material point by the first equal to 1l2F( r 12)' then 112 is 
a constant magnitude for this point pair at all times and distances. It is 
essentially positive since for the second point we put 921 = +1l2F(r'2) 
for attraction and 92' = - P2F( r 12) for repulsion. 

Seventh fundamental assumption: if r '3 is the distance of our first 
material point from an arbitrary third material point and ~(r'3) the 
acceleration of the first material point by the third, and P3tJ>(r13) that of 
the third by the first, then the acceleration of the second material point 
by the third and that of the third by the second stand in the permanently 
constant ratio of 1l2: 1l3; so that if r23 is the distance between them and 
'E'(r23) the acceleration of the second point by the third, then <P3/1l2) x 
'E'(r23) must be that of the third by the second. 

To express this assumption more symmetrically, we denote by m, 
some quite arbitrary though permanently and everywhere constant 
positive number and put m,/1l2 =m2; m'/P3 =m3. 

Moreover we denote the magnitude m, . F(r 12)' which evidently must 
also be a function of r 12 with the same sign as F( r 12), by 112 (r 12); and 
the magnitudes (m'/P3) tJ>(r13) and (m'/1l2) 'E'(r23) by 113(r,3) and 
123(r23). We can then write the above relations in the following sym
metrical form 

m,912 =m292' =±/12(r12), 

m,g'3 = m393' = ±/'3 (r'3)' 

m2923 = m3932 = ±/23 (r23) , 

where in the case of repulsion we use the positive sign and for attraction 
the negative sign. 
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If we consider a fourth material point as well, experience indicates 
the accelerations g'4=F,(r'4)' g24=<P,(r24), g34='P,(r34) imparted 
to the first, second and third points by the fourth at distance r'4, r24, r34. 
Moreover, we observe the factor fl4 with which we must multiply the 
acceleration F,(r'4) to obtain the acceleration g4' of the fourth material 
point by the first. Since the seventh fundamental assumption is to hold 
for any three arbitrary material points, the acceleration g 42 of the fourth 
material point by the second must be equal to (Jl4/fl2) <P,(r24) and g43 of 
the fourth by the third to fl4/fl,'P,(r34). Putting exactly as before 

we obtain 

ml 4>1 (r24) = m2tPl (r24) = 124 (r24) , 
fl2 

m, '1', (r34) = m3 '1', (r34) = f34 (r34) , 
fl' 

m,g'4 = m4g4' = ±f'4 (r'4) , 

m2g24 =m4g42 =±f24(r24), 

m,g'4 =m4043 =±f34(r'4)· 

Extending this to more than four material points offers no difficulty. 

§7. Mass and Force. Equality of Action and Reaction 

According to what has been said in the previous paragraph we obtain for 
any material point a definite number m, which we call its mass, and for 
any two material points a functionf(r) of their distance r, which we call 
the force acting between these two points at that distance. The absolute 
value of fer) is called the intensity of the force, whether of the first point 
on the second which equals the product of the mass of the first and its 
acceleration by the second, or of the second on the first, which equals 
the product of the mass of the second and its acceleration by the first. 
The intensity of the force is to be regarded as essentially positive, like the 
absolute value of the acceleration. The direction of the acceleration 
imparted by the second point to the first is called the direction of the 
force exerted by the second on the first. It is always opposite to the direc-
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tion of the first exerted on the second and acting towards or away from 
the second according to whether fer) is negative or positive. 

The force of a material point exerts on a second is thus always equal but 
opposite in direction to the force the second exerts on the first. One also 
says that action and reaction are equal but opposite in direction. 

For brevity's sake we say that the force acting between the two points 
is a central force by which we express that its intensity is a function only 
of their distance, that its direction is that of their join and that action 
and reaction are equal and opposite in direction. In order that the motion 
is certainly and unambiguously determined we further assume that the 
necessarily unambiguous function of the distance r that gives the force 
has, for all relevant values of r, a finite first derivative (including zero) or 
at least that the ratio of the increments of f(r) and r never becomes 
infinite for these values of r. 

Of the masses m of all material points one is quite arbitrary. All the 
others are then determined by this one and by facts of experience. 

Although, rather than give references, I prefer to start with the remark 
that in this book I present only what is well known and lay no claim to 
having found any of the theorems quoted, nevertheless I must here men
tion that the above definition of mass is due to Mach,4 since this fact is 
perhaps less well known. 

It would sinIplify our picture if we took all material pcints to have 
equal masses, that is, if we assumed that any two material points impart 
equal but opposite accelerations to each other. If we then assumed that 
in denser bodies there are sinIply more material points for each uuit of 
volume, we could represent all phenomena just as adequately. A material 
point of mass m could equally be represented fairly approximately as m 
very close and rigidly connected material points of mass 1. I have 
adopted the more general picture only because it too is quite clear and 
definite. 

Of course, the fundamental assumptions here made are organically 
interconnected, so that we should fall into frequent contradictions if 
we dropped or altered only one or the other while keeping the rest 
unchanged. For example, it can be shown that if we assume that the 
acceleration that two material points impart to each other does not 
depend on their position in space and on the absolute value of time, but 
drop one of the assumptions 4, 5 or 7, the velocity of two rigidly con-
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nected material points could in time become infinite, where of course it is 
further presupposed that the action of the device that rigidly and closely 
connects them is itself produced by forces that obey our assumptions. 
From this it obviously does not follow that the totality of our assumptions 
could be replaced by the principle of energy or by some other general 
principles. The possibility that some of our assumptions might be thus 
replaced I will not deny. 

Indeed, instead of starting from the concept of acceleration one 
might start from the equation of kinetic energy, for example by pre
supposing that this equation holds separately for each co-ordinate 
direction. Given the important role of the principle of energy throughout 
nature this approach might well appeal to some. However, I have 
found it impossible to replace the fundamental assumptions here made 
by more general principles in such a way that the fundamental assump
tions really become significantly simplified. Therefore I have made no 
special efforts, since it seems to me not at all essential or promising once 
one has decided in any case to start from action at a distance of material 
points and only later to deduce Hamilton's principle, the equations of 
elasticity and hydrodynamics and so on. 

§ 8. General Equations 01 Motion 

If the force between two material points with co-ordinates x" y" z, and 
X2' Y2, Z2 respectively is repulsive, the acceleration g 12 of the first by 
the second falls, as mentioned, into the prolongation of their join rl2 
from 2 to 1, which with the positive co-ordinate axes makes angles whose 
cosines are 

Y'-Y2 

These are the cosines of the angles (gl2' x), (gu, y), gu, z) of the accelera
tion g u with the positive co-ordinate axes. In that case we give the function 
112 (r12) a positive sign too. If then the first material point were accelerated 
only by the second, Formula (7) would give 

d'X, 1 X,-X, 
-,- =gu cos (gu,x) =-112(ru)---, 
dt m, r 12 

with two analogous equations for the other two axes. If the acceleration 
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is in the opposite direction, we take it again as positive but give the 
opposite sign to the cosines, so that 

cos (912' x) = X2 - Xl. 
712 

But since the function would then also be given the opposite sign, we 
still have the above equation. 

According to the third fundamental assumption the total acceleration 
of the first material point is the vector sum of the different accelerations 
imparted to it by the other material points, and according to (8) the 
total component of acceleration in the x-direction is then the ordinary 
algebraic sum of the individual components of acceleration. Thus we 
have in general 

(9) 

and two analogous equations for the other two co-ordinates and 3n-3 
similar equations for the other material points. 

The values of the magnitude over which we are to sum, indicated above 
and below the summation sign, express (as always in what follows) that 
in the expression behind the sign this magnitude is to run through all 
the values from the lower to the upper inclusive and all such terms are 
to be added together. We denote by "'.,(r.J the indefinite integral 
Jf .. (r.J dr., in which the constant of integration may be given any 
special value. 

Further we shall often have to give an increment to a single co-ordinate 
in an expression containing the co-ordinates of all the material points in 
a given context, while all the other co-ordinates in the expression remain 
constant. Increments occurring in this manner are called partial and are 
denoted by the symbol o. They must not be confused with increments 
occurring during the time dt (total increments); for during this time 
generally all co-ordinates change. Thus the partial differential coefficient 
(or.JoxJ of r., with respect to x. has the following meaning: of all the 
co-ordinates only x. is given a small increment, the corresponding 
increment of r .. is divided by it, and then we take the limit this expression 
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approaches for vanishing increment of Xl. Since 

r". = J(x. - XJ' + (y. - yJ' + (z. - ZJ' 

differential calculus gives 

or". Y. - Yt 
oy. =--;:;:;:-

Moreover from the definition of the functions tP it follows that 

and similarly for y and z. 

243 

In the expression tP •• (r".), let h run through the integers from 1 to 11 

inclusive, and for every h let k similarly run through the same integers 
leaving out h. The sum of all expression thus obtained is denoted by 

(10) 

Equation (9) can then be written in the form 

d' xl oV 
m1 df =- OX1' (11) 

with two similar equations for the other two co-ordinate axes and 3n - 3 
more for the other material points. The force component acting on any 
material point in any co-ordinate direction is thus the negative partial 
derivative of the function V (the force function) of all co-ordinates with 
respect to the co-ordinate in question. 

For my feeling there is still a certain lack of clarity in the differential 
coefficients with respect to time. Except for the few cases where one can 
find an analytic function that has exactly the prescribed differential 
coefficients with respect to time, then in order to set up a numerical 
picture one will always have to imagine time as divided into a finite 
number of parts before one proceeds to the limit.5 Perhaps our formulae 
are only very closely approximate expressions for average values that can 
be constructed from much finer elements and are not strictly speaking 
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differentiable. As to that, however, there are so far no indications from 
experience. 

§9. Different Modes of Expression. Resultants. Components 

Instead of saying that the second material point imparts the acceleration 
U,2 to the first one we can also say that the force ±f12(r, 2) that the 
second exerts on the first produces this acceleration; but we must not 
forget that these are merely different words for one and the same fact. 
As mentioned earlier, the absolute value of tbe functionf12(r , 2) which 
is the product of the mass m of the material point on whicb it acts and 
the acceleration U that it imparts to that point, we denote as the intensity 
of the force and the direction of the acceleration as the direction of the 
force. Just as with accelerations, therefore, we can express forces as 
vectors (arrows) whose length equals the intensity 01 the force in question 
and whose direction coincides with that of the force and therefore also 
with the acceleration produced by it. These vectors representing forces 
are usually drawn not at the origin but from the point of application of 
the force. 

The vector sum of all forces acting on a material point again represents 
a force which is called their resultant; tbe individual forces are called its 
components. Since according to our third fundamental assumption the 
actual acceleration of a material point is the vector sum of the different 
accelerations it would acquire by eacb individual force, so that the force 
vectors differ from the acceleration vectors only in tbat the former are m 
times longer, it follows tbat the actual acceleration of a material point has 
the direction of the resultant force, and its product witb tbe mass of the 
material point equals the intensity of the resultant force. Thus we find 
the actual acceleration from the resultant force in the same way as the 
acceleration caused by a single force from it. 

We can easily generalize this furtber still. Let the vector R be the sum 
of any other vectors C, then the acceleration imparted to a material 
point by a force represented by R is the vector sum of tbe accelerations 
that the various forces represented by the vectors C would impart to the 
point. Since it is indifferent in which order vectors are added into a sum 
and since force vectors are always m times longer than tbe corresponding 
acceleration vectors but parallel to them and since according to the third 
fundamental assumption accelerations are added like vectors, the material 
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point will be given the same acceleration by the resultant force R as by 
all the component forces C, whether or not there are any other forces also 
acting on it, contributing their own additional accelerations. 

The sum of two vectors can be a zero vector only if both have the same 
length but are opposite in direction. A material point on which two forces 
are acting will thus undergo no acceleration, that is behave as though 
no force were acting on it, if and only if those two forces have equal 
intensity but opposite direction. We then say that the forces are in equilib
rium. Since the resultant of any number of forces acting on a material 
point is found by means of the figure (5) under §4 above, (the polygon 
of forces, for two forces a parallelogram), the forces will be in equilib
rium, that is not impart any acceleration to the point, if the polygon of 
forces ABC •. M is closed so that its end point M coincides with its 
initial point A. 

From the construction of the polygon of forces we see that the action 
of a force P can be completely replaced by three forces acting along the 
co-ordinate directions, namely 

x =P cos(P, x), 

Z=Pcos(P,z) 

Y=Pcos(P,y), 

which are called its components in the co-ordinate directions. 

(12) 

We denote by P, the resultant of all forces acting on the material 
point of mass M, to which Equations (9) refer, with Pi, P~ .. any 
components into which the forceP, can be decomposed, with X" Y"Z,; 
Xi, Yi, Zi; Xi, Yj, Zj .. the components of P" P" pr .. in the co
ordinate directions. Then we can rewrite (9) thus: 

d2xl ," 
m, """di' = X, = X, + X, + . (13) 

Similar equations hold of course for the other co-ordinate axes and 
material points. 

§ 10. Poisson's Proof of the Parallelogram of Forces 

Of the many proofs that have been given of the theorem of the parallelo
gram of forces let me here briefly explain in somewhat modified form, 
though only as an ideal picture, the proof provided by Poisson in his 
mechanics. 
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Let US assume that we can always replace several forces (the compo
nents) acting on a point by a single force (the resultant) as regards all 
their effects. From this it follows that we can always find a resultant of 
more than two forces by first combining two into their resultant, then 
combining that with a third into a new resultant and so on. For since the 
first resultant completely represents the first two forces, the new resultant 
which always has the same effect as the first resultant and the third force 
must likewise have the same effect as the first three forces and so on. 

We further presuppose that the intensity of the resultant and its 
position relative to the components is independent of the absolute 
spatial position of the figure, of the circumstances of motion, earlier 
temporal conditions and origin of the forces, so that forces of any 
origin behave in the same way. A force that produces the same effect as 
two perfectly equal and parallel forces together we call a force of twice 
their intensity; a force of three times the intensity is one whose effect 
equals that of three equal but parallel forces together and so on. As to 
the laws or the import of the motions produced, we are not here concerned. 

If two perfectly equal forces act on a point but in opposite directions, 
this determines no motion either collinear with them or at right angles. 
The point, if originally at rest, must therefore continue to be so and 
equilibrium must prevail; the point must behave as though no forces were 
acting on it. 

If therefore a point is acted on by a force in one direction and a force 
of twice the intensity in the opposite direction, we can replace the latter 
by two forces of single intensity of which one is balanced by the force in 
the opposite direction. Thus only one is left. 

Continuing the same line of inference we easily see that the resultant of 
any number of forces whose direction is in a given line is their algebraic 
sum, counting forces as positive in one sense and negative in the opposite 
sense; the resultant, too acts in one sense or the other according to the 
sign of the algebraic sum being positive or negative. 

Let a point A be acted on by two equal forces AB and AC with any 
angle between them. Let us call the part AH of the angular bisector 
between them the positive sense, the other part thus being negative. 
Let ex be the angle between one of the forces and the positive bisector so 
that the angle between the two forces is 2ex. The angle may for the present 
be acute or obtuse, zero or equal to one or two right angles. 
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The only straight line determined unambiguously by two straight lines 
from a point is their angular bisector. The resultant AD of the forces 
AB and AC must therefore fall on to this bisector, whether on the positive 
or negative side. 

If without changing the direction of the two forces we double their 
intensities, we can view the matter as though in the original direction of 
AB there were now two equal forces AB and AB, and similarly AC and 
AC, for the other. The resultant of AB and AC is AD, that of AB, and 
AC, is AD,. AD and AD, together make a resultant of equal direction 
but twice as big as AD. In this way one proves that AD must be propor
tional to the intensity of the equal forces AB and AC. However, it might 
still depend on the angle between them, so that we may put AD=AB 
f(rx), where the functionf(rx) is given the positive sign when AD falls on 
the positive part AH of the bisector, and the negative sign if AD falls on 
the negative part. 

If we put 180-rx for rx, the two forces make the same angle in the 
opposite direction, so that the resultant too must simply be reversed in 
sign, and f(180-rx)= -f(rx), so that we do not restrict generality by 
presupposing in what immediately follows that rx does not exceed 90°. 
Let us now draw a straight line AK making with AH any angle fJ 
lying between rx and 90° towards the side on which the force AB is 
situated. 

Moreover let the point A be acted on by two further forces AB' and 
A C' represented by arrows that are the exact mirror images of AB and 
AC with respect to AK. Let AH' be the mirror image of AH with respect to 
AK. The two forces AB' and A C' then have a resultant AD' which likewise 
is the mirror image of AD with respect to AK, so that the resultant of all 
four forces AB, AC, AB', AC' is obtained by finding that of AD and AD'. 
These last two forces are equal and form an angle fJ with AK or its 
extension, according as f(rx) is positive or negative. The resultant is 
therefore 

ADf(fJ) = ABf(rx)f(fJ) (13a) 

acting in the direction AK or in the opposite sense, according as the 
expression is positive or negative. The same force must also result if we 
first form the resultant of AB and AB', then that of A C and A C', finally 
combining those two. The resultant of AB and AB' equals ABf(fJ-rx), 
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that of AC and AC', ABf(/3 +«). Both fall into the line AK. Each has the 
direction AK or the opposite one, according as the expression for them 
is positive or negative. The resultant of these two resultants is therefore 
their algebraic sum AB [feB-Ill + f(/3 +«)] acting also in the direction 
AK or in the opposite one, according as the expression is positive or 
negative. 

Since the resultant of the four forces AB, AB', AC, AC' equals this 
expression as well as that in (I3a), these two must be equal. The sign, too, 
has the same meaning in both: positive if the action is in the direction AK, 
negative if in the opposite one. Therefore, for all« and P within the limits 
assumed for them, 

f(<<)f(P) =f(/3-«) + f(/3+«). (13b) 

For «= 0 the resultant is twice the size of each component. Hence 
f(O) =2. If 8 is a very small angle, we can therefore putf(8)=e'+e-' or 
f(8) = -(e' +e-,) orf(8) = 2 cos, according asf(t) >2 or < -2 or between 
+ 2 and - 2. If it were exactly + 2 or - 2 we should choose the first or 
second form with {=O. Let us now make the following sequence of 
substitutions in (13b): «=8, P=8; «=8, P=2e; «=8, P=38 or «=P=2e; 
«=8, P=4e or ",=28, p=3e and so on; integral h givesf(he) =i'C +e-r.c 
or =( -l)'(d" +e-",) or =2cos(h,), according as the first, second or third 
form off (e) has been chosen. The resultant vanishes for he =90°, that is 
f(900) =0, but not for any value of h8 between 0 and 90°; hence f(he) 
cannot be represented by one of the exponential formulae. Therefore it 
must equal 2 cos(hG and for he =90° we must have h{ =90°, so that 
{=8. Therefore f(he) =2 cos (he) and replacing any value of h8 by the 
symbol«, we have f(<<) =2 COS"" which proves the parallelogram of 
forces for the case of two equal components. 

Next we proceed to the case of two unequal forces AB and AC at 
right angles acting on a point A. Bisect the line BC at D and decompose 
each of the given forces into one component along AD and another that 
makes the same angle with the force being decomposed but on the opposite 
side. The latter two components cancel each other, the two former are 
each equal to AD and together yield the resultant of the two original 
components as given by the parallelogram of forces. 

Only at this stage can we determine the resultant of any two forces AB 
and AC acting on a point A. We draw the parallelogram ABDC, decom-
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pose each force into two components of which one lies along AD and 
the other at right angles to it. We see at once that the latter two compo
nents cancel and the first two again yield the resultant represented by the 
diagonal AD of the parallelogram. 

Of course this is by no means a proof that all our previously made 
assumptions are correct. It shows only that we should become entangled 
in contradictions if for defining force we were to retain the other assump
tions but were to make some different assumptions as to constructing 
the resultant of two forces. 

Even the assumption that the intensity of the resultant and its relative 
position to the components does not depend on the position of the figure 
in space, or with regard to the fixed stars, is not so self-evident as people 
imagine, since for example the forces that can permanently maintain a 
certain system in a certain relative configuration of its parts by no means 
depend only on this relative position but alter if the whole system rotates 
in space without change of the relative position of its parts. 

§ 11. On the Replacement of the Picture's Co-ordinate System by Others 

Since Equations (9) merely determine the second differential coefficients 
of the co-ordinates with respect to time, we must further be given the 
6n values of all co-ordinates and of their first differential coefficients with 
respect to time (the components of velocity), at some time (the initial 
state). This time is often denoted by to or zero and the values of the co
ordinates and components of velocity at this time by x~, y~, .. w~. 
These 6n values and the differential Equations (9) then unambiguously 
determine the values of all co-ordinates and velocity components at any 
other time. 

Since in our picture we have based ourselves on one definite co-ordinate 
system, we must first examine how far the same rules for determining 
the values of co-ordinates and velocity components from initial values 
remain valid for other co-ordinate systems too. All co-ordinate systems 
for which this is so, together with the one orininally chosen, we call 
suitable reference frames. Let us first imagine that any other co-ordinate 
system has been introduced, with axes always parallel to those of the 
original ones and remaining in the same relative position to them. Then 
the co-ordinates of any point relative to this new system differ from those 
relative to the original one only by additive constants; while the velocity 
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components, accelerations and all terms on the right-hand side of the 
Equations (9), which evidently depend only on the relative position of 
the material points, remain completely unchanged. Thus these equations 
remain valid as they stand if in them we replace the co-ordinates relative 
to the original system by those relative to the new one. The new co
ordinate system therefore achieves exactly the same results as the original 
one, since the changes of co-ordinates in the new system can be computed 
from their initial values and the initial velocity components by exactly 
the same rules as were established for the original system. This holds 
even if the new axes remain parallel to the original ones while the new 
origin of co-ordinates moves at constant speed in a straight line relatively 
to the old axes, with component speeds a, b, c, along these latter. In 
that case transition to the new co-ordinate system adds the constant a 
to all x-components of velocity, and band c for the other two components; 
while the x-eo-ordinate of all points is increased by at+ce, and the other 
two by bt+P, ct+y, where ce, p, y are three new constants. Again, this 
does not alter the accelerations or the right hand terms of the Equations 
(9) and the rules for finding the motions of the system remain valid for 
the new system of co-ordinates as much as for the old. 

The same is still true if at relative rest or uniform rectilinear motion of 
a new rectangular co-ordinate system the latter's axes are not parallel to 
those of the original one, although the angles between them remain 
constant. For both the accelerations and the forces have been determined 
by the construction of vectors that are independent of the position of 
the co-ordinate system; but the expressions for the projections of accelera
tions and forces in the co-ordinate directions are the same for all co
ordinate systems. Let the co-ordinates in the new system be marked by 
dashes, and the angles between old and new axes by (x, x'), (x, y') ... 
Then 

d2x; d2x, ,d2y, ,dzf , 
(ii2 = (ii2 cos (x, x) + (ii2 cos(y, x) + dt 2 cos (z, x ). 

If in this we substitute for 

d2x, d2y, d2z, 
(ii2' (ii2' dt2 ' 

their values from the Equations (9), in which of course we must substitute 
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for X,-X2, Y'-Y2, Z,-Z2 the values (x~ -x;) COS(X,X')+(v~ -Y;) 
x cos (x, y')+(z~ -z;) cos(x, z') and so on, and proceed similarly with 
d2y~/dt2, d'z;/dt 2, we can easily reduce the equations for the new co
ordinates into exactly the form of the Equations (9). 

There are thus very different co-ordinate systems that might be used as 
the basis for our picture just as well as the original system, without any 
change to the rules for deriving the motion of the system from the initial 
values of co-ordinates and velocity components; all of them are suitable 
reference frames. This is very important, since often the choice of this or 
that co-ordinate system offers certain advantages. However, the new 
system must not rotate relatively to the old one, or the new origin move 
non-uuiformly or on curvilinear paths relatively to the old one, if these 
rules are to be exempt from any change; for in the former case the angles 
(x, x') and so on would no longer be constant, nor in the latter case the 
maguitudes denoted by a, b, c, 0(, p, y, so that the second differential 
coefficients of the co-ordinates with respect to time would no longer 
assume the above form, as will be shown in more detail in Part II. In 
the latter case the ouly change would be that all second differential 
coefficients of x-eo-ordinates with respect to time had the same function 
of time added to it, and similarly for the other two co-ordinates. 

§ 12. Relation of This Representation to Others 

We have deliberately gone rather far away from reality, in order to 
obtain as precise and clear a picture as possible, that is, one free from 
vague concepts but offering the most definite indications for the purpose 
of calculation, so that in every definite case the result to be expected can 
be unambiguously and securely predetermined to any degree ofapproxima
tion.6 The requirement that the picture should be thus unambiguous seems 
to me to be what Hertz understands by the requirement that the picture 
should coincide with the laws of thought; for I cannot really imagine 
any other law of thought than that our pictures should be clearly and 
unambiguously imaginable and that from them results always agreeing 
with experience can be derived as readily as possible. Nor am I in the 
least ofthe opinion that anything, say geometrical images, can be derived 
from the laws of thought alone. 

On the other hand, Hertz seems justified when he remarks that most 
representations of the fundamental principles of mechanics lack the 
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desirable consistency and precision, which I aimed at by fearlessly 
starting with quite definite hypotheses worked out in detail. One often 
defines the ratio of masses of a body as the inverse ratio of the accelera
tions they assume under the action of equal forces. Equal forces can be 
made to act on extended rigid bodies by putting them on a perfectly 
smooth horizontal table and then fastening the same equally stretched 
elastic string or the same equally influenced small magnet or electrified 
object, now to one body, now to the other. Fluids would have to be 
enclosed in a container of small mass, to which the above devices can be 
fastened. As we shall see later from the picture that we can form of the 
action of neighbouring volume elements of elastic and fluid bodies, we 
can indeed consider the centre of gravity of the system, body and magnet 
or container, fluid and magnet, as a single mass on which a force is acting 
that depends only on the constitution of the magnet and the inlluences 
on it. The same holds for the case of a stretched string if its mass vanishes. 
But, how are we to attach equal forces to individual material points? 
However, if the definition of the mass ratio of two bodies is derived from 
their impact, we can in any case not dispense with the consideration of 
the volume elements that collide; if it is derived from direct action at a 
distance between two small bodies, then if the derivation is carried 
through consistently our own definition again results. 

If one were to start with a perfectly clear picture of the mutual action of 
volume elements of elastic bodies and deduced from them the fundamental 
concepts and laws of ordinary mechanics, there would of course be no 
objection.? However, this is not at all what happens, rather one defines 
the properties (masses) and laws of change (forces) of simple material 
points by means of processes that essentially contain such volume 
elements, for example impact or fastening the same elastic string to 
different bodies. In the ideas one forms of the material points experience 
with extended objects are mixed up with conceptual constructions on 
individual points. Who would not feel the vicious circle involved in 
defining a material point, for the purpose of setting up the fundamental 
concepts, as a very small body and then insisting that a remote conse
quence of the theory built on this basis will be that if we regard volume 
elements as simple spatial points although they are really small bodies, 
we are neglecting only small quantities of higher order. How much 
clearer to view extended bodies from the outset under the picture of many 
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tightly packed points whose velocity always changes only very little from 
one to the next. Starting from the accelerations of finite bodies without 
first explaining the concept of the material point is again inadmissible, if 
we do not have prior knowledge of the theorem concerning the centre 
of gravity. It is no use objecting that these are merely different words for 
the same thing. Therefore I think one must choose precisely those words 
that will always remind us in the most appropriate way of the correct 
epistemological status of all concepts. 

Yet even admitting that application of the same force to different 
material points without prior definition of mass were possible, we must in 
addition recognize as facts of experience that the ratio of accelerations 
of material points does not change according to the choice of force and 
that the ratio of accelerations of the material points A and C equals 
the product of the respective ratios for A and B, Band C; or else 
more general facts of experience (for example the principle of energy) 
must be advanced first from which those others follow. The advantage 
of our picture of central forces is precisely that at a stroke it provides a 
clear view about all these propositions as well as about the laws of mutual 
action of volume elements, the theorem on centres of gravity and so on. 

In Kirchhoff's lectures on mechanics I am also dissatisfied with the 
definition of the concept of mass. Precisely the case, where we have 
equations between the co-ordinates of material points (forced motion), 
seems to me more an abstraction than a real case corresponding to 
nature. In all other cases, however, his definition begins to waver, as 
stands out especially when he introduces mass and density of volume 
elements for elastic bodies. 

Hertz's mechanics perhaps becomes a perfectly clear, unambiguously 
determined picture through the fact that it knows no forces other than 
those attending forced motion. As Hertz puts it, his theory corresponds 
to the laws of thought. There is only one thing that I find lacking here, 
namely the proof that nature can really be represented by this picture. 

Of course I am not denying that it is possible clearly to represent these 
concepts in ways other than mine; but it seems that it has never been 
achieved yet. Nor do I wish to be understood as saying that I find it 
unlikely that action at a distance between material points appearing as a 
function of distance must be the final picture of natural processes. Many 
attempts have been made to explain them by impacts of the molecules 
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of a medium (the luminous aether), but this requires fairly intricate sub
sidiary assumptions, for example ascribing a lattice structure to ponderable 
molecules to explain cohesion. Moreover one needs the laws of impact 
and thus again the concept of mass. On a different tack, the attempt has 
been made to view molecules as vortex rings in order to explain thereby 
their apparent action at a distance. It is certainly possible that such 
attempts at explanation may one day displace forces at a distance. How
ever, the assumptions hitherto made to this end seem to me neither 
simpler nor clearer than the picture from which I started here. Rather, 
it seems to me that they uselessly increase the number of arbitrary 
hypotheses without corresponding gain in clarity and precision, which in 
my view must be avoided just as much as pictures that are unclear and 
vague because insufficiently specialised. In any case instead of asking how 
things are really constituted I should like to ask more modestly by means 
of what pictures our experience is currently most simply and unambig
uously represented. 

However this may be, whether future efforts at perfecting mechanics 
are to be expected from further development of the special pictures 
current today or from their replacement by more general ideas of energetic 
or phenomenological character, at all events I believe that a clear and 
precise account of present day atomist mechanics can only be useful; 
for in the first case it will furnish the basis for further development and 
in the second it can serve as a model of that clarity and consistency 
indispensable for any new theory. These features seem to me by no means 
to lie in agreement with special laws of thought, but rather to rest on the 
fact that it uses only such rnles and constructions as will always admit 
unambiguously defined application according to experience and, even 
where the outcome to be obtained is not known in advance, will furnish 
a clear and definite result in agreement with observation. 
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PART II 

PREFACE 

I first from Goethe mottoes chose, 
One of my own did next compose; 
Then Heine's poems I did COD, 
But mottoes therein found I none. 

In this second part of my lectures on mechanics I have set myself the 
task of treating the principle of least action, Hamilton's principles, and 
the connected work of Helmholtz, HOlder, Voss and others. However, 
the main emphasis is always on the physical sense and the connection 
with theorems of theoretical physics, not on purely mathematical deduc
tion. As for additional comments required to remove all doubt concerning 
the mathematical rigour of the proofs, I refer to the writings of mathe
maticians; to me the main thing was always the physically intuitive 
aspect. 

Special account had to be taken of the relations of the action principles 
to gas theory, heat, electricity and to the theorems of Maxwell, Helmholtz 
and Hertz on cyclical systems. However, I have nowhere gone into 
special areas of physics, but developed the subject just far enough for 
physics to continue from there. 

In particular, Hamilton's principles of stationary and varying action 
presuppose no other knowledge except that of the total energy as function 
of all the variables on which it depends. That function being given, the 
principles enable us to derive all equations for all temporal changes that 
need be considered. This then amounts to the only unobjectionably 
founded theory of energetics that is unambiguously applicable without 
further ado in all cases. 

The concept of mathematical variation seemed to me to become more 
intuitive by my connecting with it the concept of physical variation, the 
sequential ranging of infinitely many mathematical variations into a 
finite change of state, of the kind that is often used in thermodynamics 
for the treatment of the mechanical analogies of the second law. On the 
other hand the concept has also been contrasted with the theory of small 
finite disturbances in the method of variation of constants. 

From Hamilton's principle of stationary action I derive Lagrange's 
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equation for generalised co-ordinates, used for developing the general 
theory of the motion of rigid bodies, for introducing elliptical co-ordinates 
and deriving the theory of relative motion. 

lowe important hints to Voss's article on this subject in the Encyclo
paedia of the Mathematical Sciences and to talks on mechanics at the 
Congress of Scientists in Kassel and private conversations arising out of 
it both there and in Gottingen. 

The usual formula for the period of oscillation of a conically swinging 
pendulum turns out to be valid if it always faces in the same direction in 
space. If it always faces the vertical axis of rotation, then besides the 
pendulum motion it has an additional rotation about its own longitudinal 
axis. If a pendulum contains a rotating body, the slow rotation of its 
plane of oscillation is opposite to the precessional motion, other things 
being equal. For the former, if regarded as made up of two superimposed 
equal and opposite conical pendulum swings of different period, will 
follow the faster, whereas precession is the limit approached by the slower 
when the elongation tends to 90°, while the period of the faster would 
grow to infinity. 

In conclusion I hope that the strong physical leaning will not deter 
mathematicians from reading this book, nor the somewhat extensive 
formulae the physicist. 

Vienna, June, 1904 

§35. The Principle of Action as the Fundamental Principle 
of all Natural Science 

Historically the idea of central forces between material points led either 
more openly or with concealment to the gradual development of mech
anics in its present form. From this alone we must of course not infer 
that this idea is bound for ever to remain its basis. It happens often 
enough that a proposition that was first obtained under certain restrictive 
conditions later turns out to be valid in more general cases as well. Thus 
the principles of mechanics, such as that of virtual displacements or of 
stationary action might hold even under conditions that cannot be 
realised by central forces. 

Indeed, the view has often been expressed that the idea of central 
forces should be completely dropped and be replaced by anyone of the 
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general principles as a basis for mechanics. If for this we choose the 
principle of energy, then since it is much more special than the equations 
of mechanics, we must add a wbole series of other propositions and it is 
all over with the derivation of the whole material from a unitary principle. 
This would not be necessary if we chose the principle of stationary action, 
since from it the equations of mechanics do indeed follow in their entirety. 

We Inight here even consider the case where the state of systems is 
deterInined by co-ordinates other than of position in three-dimensional 
space. For example Gibbs, Helmholtz and others have established rela
tions in which temperature, the electric state and siInilar variables occur 
and which contain the mechanical principles, especially that of stationary 
action, as special cases. However, these relations greatly lack generality 
in other directions. They sometimes hold exclusively for states that differ 
only infinitesimally from eqUilibrium. Moreover they contain obscurities 
alien to mechanics, such as the concept of entropy, irreversibility and 
numerous empirically given properties of temperature, electricity and so 
on, the ideas of which are by no means so simple as those of geometrical 
relations of points. 

Possibly, the appearance of equations analogous to the mechanical 
ones in electricity, thermodynaInics and so on, as well as the special 
properties belonging to the magnitudes occurring in those theories, 
may be explained by assuIning that these phenomena are caused by hidden 
mechanical motions and one Inight illuIninate obscurities of behaviour 
of magnitudes occurring elsewhere in physics by mechanical pictures, for 
example obscurities in the concepts of entropy and irreversibility by 
applying calculus of probability to the behaviour of very numerous 
material points. 

When I say that mechanical pictures might be able to illuIninate such 
obscurities, I do not mean by this that the position and motion of material 
points in space is something whose simplest elements are completely 
explicable. On the contrary, to explain the ultimate elements of our cogni
tion is altogether impossible; for to explain is to reduce to something 
better known and simpler, and therefore that to which everything is 
reduced must remain forever inexplicable. Thus even if everything were 
explained from the simplest fundamental concepts of mechanics, these 
would forever remain just as inexplicable as those of electricity are for us 
today. 
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Nor will I contend whether the concept of position in space, or of 
temperature, or of electric charge is clearer in itself: such quarrels would 
be empty. Only it would certaiuly be clearer if we could explain not only 
all phenomena of motion in solid, liquid and gaseous bodies but also 
heat, light, electricity, magnetism, and gravitation by means of the idea 
of motions of material points in space; that is, by means of a single 
unitary principle, instead of requiring for each of these agencies a whole 
inventory of quite alien concepts like temperature, electric charge, poten
tial and so on, whether we denote these alien concepts as something quite 
independent or as disparate energy factors to be separately postulated 
for each energy form. 

If one wants to bother at all about future centuries or even millennia I 
readily admit that it would be presumptuous to hope that our present day 
mechanical picture of the world will be preserved for all eternity even 
only in its most essential features. 

Therefore I am far from despising attempts to find more general 
equations of which the mechanical equations are only special cases. 
Indeed I should be satisfied with the result of this book if, by showing 
how clear a picture of the world can and must be, I had contributed to 
the successful construction of another still more comprehensive and 
clearer world picture, whether on the basis of the energy principle or of 
the principle of stationary action or of the straightest path. I merely wish 
to work against the thoughtless attitude that declares the old world 
picture of mechanics an outworn point of view, before another such 
picture is available from its first foundations up to the application to the 
most important phenomena which the old picture has for so long now 
represented so exhaustively, especially where the innovators have not the 
least understanding of how difficult it is to construct such a picture. 
Above all, if one wants to avoid the picture of material points, one 
should not later introduce them into mechanics after all, but one should 
start from individuals or elements of different constitution,8 with proper
ties that can be described as clearly as those of material points. 

I wrote the foregoing about seven years ago, the final sentence thus 
representing my requirements at that time (a measure of how old the 
basic stock of this book is). All this is now deliberately printed without 
change. Of what I then expected after centuries or even millennia, the 
half has happened in seven years. 
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However, the ray of hope for a non·mechanical explanation of natnre 
came not from energetics or phenomenology, but from an atomic theory 
that in its fantastic hypotheses surpasses the old atomic theory as much 
as their elementary structures surpass in smallness those of the old 
atoms. I need not mention that I mean the modern theory of electrons. 
This certainly does not aim at explaining the concepts of mass, force, 
the law of inertia and so on from simpler and more easily understandable 
concepts and its simplest fundamental concepts and laws will doubtless 
remain just as inexplicable as those of mechanics for the mechanical 
picture of the world. However, the advantage of being able to derive all 
mechanics from other ideas that are in any case necessary for explaining 
electro-magnetism wonld be just as great as if conversely electro-magnetic 
phenomena could be explained mechanically. May the former succeed and 
my requirement of seven years ago be fulfilled! 

§77. Absolute and Relative Motion 

We can detertnine only the distances between different parts of bodies, 
that is only their relative position. There is no experience in which an 
absolute space would make itself felt. Nevertheless at the beginning of 
the book we introduced a definite co-ordinate system which almost plays 
the role of absolute space. We did this merely because by introducing 
this system we can state the laws of relative motion of bodies much more 
simply than by taking other systems, chosen quite arbitrarily. 

By this we wish in no way to pronounce it likely, let alone necessary, 
that new empirical findings might supervene and enable us to determine 
this special co-ordinate system further, or to select a definite system from 
all those that we earlier (I § 11) called suitable and thus to determine 
an absolute space; which, as the phrase goes, would prove the existence 
of absolute space. 

For we saw above (I, § 11) that this reduction of the laws of motion to 
their simplest form can be carried out not just on the basis of one single 
and definite system S, but that one may equally use very different systems. 
All these we there called suitable reference frames. In this the direction of 
the axes in space at a definite moment of time and the position of the 
origin for two moments of time can be quite arbitrarily orientated 
relatively to the systems already found to be suitable. If, however, one 
has chosen the direction of the axes at a moment, they will be thereby 
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fixed at all other times. All directions that a definite axis then always has 
are called parallel. 

If moreover the position of the origin at two moments has been chosen, 
its position at all other times is again determined. The motion of the 
origin under these conditions is called rectilinear and uniform. 

The question as to how the laws of a body's change of position are 
modified, that is how the equations of motion alter if at different times we 
base ourselves on co-ordinate systems not obeying these conditions, is 
evidently of great theoretical interest. 

It has, however, practical value too; for we only ever observe the relative 
motion of one material system with regard to a second that is quasi
immutable or at least is regarded as immutable. Thus we observe the 
motion of the planetary system relative to the sphere of fixed stars, that 
of terrestrial bodies relative to the Earth or some other object rigidly 
fixed to it. In certain experiments we observe the motion of fluids or 
other objects relative to a vessel or chamber deliberately set into rotational 
motion. People in a moving carriage or ship can observe the motion of 
their bodies and other objects relative to the carriage or ship and so on. 

In all these cases it is for us a matter only of relative motion of the 
first system with regard to the second or a co-ordinate system rigidly 
fixed to the latter. In all cases except the first, this co-ordinate system 
certainly lacks the properties of a suitable reference frame. The nature of 
the fixed stars is much too unknown and the firmament itself much too 
indefinite a concept for us to be able to decide with certainty whether a 
co-ordinate system rigidly fixed to it is suitable; however, proper motions 
of fixed stars themselves have already been observed and at all events it is 
important in that case too what influence it would have on the equations 
of motion of the planetary system if the co-ordinate system on which 
they are based was not a suitable reference frame. 

If we are to calculate the motion of a system of bodies relative to a 
second and the latter's motion relative to a suitable reference frame is 
known, we could in each special case proceed as follows; first calculate 
the motion of the first system of bodies relative to the reference frame and 
only then calculate the motion of the first system relative to the second 
from that of each relative to the common suitable reference frame. 

However it is highly advantageous not to work this out separately in 
each special case but to give once and for all the rules from which we 
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can directly find the relative motion of one system of bodies with regard 
to the second or a co-ordinate system rigidly fixed to it as soon as we are 
given the motion of the second relative to a suitable reference frame that 
we call the co-ordinate system at rest. We assume that all parts of the 
second system are rigidly connected with each other, and we now imagine 
a second co-ordinate system rigidly connected with that system of bodies 
(the moving co-ordinate system). The problem then is to find the general 
equations of motion for the first system of bodies relative to the moving 
co-ordinate system. 

§88. The Law of Inertia 

In conclusion let us return to a fundamental difficulty in the simplest 
fundamental laws of mechanics, namely the formulation of the law of 
inertia, if one does not wish to introduce an absolute transcendental 
space. We have evaded this difficulty in the simplest way by never speaking 
of anything real or existing, but replacing matter by mere mental pictures, 
namely material points, without worrying whether this !night not also 
be done equally successfully in other ways (for example on the basis of 
some other co-ordinate system). 

No one can stop us forIning mental pictures as we wish, nor therefore 
including in them a co-ordinate system (the suitable reference frame) 
over and above the material points. After the event we call these mental 
pictures true only because they are useful in predicting future phenomena 
(our future sensations) as completely and effortlessly as possible, that is 
in adapting our volitional impulses to them. 

I can find no inner reason for the assertion that mental pictures con
taining the reference frame cannot agree exactly with experience. On the 
contrary, I find that it is precisely this assertion that aims at stating 
something a priori about experience which the latter did not tell us before. 
I therefore cannot here agree with Mach; if I understand him correctly, 
he infers from the fact of our thoughts' having to represent only relations 
between objects that the law of inertia could be deter!nined only by the 
world of fixed stars. If the picture we have developed here were absolutely 
correct, then the relations between objects would be such that a mental 
reference frame of this kind is required to represent them in the simplest 
way. It would not be necessary for the firmament to be absolutely free of 
rotation relative to this reference frame; that in fact it is nearly so, 
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would be explicable from their great distance, at which rotation would 
require enormous centripetal forces. 

For somebody who surveyed the whole world of fixed stars, imagined 
as finite, it would even be theoretically possible to observe its rotation by 
means of Foucault's pendulum or a gyroscope as we could do for the 
Earth if we lacked light and therefore knowledge of other celestial bodies. 
However, this observation would not be unconditional, though if it were 
denied one would have to make an assumption much more unnatural 
still and running counter to the presuppositions of this book, namely of 
a force exerted from a fixed straight line on all masses, proportional to 
mass and distance, and of the corresponding Coriolis force which further 
depends on velocity and position in space relative to the firmament. Nor 
would a single Foucault pendulum or gyroscope suffice, for in that case 
the possibility of such small disturbing forces could hardly be ruled out 
with certainty. However, if the most varied Foucault pendulums, 
Streintz gyroscopes, material points propelled according to Lange and so 
on, all indicate by their motion relative to the world of stars (taken as 
finite and observable as a whole) that the latter is rotating, we could 
surely take it as most likely that by assuming such a rotation (that is by 
adopting a reference frame into our mental picture), phenomena are 
most simply explicable, or perhaps we should rather say describable or 
mentally repeatable; just as we are already convinced that only by assum
ing a rotation of the Earth can cosmic phenomena be rationally described. 

That there is a real body IX, always at rest relative to our suitable refer
ence frame and able to replace the latter, would be an absurd idea. As 
mere mental object, however, I prefer to call it 'reference frame' than 
'body IX'. The name 'body' alone seems to me most inappropriate. 

Let us therefore assume that the pictures described in this book exactly 
represent nature and that the world is finite. In that case its invariable 
axis through the centre of gravity with regard to every suitable reference 
frame would have to retain its direction without change and the total 
areal moment of the world with regard to that axis would have to be 
constant. However, this merely means the following; what is given is 
only the relative positions of all parts of the world at all times. We can 
relate them to an arbitrary co-ordinate system chosen differently at any 
time, and likewise arbitrarily call any two stretches of time equally long 
or not; but only a definite way of denoting stretches of time as equal and 
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only a definite temporal sequence of positions of these co-ordinate 
systems fulfils the condition that changes of material points of the world 
with regard to these requirements obey the simple equations of mechanics 
expounded in this book. Only if this is the case do we call the temporal 
sequence of the co-ordinate systems in question a suitable reference frame. 

For each such suitable reference frame what has been proved shows 
that that axis through the world's centre of gravity for which the sum of 
areal moments of the world is a maximum must have an invariable 
position and this sum itself be constant. This does of course further 
presuppose that we are going to think of the world as being finite. It 
would, however, be quite possible for the different equations of mechanics 
for such a sequence of positions of the co-ordinate system to take on 
their simple form for which the constant areal moment of the world 
about its invariable axis through the centre of gravity is different from 
zero, so that the world would as it were rotate, though of course at a 
rate that would be small in the same measure as the world is big. 

Though it is totally unlikely that our knowledge will ever really extend 
that far, we can nevertheless imagine ourselves in the position where we 
know the whole world of fixed stars (provided we take it as finite) as well 
as we know our Earth today and where we could establish a rotation of 
the former as securely as we can that of the latter. If light did not exist so 
that we were ignorant of any celestial bodies except the Earth, we should 
doubtless have reached the concept of absolute rotation much later. 
However, we could certainly have reached it by experiments with gyro
scopes, pendulums and so on and would very likely have done so. It is 
thus by no means just the relation to the firmament that conditions this 
concept. 

That the successive positions of the principal inertial axes of the world 
relative to its centre of gravity form a suitable reference frame of this kind 
would of course be possible and by no means in conflict with our past 
experience, according to which any axes immutably connected with the 
nearly immutable firmament are suitable reference frames. On this 
assumption it would be supedluous to adopt a special co-ordinate system, 
since its position could be calculated for any moment of time from the 
successive relative positions of all parts of the world. Since, however, 
it has not been and cannot be proved by any considerations that such an 
assumption is correct, it is of course well to point out that it may be so 
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but it would evidently be an illicit restriction of generality to place the 
assumption at the head of mechanics. 

Quite independently of this there is the question whether the mechanical 
equations here developed and therefore also the law of inertia might 
perhaps be only approximately correct and whether, by formulating 
them more correctly, the improbability or rather inhomogeneity of 
having to adopt into the picture a co-ordinate system as well as material 
points would disappear of itself. 

Here Mach pointed to the possibility of a more correct picture, obtained 
by assuming that only the acceleration of the change of distance betw6en 
any two material particles is determined mainly by the neighbouring 
masses, its velocity being determined by a formula in which very distant 
masses are decisive. This naturally avoids the adopting of any co-ordinate 
system into the picture, since now it is only a question of distances. Of 
course, Mach does not avoid introducing other difficulties, for example 
that the world is finite, a kind of action at a distance for the greatest 
distances and so on. These difficulties did not seem to me to be so par
ticularly great as perhaps to some other physicists, but they certainly 
have the awkward feature that they seem to exclude all empirical test 
forever. Nor do I think that it is obvious that we can give an exact deriva
tion of the principle of superposition by continual application of the 
new form of the law of inertia to the centre of gravity of the masses in 
mutual interaction. Moreover 

d2 L:mr 
~=O, 

is merely an equation and thus not equivalent to the assertion that a 
point moves uniformly in a straight line. 

At all events I think that such an extension of our vision, by pointing 
out that what we regard as most certain and obvious may perhaps be 
only approximately correct, is most valuable. It is in line with the sugges
tion that the distances of fixed stars may perhaps be constructed only in a 
non-Euclidean space of very small curvature, which is of course con
nected with the law of gravity in that a moving body not acted on by 
forces would then after aeons have to return to its previous position if 
the curvature in question is positive. 

In all these considerations we started from the presupposition that the 
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world is finite. if one conceives the world as infinite, concepts such as the 
world's centre of gravity, invariable axis, principal inertial axes and so 
on become quite empty. One would then have to assume that the law of 
inertia is determined by a formula according to which masses that are 
nearby have vanishing influence on the formulation of the law of inertia, 
that those at distances like Sirius have the greatest such influence and 
those at much greater distance still again next to none. 

All difficulties in formulating the law of inertia are avoided by the 
electromagoetic theory of matter, which assumes that Maxwell's equa
tions fOT the behaviour of the luminous aether and the motions of electrons 
in it are the primary notions from which follow the law of inertia for the 
motion of electrons relative to the luminous aether and the other mech
anicallaws for such motion. However, the law of inertia does not hold 
for the particles of the aether itself; Maxwell's equations would have to 
be formulated in such a way that they determine only the mutual actions 
of adjacent volume elements so that we need no absolute space to formu
late them. A working out of this as yet quite undeveloped theory is no 
concern of ours here. 

NOTES 

1 Heinrich Hertz, Principles of Meehan/ClI, 1894, English edn. 1899. 
• a. Boltzmann, Wien. Ber. 185 (1896) 907; and the essay on p. 41 above. 
a Here a generalisation of the picture is possible without serious loss of clarity, and has 
indeed been tried, by assuming that the function F contains the first or even second 
time derivative of rn. If the latter figures in it linearly one might equally well say that 
the factors m, to be mentioned later, are not constant. However, this generalisation has 
gained so little practical importance that we shall refrain from discussing it further here. 
• Carls, Repertorium 4 (1868) 355-9 
• a. Boltzmann, loco cit. 
a Kirchhoff's well-known demand that physics i. merely to desctibe facts is satisfied by 
our picture insofar as it is merely a set of rules for constructing arithmetical and geo
metrical ideas by means of which the facts can always be correctly predicted. The 
concepts of cause and effect are entirely avoided in this. For even if one occasionally 
denotes the presence of one material point as the cause of the other's acceleration, this 
is merely to express the idea of the fact that both receive certain accelerations at a 
certain mutual distance from each other. I therefore hope that there can be no epistemo
logical objections to the mode of presentation adopted here. 
7 That any clear picture of the mutual action of volume elements must have mUM 
more in common with current atomism than is ordinarily assumed I believe I have 
established elsewhere. In the same place I have shown that it confuses the idea and 
makes calculation of the limit impossible if one assumes that the simple elements are 
themselves extended and divisible into differentials. a. Boltzmann, loco cit. 
• a. the essay on p. 41 above. 
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